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We've received the attached letter which details the alleged
activities of one
('investigative journalist') at
RAF Rudloe Manor. l~-- .. -· · ·-1
There are no dates of when all this is supposed to have happened.
I suppose it must also be borne in mind that it is in the
interests of such individuals to give the impression that they are
'doing a Roger Cook' and it may not have happened at all.
But as a first step do you know anything about any of this?
Grateful for a chat when you've a moment.

Regards ~
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UFOT~es
A BUF"ORA. Public;ation
Address: BUFQRA-Northem

23rd August 1997.
Ministry of Defence,
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a,
Room 8245,
Main Building,
Whitehall,
London,
SW1A2HB.
Dear Sir/Madam,
As the branch of the MoD concerned with reports of unidentified aerial objects, I thought that you might find the attached letter of interest. It was written to us by a
concerned BlJFORAmember after our big Sheffield "Conference last weekend, and it con-

0

SJ! ~en-t-e-j
II I

cerns1hthUFeb r~g i~to or'f.~/ MinistryakofDefenhceCinsnf1tallations bydohaneS-Iilsf,
_J a
We s
mvesttgat{} ... u.w.was a spe er at t e o erence, an
l spo
least one other group (Strange Phenomena Investigations in Scotland) about his exploits.
The SPI talk was accompanied by slides showing his entry into RAF Rudloe Manor and of
concrete tunnels and underground chambers; at the BUFORA conference he also showed a
videotape.ofvarious people breaking into RAF Woodbridge/Bentwaters in front of a large
audience.
I would just like to point out that BUFORA does
illegal activities such as these. As you can see form the attached
not acting with the support ofBUFORA members and his activiti~s
to the organization's ruling body. We are well aware that the official MoD line is that UFOs
"are of no defence significance", but this matter surely is. Does the Ministry take legal action
in cases such a this?
I will await your response with interest.

;~~:~:~!!!{!~~~

cc. RAF Rudloe Manor, Wtltshire.

The 1B:r:l"tli!ah. UFO

Reae~ .A..aaoc:la.don.

•

OPEN LE1TER OF CENSURE TO THE BUFORA COUNCIL
To all BUFORA members
Originally having seen the Rudloe Manor presentation, I fc:ltthe need to write a letter which I was
originally going to call 'COVER UP? OF COURSE THERE'S A COVER UP, BUT WHAT DOES IT
REALLY MATTER?_But then to ~ at the BUFORA Conference a video tape showing the Conference
organiser along with ~ trespassing on Ministry of Defence land at RAF Bentwaters and
gaining access to wh~-72"~ a previously secure hardened storage facility, made me feel
compelled 10 write this letter.
I am a BUFORA member. Both my husband and I investigate UFO sightings. We have willingly passed
the results of these investigations to BUFORA We both have a lengthy and detailed knowledge of the subject.
First let me a s s u r e a t most military bases have underground facilities and yes, some
are indeed connected ~h!M~Inlt~Port systems. There is nothing unusual or sinister about this. It is
merely a military fact of life. Since the commencement of the Second World War, with increased and accurate
aerial and satellite surveillance, aerial bombardment and nuclear warfare, it has become necessary for the
military to protect its supply and command and control structures in hardened underground facilities. If
Rudloe Manor was the Headquarters of RAF Southern Sector, I would find it surprising if it did not have
substantial underground facilities. But what has a detailed presentation of the military infrastructure to do

~~~~~~li

withWhy
UFOs?
does
I aggrieved with Ministry of Defence personnel, whom he states acted in a
hostile and aggresstve-manner-towkrds him? Why does he feel the need to exact revenge? He made an
unauthorised incursion on to
My husband is
the base in an
to walk
freely around the base. Had such an unauthorised incursion onto military property not been met by a military
response, with or without drawn weapon, then those same military personnel would be guilty of neglect of
duty. There is a substantial terrorist threat in the United Kingdom and all military bases are on a permanent
stthiate of heightthaen~ alert. Ddid
f j.'ltf'lbualbe treathted differefntly? The military are task_ed to defend

I& Q
JIOOiihgim""G~ m eu use o cove;rt;~~~~~!~f~f~~
:::~~l:;:~:~~~vi~:i'J'e~~;·;~~~~:l=1:st~bf!~~:t~~" I
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country _

5

t me an you.=___t_nna.

jacket in the same light again. You have destroyed my innocence!
But to return to a more serious note. The military's primary role is the defence of our country. The RAF in
particular are tasked to identify and evaluate, both radar and visual incursions into UK air space. I found it
perplexing that an hour of conference time should be given to proving that Air Intelligence investigated UFO
sightings in the 1950s and 60s. Of course they did. To think otherwise shows an amazing degree of naivete.
From Roswell onwards any student of this subject will be aware that the military and the government have
covered things up, time and time again. There is nothing unusual in this There are many valid reasons why
this should be so. They may not wish to display their ignorance of the an event and therefore display their
inability to counter a real or potential threa t. There are factions in all societies who would exploit such
vulnerability and thus undermine the government a nd the military and in tum its ability to defend its people.
Perl1.1ps IIley wish-to cover up a crasl!ed-experimen tal weapon systenr. T& do-othenvise wottld be ta·expose·its
level of weapon tecllnology. Remember the Cold Wa r has only recently ended. The former Soviet Union is
were so,
hardly a model
My advice to
He admits there
ReJI!dl<~li:aiii rroin":(Jaj-:O..C~Ie.c!Oci•"ito~:bi:oo,meoblmro w;ili-lltilt~eoVer-l"pbut goes on to
probe the facts concealed behind it revealing truly amazing results. As UFO investigators we all acknowledge
that facts are covered up-and official denials issued. We have come to expect this. Our task is to penetrate the
cover-up and reveal the concealed facts, -not to become obsessed with proving a cover up exists. It is easier to
;;,.::r,~~,.._..~,-~,_ rather than the elusive and enigmatic subject of unidentified flying ol1jects.
the consequence of your actions? You seem inordinately prond
that you
military establishment and published photographs of it. Did you sign the
Official Secrets Act when you worked for Her Majesty's Customs and Excise? Your need 10 name
underground bases -underground command a nd control structures and the existence of Intelligence Agencie5 at
Rudloe Manor, places this sensitive material in the public domain for the use of aggressors both internal and
external. Investigation without responsibility is dangerous.

•

1 believed when I joined BUFORA that it was a mature organisation dedicated to research into UFOs. To
my dismay, I find it members openly boasting their ability to make over flights of sensitive military
establishments, to make illegal and unexpected visits to RAF Rudloe Manor and to trespass on to Ministry of
Defence Property at RAF Bentwaters and to gain entry to what appeared to be a previously locked facility. the
action of the trespassers on the video tape footage show that they knew what they were doing was wrong_
Contrary to ~9\¥Wtions, trespass, with or without acts of damage or theft, is an offence against
civil Jaw ~~members found committing acts of pure trespass may be sued in the Civil
Courts.
To findsuc:h a respected organisation as BUFORAactively or passively condoning such behaviour at its
Conference, is an act of suicidal folly. Recently the UFO movement has gained much credibility in the eyes of
the public and its-past image of 'crankiness' is beginning to disappear. But with its members committing such
acts is to play directly into the hands of our detractors and opponents. It will give the authorities the excuse
they need to quietly withdraw any support or CXHlperation that may have exisled and S)-1llpathetic MPs may, in
the future, go out of their way to avoid contact with such an organisation and its members. Ultimately it will
do the movement much hann.
I believe that UFOs are a topic worthy of serious, lengthy and detailed investigation: I feel that the study of
the subject will nltimately lead to a profound realignment in how we see ourselves, our place in the world and
the universe-and perhaps our view of reality itself. It is a widely challengi~~& and exciting topic. The searchfor an answer will require hard and dedicated investigation, but it is primarily the study of unexplained aerial
phenomena. Both Rudloe Manor and RAF Bentwaters are-identified and terrestrial.
I lay before the BUFORA Council a challenge to respond collectively to this letter. I know from the
comments of the Association's membership and the members of the-public who attended the conferenoe at
Hallam University that the Conference did much to harm the Associations public image.
Consider your reply carefully. lam not sure that I wish to remain a member of an Association; which
either passively or actively condones such illegal and irresponsible acts. I feel that the Association should
censure those individuals concerned and ask them to consider their future as members of BUFORA. The
Association must seem to operate at all times in an open responsible manner within the legal framework of this
country. The Association and its membership are not above the law.
I feel that the emphasis on conspiracy theory will ultimately mean that BUFORA will lose its way in thooo
dark subterranean tunnels of the secret bases that seem to preoccupy so much time of the advocates of a-such a.
theory. BUFORA is dedicated to research into UFOs, unexplained aerial phenomena. I feel the answer will
not be found underground.
With heartfelt concern,

GLN~ L\2--1t:J)
UK PIDENTIAL

DI55/108!15

Historical Review Team, Room 014 OWOB.

To:
Copy: File

Seot~S)2al-

RELEASE OF UAP(UFO) POLICY FILES

Refs:

A. DISS/40/9/1 PART 1 (Closed 18 Nov 67)
B. DISS/40/9/1 PART 2 (Closed 22 Dec 67)

1.
You asked me to comment on the contents of the above-referenced files,
which are 2 of the only 4 policy files held by this Department. Part 3 is missing. Part
4 covers the period 1971 to 1996. Part 5 is the current file in use. Although classified
SECRET, almost the whole contents of these files is RESTRICTED.
Comments on PART 1.
2.
Ref A comprises 25 enclosures, which, from their intermittent numbering,
shows that they were 'weeded' at some time from another earlier file. The
whereabouts of the lnissing enclosures (E2 to E6 and E8 to Ell) is unknown.
Although the file front cover is dated Jun 1967, it is clear that the material is of much
earlier origin- the first-dated material is at E12, July 1958. The final item on the file
'Is da:ted October 1963. Hence, the overall file contents is much older than 30 years
and it could have been surveyed and possibly released earlier - if it had not been from
the misleading date on the front of the file.
3.
During my search, at your request, for any indication of OPERATION
AENEID - of which there is no mention - I found the following items which are
drawn to your attention, and may possibly be misinterpreted by the public and may
influence your decision on public release:

- E21 Para 2 (a photocopy of this is attached) The second sentence is clearly
either a typing or
grammar error which implies that the 'British Bodies have
access to those who are in regular
contact with the operators of flying saucers .
. [One can imagine what the fringe ufologists will_ make of this! Further, please
note that this enclosure has been re-numbered and started life on another file which , _
has presumably been destroyed. One again suspicions of a 'cover up' however
.unfounded, are bound to be raised]
- Letters on file ·frequently refer to other (SECRET & TS) files which the
public might request to see. Examples are DDI(Tech)/S290/B4989, FC/S.92/23,
AFL.2/S1381/ITY/PARTID, and
AMOC/TS.92/2. The latter may raise eyebrows
even furth~r as these suspicious persons
fil.Ild
the media frequently imagine
c..,
~
_things to be 'TS 'which are not.
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-Contact with the US Air Attache (this is mentioned at Minute 1 -see minute
sheet).
- E21 para 3 refers to contact with Italians.
- E57 A and E59 refer to 'adequate contacts with the Americans and the
..
possibility of Russian Scientific Commission results.
- E58 refers to possible Canadian links
- E61 Confirmation of UK discussions with the USA and Pentagon interest m
any Russian information.
4.
There is no mention of Operation AENEID on this file (see comment at para
11, below)
COMMENTS ON PART 2
5.
The contents of file Reference B commences with a loose (untagged) sheet of
paper (which is now stuck to the file cover), stating that file extracts from
D/DSTI/126/6 have been moved to this file. From the staple mark at the top this loose
note was probably attached to the pile ofpapers to be put on this file. and these were
probably weeded at tht? hand-over perio~ during Tech Int (Air's)- DI61e transfer to
DI55.
The contents of this file
70 enclosures plus 6 minute/record sheets. By
1967, DI55f(Air) was assimilated into the new DI55 Branch and had taken over
-... re~ponsibility for UFOs (see first E1). A second E1 is also on file, with consecutive
numbering thereafter starting on 13 July 1966. A brief review of the contents has been
made for areas of sensitivity and for evidence of 'AENEID'.

is

6.
Enclosure 1 to 8 were apparently transferred from file D/DSTI/126/6, but
although referred-to -on the first minute sheet, only Enclosure 1 to 4 exist here. Others
E6 to E8 probably all went to file 40/9/2 (which we do not have). A note at the foot
of Minute Sheet 1 requests correspondence with the USA to be brought on file. (these
are all Unclas or Restricted and seem to be E1 to E4: but E5 is missing). The 4
enclosures E 1 to E4 embrace the period May to August 1967 (and thus are older than
the start of the file ,contents proper). Hence, other US-related correspondence (and
repeated correspondence appears later in the sequence, for example at E26. Some of
the other enclosures have clearly been transferred from yet another file - as it is noted
that E6 to E19 have one (or even more) previous enclosure numbers. At ElO is a
minute sheet from another file (see para 8 below)
'-7.
With reference to the contacts with the USA, please note that we replied to a
question: from AS2 quite recently (presumably to follow-up a question from the
·. -- 'public), · to the effect that we have no record
A
Government on the topic of UFOs.
was contracted by the US Government
a
to the UK and
presumably met with Mod Staff. There· are no formal recorded minutes of this
meeting. We do, however,at ElfN~B,
hav~ apr~~~~t
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brief summary of this meeting is at E44. We do not
file, even though it is promised in his note at E45/E46;
E61.

report on
the USAF at

8.
ElO, at Ref B, as mentioned above, is a minute sheet from a closed (and
probably destroyed) file. MS on this sheet refers to an ESO (which may be the current
E15), and which seems to be a re-numbered sequence dealing with establishments.
You will see that this minute refers to 'three spacemen and probably a fourth later' .
Although on close examination this refers to the staffing or the department to handle
Space Intelligence (as the Combined DI55 did in those days), one can imagine how
this might be misinterpreted by the public. [Note: The well publicised Roswell
incident in the USA is alleged to have involved 3 damaged and one less-damaged
alien!].
9.
At E17, due to the DIS reorganisation taking place at the time, the scope of
work of DI55 is mentioned, as are the responsibilities of several DIS departments whi~h we do not disclose publicly today and, for example are not even in the MOD
'Buff Telephone Directory. It is suggested that the implied connection/ mention of
France, Israel and Egypt might be considered sensitive in 1967- the year of the YOM
KIPPUR war. An earlier document (Jan 1967), at E3 reviews the work of DI61(Air)
and DI62 well beyond that of UFOs.
10.
No mention of Operation AENEID was found on Part 2, and apart from some
decisions on the potentiru public and media misinterpretations pointed out above and
any disclosure of DIS -responsibilities and international contacts which may be
considered sensitive and might need deletion, I see no reason why both files should
not go to the PRO.

-..

AENEID
11.
As the existence of OP AENEID is currently the sub}ect of a public question, I
.might mention here that, while searching for other data I came across a 1995 request
and reply, following a question from a Member of Parliament. This is attached. I also,
quite by accident, came across a series of 1994 newspaper articles which reported
AENEID - as taking place in 1970, and furthermore, as a joint US/UK operation.
Last week' s archive search of issued operation names, by the MOD central issuing
authority, over this period has revealed that this name was not issued. Further, since
it might be possible 'that the name had been issued by the USA, our DI55 US
Exchange Officer, via DIALL and other personal contacts had this carefully checkedout this week with the relevant US organisatio11 - again without success. It seems,
·therefore, that, in the 1970s 'AENEID' was the figment of imagination of a , __
journalist. The fact that we have been able to check this out easily with the US
organisation should not be loosely used in any reply to the public, in case of possible
'misinterpretation of official MOD UFO intelligence links with the USA - which there
are not.

11 Sep 97 ·
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From:

Air Jinistry (S.6), Whitehall Gardens, London,

To

.H.i/i. Air Attsche, .Critish Embass;y, '~::ashington, D.C.

'i<~js~
Date:

7~

27th August, 1952:.

...·....................................... 'lltt-} ;:·: ............ .

1.

Please rt:f'er to

~ro

:r

h .•

J.>. He. 6 .., of lCth J,ug-ust about the

lT • l • C.' • i1 • P •

2.
Compared with similar ·oocUcs v<hose activities have been
bro;.1,;ht tr.:-. c:.tr attention the ;c.L.<~.A • .2. does seern to be attemptin
an honest evaluation of' t.ll~ feet;;> although to some e~dent l fear
with preconceived ideas. Comparable Bri tisb bodies seem to have
considerable advantages over the N .1. C. A .2. in having access to
reports f~om those in this country who are in regular contact wit
the operators of flyi-ng saucers. Visits have been excbanr,ed ani
the subject tends to oe enterL·L f'ields 1vhere the l\ir .ftinistry
has no wish to follow.
It is likely in the future therefore that
the Air ,'.:inistry ·vvill b c found less forthcoming than in the past
to inq_uiries about inYeotL;ations into unidentified flying object

3.
·,:ve should be grateful therefor.~ if yo:.J. would return the
J.L .....;."i ...?. a r·eply en the follov:ing>lines:''The .11.lr ,,;inlstry hus investigated many re;;>orts
that flying objects have been seen which ~he observers
';,ere unable tc- identify. in most cases investigations
have produced an 0xplsno tiL11 though not. aLv ays one the t
satisfied the ouscrver-t
'.d-:.c r,1Cl'e comrnon c:~,;:Jlanations·c
have inchtded aircra.rt, balloons, kites, fireworks, car
headl'ights and lat .. erly artificial satellites. Among
t~e }e:s c~rnmon. h~vc b eenr o mode~ ~i~s~l~P nnd ~ ha~r-ick
ou f ~r~;;;.
·~hen l. tM.s not LJI'OVed P~; uS~ b., ... to pr--duc~;., an
ex;Jlsnation it has invari&.bl~,r been because the evidence
has been incomplete and uncorroborated.
.I

"No evidence available to the Air ~inistry sug[ests/
t:1at it is necessar:/ to look fer extra terrestrial
.L:-1 ttL..:. L'UjJOr·t::.; r,lc_,(ie to it. 11
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D/Sec(AS)/12/4
4 May 95
APS/US of S

is a regular
1.
Mr Sutcliffe's constituent,
ied
flying
objects and
correspondent on the subject of un
the
last
four
months.
The
has writ'ten on five occasions over
each
of
his
letters
very
detailed replies he has received to
clearly sets out the MOD's specific and limited role with
however, refuses to
resp~ct to "UFO" sightings.
accept our explanation.
2.
The alleged "UFO" research operation called "Aeneid" is
not recognized by this office or others, under this or any
other name, and the MOD certainly does not send "spies" to
"UFO" Conferences. The matters raised concerning the United
States and South Africa are not for us to comment upon.
3.

I attach a draft response.

~

s

I

DRAFT

May 1995

D/US of S/OH/1407/95

Thank you for your letter to Malcolm Rifkind of 13 April
regarding an enquiry you received from

of

Bradford, concerning unidentified flying
objects.

I have been asked to reply.

has written to the MOD on a number of occasions
recently on this subject and my officials have replied to each
of his letters.

These responses have explained the specific

and limited role and responsibilities my Department has in
connection with reports of "unidentified flying objects".
l~ok

We

at such reports solely in the context of our

responsibilities for identifying any potential threat to this
country's security.

We consider reports of unexplained aerial

phenomena submitted to us in order to establish whether what
was seen may have been of qefence significance.

If no threat

is discerned, and this has been case in all such instances to
date, then our iriterest in the sighting ceases.

As such a

sighting can remain unexplained, but not result in any further
official action.

We have no role in "UFO" research of the tJpe

alluded to by

Gerry Sutcliffe, MP

refers to the alleged incident at
~

Rendlesham Forest/RAF Woodbridge in December 1980.

Based on

the available substantiated evidence at the time, a collective
decision by those within the MOD/RAF sections with
responsibility for air defence matters at that time judged that
nothing of defence concern occurred in or around Rendlesham
Forest/RAF Woodbridge on the nights in question.

Nothing has

emerged during the last 14 years to make us question that
original judgement.

My Department has no knowledge of the

possession.

makes reference to "UFO'' research activity entitled
"Operation Aeneid".

Neither I nor my officials are aware of

any such operation under this or any other name.

I have

already explained that my Department has no role whatsoever in
"UFO" research and as such my officials are not sent to "UFO''
Conferences.

queries in connection with the United States and
South Africa are matters for the Governments of those countries
and should be addressed directly to them.

It is not for me to

comment.

I hope this is helpful.

LORD HENLEY

11 SEP
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File ref: 2IRAD 73.4

10 September 1997

tJliO related documeuts ia tbt PRO

Thank you for your letter of 25 Auaust which raised two further queries followini on from
my letter to you of 2() August.
In rotation to the effect <lf any proposed Freedom of InfoiU1iiltion legislation, as I said in my
original letter, files refmed to on the Eureka database are still subject to the 30 year rule and
it would be 1111wise to speculate on what may or may not be the effect of the proposed Act
upon cUIJent legislation.
As fat as any files on the 6Ubj~t ofUFOs for the period after 1970 are conccme<1, it is likely
that, if they survive, they will stiU be held by the deputment awaiting review md tramCer to
the Public Record Offioe.
' By way of explanation, files on any subject (not just UFOs) are usually reviewed tM years
after the date of the last enclosure on them so that, if they are not required for administrative
purpoaes and 4o not wammt pmiUIIICIIt preservation, they can be deslroyed in a timely
!aahlon. TWenty nve years after the dare of the last enolosuro the SII1'Vivtna rues are reviewed
again so that those which wmaut pmnancmt preservation can be lran4fcm:d here in good
time for their opening to the publio at the thitty year point.

As I said in my previous letter, I have been unable to identifY any files on this subject wbioh
arc currently subject to extended closure, by which I mean any files which are closed for
loqer than the statutory thirty years.

I !lope that this clarifies matters and will avoid the need for protracted cocm;pondenre on this
subject.
Youra aincerely

L~
ii l ol Department
~nt-SCI"'''ces

** TOTAL

Pf'(E. 01

"'*
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File Note

DISS's interest is strictly technology based.
In support of sighting reports made by credible witnesses they
have asked to have any other reports made on the same day. We
have agreed to provide on request.

q~97 .
~CM-)2.

LOOSE MINliTE
D/DPR/336/4

6 Sep 97
GF(Pol) 1
PL(LS) Claims
PL(LS) Legal
Hd Sec(AS)
DCS(Sec+CTS) HQ STC
DLA RAF 10

::v---

Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DPS
DPR(RAF)

BBC SCOTLAND SCI-FI DRAMA SERIES "INVASION EARTH"- AGREEMENT
FOR mE PROVISION OF SERVICES TO mE BBC
Reference:
A. D/DPR/336/4 dated 22 Aug 97.

Thank you for your comments in response to the Reference. Enclosed, for your
retention, is a copy of the fmal, signed, Agreement.

AD INFO.

MB0366

~n 401

Enclosure:
1.

Agreement - MOD and BBC Scotland - "Invasion Earth"

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE.

Sec (tl,SI I

rr '
FILE

.,

'

AGREEMENT
D/DPR/336/4
Dated the

_3 day

of September 1997

Parties

1.

Ministry of Defence
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
Herein known as "MOD 11

2.

BBC Scotland
Broadcasting Honse
Queen Margaret Drive
Glasgow
G12 SDG
Herein known as "the BBC"

Background

3.
The BBC is currently producing a Sci Fi drama series 'INVASION EARTH'
in which the principal character is an RAF F3 pilot.
4.
MOD agrees to make a Chinook, Puma and Sea King helicopter and RAF
Leuchars and RAF Lossiemouth available to the BBC to shoot certain scenes for
the series, on the terms and conditions set out herein.
Services to be Provided
5.

In accordance with Annex A MOD will provide the following:
a.
Access to RAF Lossiemouth to film a Sea King helicopter on
22 Sep 97.
b.

A Chinook and a Puma helicopter at Wroughton on 17 Sep 97.

A:BBC

1

c.

Members of the Queen's Colour Sqn RAF Regiment to appear as film

extras. Such officers/airmen will sign a Multi Purpose Voucher in the
form of Exhibit One, attached, assigning all rights to their
performance in the series to the BBC.
d.
A number of military vehicles to be operated by members of the
Queen's Colour Sqn.
6.

The MOD will also provide the following:
a.

Access to RAF Leuchars to film Tornado F3 's, on a date to be

decided.
b.
c.

·A selection of new/used uniforms for hire.
4 sets of flying clothing for hire.

Charges and Payment

7.
In accordance with standard MOD policy, appropriate charges will need
to be raised to cover each element of assistance provided.
Accordingly,
charges will be levied as follows:
a.

b.

c.

Chinook Helicopter
(1)

Flying Time - £3,358 per quarter of an hour.

(2)

Waiting Time - £63 per hour.

Puma Helicopter
(1)

Flying Time - £1,860 per quarter of an hour.

(2)

Waiting Time - £63 per hour.

Filming at RAF Leuchars and RAF Lossiemouth.

A fixed daily

charge of £2,000 to cover access, security, parking and filming, but
excluding

personnel

employed as

"extras".

additional charge of £150 plus VAT

to

There

will

also

be

an

cover costs of raising the

Licence Agreement.

d.

Use
"extras",

of RAF Personnel as Extras.
Any RAF personnel used as
ie those personnel whose contribution is sufficient to

necessitate the signing of a Multi Purpose Voucher, will be charged for
at the following rate: £65:50 per day.

2

•

Filming of RAF Aircraft at their bases.
Provided that the
e.
aircraft are carrying out their normal roles and no extra costs are
incurred by the RAF as a result of a request from the BBC, no extra
charges to those already detailed in para 7c will be raised.
The charges for vehicles operated by RAF
Vehicle Costs.
f.
personnel will vary according to the type. Examples, excluding VAT,
<!re as follows:
(1)
I,and Rovers Hire £9.50 per day + Fuel
21.08p per mile.

&

Running Costs

(2)
Trucks 4-10 tonne Hire £35.21 per day + Fuel
Costs 60.17p per mile;

&

Running

(3)
Coach 24-39 Seats Hire £36.82 per day + Fuel
Costs 49.35p per mile.

&

Running

g.
Clothing.
follows:

The charges for the provision of clothing will be as

(1)
Flying Clothing. Approximately £2600 for the hire of
sets of flying clothing.

(2)

!fniforms.

4

Not to exceed £2500.

Any additional costs incurred by the RAF as a
h.
result of assistance to the BBC which would not otherwise have arisen,
will attract charges. An example of such charges would be the standard
messing and accommodation charges that would apply if overnight
accommodation were required on any military establishment, or if meals
were taken in messes.
8,
Payment for services provided should be made in full within 28 days of
presentation of the authorised bill from MOD.
Details of payment will
accompany the bill.
J:ndemn.i ty and J:nsurance

9.
MOD facilities used and/or modified by the BBC are to be returned to
their original state and condition, which includes repairing damage either
deliberate or accidental, caused in the course of the BBC's work. Payment for
any work carried out by MOD to restore such facilities to their original
state, Will be charged to the BBC.
10.

The BBCwill satisfy MOD, PL(LS)Claims, that sufficient insurance
cover has been established to cover any damage to MOD aircraft and

a.

3
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property before access to RAF Leuchars and RAF Lossiemouth will be
allowed .
b.
MOD acknowledges that the following coverage is sufficient to
satisfy it under the terms of this clause:(l)
for bodily injury and/or property damage to the Chinook,
Sea King, Puma and other MOD property and personnel, liability
insurance in the amount of Seventy Five Million US Dollars
($75 million).

secur.ity
11.
The BBC is to provide at leaBt 4;8 hours notice ·of personnel: and vehicles
attending at each location. Details required are full names of personnel and
their official title, vehicle details to include make, type, colour and
registration number. Details of vehicles/personnel should be notified to the
contact addressee at paragraph 15.

12.
Access to RAF Leuchars and Lossiemouth and onboard the helicopters is
to be restricted to those employees of the BBC who have a specific need to be
there. Employees of the BBC are not permitted outside of the areas allocated
to them by MOD personnel as notified to the BBC by the Controlling Officer,
or his designated representative .
Real. th and Sat'ety

13 .
The BBC is to take all reasonable
personnel and property. Items and areas
are to be made safe as instructed by
designated representative. The BBC are to
Safety regulations.

Force

precautions for the safety of MOD
considered unsafe by MOD personnel
the Controlling Officer, or his
observe all the relevant Health and

Ma.jew:e

14.
In the event that the MOD is unable to meet its obligations to provide
the services detailed in this contract due to Act of God, Weather, Perils of
the Sea, War, Riots, Civil Commotion, Blockade, Sabotage, Fire, Explosion,
Accident, Security or Operational Reasons then the MOD shall not be liable for
any costs arising out of any failure or delay in providing said services.
Po.int

of

15 .

The point of contact is as follows:

Contact

MOD Project Officer
Wing Co10111ander

•
AD INFO (C&T)
Room 0366
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
Tel: 0171 218

The MOD I'roject Officer is also the Controlling Officer for MOD for the .
facilities named.

16.

17.

The BBC point of contact is:

BBC Scotland
Caterham Barracks
Coulsdon Road
Surrey CR3 5YB
Tel:
Aaaiqnment

18.

Fax:

of Rights

MOD confirms it is aware of the subject matter of the Film and
the characters therein and the use to be made of the MOD facilities
specified in this agreement. MOD approves such use of its facilities .
in the Film.

a.

b.
MOO acknowledges and agrees the BBC shall own all rights
(including but not limited to all copyright) in the still and film
photographs made of the F3, Chinook, Sea King, I'wna and other MOO
facilities pursuant to this agreement.
Should it be necessary, MOD
will execute any assignments or other documents to give effect to this
clause.
c.
MOD acknowledges and agrees .that the BBC may incorporate scenes
featuring the F3, Chinook, Sea King, _.I?Uma and the other MOD facilities
specified in this agreement in the final version of the Film either as
a sequence on its own or preceded, interlaced or followed by such other
scenes as the BBC may require, or the taking of publicity stills.
d.
MOD. acknowledges and agrees the BBC may exploit and exhibit the
Film and excerpts therefrom in any manner and in any medium now known
5

tun::eo.rter devi,D,e d thrDil!lhQilt tl;e world in p•rpet:uity withou~
restrictions whatsoever.

or

e.
MOO hereby acknowledges that all rights and: releues qrMted or
agreed to in thiS ~i.i:~graph shall be deemed to extend to, all persons,
fir<u .. o~ corpora~to,~e ,~ia,tri.buting, expl<:>itinq or ,exhibiting t.~o Fi.LJn.

This ·a9reeMent will be extend~ to cover episodes~ to 6 of the series;
uact requi.r ements will; ,~e ~o.t?-f.i.ed C>ll,e •. D checlulinq is complete.

19.

In the even~ that ! d~e ·, tc:i 'a force maje~U:e or otherwise fil.JIIil'>.g canriot

20.

ooour: on tl:le dates set out herein, the Pllrti013 "qree to negotiate in ·good
fa~th

to

~

find alternative dates.

In the event of any dispute, MOD agrees not to seek equitable or legal
which would enjoin or prevent the development, production, adver;t.isinq
distribution or exploitation of the film .
21.

re~~tedy

22.
The BBC will pro~ide a cre~!t to KOD and Royal Air Force in the end
roller credits of t:he Film aoknowl.,dqinq the assistance provided.

23.

1hi~ agree~ent

is

qov~rned b~

English law.

Siqned for and on behalf of
Ministry of Detence
Air Cormnodon ~
Dh·ector
~ (~)
Minist~y of Defence
London

of

4Jld on bel\al,f

J ~ '17

(

o;

SBC Scotland

c

•
MOLTJ: PEJU:OD VOl1CBER

From:
To:

BBC Scotland

Re:

INVASION EARTH

"The BBC"
("the Artiste")
("the drama Series")

1.

The BBC hereby confirms the engagement of the Artiste in the capacity
of Background Artiste in the Film on the following days:

2.

The Artiste's· services are provided pursuant to a contract between the
BBC and the Uinistry of Defence, and the Ministry of Defence shall be.
responsible for paying the Artiste.

3.

The Artiste hereby gives the BBC all necessary consents under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 as currently in force, and
assigns all rights (including copyright) in the Artiste's performance
to the BBC.

4.

The Artiste hereby agrees that the Artiste's voice may be dubbed into
any language.

Signed for and on behalf of
BBC Scotland

Signed by

Date:

Date:

7
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ANNEX A TO
D/DPR 336/4
DATED3SEP 97

INVASION EARTH - MANPOWER/VEHICLES AND HELICOPTER REQUIREMENTS
EPISODES ONE - THREE

Note:
Radcliffe's Squad
Squadron RAP Regiment.

is

script

term for

Queens

Colour

Sunday September 14: Travel & Shoot at Wrouqhton
8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

1 x RAF Landrover
1 x 4 Ton Truck

Monday September 15: Shoot at Wrouqhton
14 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

1 x RAF Landrover
1 4 Ton Truck
1 x Coach

Tuesday September 16: Shoot at Wrouqhton
4 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)
2 Male RAF Drivers
3 x RAF Officers
1 Male RAF Ambulance Driver
1 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
Driver 1
2 x Radcliffe's Squad Motorbike
Riders
2 x Radcliffe's Squad 4 Ton Truck
Drivers
2 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
Crew

1 x Military Ambulance
1 x RAF Armoured Landrover
1 x RAF 4 Ton Truck
2 x RAF Motor Bikes
1 x RAF Landrover
(Not armoured)
2 Staff Cars?

Wednesday Septenber 17: Shoot at Wrouqhton
RAF Puma & Crew
RAF Chinook & Crew
20 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)
1 x Armoured P Carrier
1 x Male RAF Ambulance Driver
1 x Military Ambulance
1 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
2 x Armoured Landrover
Driver 1
1 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
2 x RAF 4 Ton Trucks
Driver 2
2 X RAF Motorbikes
2 x Radcliffe's Squad Motorbike
Riders
2 x Radcliffe's Squad 4 Ton Truck Drivers

TOTAL WROUGHTON

66

•
PAGE :Z
Thursday September 18: TRAVEL SCOTLAND
Friday September 19: Aviemore

8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed}

2 x RAF Landrovers
(Continuity Swindon}

SaturQa.y September :ZO: Aviemore

17 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed}

1 x RAF Landrovers
1 x 4 Ton Truck

Monday SeptembeJ: :Z:Z: Lossiemouth

Sea King & Crew
Tuesday September :Z3: Loch Ness

17 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed}

2 x RAF Landrovers

Thursday September :ZS: Aviemore

8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed}
TOTAL SCOTLAND

50

GRAND TOTAL

116

NOTE:
IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE SAME NUMBER OF MEN AND VEHICLES WILL BE
REQUIRED FOR EPISODES 4 TO 6 ON DATES TO BE ADVISED.

03 SEP '97 09:54 FROM CS CRM)
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File nof. 2/RAD 73.4

September 1997

t4ol
UFO related cloc:u.me~ats in tbe PRO
Thank: you for your letter of 25 AU!iUSt which railed two further
11\Y letter to you of 20 AlliUSt.

c;)..

+

queri~lowing on from

In relation to the effect of any proposed Freedom of lnfonnation lcaislation, as I said in my
original letter, files referred to on the Eurelrll dalllbase IU"e still subject to the 30 yelll"tuie and
it would be unwise to speculate on what may or may not be the effect of the propoaed Act
upon current legil;lation.
As &r u any filea on lhe subject of UFOs for the period a&r 1970 ICC ~..d, it ;, lilr.cly
that, if they survive, they will still be held by the department awaiting review and truW'« to
the Public~ Office. Files:!~ ~~~not j\lit UF(X) ~n uaually reviewed "-Y
jj~
a
e les; date of :i!R;'a~ ee on 1bem so that, if they WBITIIJI!
ent
pre$CCV8ti.on, they ~an be transfe
here in a:ood time for their opening to tbc public at
thirty y~:M point As I said in my previous letter, I have been unable to identify any files

u-

this subject which are currently subject to Olttended closure, by which I mean any files w · h
are closed for longer than the statutoty thirty yean.
I hope that 1his claritiOB matters and will avoid the need for protmcted com:spon

subject.

Your$ sincerely

0:3 SEP • o/1 139: 54 FROM CS CRI1)

TO

1-1.Y.

•

\0-~

Ill!!

PubJic Blclord Ofllce
:RIJIIIIdn AWIUC

Kcw
RicbmDDd
Surrey
TW94DU

Your Ref 2/RAD 73.4

~
I

1111 p1clW ~o

you for your letter ud CDCiosures of tho 20 A\lllllt.

I wwld bapc: that Ill the UPO-related files ou tbe PRO Bunk~ Dlsabasc wDl be IDidll av.u.ble
with immedletc ~in tho spirit oftbc fortbcomiDg FOIA • can yOU~ whether tiU will
betbecue?

I 11011e b! !be &lea oaly co up to 1910, doe& dlat mem 1bn are 110 files UDdct aiiDdcd ololure
trom 1970 ~ 1 Tbia b importiiUt bOiliiUM tbc RAF iollliptecl Operatioll Aeneid in tbe
period 19'71·72 whicb I~- to 1101118 pnny iDcnldlble coodusious.

Baweea 1964111d 1967, some detllla n.earch labwatorics (eg Aldermaltoll) -.lysed 'VIrious
"stllellite ddlris" with some pretty amuiDs Al8lllta. A lol ufUPO lllcidcntB ftorn the 19501 Mn
i~ by l'be Deputy l>irec:tor* of~ (fccbuiGil). I tuvfelltud t11at a lot of
~·Fa are bpt under so and 100 y..-edeadcddoeure; bowever, I clo 11ope tblt in the
case ofDDI (Tech) llld its telated boctiea thlt th.t me. - 4ICCCIICd 100111r.
FIDIIly, wJt~~DUt tryiq to IOUIId too mclodnmadc. kaepiDa aay UFO-l't~Nod • secret is to an
ilmD m1 pt.ll'p08CI, a biger thRat tQ Nadooal Sel:uteytbllll ~it. 'l'lllllllDill ~
a subjoet, tbe fewer tbc "brains" woridDg on it and slower clevalopm.at wil iDc"ritlb1y mull.
Ccrtamly tbe filea 011 tile "stateilhe dcbria" IIIIi ~ AIJMid lhould be Rle&sed aad
pilliciled ia a prolbdoall jclumll.lt just so hlppc:as that I am Jll'flPIII'iDs 111 article !It tbiJ 1iludJr
tl» Royal Sock:ty otCllemiltry .MquiDe ClwMblry bJ ..., . -·.......=
Youn .mo.nty

"'*

TOTAL PAGE.Il2 -

.•
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P.W06

File ref. 2IRAD 73.4

20 August 1997

UFO related doC1liD8llts Ia the PRO

Your letter of the 12 August to our Reprognphic Depar1ment bas been referred to me in
order to respond to the queries raised in the second paragraph.
I understand from o~.~r Rea<ler Services Department that we have not published any guidance
on this topic but they do hold a memorandum (undated) compiled by a member of their staff
which is used for reference by their staff; I enclose a copy in the hope: that you may find it
U$e1\11 but I cannot vouch 1br its Clll'l'etlll)' Ql' cQ111pJeteness. They have al110 provided me with \
a printout from their Eureka database using the topic kcryword "ufo" which gives additional
"'
references to those included in the memCI'lUidum, although the majority of these 111'0 to flies
which are still wbject to the 30 year rule; if you requi~ further information about the scope

and contlmt of the Eureka database please refer directly to our Reader Services Department.

Your other query concerned the impact of a Freedom of lnfonnation Act on UFO related
documents which are currently subject to extendM closure. l have been unable to identify
any files on this subject which fall into this category but if you have certain files in mind and
are able to

q~Wte

their PRO references, I will, of course, be happy to clarifY their cunent

status. However, I ahould pQint QUt lhat I feel it would be UDwise fQr me to speculate on what
may or may not be required by the proposod Allt

Yours sincerely

cc. Reader Services Depar1ment

TO

26 fUi '':17 12:50 FROM CS CRM)
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RSD MEMORANDUM NO 539

UNIDENTIFIED FlYING OBJECTS AND FLYING SAUCERS

AIR 2 Air Ministry: Registered Files
AIR 2/16918

1961·1963, alleged slghtings of UFO's.

Letters from members of the

public on alleged sightlngs. Magazine entitled Cosmic Voice - "Mars and
Venus Speak to Earth" ·dated NovemberiDecember 1961 . ArtiCle entitled
"Men from Outer Space: Are they visiting Brit;;~in?"

AIR 16 Fighter Command
AIR 15/1199

1952, Royal Air Force Topdifle.

Special Occurrences (Flying Saucers).

Reports on UFO's from members of the public Sent to RAF Topcliffe.

AIR 20 Unregistered Papere

AIR20n390

1952, Reported slghtings of UFO's. Memorandum prepared for Ministry

of Defence.
AIR.2019320

1957, Parliamentary question 17 April 1957 Mr Stan Awbery; To ask the
Secretary of State for Air, what recent im:estigations have been made into
. unidentified ll)'ing objects; what phOtographs have been taken; and what
reports have been made on this subject Reply by Secretary of State (Mr
W;~rd). Notes on UF0'5 provided for the Ministers use. UFO Incident at
West Freugh In Wi"gtownshir9 in 1957, incidents and l!ignals ill RAF
N8W$peper
Church· Lawford. RAF Bempton and RAF Lakenheath.
clippings 6 April1957: News Chronicle and Evening Standard.
Daily Sketch 6 April 1957: Photographs of object over Channel Islands.

AIR 2019321

1957 ParUamenlary Question 15 May 1957 Major Patrick Wal: 'fo ask
the Secretary of State for Air, how many unidentified flying objects have
boen detected over Great Britain this year as compared with previous
ye;~rs; and whether the object picked up by radar over tne Dover Straits
on 29 April has yet been identified.
Further Question to Minister from Mr Beewlck. Notes for Minister on
reported sighlings. Replies by Mr Ward .
News~aper clippings: The Times. News Chronicle. Daily 'Nr.rker. D11ily
Mirror, Daily Sketch, Daily Telegraph, Dally Express, Evening News. April

·May 1957.
AIR 20/9322

1957, Parliamentary Question 15 May 1957 Mr Frank Beswick: To ask the
Secretary of State for Air, what Wil~ the nature of the aircraft or other
object sighted on the radar air defence screens on Monde~y night and
which occasioned lhe despatc:h of aircraft of Fign:er Command.

Reply by Mr Ward. Notes for Minister .

.

,
-1-

•
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AIR 2019994

TO

1957, Headquarters Southern sector lnteUigenca. Reports on Aerial
Phenomena. including "observation of unusual aerial phenomene at Royal
Air Force Ventnor on 29 July 1957".
Two copies of "Track Tracing• Sheats.
Description of U~'"O"s, eg RAF Lyneham 9 December 1957: "Description
large brlghl crescent shaped objec! or could be a sphere with trails from
edges. Travelling on a course of 290 degrees at a moderate speed.

Seemed to be descending and not at a very great height".
AIR 22 Periodical Returns, Summaries and Bulletins
AIR 22193

"3 S" 1<4¢$"

1955, Air Ministry Secret lntell"lilnC<t Summilry M01rch 1955 Volume 10,.
No 3 Article on Flying Saucers "An object was reported ......."
·

PREM 11 Prime Minister's Office: Correspondence and Papers, 1951-1964

PREM 11/655

1952 Personal· Minute from Prima Minister, Mr Winston Churchill, to
Secretary of Staite for Air, Lord Chesweu, 26 July 1952: "What does au
this stuff about flying saucers amount to? What can it meliln? What ia lhe
truth? Let me have a report at yo1.1r convenience.· · Minute from Se<:retary
of State. dated 0 August 1952," dismis~ing etories atx?ut flying saucers.

PRO Eureka Database
Subjeol

uto

o..un.:.. .-,;;,; aod clcseriflionsbsod br1""r JGUc:h . . :·
~~~~:
--~-·~,~~o.a~-~~~·-·----------------------------------------AIR 1<112800

UNIDENTI'II:D R.YING 08JEClS (UFOS):Aorlal~ • RopOr!S dUFOs on RAF
IROY<II f';foa) bonDng raid!

AIR 11!111911

UNIDENTIFIED R.YING OBJECTS (UFOS): Aoriolpllenomeno- Ropor1a by RAF tRo)'81 Air
Fonoe) setYlcl pe1aonne1 et Tcpclilfe. lhir•k

·

-

Dolo:

Dole:

1152

UHilENllFIED R. YIIIG OIIJI:CTS (UFOS): Aorlllpheoomona · UFO s1ii11Jnos epoded 11Y

1961-1963

Opon1S94

AR2/17318(-IIot)

UNIDENT1FIEDf1..Y11tG OIIJECTS (UFOS): -~ne ~

1163

Openl994

AIR2117526-17S27

UNIDENTIFIED Fl.YING OIIJECTS (UFOS): Aortal phenomena • UFO reporls In Air Mlnlolry

1964-1965

-

1!16S.I967

"'•tl.'l.\n""'- .... "'"'~ ·~

AIR 2/1691ll(numerlcollllt}

...,.,.,..dtiMopoblc

pape"'
UNIDEtfiiFtED FLYIHG OBJECTS (UFOS): Aorhll phonon-'""" • UFO "'''Orls (with
pllologfapM)

2117527 dosal urU 1996

... 'l'i"t

•l)-.. ,,:.,"\

'"'<:.

~'l.'t"

LltDEHTIFI£0 FlYIHC3 OB.IECTll (UFOS): Aerial [>hellomotla· 11/rMnotry: Ro<jbWed Flo

.,_.

UNIOENTlFIEP FL'I'ING 08JECTS (UFO$: Aerial phelomona ·AirMJrjolry: Un<egllle*

1987-191!8

AIR 211t11895-11902

UNII:eNTFIED FLYING OBJECTS (YFOSI: A&rillpllenomono -A1rMiniotry: Unregillered
Papo<s: monl•ly ropor1a

Ap...N<Womber 1£GB

AIR Z<1112055-120eT

UNa!NTFB) FLYIHG 08JECTS (UFOSI: Aorillpllenomeno ·HI Mil>lstiY: Unleg"-'~...,_

Janu.y 1!16&Janu.y 11170

IMIDENTIFED Fl.Y1NG OBJECTS (UFOS): Aarial [Noomona ·HI Minlny: Urng-

FtiHUI.ry·1970

~

Toonllra--..,4of!Otlocilldo811l'p811of-...ce.-..,;,inlncb1s.
....._ _ _ _ _ lly..,._(qta.IW)_o,_ol
~lo-'CI&U"•"??"-bo-.-CIMiorl«<ioas
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DATE
FRQM
SUBJECT
CODES
26/08/97 Hd of CSIRMl1
UP DATED LIST OF "UFO" FILES
Intended:
Sent: 26/08/97 at 8:37
Delivered: 26/08/97 at 8:36
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: 425
From: Hd of CS(RM)1
Auth by:
Subject: UP DATED LIST OF "UFO" FILES PRESERVED FOR THE PRO
Text:

---1
Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ 1

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [ 1

Attachments
Codes [
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1
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mailbox

DATE
FROM
26/08/97 Hd of CSIRM\1
Intended:
Sent: 26/08/97 at 8:51
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: 426
From: Hd of CS(RM)1
Subject: MESSAGE CONTINUES

standard

Page 1

SUBJECT
MESSAGE CONTINUES

CODES

Delivered: 26/08/97 at 8:50

Auth by:

Text: in a web of deceit" in Alien Encounters. It covers MIB, files
conspicuously absent from the PRO (DIS files) and the now
notorious AIR 2/16918. Somewhat disturbingly a PRO official is
alleged to have suggested that it was not unusual for MOD to
recall sensitive files released by mistake. I plan to take this
up with the PRO,

j§dbon 401

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ 1

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [

1

Attachments
Codes [
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Annex A

ufodata
TOP ENCLOSURE

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS- FILES PRESERVED IN THE, PUBLIC RECORD
OFFICE TOGETHER WITH SCHEDULED RELEASE DATES - AS AT AUGUST 1997

Already open

14

To be released:
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

10
14
13
11
2
14 (1 awaiting
assignment to
AIR 2)

Total

78

AIR 2

16918

1961-63

UFO's: sightings; reports
by members of the public

AF/X59/64
Pt 5

[Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now released)
17318

ditto

1963

AF/X59/64
Pt 6

(Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now released)
17526

1964

UFO files

AF/X59/64
Pt 7

(Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now released]
17527

1965

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 8

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 9

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 10

ditto

AF/X59/64

[Released 1996)
17982

1965-66
(Released 1997)

17983

1966
(Released 1997)

17984

1966-67

•

Pt 11
[To be released 1998]
18115

1967

Unidentified flying objects: AF/CX38/67
reports
Pt 1

[To be released 1998]
18116

1967

ditto

AF/CX38/67
Pt 2

ditto

AF/CX38/67
Pt 3

[To be released 1998]
18117

1967-68
[To be released 1999]

18183

1968-69

Unidentified flying objects

AF/7463/72
Pt 2

[To be released 2000]
18564

1957-71

UFO Reports: West Freugh 1957

[To be released 2002]
18565

1970-71

UFO Reports

[To be released 2002]
TBA

April 1972 UFO's

10/45/120

[Awaiting allocation of piece no.
To be released 2003]
AIR 14

2800

1943

No 115 Squadron: news sheet
"Bang On" No 1.
(Released 1972]

AIR 16

1199

1952 Sept

Flying saucers: occurrence
reports: service personnel
at Topcliffe station, Thirsk
and local public sector

IIH1/188/1/17

[Open]
AIR 20

7390

1950-54

Unidentified aircraft
(flying objects): reports

II/127 /3/48

Parliamentary question on

MR 008614/193

(Open]
9320

1957

•

UFO's
[Open]
9321

1957

ditto

MR 008614/213

ditto

MR 008614/220

[Open]
9322

1957
[Open]

9994

1953-57

Reports on aerial
phenomena

IIH/273/10/4

Unidentified flying objects

MR 073414

[Open]
11612

1967-68

[To be released 1999]
11694

1968 Jan

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)512

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)513

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)523

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)507

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)508

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)509

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)509

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)510

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)510

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)511

[To be released 1999]
11695

1968 Feb
[To be released 1999]

11696

1968 Dec
[To be released 1999]

11887

1967 Aug
[To be released 1998]

11888

1967 Sept
[To be released 1998]

11889

1967 Oct
[To be released 1998]

11890

1967 Oct
[To be released 1998]

11891

1967 Nov
[To be released 1998]

11892

1967 Nov
[To be released 1998]

11893

1967 Dec
[To be released 1998]

•

11894

1968 Mar

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)514

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)515

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)516

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)517

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)518

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)519

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)520

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)521

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)522

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)524

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)525

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)526

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)527

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)528

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)529

[To be released 1999]
11895

1968 Apr
[To be released 1999]

11896

1968 May
[To be released 1999]

11897

1968 Jun
(To be released 1999]

11898

1968 Jul
(To be released 1999]

11899

1968 Aug
[To be released 1999]

11900

1968 Sept
[To be released 1999]

11901

1968 Oct
(To be released 1999]

11902

1968 Nov
(To be released 1999]

12055

1969 Jan
[To be released 2000]

12056

1969 Feb
(To be released 2000]

12057

1969 Mar
(To be released 2000)

12058

1969 Apr
(To be released 2000]

12059

1969 May
(To be released 2000)

12060

1969 Jun
[To be released 2000)

•

12061

1969 Jul

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)530

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)531

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)532

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)533

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)534

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)535

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)536

[To be released 2000]
12069

1969 Aug
[To be released 2000]

12063

1969 Sept
[To be released 2000]

12064

1969 Oct
[To be released 2000]

12065

1969 Nov
[To be released 2000]

12066

1969 Dec
[To be released 2000]

12067

1970 Jan
[To be released 2001]

12297

1970 Feb

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)537
ID/48/94

[To be released 2001]
12298

1970 Mar

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)538
ID/48/95

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)539
ID/48/96

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)540
ID/48/97

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)541
ID/48/98

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)542
ID/48/99

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)543

(To be released 2001]
12299

1970 Apr
(To be released 2001]

12300

1970 May
(To be released 2001]

12301

1970 June
(To be released 2001]

12302

1970 July
(To be released 2001]

12303

1970 Aug

•

ID/48/100
[To be released 2001]
12304

1970 Sept

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)544
ID/48/101

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)545
ID/48/102

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)546
ID/48/103

[To be released 2001]
12305

1970 Oct
[To be released 2001]

12306

1970 Nov
[To be released 2001]

UFO reports

12399

1971-72

ID/47/274 Pt 4

12400

1972 Jan

ditto

ID/48/117

12401

1972 Feb

ditto

ID/48/118

12401

1972 March

ditto

ID/48/119

12403

1972 April

ditto

ID/48/120

12404

1972 May

ditto

ID/48/121

12405

1972 June

ditto

ID/48/122

12406

1972 July

ditto

ID/48/123

12407

1972 Aug

ditto

ID/48/124

12408

1972 Sept

ditto

ID/48/125

12409

1972 Oct

ditto

ID/48/126

12410

1972 Nov

ditto

ID/48/127

12411

1971 Dec

ditto

ID/48/128

[Pieces 12399-12411 due for release 2003)
AIR 22

93

1953

Air Ministry Secret Summary.
IIG/101
Vol 10. No 3 Article on Flying
Saucers.

[Released 1984?]
BJS

311

1968-70

UFO: Met aspects

[To be released 2001]

AF/M 396/68

•

Annex B
PRO CLASSES CREATED FOR INTELLIGENCE RECORDS - UFO RELATED RECORDS
- AS AT 23 JULY 1997
8 classes have to date been raised for records originating from
defence "intelligence" branches. They contain between them more
than 15,250 intelligence records selected for permanent
preservation.
THERE ARE gQ IDENTIFIABLE UFO RECORDS.
They are, together with the date range and the total number of
pieces in each class:
ADM 223 - Naval Intelligence Papers, 1914-1965, 840 files and
volumes.
ADM 231

Naval Intelligence Reports, 1883-1965, 54 volumes

AIR 40 - Directorate of Intelligence and other Intelligence
Papers - 1926-1963, 2706 files and volumes
DEFE 21 - Joint Intelligence Bureau, Directorate of Scientific
Intelligence: Registered files - 1946-1978, 77 files
DEFE 32 - Defence Intelligence Staff: Registered files - 19571979, 99 files
DEFE 44 - Joint Intelligence Bureau: Reports - 1946-1971, 100
files and volumes
WO 106
Directorate of Military Operations and Intelligence 1937-1961, 6228 boxes, files and volumes
WO 208 Directorate of Military Intelligence - 1917-1961, 5187
boxes, files and volumes
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Loose Minute
D/GF/6/2
26 Aug 97

AD INFO(C&Tl - Wg Cdr

= ----___J

copy to:
PL{LS)Claims
PL{LS)Legal
Hd Sec(AS)
DCS(Sec&CTS)
DLA RAF IO
BBC SCOTLAND SCI-FI DRAMA SERIES "INVASION EARTH" - AGREEMENT FOR
THE PROYISION OF SERVICES TO THE BBC
Reference: D/DPR/336/4 dated 22 Aug 97
1.
Thank you for your minute at Reference, and for sending a
copy of the draft Agreement between the MOD and BBC Scotland,
setting out the terms under which we will provide assistance to
the BBC with regard to the production of their drama series
"Invasion Earth" •
2.
I can confirm that we are content with what you propose, and
have no specific comments to make on your draft.
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Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DPS
DpR(RAF)

BBC SCOTLAND S<;I-FI DRAMA SERIES "INVASION EARTH" - AGREEMENT
FOR THE PROVISION OF SERVICES TO THE BBC

I.
The MOD and BBC Scotland have reached agreement on the financial implications
of assisting BBC Scotland in the making of the Sci-Fi drama series "INVASION EARTH"
and a draft Agreement is attached.

2.
Filming ofRAF assests commences on 14 Sep 97 and the Agreement must be in place
before that date. Therefore, addresses are requested to forward any comments to the
undersigned by cop on Monday 1 Sep 97. I apologise for the short notice of this request but
it is due to circumstances outside of my control. Nil responses will be taken as concurrence
with the draft.

WgCdr
AD INFO(C&T)
MB0366 ~n

401
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DRAFT AGREEMENT
D/DPR/336/4
Dated the

day of September 1997

Parties

1.

Ministry of Defence
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
Herein known as. 0MoD"

2.

BBC Scotland
Broadcasting House
Queen Margaret Drive
Glasgow
Gl2 BDG

Herein known as

11

the BBC"

Background

3.

The BBC i·s currently producing a Sc Fi drama series 'INVASION EARTH' in

which the principal character is an RAF F3 pilot.

4.

MOD agrees to make a Chinook, Puma and Sea King helicopter and RAF

Leuchars and RAF Lossiemouth available to the BBC to shoot certain scenes for
the series, on the terms and conditions set out herein.

A:BBC

1

•

Services to be Provided

5.

In

accordance

with

Annex

A

MOD

will

endeavour

to

provide

the

following:

a.

Access to RAF Lossiemouth to film a Sea King helicopter on

22 Sep 97.

b.

A Chinook and a Puma helicopter at Wroughton on 17 Sep 97.

c.

Members of the Queens Colour Sqn RAF Regiment to appear as film

extras.
form

at

such officers/airmen will sign a Multi Purpose Voucher in the
Exhibit

One,

attached,

assigning

all

rights

to

their

performance in the series to the BBC.

d.

A number of military vehicles to be operated by members of the

Queen Colour Sqn.

6.

The MOD will also endeavour to provide the following:

a.

Access to RAF Leuchars to film Tornado F3's, on a date to be

decided.

b.

A selection of new/used uniforms for hire.

c.

4 sets of flying clothing for hire.

Charges and Paymant

7.

In accordance with standard MOD policy, appropriate charges will need

to be raised to cover each element of assistance provided.
charges will be levied as follows:

a.

Chinook Helicopter

(1)

Flying Time - £3,358 per quater of an hour.
2

Accordingly,

•

(2)

b.

c.

~aiting

Time - £63 per hour.

Puma Helicopter

(l)

Flying Time - £1,860 per quarter of an hour.

(2)

Waiting Time - £63 per hour.

Filming at RAF Leuchars and RAF Lossiemouth.

£2,000 per day, to

cover access, security, parking and filming, but excluding personnel
employed as "extras n.

d.
11

Use of RAF Personnel as Extras.

extras" 1

ie

those

personnel

whose

Any RAF personnel used as

contribution

is

sufficient

to

necessitate the signing of a Multi Purpose Voucher, will be charged for
at the following rate:

e.

£65:50 per day.

Filming of RAF Aircraft at their bases.

Provided that the

aircraft are carrying out their normal roles and no extra costs are

incurred by the RAF as a result of a request from the BBC, no extra
charges to those already detailed in para 8c will be raised.

f.

Vehicle

Costs.

The

charges

for

personnel will vary according to the type.

vehicles

operated

by

RAF

Examples, excluding VAT,

are as follows:

(1)

Land Rovers Hire £9.50 per day + Fuel

&

Running Costs

21.08p per mile.

(2)

Trucks 4-10 tonne Hire £35.21 per day + Fuel

&

Running

&

Running

Costs 60.17p per mile.

(3)

Coach 24-39 Seats Hire £36.82 per day + Fuel

Costs 49.35p per mile.

3

•

g.

Clothing.

The charges for the provision of clothing will be as

follows:

(1)

!•'lying Clothing.

Approximately £2600 for the hire of 4

sets of flying clothing.

(2)

h.

Uniforms.

Other Costs.

Not to exceed £2500.

Any additional costs incurred by the RAF as a

result of assistance to the BBC which would not otherwise have arisen,
will attract charges.
messing

and

An

ex~ie of such charges would be the standard

accommodation

charges

that

would

apply

if

overnight

accommodation were required on any military establishment, or if meals
were taken in messes.

8.

Payment for services provided should be made in full within 28 days of

presentation of the authorised bill from MOD.
accompany the bill.

4

Details

of payment will

•

Indemnity and

9.

%ns~ranoe

MOD facilities used and/or modified by the BBC are to be returned to

their original state and condition, which includes repairing damage either
deliberate or accidental, caused in the course of the BBC' s work.

Payment for

any work carried out by MOD to restore such facilities to their original
state, will be charged to the BBC.

10.

a.

The BBC will satisfy MOD, PL(LS)Claims, that sufficient insurance

cover has been established to cover any damage to MOD aircraft and
property befor;,· a'ccess to RAF Leuchars and RAF Lossiemoutli will be
allowed.

b.

MOD acknowledges that the following coverage is sufficient to

satisfy it under the terms of this clause:-

(1)

for bodily injury and/or property damage to the Chinook,

Sea King, Puma and other MOD property and personnel, liability
insurance in the amount of Seventy Five Million US

Dollars

($75 million).

Security

11.

The BBC is to provide at least 48 hours notice of personnel and vehicles

attending at each location.
their official title,
registration number.

Details required are full names of personnel and

vehicle details to include make, type,

colour and

Details of vehicles/personnel should be notified to the

contact addressee at paragraph 14.

12.

Access to RAF Leuchars and Lossiemouth and onboard the helicopters is

to be restricted to those employees of the BBC who have a specific need to be
there.

Employees of the BBC are not permitted outside of the areas allocated

to them by MOD personnel as notified to the BBC by the Controlling Officer,
or his designated representative.

Beal.th and Safety

5
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13.

The BBC is to take all reasonable precautions for the safety of MOD

personnel and

prop~rty.

Items and areas considered unsafe by MOD personnel

are to be made safe instructed by the Controlling Officer, or his designated
representative.

The BBC are to observe all the relevant Health and Safety

regulations.

Force Majeure

14.

In the event that the MOD is unable to meet its obligations to provide

the services detailed in this contract due to Act of God, Weather, Perils of
the Sea, War, Riots, Ci~il. CommOtion, Blockade, Sabotage, Fire, Explosion,
Accident, Security or Operational Reasons then the MOD shall not be liable for
any costs arising out of any failure or delay in providing said services.

6
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Point of Contact

15.

The point ot contact is as follows:

MOD Project Officer
Wing Commander
AD

INFO(C&T)

Room 0366
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB

0171 218

Tel: 0171 218

controlling

16.

Office~s

The MOD Project Officer is also the Controlling Officer for MOD for the

facilities named.

17.

The BBC point of contact is:

Line Producer
BBC Scotland
Caterham Barracks
Coulsdon Road
Surrey CR3 5YB

Tel:

Fax:

Assignment of Rights

18.

a.

MOD confirms it is aware of the subject matter of the Film and

the characters therein and the use to be made of the MOD facilities

7

•

specified in this agreement.

MOD approves such use of its facilities

in the Film.

b.

MOD

acknowledges

and

agrees

the

BBC

(including but not limited to all copyright)
photographs made of the

F3 Chinook,

facilities pursuant to this agreement.

shall

own

all

rights

in the still and film

Sea King,

Puma and other MOD

Should it be necessary, MOD

will execute any assignments or other documents to give effect to this
clause.

c.

MOD ackn~wl~dges and agrees that the BBC may incorporate scenes

featuring the F3, Chinook, Sea King, Puma and the other MOD facilities
specified in this agreement in the final version of the Film either as
a sequence on its own or preceded, interlaced or followed by such other
scenes as the BBC may require, or the taking of publicity stills.

d.

MOD acknowledges and agrees the BBC may exploit and exhibit the

Film and excerpts therefrom in any manner and in any medium now known
or

hereafter

devised

throughout

the

world

in

perpetuity

without

restrictions whatsoever.

e.

MOD hereby acknowledges that all rights and releases granted or

agreed to in this paragraph shall be deemed to extend to all persons,
firms or corporations distributing, exploiting or exhibiting the Film.

8
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Misce11aneous

19.

In the event that due to a force majeure or otherwise filming cannot

occur on the

date~

set out herein, the parties agree to negotiate in good

faith to find alternative dates.

20.

In the event of any dispute, MOD agrees not to seek equitable or legal

remedy which would enjoin or prevent the development, production, advertising
distribution or exploitation of the film.

21.

The BBC will pr"ovi.de" a credit to MOD and Royal Air Force in the end

roller credits of the Film acknowledging the assistance provided.

22.

This agreement is governed by English law.

Signed for and on behalf of
Ministry of Defence

Air Commodore

I

oj

Director of Public Relations(RAF)
Ministry of Defence
London

Signed for and on behalf of

.....
BBC Scotland

Line Producer

9
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BXIU:BJ:T ONB

MOLTJ: PBRJ:OD VOUCBBR

From:

BBC Scotland

11

To:

("the Artiste")

Re:

1.

The BBC 11

("the drama Series 11 )

INVASION EARTH

The BBC hereby confirms the engagement of the Artiste in the capacity
of Background Artiste in the Film on the following days:

2.

The Artiste's services are provided pursuant to a contract between the
BBC and the Ministry of Defence, and the Ministry of Defence shall be
responsible for paying the Artiste.

3.

The Artiste hereby gives the BBC all necessary consents under the
Copyright,

Designs and Patents Act 1988 as currently in force,

assigns all rights

and

(including copyright) in the Artiste's performance

to the BBC.

4.

The Artiste hereby agrees that the Artiste's voice may be dubbed into
any language.

Signed for and on behalf of

Signed by

BBC Scotland

Date:

Date:

10
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ANNEX A TO
P/DPR 336/4
DATED SEP 97
INVASION EARTH - MANPOWER/VEHICLES
EPISODES ONE
THREE

AND

HELICOPTER BEOUIBEMENTS

Note:
Radcliffe's Squad is script term for
Squadron RAF Regiment.

Queens

Colour

Sunday September 14: Travel & Shoot at Wroughton
8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

1 x RAF Landrover
1 x 4 Ton Truck

Monday September 15: Shoot at Wrouqhton
14 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

1 x RAF Landrover
1 4 Ton Truck
1 x Coach

Tuesday September 16: Shoot at Wrouqhton

4 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)
2 Male RAF Drivers
3 x RAF Officers
1 Male RAF Ambulance Driver
1 x Radcliffe's squad Landrover
Driver 1
2 X Radcliffe's Squad Motorbike
Riders
2 x Radcliffe's Squad 4 Ton Truck
Drivers
2 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
Crew

1 x Military Ambulance

1 x RAF Armoured Landrover
1 x RAF 4 Ton Truck
2 x RAF Motor Bikes
1 x RAF Landrover
(Not armoured)
2 Staff Cars?

Wednesday September 17: Shoot at Wrouqhton
RAF Puma & crew
RAF Chinook & Crew
20 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)
1 X Armoured P Carrier
1 x Male RAF Ambulance Driver
1 X Military Ambulance
1 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
2 X Armoured Landrover
Driver 1
1 x Radcliffe's Squad Landrover
2 X RAF 4 Ton Trucks
Driver 2
2 X RAF Motorbikes
2 x Radcliffe's squad Motorbike
Riders
2 x Radcliffe's Squad 4 Ton Truck Drivers
TOTAL SWINDON

66

•

PAGE 2

Thursday September 18: TRAVEL SCOTLAND
Friday September 19: Aviemore
8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

2 x RAF Landrovers
(Continuity Swindon)

Saturday september 20: Aviemore
17 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

1 x RAF Landrovers
1 x 4 Ton Truck

Monday September 22: Lossiemouth
Sea King

& Crew

Tuesday September 23: Loeb Ness
17 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)

2 x RAF Landrovers

Thursday September 25: Aviemore
8 x Radcliffe's Squad (Armed)
TOTAL SCOTLAND

50

GRAND TOTAL

116

IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE SAME NUMBER OF MEN AND VEHICLES WILL BE
REQUIRED FOR EPISODES. 4 TO 6 ON DATES TO BE ADVISED.

·•

•
Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/2.
22nd August 1997
OMD/AD(Managementl
Copy to:
CS (RM)l
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
1. I attach a copy of a letter fromJ~~~~~~~~~~
persistent correspondent on the subj
which the Department has only a limited interest.

2.

in

lllllllllllll earlier letter to the Prime Minister

forw~ AS) for reply (copy also attached).

has now taken up the matter of the Freedom of In~uLma ~Lull-aG~-a uuw
clearly wishes to make his views known to those responsible for
taking it forward. I would like to be able to say something about
how he might do this in our next letter to him and should be
grateful for your advice on what it might be.
3. Is it the intention to issue a Foi White Paper sometime after
the House returns in the Autumn? Is it also the intention to have
a consultation period whereby members of the public can contribute
their views? If you could let me know the Cabinet Office's plans
in this respect and the form of words I might use in reply to Dr
Ridyard, I should be grateful.
4. In order to meet the deadline it would be helpful to have
something, please, by 4 September.

The Rt. Hon. Tony Blair PM
I 0 Downing Street
London
SW1A2AA
SUBJECT: UNIDENTIFIED CRAFT
Dear Sir,

Thank you for the response dated 11 June, RefD/Sec(AS)/64/3 to my correspondence of 7 May.
I am writing to you again on this subject as I understand from the reply that the Cabinet Office
is taking forward the Manifesto pledge on the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA).
I would like to see a commitment in the FOIA to making the subject of unidentified craft a special
one and that as a goodwill gesture, steps be taken to start releasing all UFO documentation, no
matter wether it is held under 30, 50 or 100 year extended disclosure.
A potential problem with the FOIA is how far exactly do you go to making information freely
available. I recall for example that under the last administration, some vital information on BSE
that, although technically available, was hidden in the middle of a file and not circulated to the
appropriate departments. In effect, departments should really be going out of their way to
publicise important information.
To avoid this problem, I would strongly urge that any significant UFO-related event (e.g. similar
to West Freugh 1957, RAF Topcliffe 1952, RAF Bentwaters 1980, Operation Aeneid 1971) be
publicised in the form of a Press Conference and craft details such as size, colour, flight pattern
etc. be formally revealed within a maximum of two days after the event. This will be vital in the
case of a CE2 incident as it will give ample time for soil and vegetation samples to be collected.
Analysis of these samples can verifY as to wether an incident took place and the tools to carry out
these studies are routinely available in most university science departments.
I look forward to hearing your comments on these matters.
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7May 1997
The Rt. Hon. Tony Blair PM
I 0 Downing Street
London
SWIA2AA

SUBJECT: UNIDENTlFIED CRAFf
Dear Sir,
Fwther to my letter of24 February, I now enclose evidence that the MOD and PRO were a little
economical with the truth regarding the fate of AIR 2/16918 (see Appendix 1).
In Appendix 2 I have included:(i) 26 Mandatory Occurrence Reports (some involving UFOs) kindly supplied by the Safety Reg.
Group (CAA), Gatwick Airport.
(ii) Extracts from AIR 20/9320 and 20/9321
"'·. ·.
(iii) Halt Report, 13 Jan 1981
/

•

........ ·,.

These are only a few of the documents in my possession and I am wiUing to give yourself and
your Defence Ministers a full briefing should you so require. If you (or your ministers) are to be
briefed on this subject by the MOD or The Department of Transport, please take the above
documents with you . It may be an idea to produce the documents at the end of the briefing as I
know from experience that reports are scattered about different Secretariats and you may (more
by accident than design) well not get the full picture.
Alternatively I will be happy to attend any briefing as a scientific adviser.
I would also be grateful if New Labour could continue the work of The Late Martin Redmond
MP and make a commitment to releasing all UFO-related material for public scrutiny. I note that
a petition to this effect was presented to The Commons on March 17 last.
To conclude, I am hoping to give a lecture on this subject to a Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC)
Symposium at UCNW Bangor. I have written to The RSC President, Prof Eddie Abel, The Royal
Society of Chemistry, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, WIV OBN (Tel: 0171437 8656)
due to the sensitive nature of the material. It would mean a lot to me if yourself or one of your
ministers were to endorse my efforts.
I thank you in anticipation and appreciation of your kind attention on these matters.

f\ . •·

""'(: LO .
l' .'

Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone fDirect dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fox)

0171 218 2140
9
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Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

11 June 1997

Dear
1.
Thank you for your letter of 7 May addressed to the Prime
Minister about "unidentified flying objects". I have been asked
to reply.
2.
It is the case, as with other government departments, that
MOD files are subject to the provisions of the Public Records Act
of 1958 and 1967. This Act of Parliament states that official
files generally remain closed from public viewing for 30 years
after the last action has been taken . The files selected for
preservation are then transferred to the Public Record Office for
release into the public domain.
3.
It was generally the case that before 1967 all "UFO" files
were destroyed after five years as there was insufficient public
interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention.
However, since 1967 there has been an increase in public interest
in this subject and "UFO" report files are now routinely
preserved. A few files from the 1950s and early 1960s did,
however, survive and are available for examination by members of
the public. They may be viewed at the Public Record Office,
Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. The references of
these files are as follows:
AIR 16/ll99
AIR 20/7390
AIR 20/9320
AIR 20/9321
AIR 20/9322
AIR 20/9994
PREM 11/855

AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR

2/16918
2/17318
2/17526
2/17527
2/17982
2/17983

4.
You may also find it helpful to know that the Cabinet Office
has the responsibility for taking forward the Government's
manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of Information Act. The
1

timetable currently envisaged involves the publication of a White
paper before this year's Summer Recess. This would be followed by
a period of open consultation leading to a draft Bill early next
year and further consultation.
5.
Finally, you will wish to know that I have contacted the
CS(Records Management) branch concerned with regard to the
comments contained in the first paragraph of your letter about the
location of a MOD file (AIR 2/ 16918). They have e
due to a clerical error, the date given in their letter to
•f 15 April 1997 was incorrect. The file
L~~~.~OD last year since the date should have read 9 November
1992.
6.

I hope this clarifies the position.
Yours sincerely,

2
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
MAIN BUILDING WHITEHALL

MINISTER OF STATE FOR
THE ARMED FORCES

'G:--

D/MIN(AF)/JR/8/1

''8

August 1997

Thank you for your letter dated 21 July to Secretary of
state, concerning the charging policy applicable to your drama
series "Invasion:Earth".
"" ..

~
~~

t~

\~

·

We recognise that PR and recruiting benefits can stem from
series such as this, wlien the Services are shown in a positive
light, and I am pleased to say that we are able to be flexible in
such circumstances.

I am aware that since you wrote your letter there have been a
series of meetings between BBC staff and some of our finance and
PR staff, and I am pleased that agreement has now been reached on
this matter.
As you know, we intend to charge a licence fee of around
£2000 per day, granting you access to the Defence Estate, and
permission to film.
There will also be charges levied for the use
of military equipment -the major element here being helicopters.
With regard to the use of Service personnel as "extras" - which
had been the only area of potential difficulty - you will be aware
that we intend to charge you the sum of £65.50 per person per day.
I believe this to be an acceptable compromise which reduces costs
to an affordable level, whilst ensuring that the Defence Budget is
sufficiently recompensed for our assisting you in a commercial
venture.
In settling upon this figure we were also conscious of
the need to avoid undercutting the Equity rate.
Our respective staffs are already in touch at working level,
and clearly this dialogue will continue.
The next step is to
formalise this agreement by producing a written contract; my PR
staff are already working on this.
_.,_.,..,.,._,...,......,_,,,....,-"'-.·'···"'''"'-'"'=':.o...:=·-~;--.c:;:; < c,-•..

CAS/i\C:AS
Esq
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SER. t1o ....................... ,...............,...
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•
I am pleased that we have reached agreement on this issue, and
I should like
that we have been able to help with your venture.
to take this opportunity to wish you every success with this
project.

•
HIDDEN COPY TO;
GF Pol 1
PS/SofS
PS/2nd PUS
AUS(GF)
PSO/ACAS
Deputy Press Secretary
DPR(RAF)
DLA RAF IO - ~
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File Note
Reference:

IRAF VALLEY
E73

1. Gp Capt ~o say that he had spoken to the Station
Commander a~~yiabout
assertion that the
Station was referring those r~~ · sightings to him.
2. Th~~ operator(s) at the exchange at RAF Valley had
noted
~ name and number on their reference pad as he
had, ~
nvinced them he was a recognised 'UFO' expert in
regular contact with the MOD and it was, therefore, in order for
them to refer 'witnesses' to him.
3. Our earlier request for this practice to cease had not, it
appears, survived through staff changes. All have again been
reminded of the proper arrangements.

12th August 1997

•
WEEK BEGINNING 4 AUGUST 1997
04/08/97

At 09:22 ~ lephoned to report a sighting seen on 3
August a~~Bexley, Kent. He described the object simply
as huge and that part of it came down in the woods near Bexley
village. His daytime phone number is:

:Z£di2! I !£j

ACTION:

Report made and filed on 64/2 part F enc 52.
NFA required.

At 14:27
lephoned. On 2 August at midnight he
saw a
like object several hundred feet up in
the sky above the Nightingale Triangle in London, SW12. It skimmed
across the sky and left a trail behind, then it just disappeared.
He saw it for about 10 seconds. It was not a rocket, shooting star
or anything else explainable. He contacted the golice who had not

~r~ec~e~i~v~ed~a~n~o·t·h~r T~~~
ACTION:
05/08/97

1

~s s

is :

:s u!L 21 I !Sj

IJjj}~~;g=~~i~~l~~r ~o~!~ 2 s~!riiie e~~/jB ~tw~o~~§ Qli bn 4
0

....

were:
Phone number is
~~~~~~=! think you ha¥e-~~----~
phoni
occurred over the
Hoole area of Chester on
time was between 11 and
12pm. Now the two witnesses
RAF Valley on Anglesey and were
actually referred to me which is how I actually got to know of
this particular incident. The witnesses have sent me a map of the
area, a report and pictures of the unidentified craft. The
description seems to roughly correspond to the craft that was
reported in Mandatory Occurrence report number B201614C, which was
filed with the Safety Regulation Group at Gatwick. This referred
to a Dan Air B 727 which witnessed what looked like a twin hulled
structure with a globe crowned by a silver cone. I'll be sending
the details through the post over the next day or two. I'd be
interested to know if there were any other reports to Secretariat
2Al of this particular incident. Thank you for your time. Bye
now."
06/08/97

No messages
07/08/97

lllllllllllfielephoned at 08:22 to report a sighting that she could
~e as a star. She was feeding the foxes in her back

•
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DATE
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SUBJECT
CODES
12/08 / 97 QMDfADCManagement\ Freedom of Information
Intended:
Sent : 12/08/97 at 9:57
Delivered: 12/08/97 at 9:58
To : SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: /GUID:F311459BA312D1119C240020AFF4C999
From: OMD/AD(Management)
Auth by:
Subject: Freedom of Information
Text:

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [ ]

Attachments
Codes [

1]

l

•
In your D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 30 Jun, you asked to be kept up to
date with the situation on a Freedom of Information Act. The
position has changed since I was last in touch in that Ministers
concluded last month that it would not be possible to produce a
White Paper in time for the recess, especially as they wished to
take a close personal interest in the dvelopment of policy on the
issue. The publication of the White Paper has therefore been
deferred until towards the end of the year.

•
LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
\2_Aug 97
8Q::A1U

RAF VALLEY - SIGHTINGS TO

RS OF THE PUBLIC REPORTING "UFO"

Reference: D/Sec(AS)/64/3 dated 8 Jan 97.
1.

You may recall

m~

~~e:r~~;e~~i~~e t~e§j_

LM at Reference (copy attached) in which I

Ji!JJJ i!~~s w;;~s~~ ~~l~~r. "U~g

a
.. 5 August
answerphone. On both occasions he said that RAF Valley had
referred 'UFO' witnesses to him.

2.
I should be grateful to know asap if you would yourself wish
to remind RAF Valley of the correct procedures when dealing with
alleged 'UFO' sightings or if you would prefer that I do so
di:r:ect.

•

LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
1 Aug 97
DPOIRAFl
REQUEST FRQM AN AMERICAN TV COMPANY TO CONTRIBUTE TO A "UFO"
PROGRAMME

1.
I have received the attached fax from an American TV
production company who will be filming a programme in the near
future entitled "Sightings". As you will see they have requested
a statement on the UK MOD's policy in respect of "UFOs" and asked
if we would wish to front-up a spokesman during the programme.
2.
I should be ;:lteful if you would respond to
along the lines a{lthe attached draft. With nan~s-~~-ve~-
assistance once more.

Enc.

•

D R A F T

1.

REPLY TO

Thank you for your facsimile message of 30 July addressed to

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, in which you seek a statement from the
UK Ministry of Defence setting out its interest in respect of
reports of "unidentified . flying objects".

2.

Please find attached a MOD statement of policy which you may

find of use.

Thank you for offering the opportunity of providing

a MOD spokesman to take part in your programme, but as the
Department has no remit in respect of "UFO/flying saucer" matters
it would not be appropriate for the MOD to participate.

DPO(RAF)

•

STATEMENT ON THE UNITED KINGDOM MINISTRY OF DEFENCE REMIT IN
RESPECT OF REPORTS OF "UFO" SIGHTINGS

The UK Ministry of Defence has no expertise or role with respect
to "UFO/flying saucer" matters, or to the question of the
existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms about which
it remains open-minded.

To date, however, the UK MOD is unaware

of any evidence which proves that these phenomena exist.

The UK Ministry of Defence examines any reports of "UFO" sightings
it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have
some defence significance; namely is there any evidence that the
UK Air Defence Region might have been compromised by hostile or
unauthorized foreign military activity.

The reports are examined, with the assistance of the Department's
air defence experts as required.

Unless there is evidence of a

potential military threat, and to date no "UFO" sighting has
revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise
nature of each sighting reported to us.

We believe that down to

earth explanations could be found for these reports, such as
aircraft lights or natural phenomena, if resources were diverted
for this purpose but it would be an inappropriate use of defence
resources to provide this kind of aerial identification service.
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July 30, 1997
2a
Ministry of Defence

I am writing in regards to a special we will be shooting in the near future for
the U.S. television program "Sightings". The program will explore various
UFO incidents around the world and their posst"ble explanations.
A portion of the program will deal with the British experience with UF:.:;,:;o~·s~-------,
and we will be
to
of specialists in the area, such as
ti on 40
As it stands now, we will most likely explore-the
LllentW~~ }t-Salisbuxy Plain, and the recent East Anglia sightings.

s& anumber

I have gathered that in most cases, or atleast the more recent ones, the
Ministy's position has been one of "No Defence Significance", which I take to
mean there is no threat to British Airspace. H you would care to comment on
~ or state a definitive policy in regards to UFO's ,we would greatly
appreciate yoUr input. In addition, we will be shooting in England in August
if you would be interested in being interviewed for the program.
We can be.faxed at
you for your time

if you would care to send a reply. Thank

d-co~deratibn.

Sincerely,

,,' '

,_
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SUBJECT
CUMBRIAN TV - VIDEO FOOTAGE OF A

Sent: 29/07/97 at 14:19
To: DPO(RAF),DPO(RAF)S02
CC:
Ref: 1271
Subject: CUMBRIAN TV - VIDEO FOOTAGE OF A "UFO"

Text: Tip Off.
I've just come off the phone to a S/L
at
Spadeadam.
,----·-·· ·-,
He said Cumbrian TV wanted him to look at some video footage of
a "UFO".
I told him to ask them to send the video here with a
letter explaining what they want.
I also said that if th~eLy--~-----
wanted to follow up by phone to liaise through your offi1S .
on 401
Priority: Normal
Reply Request ( ]

View Acknowledge [*]
Delivery Acknowledge [*]

Attachments (
Codes [

]
]

•
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

DjSec(AS)64/1(MF184/97)

21 July 1997

Thank you for your letter of 7 July about tendering for the UFOrelated work of Sec(AS)2a.
As you may be aware,
the establishment of
significance.
This
staff concerned with
by a contractor.

the Ministry of Defence's interest is
whether the sighting may have any air
function, which involves consultation
air defence, is not one that could be

confined to
defence
with other
performed

I am grateful, nevertheless, for your expression of interest.
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•

Capping the amount of activity allowed in all LFAs would
unacceptably impact on low flying training. Not only would it
restrict the tactical freedom of aircrew to plan varied routes,
but would also reduce the amount of training available for
aircraft, such as helicopters, with a limited range capability.
Furthermore, the unpredictable nature of the UK's weather
frequently adversely affects flying conditions in individual LFAs
at short notice. Capping the daily, weekly or monthly amount of
flying would mean that valuable training opportunities could not
be rescheduled forwards and would be lost.
Activity in LFA 14C (north of Peterhead, Scotland)

Whilst the number of movements into this LFA have increased since
1988, this must be set against the relatively few flights the area
experiences. In 1988 it saw 100 flights. In 1996 it saw 367 and,
when judged against its relative size, saw less than its
proportionate share of low flying in both 1995 and 1996.
Foreign Aircraft in the UK

Low flying in the UK by foreign aircraft is strictly controlled
and is conducted on a reciprocal basis. Consequently, foreign
aircraft operating in the UK are generally restricted to those
heights at which we are permitted to fly in their countries. I
can assure the [Rt] han Member that no foreign airforces train in
the UK under more favourable conditions than apply to our Armed
Forces in the country concerned.
[Some 4% of the overall amount of low flying in the UK is by UKbased USAF aircraft, and around 1% is flown, on a reciprocal basis
by aircraft of other NATO countries, mainly during exercises and
squadron exchanges.)
Low Flying in aermany

The general minimum height of 1000 feet applied to low flying
military jet aircraft in Germany is a matter for the German
Government. I should, however, point out that this is a general
limit and that the German authorities do allow some low flying
below this height.
We believe that restricting our aircrews to this height during
training would impair their operational effectiveness. Indeed, it
is our view that low level training above 500 feet is of little
benefit in preparing aircrew for operations.
Discipline

Our military aircrews are highly trained, professional airmen who
do not behave recklessly. However, all complaints from members of
the public are carefully examined and any which suggest that a
breach of flying regulations might have occurred are thoroughly
investigated. Should indiscipline or disregard for the rules play
any part in an incident, the RAF has no hesitation in instigating
formal disciplinary action, up to and including court martial.
Aircraft Accidents

•
Bru1erMedia
c/o Bartercard Adelaide

ATTENTION
7 July 1997

I had sent this proposal to the PFI and
· passed it to you
for a view to be formed . I felt I
on various points
before you form a view. The function I refer to is known to you as the
public UFO report line which comes under your direction and which I
have referred to as atmospheric anomalies in keeping with it's official
explanation.
In regards to the first paragraph of my original letter the point is based on
, '~'!!!lf}Q~~~1QJ--.
research into this function via the RAF media lii~a~~s.~o~n,~
other ~~
scenano 1s s position in 2A and propose my
tender accordingly. I am happy to be corrected to it's official position
and tender appropriately.
Bartermedia is a media brokerage and we would fully t1.md this function
on the understa..11ding that we would use it as a marketing opportunity for
future expansion in the UK and that we would seek proprietary control
over information generated via a Defcon 90 arrangement under your
departmental guidelines.
W~are opep. to-negotiation and are thinking along these lines;··
1/ By placing this function with us we can distance the MOD from the
public perception as to the official involvement in this matter which
generates adverse publicity for the MOD. We also feel that we will have
no difficulty in co-opting a leading PR firm in UK to aid this objective.
2/ We would suggest a MOD officer with meteorlogical experience that
would further assist the public in the MOD' s understanding of this
phenominaalthough the current supervision of2A would also be
acceptable to us.
3/ We wish to tloat ideas such as these to help 2A in it's pu~~~'!-.'""!""="!""~.
percepti~n. We would look to co-operating with you in this

•
-2-

We feel that you should take this tender seriously. We leave you with
this one simple fact; via
and other similar sources the
public perceives that
2A does.
Surely the time to correct this perception has come and \Ve look forward
to facing that challenge.
I will contact you shortly.

BarterMedia

•

1/7/97
Attn
Bartermedia

Dear
I wish to propose a tender for a function of the secretariat (air staff) 2A
which deals with the public initiated reports of atmospheric
anomalies. This is a part of2A's PR Remit which also requires them to
reveiw and assess those reports. This is considered by 2A as a wasteful
use of it's resources. These resources could be better outsourced via the
PFI.
One of Bartermedia 's functions is to provide PR services. As a British
citizen I plan to return home soon to establish Bartermedia UK. I feel this
might be an unique marketing opportunity for us.
We are thinking along these lines;
II We would fully fund our own qualified PR specialist to deal with the
general public and aid the reveiw and assessment process.
21 We would fully fund the MOD supervision costs >vhich includes a
MOD officer( our nomination) who \viii review and assess these reports.
3/ We think we can strengthen the remit along the lines of better liason
capacity,departmental assistance in dealing with the public and public
education.
I am aware of the department's policy in the matter of public initiated
reports and will strictly adhere to this policy.
I will contact you by phone after receiving your fax regarding the process
of tendering for the above contract

D/PFU/10/1
8 July 1997

Head Sec(AS)

UNSOLICTED PROPOSAL

I.
I attach a proposal from a
to take over part of the
responsibilities undertaken by
that this is nothing to do with
PFI, and I would be grateful if you could take on any further action that is required .

l C JUL 1997

.

02/07 '97
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117/97
Attn

Bartermedia

Dear
I wish to propose a lender for a function of the secretariat (air stuft) 2A
which deals with the public wjtiated reports of atmospheric
anomalies.This is a part of2A's PR Remit which al!So requires them to
reveiw :md assess those reports. This is considered by 2A as a wasteful
use of it' s resources. These resources could be better outsourced via the

PFI.
One ofBartermedia's functions is to provide PR services. As a British
citizen I plan to return home soorJ to establish Bartcnnedia UK I feel this
might be an unique marketing opportunity for us.
We are thinking along these lines;
1/ We would fully nmd our OVlll qtlalified PR specialist to deal with the
general public and aid the reveiw and assessment process.
21 W c would fully ftu1d the MOD supervision costs which includes a
MOD officer(our noJT!ir...alion) who will review and assess these reports.
31 We think we can strengthen the remit along the lines of better liason
capacity,departmental assistance in dealing with the public and public

education.
I am aware of the department's policy in the mutter of pllblic initiated
repo1is and will strictly adhere to this policy.

l will contact you by phone after receiving your fax regarding the process
of tendering for the above contract.

Re ard
a..rtennedia

la)001

•

Tue 15 Jul, 1997 11:49
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SUBJECT
DATE
FROM
INTELLIGENCE RECORDS/UFOS
15/07/97 Hd of CSCRMl1
Intended: SEC(AS)2A (2)
Delivered: 15/07/97 at 11:49
Sent: 15/07/97 at 11:47
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: 368
Auth by:
From: Hd of CS(RM)1
Subject: INTELLIGENCE RECORDS/UFOS
Text: ~quiry from the PRO this am re "Men in Black" and "X
~
~~azine!) and assertion that records open in PRO. I
directed attention to 3 most recent releases (possible DI
report). In anticipation of further enquiries I have initiated
the attached exercise. It will result in a nil return, but
useful none the less!!
401

j3££tion

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [ ]
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Codes (

1]

l
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Loose Minu t e
CS(RM) / 4/ 6/37

July 1997
CS(RM)1c

=======

1. With the recent publication of Men in Black by Jenny Randals,
the imminent release an unconnected film and a book alleging a
cover-up by HMG in respect of this phenomena I think a little work
is now called for on our holding of intelligence records preserved
for the PRO.
2. A few years ago I established no records of "PROable" age,
emanating from DIS, relat i ng to ufos, survived local destruction.
I would though like updated information just in case of enquiries.
3. The PRO Guide reveals a number of classes created for
intelligence records covering the post WWII pe riod . Please arrange
for the date range to be updated and the number of pieces
currently assigned to each class.
CLASSES CHEATED FOR INTELLIGENCE BECORQS
ADM 223

Naval Intelligence Papers, 1914 - 1961 - 734 files, vols

ADM 231
booklets

Naval Intelligence Reports, 1883 - 1965 - 70 vols,

AIR 40 - Directorate of Intelligence and other Intelligence
Papers, 1926 - 1963, 2620 files, vols
DEFE 21 - Joint Intelligence Bureau, Directorate of Scientific
Intelligence: Registered files, 1946 - 1978, 59 files
DEFE 31 - Defence Intelligence Staff: Registered files, 1957 1979, 44 files
DEFE 44 - Joint Intelligence Bureau: Reports
WO 106 - Directorate of Military Operations and Intelligence,
1837 - 1961, 6156 boxes, vols, files
WO 208 - Directorate of Military Intelligence, 1917 - 1968, 5019
files, vols

4. Additionally, please provide me with a copy of the
class lists DEFE 21, 31 and 44 (is 44 the class crea
~rfli!llll~ an index formerly held by DI that bears no
L:t:O-r-ea~iit-y-'t, . Also confirm the other classes contain no r e cords

•
Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
11th July 1997
DPRCRAF)
BBC DRAMA SERIES 'INVASION EARTH' - MEETING 14TH JULY 1997
1. I have seen a copy of your minute D/DPR/336 of 9th July about
a meeting on this proposed BBC drama production and have been
giving some thought about whether or not I might ask if I could
sit in. However, it is clear from the agenda that the topics for
discussion are the nuts and bolts arrangements for the facilities
and equipments that might be made available during the filming of
the series and that there is no intention to discuss MOD policy on
'UFOs' and related issues. On this basis I can see no reason for
Sec(AS)2 to attend.
2:thitmhet 1 Flt L~16kl£i!£C~e&~~lytwhoff~s, I W
e Invas~lJff--i!oa~th p'j?8J ec
~cer, g
It occurred to me that neither might be as fami
are
with MOD policy on 'UFOs', and that for the duration of the
project they might find it helpful to have to hand for their own
use the official lines to take on this subject. These are
attached.
w~

0

3. Finally, as the focal point for MOD policy on 'UFOs' and
related issues, it would be helpful to be kept informed should
your discussions widen into these areas. It would also help if
the Project Officer could alert Sec(AS)2a to any approaches by the
'UFO' fraternity to solicit their views during the filming of the
series. You will know that we receive a considerable volume of
correspondence about 'UFO' issues and it is always helpful to know
if other avenues of approach have been tried by the letter
writers.

Sec(AS)2
MB8247
CHOTS : - _ ____
FAX
UFOsflnvasion

:

2'

4Q

n 4Q

•
MOD POLICY IN RESPECT OF REPORTS OF "UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS"

General
The Ministry of Defence has no expertise or role with respect to
"UFO/flying saucer" matters, or the question of the existence or
otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms about which it is openminded. To date, however, the MOD is unaware of any evidence
which proves that these phenomena exist.
The MOD examines any reports of "unidentified flying objects" it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that
the UK Air Defence Region might have been compromised by hostile
or unauthorized foreign military activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential military threat, and to
date no "unidentified flying object" sighting has revealed such
evidence, no attempt is made to identify the precise nature of
each reported incident. We believe that down to earth
explanations could be found for these reports, such as aircraft
lights or natural phenomena, if resources were diverted for this
purpose but it would be an inappropriate use of defence resources
to provide this kind of aerial identification service.
SecretariatCAir staffl2a
Sec(AS)2a is part of a larger secretariat Branch which provides
advice to Senior Staff on a wide range of issues. Sec(AS)2a is
the focal point for handling queries directed at the MOD in
connection with "UFO" sightings. Sec(AS)2a assesses UFO reports
to determine whether there might be any defence interest.
'Alien' Abduction
Investigations into claims of any form of abduction are a matter
for the civil police. The police, however, can only take the
matter forward and investigate if there is evidence to support
such an allegation.

a
experience, uses information obtained in the course of their
duties, or which expresses views on official matters, are required
to seek departmental approval to do so. Clearance to publish does
not imply MOD approval of, or agreement with, the contents.
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TO
11/07/97 OMD14
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SUBJECT
INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSED FREEDOM OF

CODES

Sent: 11/07 / 97 at 9:50
To: OMD14
CC:
Ref: 1264
Subject: INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSED FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Text: We understand from med i a reports that the date for publication
of the White Paper on the above has slipped to the right and
probably won't now happen before the Summer recess.
Is this
correct? I should be grateful for an update in order to keep
our lines to take for "UFO" correspondence up-to-date.
With thanks,
Sec(AS)2al
Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

View Acknowledge (*)
Delivery Acknowledge (*]

Attachments
Codes [
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Fri 11 Ju1, 1997 14:20

mailbox
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SUBJECT
CODES
DATE
FROM
RE: INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSED
11/07/97 OMD14
Intended:
Sent: 11/07/97 at 14:07
Delivered: 11/07/97 at 14:09
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: /GUID:68855FE591F8D0119C080020AFF4C999
From: OMD14
Auth by:
Subject: RE: INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSED FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Text:

Priority: Urgent
Reply Request [ ]

SEE PAGE 2
View Acknowledge [ ]
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Codes [
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In light of the confusion surrounding what is happening to the
Foi White Paper I think that it is perhaps best that you don't
allude to when it will be released. As soon as a firm line (the
same or new) is announced, then I will let you know.
Just
continue to answer the questions as posed in line with the Code
of Practice, as I know you do.
Sorry I can't be more helpful but I would hate to be the one making up a new Govt policy before
they (may) decide it!
Regards,

1322l!S: I 16!MD14
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LOOSE MINUTE
•.. jj

D/DPR/336

65/~

-~~,:'£'. ~~ ;-"AP e'

9 JUL 97
See Distribut ion

----

BBC DRAMA SERIES ("INVASION EARTH"\ - MEETING 14 JUL 97
1.

Attached is an agenda for the BBC drama series ("Invasion Earth") MOD meeting to be held at 10 30 on 14
North East Conference Room and a BBC requirements list.
·- -···---

~he

2..
The meeting will be chaired by AirCdr
represented.

f!PJ$

F), and you are invited to attend or be

FLT LT
ForDPRr

F)

Ext jS§ tion 401
Distribution :
Action:
Internal:
AOAD1
OR54(AIR)
Hels 1A
PL(LS) Claims 1A
GF(Pol)
External :

~RO

DPR(RAF)
ProJect Officer
Press Secretary

rvr"lis~rv
"~ r: - ·t! ...., _, ~~

10 JIH 1997
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D/DPR/336
BBC DRAMA SERIES ("INVASION EARTH"!- MOD MEETING 14 JUL 97
AGENDA
Introductions.
2.

Review of BBC's "Invasion Earth" project and overview of RAF involvement, including time scales and

breakdown of BBC requirements.
3.

Potential involvement of :
a.

F3 Force.

b.

Helicopter Force.

c.

RAF Regiment.

d.

Other support agencies.

4.

AOB.

5

Date of next meeting.

•
INVASION EARTH - BBC REQUIREMENTS
Location

Hardware Required

Date
( All dates are approx )

2 x F3, Vehicles, HAS.

19 Sep.

Sea King, life raft.

18/19 Sep.

Aviemore.

Chinook.

20 Sep.

Wroughton.

2.,x Puma, Chinook.

For 1 day between 16/23
Sep.

Lossiemouth.

"

"

Mil ambulance.

"

Mil convoy of approx 15
vehicles (Ambulance, APC,
land rovers etc.)

"

Mise vehicles and
equipment for exterior
dressing.

Not yet known

Flying clothing, uniforms,
headphones, notice boards,
Ops boards, lighting
lockers, maps, interior parts
for a mock up F3 cockpit,
identity tags etc.

"
Between 12 & 23 Sep.

"

Duration.

Note:
1. The requirements for the aircraft and the vehicles includes the crews/manpower
associated with them.

•

•

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DPR/336
9 JUL97
See Distribution
BBC DRAMA SERIES ("INVASION EARTH"l- MEETING 14 JUL 97
1.
Attached is an agenda for the BBC drama series ("Invasion Earth") MOD meeting to be held at 10 30 on 14
Jul 97 in the North East Conference Room and a BBC requirements list.
2.
The meeting will be chaired by AirCdre~F), and you are invited to attend or be
represented.

FLT LT
ForDPR RAF)
Ext I

tio!l!!Ol

Distribution:
Action:
Internal:
AOAD1
OR54(AIR)
Hats 1A
PL(LS) Claims 1A
GF(Pol)
Extemal:

~~1'"

\W..w;~ fwL
~('~)

Information:
DPR(RAF)
Project Officer
Press Secretary

tt1
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D/DPR/336

BBC DRAMA SERIES ("INVASION EARTH")- MOD MEETING 14 JUL 97
AGENDA
1.

Introductions.

2.

Review of BBC's "Invasion Earth" project and overview of RAF involvement, including time scales and

breakdown of BBC requirements.
3.

Potential involvement of :
a.

F3 Force.

b.

Helicopter Force.

c.

RAF Regiment.

d.

Other support agencies.

4.

AOB.

5.

Date of next meeting.

•
INVASION EARTH - BBC REQUIREMENTS
Location
Lossiemouth.
"

IAviemore.
Wroughton.

"

Hardware Required
2 x F3, Vehicles, HAS.

19 Sep.

Sea King, life raft.

18/19 Sep.

IChinook.
2 x Puma, Chinook.
Mil ambulance.

--

Mil convoy of approx 15
vehicles (Ambulance, APC,
land rovers etc.)

--

Mise vehicles and
equipment for exterior
dressing.

Not yet known

Date
( All dates are approx )

Flying clothing, uniforms,
headphones, notice boards,
Ops boards, lighting
lockers, maps, interior parts
for a mock up F3 cockpit,
identity tags etc.

l2o Sep.

I

For I day between 16/23
Sep.

"
Between 12 & 23 Sep.

"

Duration.

Note:
1. The requirements for the aircraft and the vehicles includes the crews/manpower
associated with them.
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/DPR/336/4

' 1-uM9-t<'·

9 Jul 97
PSO/ACAS
Copy to:
PSO/CAS
Press Secretary
fl ..•tMH,,

a;J

BBC TV SCI-FI DRAMA SERIES -

INVASION EARTH

Reference:
A. D/DPR/336/4 dated 13 Jun 97
1.
At Reference I gave initial details of the proposed
BBC TV Sci-Fi project "INVASION EARTH".
The purpose of
this minute is to provide you with an update on the
current situation.

2.
"INVASION EARTH" is a £5M Sci- Fi series of 6 episodes
to be shown early next year and features an RAF F3 pilot
as a central character.
The BBC will make the series with
or without RAF assistance but clearly our involvement
would
help
steer
it
with
beneficial
results.
The
Corporation
has
requested
permission
to
film
at
Lossiemouth and is also seeking to use RAF regiment
personnel and to film Helicopters; a broad "wish list"
·
nd support hardware) is attached. Wg Cd ~ on 401
nfoD Staff)
has been appointed as Proj ~
~~~-------
we anticipate filming will start on 7 Aug 97.
At this juncture, the BBC requirements would not place a
heavy burden on any single Unit. Arrangements are in hand
with Finance Policy staffs and Defence Lands Agents to
produce a formal contract and a meeting of MOD interested
parties is scheduled for 14 Jul 97.
It would be extremely
helpful to gain the willing support of all 3 COS before we
go much further and, with that aim, a draft note is
attached for ACAS to consider.

..
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DRAFT

COS HQ S TC
COS HQ LC
COS HQ PTC
The

BBC

has

re cently approached us

seek ing

help

in

the

making of a £5M Sci Fi drama series of 6 episodes call ed
An F3 pilot is

"INVASION EARTH".

main

characters

in

ear l y next yea r.

the
Of

series,

note ,

featur ed as one of the

which

wi l l

the BBC wil l

be

broadcast

make t he series

with or wi thout our help but c l ear l y ou r i nvolvement would
help steer it with beneficial results .

The Corporation h as
Lossiemo uth

requested permission to

f ilm

RA F

Regiment

personnel

and

and wish to

He li copters

in

va r ious

other l oca ti ons; a broad "wish li s t n
hardware)

at

(the y are fi lmin g o ther sequences at Av iemore

and would t hus save on transportat i on costs)
film

F3s

is attached .

rt

Wing Commander

Dinfo D Staff) has been appo inted as Project Officer and we
expect

filming

antic ipated

to

that

commence
BBC

in early Au gust.

r equ irements

wil l

is

It

place

a

not

heavy

burden on any single Unit.

DPR (RA F ) is drawing to get h e r

for ma l

con tr a c t

arrangements

between the MOD and the BBC and more detailed info rmat i on
will

be

Meanwhile,

circulated
this

to

drama

your

staffs

produc tion

in

due

pre sen ts

course .

a

good

opport unity to ga in some positive PR for the Se rvice and I
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INVASION EARTH - BBC REOUffiEMENTS
Location
Lossiemouth.

Hardware Required

Date
( All dates are approx )

2 x F3, Vehicles, HAS.

19 Sep.

Sea King, life raft.

18/19 Sep.

Aviemore .

Chinook.

20 Sep.

..

2 x Puma, Chinook.

For I day between 16/23
Sep.

"

n.

"

Mil ambulance.

"

Mil convoy of approx 15
vehicles (Ambulance, APC,
land rovers etc.)

..

Not yet known

Mise vehicles and
equipment for exterior
dressing.
Flying clothing, uniforms,
headphones, notice boards,
Ops boards, lighting
lockers, maps, interior parts
for a mock up F3 cockpit,
identity tags etc.

"
Between 12 & 23 Sep.

"

Duration.

Note:
1. The requirements for the aircraft and the vehicles includes the crews/manpower
associated with them.
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From:

08/2
1

.

~.:;: \

.. . NCE

Metropole Buildlng;No.rthumberland Avenu~L

'

don

Your reference
Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37

~

Date

July 1997

1997 seeking further
saucer hoax.
I regret I am unable to assist you locating the whereabouts of the
Manston helicopter crew some 30 years after the event.
I attach a copy of the NICAP letter, dated 6 September 1967, to
the Ministry of Defence. You will note it has been annotated "Ack
21/9". A copy of this acknowledge has not survived.
Under the terms of the Public Records Act, 1958, all government
departments are required to review their records, selecting those
worthy of historical preservation and destroying all others.
From an examination of the most
classes we have been unable to
records relating to the UFO
this period. It must
subject existed they ha
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Public Record Office
any Defence Intelligence
including the hoax, from
~cl~nm~n had DI files on this
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Loose Minute
CS(RM)/4/6/37
July 1997
Sec(AS)2Al

*

*Chots only

FOLLOW-UP LETTER
HOAX 1967.

Reference: CS(RM)/4/6/37 dated 19 June 1997
1. I replied to llllllllllll letter along the lines outlined in
the reference. ~ has a number of "final questions"
(letter just faxed to you).
2. He asks:
(1) "Can [I] offer advice as to how [he] might be able to trace
the Mans ton .. crew?"
The ORB did of course contain the names of the aircrew, but was
excluded in my reply.
I propose to advise that I do not have the resources to track down
the whereabouts of service personnel from 30 years ago.
(2) He asks for a copy of the NICAP letter in the [mistaken]
belief that it of us origin.
I see no problem in providing a copy of this letter.
(3) No doubt citing information provided by Gp Capt ~0"
desk being located in DI - he asks about DI files r~~ e
incident.
From earlier research DI have assured us they have no "ufo" files
of that, or an earlier, vintage.
The answer to his question is therefore:
Under the terms of the PRA all government departments are required
to review their records, selecting those worthy of historical
presentation and destroying all others. From an examination of the
most likely PRO listings we are unable to identify any DI records
relating to the UFO phenomena from that period. It must therefore
be assumed had files on this subject existed they have not
survived the passage of time.
3. Are you content with my proposed response to ~

03 JUL '97 08:48 FROM CS CRMl

•
CAPLAN
WlLK•&;

FILM & TELEV:ISION
Northumberland Avenue
london WC2N 5BL

LO

1 July1WT

Ref: ca (RM) /416/37- 'Flying saueer Hoax 1t6T
Thank you for your Iotter of June 26; I am very gnrtoful ror tile comprehensive effort& you have
made to assist my researoh.
Your n11ponH rallies a couple or nnar qumtom; WhiCh you may lle able to iiSlil~ wttn:
1. can you offer any advloe as to hoW I might be able to traoe the Manston helicopter crtNt?
An! there any specialiSt publications (other titan that published by the Royal Aeronautloal
Society) which reach C)<"RAF ofriCef'S?
C • (f""
1- -,
~ 1 • , - .. "
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2. Can you folwa/d me a tlOPY of the NICAP letter you refer to? I have axamples of British UFO
enthu:5115ts reaction to thll Incident and It would 11e BXtremely useful to nave me us
penlpiK:IIva. Pruumably NICAP'$ I.Uar doaa not contain any information whiQh could be

regartted as 'sensitive'.
3. Ae the 'UFO desk officer' wao ptut of a Defence Intelligence function, mlghl there Oetence
Intelligence files regarding the Incident?
Once again I thank you for your kind IISSJslanllllllfXI lOOk forward to hearing from you.

Your.; sincerely,
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Mon 30 Jun, 1997 16:40
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SUBJECT
DATE
FROM
30/06 / 97 OMPIADCManagementl FW: INTRODUCTION OF A FREEDOM OF
Intended:
Sent: 30/06/97 at 16:30
Delivered: 30/06/97 at 16:31
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC: DOMD,OMD14
Ref: /GUID:96E567818FEFD0119C040020AFF4C999
Auth by:
From: OMD/AD(Management)
Subject: FW: INTRODUCTION OF A FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

1

Text:

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [ ]

Attachments
Codes [

2]

l

*

,.
Thank you for your note. The line that you are using on the Foi
Act is fine but, as I noted in my previous response, please
ensure that you are implementing the current Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information in the meantime - by all means
contact
OMD14, or I if you have any problems.
For DOMD and OMD14- to be aware of Sec(AS)2's concerns.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

A FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED

IU N~~ IFIEDI

•••
LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
30 Jun 97
DOMD - Attn: ~
PROPOSED FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

Reference:

D/DOMD/2/3/4 dated 4 Jun 97.

1.
At Reference I was kindly provided with the following form of
words to use in a recent PE concerning the "UFO" phenomena covering
the proposed introduction of a Freedom of Information Act:
"The Cabinet Office is the lead Department for implementing
the Government's manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of
Information Act. The timetable currently envisaged involves
the publication of a White Paper before this year's summer
recess. This would be followed by a period of open
consultation leading to a draft Bill early next year and
further consultation. Whilst I cannot prejudge the contents
of the Queen's Speech, it would be a likely candidate for
enactment in the 1998/99 Parliamentary Session.
In the
meantime, Ministers have emphasised the need for all
Departments to be as open as possible under the terms of the
existing Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information."
2.
As explained at the time, this office is required to handle a
considerable amount of correspondence from the public on the
subject of the so-called "UFO" phenomenon, and inevitably the
question of a Freedom of Information Act is one which regularly
crops up.
I am conscious that matters will be constantly shifting
on the proposed introduction of a Foi Act and of the need to ensure
that the lines I use in letters to the public remain current. We
are now using a shortened version of the line provided, ie:
"The Cabinet Office has the responsibility for taking forward
the Government's manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of
Information Act. The timetable currently envisaged involves
the publication of a White Paper before this year's Summer
Recess. This would be followed by a period of open
consultation leading to a draft Bill early next year and
further consultation."
3.
I should therefore welcome your confirmation that the form of
words given in para 2 remain accurate (for the time being at
least).
It would also be most helpful if we could keep in touch,
on a regular basis, when significant changes in the position occur
to ensure that my letters to the public continue to reflect
accurately the position as things move forward.
4.

With thanks for your assistance with this matter.

• •

•••
[original signed]
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
30 Jun 97
DOMD - Attn: ~
PROPOSED FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

Reference:

D/DOMD/2/3/4 dated 4 Jun 97.

1.
At Reference I was kindly provided with the following form of
words to use in a recent PE concerning the "UFO" phenomena
covering the proposed introduction of a Freedom of Information
Act:
"The Cabinet Office is the lead Department for implementing
the Government's manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of
Information Act. The timetable currently envisaged involves
the publication of a White Paper before this year's summer
recess. This would be followed by a period of open
consultation leading to a draft Bill early next year and
further consultation. Whilst I cannot prejudge the contents
of the Queen's Speech, it would be a likely candidate for
enactment in the 1998/99 Parliamentary Session. In the
meantime, Ministers have emphasised the need for all
Departments to be as open as possible under the terms of the
existing Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information. "
2.
As explained at the time, this office is required to handle a
considerable amount of correspondence from the public on the
subject of the so-called "UFO" phenomenon, and inevitably the
question of a Freedom of Information Act is one which regularly
crops up. I am conscious that matters will be constantly shifting
on the proposed introduction of a Foi Act and of the need to
ensure that the lines I use in letters to the public remain
current. We are now using a shortened version of the line
provided, ie:
"The Cabinet Office has the responsibility for taking forward
the Government's manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of
Information Act. The timetable currently envisaged involves
the publication of a White Paper before this year's Summer
Recess. This would be followed by a period of open
consultation leading to a draft Bill early next year and
further consultation."

'

•

'

3.
I should therefore welcome your confirmation that the form of
words given in para 2 remain accurate (for the time being at
least) .
It would also be most helpful if we could keep in touch,
on a regular basis, when significant changes in the position occur
to ensure that my letters to the public continue to reflect
accurately the position as t h ings move forward.
4.

With thanks for your assistance with this matter.

[original signed]

~4gj
MB8245
CHOTS:

~~A

)
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D/DOMD/2/3/4
25 June 1997
Legal Adviser
AUS(SP Pol)
AUS(S&S)
AUS(H&O)
AUS(EPF)
AUS(CM)
DG Commercial
DCDI
Head of CS
D Poi(ICS)
Head of PL(LS)
Head of CS(RM)
DPP
Sec DPBAC

»f

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION lFOI)
I am most grateful to you all for your comments in
to my minute of 13 June.
I will circulate the note of
Wednesday's meeting as soon as I have it, but I thought it
be useful if I recorded some of the discussion so far as it
touched on the points made in your various minutes to me.

2.
The FOI Unit explained that the White Paper was the beginnin~~
of a long consultation process.
The White Paper (which will hav
Green edges) will be concerned with the principles of FOI and a
broad range of approaches which the Government might adopt to it.
Whilst there may be indications of a Government view, especially
in the area of exemptions and the treatment of different types of
information, the White Paper will essentially set an agenda for
consultation without commitment on detail.
Separately there will
be a consultative process within Government about how the general
commitment should be incorporated into a draft Bill, which in turn
will be the subject of a public consultation process.
The FOI
Unit envisage the whole process taking about 18 months, assuming
time is found for the Bill in the next s·ession.
3.
There is thus plenty of time for debate within Government
over the detail of how a FOI Act will be framed and implemented.
There was, however, no doubt that the Government was committed to
the principle of encouraging greater openness and that, whatever
the outcome on the detail, the Act would need to be seen as an
advance on the present Code of Practice.
At the same time, there
was no intention within Government to pander slavishly to the
demands of the FOI lobby: a realistic view was needed of what was
possible within the paramount duty to . protect some aspects of
Government activity (including national security) and to al:),~
Government to do its business sensibly (there . ~~~,n;Q <int!O!n~m: to
free-up information on the minutiae of policy i disct~;s,l?ion ; &!Jd
development, for examplU N ~as iFIEDI
f ;, · .·· ., '

"

jUN <3t~6~4DIED\
jUNC ~91FIED\
4.

Against this background, the following main points emerged :
a.

b.

•

the White Paper will concentrate on the positive and
avoid long lists of exclusions from coverage - the
position of the Agencies and related Departmental
activity, including the treatment of information
originating with the Agencies, would probably not be
covered, though there seemed to be agreement that they
would be outwith the coverage of the Act;
if the PCA became the authority policing the Act (and
. this did not receive much support) there may be a need
to reconsider the scope of his authority under the 1967
Act - I registered that we had an interest so far as the
Armed Forces were concerned;

c.

once the Act is in place, organisations
to produce information on the nature of
they hold, but it was not intended that
hugely detailed exercise.
The Cabinet
that there would need to be guidance on

d.

so far as the presentation of records is concerned, it
is not intended to go beyond the duties that already
exist under the Public Records Acts;

e.

the issue of whether the Act will cover information and/
or records was very problematic.
The FOI lobby would
never accept the former alone; Departments would have
severe problems with the latter alone.
The White Paper
would rehearse the arguments and espouse the benefits of
a flexible approach;

f.

on exemptions, as set out in para 17 of the outline
paper:

covered may need
the information
this should be a
Office accepted
this;

( i)

was not a starter;

(ii)

would probably not be seen as much of an advance
on (i) externally, though everyone recognised
that it was potentially the most liberal
depending on the e~emption categories to which
the higher level harm test applied.
There were
mixed views about this proposal and I argued
against it for the reasons advised;

(iii)

was potentially the most attractive
presentationally.
A reduction in the number of
exemptions could actually be achieved without
affecting the basic protection offered currently
by the Code of Practice by eliminating
duplication and consolidating where sensible.
But Ministers would want to go further than that
and ~~~~~~ is option was the length

\UN@Ii~~lt lED\

IUN ~&MDIEDI

•

IUNC LA&2t FIEDI
of time it would take reaching an agreed list of
exemptions.
Nonetheless, I suspect this is
likely to be the principle option they will go
for;

5.

(iv)

was also an option that they might want to
explore as an "add-on" to the chosen option;

(v)

did not find much initial favour, because of the
presentational problems; and

(vi)

was listed for the purposes of completeness but
is not seen as a runner.

g.

a degree of retrospection was seen as inevitable but it
would have to be clear that it could not apply for
example to information given by third parties in
confidence under a different regime (subject of course
to any time limit or harm test);

h.

the most "Green" part of the White Paper was likely to
be the review/appeals mechanism, though initial
preference was for a separate, independent Commissioner,
with relationships with the DP Commissioner, PCA etc
defined within the Act;

j.

the impact on other legislation was recognised,
particularly legislation that contained penalties for
disclosure of information.
There was a long discussion
on how to deal with situations where the tests were in
conflict (amend the legislation or include an override
in the FOI Act).
I raised the issue of the Official
Secrets Acts and the potential problem which would be
caused by adopting the increased harm test approach.
They want to avoid any solution which would cause
conflict with or call into question any of the current
OSA arrangements; and

k.

on costs, those shown represent an estimate of the extra
marginal costs of operating a FOI regime over the
current Code of Practice regime.
They do not represent
the absolute cost of operating an Open approach to
Government information.
They invited Departments to
provide a better guess if they could.
They were
seeking information from the PRO on the potential costs
of any changes to the 30 year rule.

The timetable for further work is:
a.

an initial discussion on principles between Ministers
this week or early next;

b.

a draft White Paper .should be circulated by the end of
the first

weiU~~~ IFIEDI

lu~~~515'F 1EDI

\UN€UND&IF IED\
\UNCE<ASS IFIED\
c.

a second (and last) discussion in the Working Group
during the second week in July;

d.

simultaneous circulation of the draft to Permanent
Secretaries for discussion on 9 July; and

e.

publication on 21 July (or sooner if the Parliamentary
timetable demands).

6.
I will seek your views on the draft White Paper as soon as I
receive it.
(signed)

\UNC ~ IFIEDj

•

IU N®bf\~ IEDI

•
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Legal Adviser
AUS(SP Pol)
AUS(S&S)
AUS(H&O)
AUS(EPF)
AUS(CM)
DG Commercial
DCDI
Head of CS
D Poi(ICS)
Head of PL(LS)
Head of CS(RM)
DPP
Sec QPBAC

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION !FOil
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c.w

am most grateful to you all for your comments in -~-~.~~
to my minute of 13 June.
I will circulate the note of
Wednesday's meeting as soon as I have it, but I thought it wou
be useful if I recorded some of the discussion so far as it
touched on the points made in your various minutes to me.
I

2.
The FOI Unit explained that the White Paper was the beginning¥
of a long consultation process.
The White Paper (which will have
Green edges) will be concerned with the principles of FOI and a
broad range of approaches which the Government might adopt to it .
Whilst there may be indications of a Government view, especially
in the area of exemptions and the treatment of different types of
information, the White Paper will essentially set an agenda for
consultation without commitment on detail.
Separately there will
be a consultative process within Government about how the general
commitment should be incorporated into a draft Bill, which in turn
will be the subject of a public consultation process.
The FOI
Unit envisage the whole process taking about 18 months, assuming
time is found for the Bill in the next session.
3.
There is thus plenty of time for debate within Government
over the detail of how a FOI Act will be framed and implemented.
There was, however, no doubt that the Government was committed to
the principle of encouraging greater openness and that, whatever
the outcome on the detail, the Act would need to be seen as an
advance on the present Code of Practice.
At the same time, there
was no intention within Government to pander slavishly to the
demands of the FOI lobby: a realistic view was needed of what was
possible within the paramount duty to protect some aspects of
Government activity (including national secur~ty;)._ p._n<;l.,:!;Q. 0 §.l .~
.
'.
Government to do its business sensibly (there !*«llj l 3iR\'tl@,t!'}g~ o
free - up information on the minutiae of policy discg~S'Tlf'd
1
development, for examprUN~A6f> IFIEDI
I ".
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Against this background, the following main points emerged:
a.

b.

the White Paper will concentrate on the positive and
avoid long lists of exclusions from coverage - the
position of the Agencies and related Departmental
activity, including the treatment of information
originating with the Agencies, would probably not be
covered, though there seemed to be agreement that they
would be outwith the coverage of the Act;
if the PCA became the authority policing the Act (and
.this did not receive much support) there may be a need
to reconsider the scope of his authority under the 1967
Act - I registered that we had an interest so far as the
Armed Forces were concerned;

c.

once the Act is in place, organisations
to produce information on the nature of
they hold, but it was not intended that
hugely detailed exercise.
The Cabinet
that there would need to be guidance on

covered may need
the information
this should be a
Office accepted
this;

d.

so far as the presentation of records is concerned, it
is not intended to go beyond the duties that already
exist under the Public Records Acts;

e.

the issue of whether the Act will cover information and/
or records was very problematic.
The FOI lobby would
never accept the former alone; Departments would have
severe problems with the latter alone.
The White Paper
would rehearse the arguments and espouse the benefits of
a flexible approach;

f.

on exemptions, as set out in para 17 of the outline
paper:
(i)

was not a starter;

(ii)

would probably not be seen as much of an advance
on (i) externally, though everyone recognised
that it was potentially the most liberal
depending on the exemption categories to which
the higher level harm test applied.
There were
mixed views about this proposal and I argued
against it for the reasons advised;

(iii)

was potentially the most attractive
presentationally.
A reduction in the number of
exemptions could actually be achieved without
affecting the basic protection offered currently
by the Code of Practice by eliminating
duplication and consolidating where sensible.
But Ministers would want to go further than that
and tlLJN~§fFfE5]s option was the length

lu ~A5STF IEDI
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of time it would take reaching an agreed list of
exemptions.
Nonetheless, I suspect this is
likely to be the principle option they will go
for;

5.

(iv)

was also an option that they might want to
explore as an "'add-on" to the chosen option;

(v)

did not find much initial favour, because of the
presentational problems; and

(vi)

was listed for the purposes of completeness but
is not seen as a runner.

g.

a degree of retrospection was seen as inevitable but it
would have to be clear that it could not apply for
example to information given by third parties in
confidence under a different regime (subject of course
to any time limit or harm test);

h.

the most "'Green"' part of the White Paper was likely to
be the review/appeals mechanism, though initial
preference was for a separate, independent Commissioner,
with relationships with the DP Commissioner, PCA etc
defined within the Act;

j.

the impact on other legislation was recognised,
particularly legislation that contained penalties for
disclosure of information.
There was a long discussion
on how to deal with situations where the tests were in
conflict (amend the legislation or include an override
in the FOI Act).
I raised the issue of the Official
Secrets Acts and the potential problem which would be
caused by adopting the increased harm test approach.
They want to avoid any solution which would cause
conflict with or call into question any of the current
OSA arrangements; and

k.

on costs, those shown represent an estimate of the extra
marginal costs of operating a FOI regime over the
current Code of Practice regime.
They do not represent
the absolute cost of operating an Open approach to
Government information.
They invited Departments to
provide a better guess if they could.
They were
seeking information from the PRO on the potential costs
of any changes to the 30 year rule.

The timetable for further work is:
a.

an initial discussion on principles between Ministers
this week or early next;

b.

a draft White Paper should be circulated by the end of
the first w1JNC~R$ IFIEDI
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c.

a second (and last) discussion in the Working Group
during the second week in July;

d.

simultaneous circulation of the draft to Permanent
Secretaries for discussion on 9 July; and

e.

publication on 21 July (or sooner if the Parliamentary
timetable demands).

6.
I will seek your views on the draft White Paper as soon as I
receive it.
(signed)
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Loose Minute
CS(RM)/4/6/37

q

1

June 1997
SEC(AS)2a1
UFO FILES FOR RELEASE JANUARY 1998
Reference: CS(RM)/4/6/37 dated 10 June 1997
1. The four outstanding files -AIR 20/11887, 11891, 11892 and
11893 - for release January 1998 are forwarded for examination.
2. You will note none contain any reference to the "ufo hoax"
perpetrated by the students at Farnboroughl I have though
identified two files that do contain references to these
incidents:
(1) AIR 27/3039 - Operational Records Book for 22 SAR Sqn, based
at RAF Manston, has the following entry.
4 sept

Whirlwind
XP 347
Mans ton

"Up
1530

Down
1620

Scrambled by MOD via station commander to pick up saucer shaped
object dropped on Isle of Sheppey. Picked up fibreglass object
shaped like flying saucer. Taken to Manston. Found to be a hoax."
The ORB, due for release January 1998, makes no other reference to
the incident.
(2) AIR 2/18117 UFO reports 1967-1968 contains,
press clippings from the following newspapers:
Daily Mirror, The sun, Daily Mail, Guardian, Times, Daily
Telegraph, Daily Express.
A letter from the National Investigation Committee for Aerial
Phenomena, critical of the lack of co-operation between
departments involved in the various operations of investigating,
and offering their services in the future!
The letter was acknowledged, but a copy has not survived on the
file.
The file is due for release January 1999.
3. AIR 2/18117 is likely to prove controversial due to DIS's more
substantial responses to S4f(Air)'s submissions. In addition it is

•

apparent enclosures are missing from the file ie transferred to
ot her folders of which there is no trace.

Jlll. ll along the lines of paragraph

4. I propose to reply to
2, excluding the identity- a-
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SUBJECT
CODES
17/06/97 Sec<HSF\
RAF RUDLOE MANOR
Intended:
Sent: 17/06/97 at 9:54
Delivered: 17/06/97 at 9:55
To: PS/Hd of SEC(AS)
CC: SOFS-PAGroupRole,MIN(AF)REGISTRY,MIN(DP)/Registry,USofS/Mailbox
Ref: 635
From: Sec(HSF)
Auth by:
Subject: RAF RUDLOE MANOR

+

Text: PSA

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ 1
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View Acknowledge [*1
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D/Sec HSF/370/4
17 June 1997
Cmd Sec(RAFLC)
Head of SecCASl
Copy to:

APS/Secretary of State
PS/Minister(AF)
PS/Minister(DP)
PS/US of S
Parliamentary Clerk
DPR(RAF)
CPO
M02 - S02 ICP/KP
AOCIS
AOA(LC)/PR - CPRO
Station Commander RAF Rudloe Manor

ENQUIRIES ABOUT RAF BUDLQE MANQR

1.
A meeting was held in Main Building on 29 May to discuss a
recent spate of letters from members of the public about past and
present roles of RAF Rudloe Manor, its underground~~~~~"-- its
d connection with UFO investigations.
presented your respective
on behalf of AOCIS and Sqn
oe Manor.
L---------~
- 2.
One of the two current correspondents,
had
written broadly similar letters to s of s·s
AS) and
the Press Officer at Rudloe Manor.
It was important to ensure
that MOD replies were properly coordinated and issued from as few
different offices as possible. On these subjects as on many
others, any apparent inconsistencies in the Departmental line
would be exploited.
3.
It was agreed that Sec(AS) would continue to field all
correspondence relating exclusively to UFOs. Where questions on
UFOs were mixed with other issues, Sec(AS) would normally reply on
the UFO portion and refer the remainder to the Cmd Sec for a
separate response. The two would confer when the demarcation was
unclear, and on how to handle items of Parliamentary
correspondence. A response to any request for media facilities at
Rudloe Manor would be coordinated by the Cmd Sec. AOCIS, the
Station itself and Sec HSF 1 would wish to see copies of
correspondence in any of these categories .
4.
Private Offices, their Registries and other copy addressees
are requested to note these arrangements. It will be helpful if
any outgoing letters can ~ referring to other interested
divisions/departments, including mine!

KL4t4U19
MB5101
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To: PA/HEAD SEC FY (FP),PA/SEC(O),Sec(NS)-PS,SEC(AS) REGISTRY 1
CC:
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From: PS to Hd Sec(HSF)
Auth by:
Subject: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION: "OUTLINE, ISSUES AND OPTIONS" PAPER
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Text: PSA
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/DPR/336/4
13 Jun 97
PSO/ACAS
Copy to:
PSO/CAS
Press Secretary
~JlS'f

BBC TV SCI-FI DRAMA SERIES - INVASION EARTH

Reference:
A.
D/DPR/336/1 dated 18 Apr 97
1.
Attached is a self explanatory point brief on the
proposed BBC TV Sci-Fi project 'INVASION EARTH', which will
feature an RAF F3 pilot as a central character and several
other RAF units.
2.
I have read the first 3 episodes - strong sci-fi adult
entertainment with no unwelcome slant to it all from our
point of view - and recommend that we become involved. They
will make the series without us anyway.
3.
STRIKE FORCE failed to deliver.
This is entirely
different and looks like being easier to manage. Besides, at
£5M this budget makes Yorkshire TV's £1.5M investment seem
cheap.
4.

Let me know when ACAS is free to discuss further.

DPR(RAF)-PA

•

D/DPR/336/4
13 Jun 97
POINT BRIEF FOR ACAS
BBC TV SCI-FI DRAMA SERIES - 'INVASION EARTH'
Reference:

D/DPR/356/1 dated 18 Apr 97

BACKGROUND

Following successful involvement with BBC Radio Drama (Sci-Fi) last
autumn ('Independence Day' reached No 3 in tape charts), BBC TV
Drama approached us.
Proposal is RAE feature role in £5M Sci-Fi series of 6 episodes to be
shown next year.
Reference set out reasons for RAE involvement and to determine scope
of likely participation.
This brief gives a situation update and recommends a way ahead.
PRESENT SITUATION

Exploratory meetings, including visit to RAE Leuchars, now complete.
First 3 scripts indicate a strong, exciting story line (but very much scifi) with no undesirable slant and broad entertainment appeal. Adult
audience is aimed for.
BBC have produced a 'wish list' (Location and support hardware)
which is attached. There are no stoppers.
CONSIDERATIONS

The producer has his commission, so the series will go ahead, with or
without RAE help/involvement. Therefore best option is to become
involved and 'steer' firmly as much as possible.
BBC requirements would not involve large burden on any single unit
(unlike STRIKE FORCE at Leeming).
We would need a full time project officer. Strong possibility of using a
DlnfoD Wg Cdr who is lightly loaded over next few months. Otherwise
an approach to lnnsworth would be required.
Next step could be to address arrangements for a formal contract.
Finance Policy staffs and Defence Lands Agents would both be
involved.

•

PROPOSAL

ACAS agreement to the following:
RAF involvement in BBC TV 'INVASION EARTH' drama series.
Appointment of a Project Officer, responsible to DPR(RAF).
Drawing up a formal contract with the BBC for the project.

•

Invasion Earth

Military Hardware

Episodes l 2 3

Scene No.

Hardware Required

Leu chars

101

Tornados, Vehicles, Runway Equpt.

Scotland

North Sea

125-134

Liferaft, Sea King/Wessex Helicopter

'7

Location

Where

Ep. 1

ExtFHQ

140

~elicopter

~J),;vv.Cl

Scotland

Int. Lynx

141

L~

,0A.Aov\.C\.

Scotland

Ext.FHQ

160-163

Military Vehicles, Helicopter?

Scotland

Ext Hangar

161

Military Vehicles

Swindon

Road

206

Military Convoy, Ambulance,APV, Helicopter.

Scotland

Int. Ambulance

207>

Ambulance

?

Int. APV

208>

APV

?

Ext. FHQ

220

Convoy. Ambulance, APV, Helicopter, Jeeps.

Scotland

Int. Chinook

229

Chinook (in flight)

Scotland

Ep 2

Countryside

230

Chinook (landing)

Scotland

Ext Farm

231

Jeeps?

Scotland

Ext Hangar

257

Military Vehicles

Swindon

338

Chinook Helicopter

Scotland

Ep. 3
FHQ Heliport
Int. Chinook

340

Chinook

Scotland

Ext. Oakbridge

372

Military Vehicles (Jeeps/APV's)

?

D/Sec HSF/370/4
12 June 1997

EHOUIRIES ABOUT RAF RUDLOE MANOR

Later than intended, I attach a draft record of what I think we
agreed on 29 May regarding the future handling of enquiries. I
should be grateful to know, by Fri 13 June if possible, whether
t and whether the distribution looks right.
~
, should a copy go to each of
uc~y~·~~uu~~~
~~~~J ~b
you prefer to be the central
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D/Sec HSF/370/4
June 1997
Cmd Sec(RAFLC)
Head of SecCASl

copy to:
APS/Secretary of State
PS/Minister(AF)
PS/Minister(DP)
PS/US of S
Parliamentary Clerk
DPR(RAF)
CPO
M02 - S02 ICP/KP
AOCIS
AOA(LC)/PR - CPRO
Station Commander RAF Rudloe Manor
ENQUIRIES ABOUT BAF RUDLOE HANOR
1.
A meeting was held in MOD Main Building on 29 May to discuss
a recent spate of letters from members of the public about past
and present roles of RAF Rudloe Manor, its underground complex and
its purported connection with UFO investigations.
and
~presented your respective organisat 1ons, wfiillf Sqn
Ldr L£ j
on behalf of AOCIS and Sqn Ldr
f4 t) the
stn Cdr!mv-Rudl oe Manor.

iftl(ffllijij

2.
One of the two current correspondents, 1111111111111 had
written broadly similar letters to S of S's ~S) and
the Press Officer at Rudloe Manor. It was important to ensure
that MOD replies were properly coordinated and issued from as few
different offices as possible. on these subjects as on many
others, any apparent inconsistencies in the Departmental line
would be exploited.
3.
It was agreed that Sec(AS) would co~tinue to field all
correspondence relating exclusively to UFOs. Where questions on
UFOS were mixed with other issues, Sec(AS) would normally reply on
the UFO portion and refer the remainder to the Cmd Sec for
separate reply. The two organisations would confer when the

•

demarcation was unclear, and on how to handle items of
Parliamentary correspondence. A response to any request for media
facilities at Rudloe Manor would be coordinated by the Cmd Sec.
AOCIS, the Station itself and Sec HSF 1 would wish to see copies
of correspondence under any of these categories.

Office~~~ot~~~essees

4.
Private
are requested to
note these arrangeme~s. It will be helpful if any holding
replies to correspondents can ayoid referring to other interested
divisions/departments, including mine!

•
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you would let
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Priority: Normal
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From: Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a1
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, london SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 218 2140
0171 218 ..
9..
00·0-- - - - - - ,l
0171 218

t"

l'-'"'t.; 10n

Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
10 June 1997

Date

Dear ~
1.

Thank you for your letter of 7 May addressed to the Prime

Minister about "unidentified flying objects".

I have been asked

to reply.

2.

It is the case, as with other government departments, that

MOD files are subject to the provisions of the Public Records Act
of 1958 and 1967.

This Act of Parliament states that official

files generally remain closed from public viewing for 30 years
after the last action has been taken.

The files selected for

preservation are then transferred to the Public Record Office for
release into the public domain.

3.

It was generally the case that before 1967 all "UFO" files

were destroyed after five years as there was insufficient public
interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention.
However, since 1967 there has been an increase in public interest
in this subject and "UFO" report files are now routinely

401.

~

preserved.

A few files from the 1950s and early 1960s did,

however, survive and are available for examination by members of
the public.

They may be viewed at the Public Record Office,

Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU.

The references of

these files are as follows:
AIR 16/1199
AIR 20/7390
AIR 20/9320
AIR 20/9321
AIR 20/9322
AIR 20/9994
PREM 11/855
4.

AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR

2/16918
2/17318
2/17526
2/17527
2/17982
2/17983

You may also find it helpful to know that the Cabinet Office

has the responsibility for taking forward the Government's
manifesto pledge to introduce a Freedom of Information Act.

The

timetable currently envisaged involves the publication of a White
Paper before this year's Summer Recess. This would be followed by
a period of open consultation leading to a draft Bill early next
year and further consultation.

5.

Finally. you will wish to know that I have contacted the

CS(Records Management) branch concerned with regard to the
comments contained in the fist paragraph of your letter about the
location of a MOD file (AIR 2/16918).

They have established that

due to a clerical error, the date given in their letter to
of 15 April 1997 was incorrect.

j§£ Uion 401

The file was not

with the MOD last year since the date should have read 9 November
199]i.

6.

I hope this clarifies the position.

Yours sincerely,

•
Loose Minute
CS(RM)/4/6/37
10

June 1997
SEC(AS)2a1
UFO FILES FOR RELEASE JANUARY 1998

Reference: your E-mail 30 May 1997
1. You will note from my updated database 10 "ufo report" files
are due for release next year.
2. I have examined 6 files for papers relating to the ufo hoax
enquiry but have drawn a blank! The files - AIR 2/17984, 18115,
18116, AIR 20/11888, 11889 and 11890 - are therefore forwarded
for Sec(AS)'s special preview. You will note that AIR 20/11890
(folder 10/65) contains a field investigation undertaken by MOD
incl DI55.
3. The four outstanding files will be forwarded later.
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n¢1.c: (.AS ) /6 4/1
9 Jun 97
Head of CSIEMll
OFFICIAL ACTION LETTER FROM MEM8ER OF THE PQBLIC TO THE PRIME
MINISTER - FILE AIR 2/16918

1.
I attach a recent letter to the Prime
an official action response from Sec(AS)2.
persistent and highly active correspondent
"UFO" policy.

requires

a
of MOD

2.
As you will see he encloses copies of letters from the PRO,
you and myself containing comments about file Air 2/ 16918 and
suggests we have not got our facts straight. I also attach
additional~ a~rwork which gives the background to the reply
I gave to
£
ating to ~ Air 2/16918 as at Sep 96,
following
~ !:;~lb
i th you and through you the PRO.
3.
I must hold up my hand and ~ that I do now recall you
clearing your letter to
,
with us, but must confess the
significance of the enq~~
e file was lost on me
(probably because the earlier enquiry to me had originated from a
different source).
4.
I wonder whether you have any more idea where the confusion
has arisen than I do? If needs be, and we have got some of
~ed, I am perfectly happy to say so in my reply to
~ rateful for a word when you've a moment.

Encs.

•
_,

. ?.,

7 May 1997

The Rt. Hon. Tony Blair PM
I 0 Downing Street
London
SWIA2AA
SUBJECT: UNIDENTIFIED CRAFT

Dear Sir,
F. . ...,aty letter" o£.24 F~, I now enclose evidence that the MOD and PRO were a little
N"''!l !!'*!with the tnitiiregarding the fate of AIR 2/16918 (see Appendix I).
In Appendix 2 I have included:-

(i) 26 Mandatory Occurrence Reports (some involving UFOs) kindly supplied by the Safety Reg.
Group (CAA), Gatwick Airport.
(ii) Extracts from AIR 20/9320 and 20/9321
(Iii) Halt Report, 13 Jan 1981
These are only a few of the documents in my possession and I am willing to give yourself and
your Defence Ministers a full briefing should you so require. If you (or your ministers) are to be
briefed on this subject by the MOD or The Department of Transport, please take the above
documents with you. It may be an idea to produce the documents at the end of the briefing as I
know from experience that reports are scattered about different Secretariats and you may (more
by accident than design) well not get the full picture.
Alternatively I will be happy to attend any briefing as a scientific adviser.
I would also be grateful if New Labour could continue the work of The Late Martin Redmond
MP and make a commitment to releasing all L'FO-related material for public scrutiny. I note that
a petition to this effect was presented to The Commons on March !?last.

To conclude, I am hoping to give a lecture on this subject to a Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC)
Symposium at UCNW Bangor. I have written to The RSC President, Prof Eddie Abe~ The Royal
Society of Chemistry, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, WI V OBN (Tel: 0171 437 8656)
due to the sensitive nature of the material. It would mean a lot to me if yourself or one of your
ministers were to endorse my efforts.
I thank you in anticipation and appreciation of your kind attention on these matters.

•
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21 March 1997
Public Record Office

KeW
Richmond

Ieuan Wyn Jones, Esq. MP
House of Commons
LONDON SWIA OAA

Surrey TW94DU

Keeper of Public Records
Directline0181 3925220
Main switchboard 0181-876 3444
Extn. 5220

Fax 0181 392 5221
GTN 3851 5220

ih~~

#.;....r

M_)" J<'-'1>'

PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE DOCUMENT AIR 2/16918
The Parliamentary Secretary, Lord Chancellor's Department, has asked me to reply
for the Public Record Office to your question about this document

~~ ~<-<..fiCO'""'

1 9
"" ":

~...J

The document ._.._open to public inspection in ~- Under the Public Records
Acts 1958 and 1967, once a document has been opened to public inspection it cannot
be closed again. Documents may be withdrawn temporarily by their department of
origin, but this did not happen with AIR 2/16918 and even if it had happened
arrangements could have been made for it to be consulted at the Ministry of Defence.
We know from our records of document usage that AIR 2/16918 was consulted by
members of the public on several occasions between 1990 and 1996. In Aprill996, it
was in our Reprographic section for some photographs to be taken, but it appears that
it was subsequently misplaced and, despite several searches, we have so far been
_,. unable to locate it
•
f:::-

1

"-, wrc~~j

I am very sorry that it is currently unavailable for consultation and we shall continue
to search for it . I shall let you know when we find it. By way of explanation, but not
in mitigation, I should add that we hold several million documents on 160 kilometres
of shelving, processing over a million document movements each year, and that
occasionally and regrettably human error does lead to misplacements.

re_J.."\-e.J .
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From: ~
MINISiRY"'F"'EFENCE
Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5SL
Telephone (DHct dial)
(SwHch-d)
(Fexl

-

Owr•fwe~

CS(RM)/4/6/37
April 1997

Mid Glam

oat.

Thank you for your letter dated 14 April 1997.

~·=~rmt~~ea~~{~ :!!,;~o~!r~l?sfi·,~~·i6~~ti¥ s.
6

I understand that the file was originally released, in 1994, in a
sanitised form. It is established practice, when sanitising files,
to ensure that pages thus affected are clearly identified, for
example a photocopy of a page with sensitive information excluded
would be marked nretained in department under Section 3(4)" or
something very similar.
Following a change of policy in 1995 it was decided, in light of
the Open Government initiative, our early concerns were no longer
valid and previously excluded information could~ow be released.
With the file already in the public domain the extracts were
transferred to the PRO on 22 November 1995. Any subsequent action
to re-establish extracted papers, either by re-inserting or
attaching to the original file, rests with the PRO.
On the general question of extraction from files departments can
remove papers for reasons of sensitivity prior to the opening of
files. But once the file is open papers can not be removed,
whatever the reason.
So far as your final question is concerned I regret that I can
provide no further information as to what happened to the file
after its arrival in the MOD.

•
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Main Building, Whitehall, london SW1A 2118
I '!4r!phm u• (OitP.r. l tlinl)
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lJ/ Sec (AS)/64/ 3

:{1 September 1996

1.
I refer to your letter of 29 Auqust 1996 . Much of yom IP.lter !JOP.S ovP.r
ground we have previously covered and I do not propose to go around the buoy on
these issues any further. If you do not accept what you hilve heen advised by this
office then there would seP.m little point in c:ontinuing this correspondence .
I shall however, address thP. new points your latest IP.tter raises .
2.
With regard to your query Rt para 3 of your IP.tter I illll not aware of any such
footage, and without sorne indication of IIHl date would not he able to ildvise
whether the alleged sighting was ever looked ill by this office. I suggest that you
ask the makers of the video who gave them the footage, if indeed it is genuine
British Army footage in the first plilce .
3.
In answer to yo.ur points ill Para 4 f rP.fer you to my letter of 14 DP.cernber
1995 (03) . As stated no militAr y aircraft!helir.opters were bookP.d into Night Low
Flying Training sector 3A on the evening in quP.stion , Rnd this includes foreign
military aircraft. This does not of cours•) rrrle out the possibility !hilt polic e or c:iv il
helic:opters may have been in the vicinity hut fhP. MOO would hilve no record of
civil/police helicopter movements .
,-,o,rtnlruutts ahoul file AIR 2/16918 held

in the Public,

lMIPIMIMiilit!!fW~!ffll~ll"~i11~'ll~'~~m,·w~~ie!·'r.;~!t;r~;;~r:,iurtt~ir~~f! ;;{oo

11

. ... . . .
the PRO.,-Wium enqrririP.s WP.re made the PRO's
computer records showed that this file was held by I he rno ·s photo ordering
dermrtrnent. It is quite common for members of the prrhlir: to request photocopies
of documentS held on file at the Pf1Q and the file WOUld hil Ve IO be temporarily
withdrawn from public viewing whilst the rmpers were being photocopied. After
the photocopies have been taken tltP. file is avililflhiP. for viewing again . You may he
interested to know that once an official file has bP.en seiP.t: fed for perrmrnent
retention, and has been transferrP.d to the PR O, it w orrld he illegal lor any
documents contained on the file to he removed, or t.ilmper ed with in any way hy
anyone .
Para 5 also asks ahoul thP. exiP.nt of Rudloe Mnnor 's rolf! in handling "UFO"
5.
repmts . To clarify the position I think it would hP. useful if I werP. l.o expi!nd on thP.
comments made in my letter to you of 14 Uecmnber 1995, pm lir:ularly since Rmii<Hl
Manor's involvermmt is conslanlly misrepresentr>d i!IHI ex aqgmaled hy "UFO"
enthusiasts and the media. Until 1992 the l'lyinq Complilinl s Flight (FCF} , pmt of

'

•

llu'! llr) Provost and SP.ctnily ServiGP.S (UK) hllSfHl Ill nAr: fludloP. M111101 , WI!S fliP.
cP.ntral coordination point for mry "UFO" rP.porls mmiP. to flAF stations {hom
whatevP.r source, i.e. members or lhe public or sP.rvicP. pmsomrP.I) . Its function was
simply to record details ami pass thP. r P.plll ts dir P.clly to SP.c{AS);;>a . SP. c{ASI ;;>a
would IIIP.n P.xmuinP. lhP. rnporls ami dP.cidn whi!lhm whal was seP.n had dP.frmr:P.
impfir;alions. No ar;lion was lnkrm "" tim I roporls hy staff in lim rcr ' 1hro rcr 110
lnii!Jf!l hnvro a11y i11vnlvrmmnl in lim r:rorilrnl r:nllror :lirlll nl "IJPJ" rroprrrls rrmrlr> In nir
loren !rases . Ally rnporls rr!<:r!ivr!d hy ,,ir
slnlions '"" rrow lorwnrrlr>rl dirr>r:lly
to Sec{AS)2a lor consideralioll. "JirP. nxlr>nl of nudloe Mrmor's involvmnronl in lhe
"UFO" reporting process thesP. dnys. in r: orrrr11o11 wilh nil ollrm nAF statinrrs, is lo
lake down the details of any reports mach~ irr its local men rmd to pass lhom In us.

''""!!

6.
Turning now lo yom collllllP.IIIs i11 Pmrr 6 . I r:nn nssmP. you lhnl llrP. MOO
lakP.s ils r P.SponsibilitiP.s for orrsuring tho P.lfer:livP. dP.IencP. of this courrlr y vm y
seriously indeed. However as hils hP.P.!I explai11erl. uuiP.ss thP.rP. mP. dP.fellCP.
implications we do not flllP.III(Jt to ide11tily lhe precisll rlili11JI! of P.a c fr siyhting
rP.portP.d to us . We could not justify P.XpP.rrrlilure of puhlic funds on invcstiyrrlions
which go beyond our spP.Gilic clelerrce remit . As we mnkP. no 111templ to investigate
siyhtinys for which we juclye there is no dP.fencP. intP.rP.sl, we me nol in a position
lo provide a precise explarmtion lor th.P. hrrmlrecls of reports we IP.r.: eive mu:h y ear .
We believe thAI rational explanations could he found il resow ces WP.I P. rfevotP.d to
!'O doing. Howevm . it is IT'll the fnrwliPn ol lh<> Mnn In prr)\fidP. " rrr>nP.r ill
aP.ronarrticAI idP.nlification service nnd il. would be nn innppropri11te liSP. of defencP.
resources il we were lo do so.
Finally l.hP. pmts ol yow correspondP.nr:P. which rP.IIllf! to Mexico mo 1101 for
7.
this office to comment upon nlld you may GfliP. lo IP.fm mty queries you hrrve lo tlrP.
Mexican Embassy. However, I can confirm that I was not nwme ol the ex istence or
the film you mention .
Yotns si11cmely,

•
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/3
5 Sep 96
Hd CSCRMll
LETTER FRQM MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC - REFERENCE TO FILE HELD AT PRO

1.
I wonder if you might be able to shed any light on a
statement I have been asked to comment upon in a recent letter
I received from a member of the public.
2.

The correspondent,

of Rumney, Cardiff, asks:

"Can you tell me why the document (AIR 2 16918, ref.
i 21457272), which was featured on BBC l's programme 'Out of

This World', that shows that people from Provost and Security
Services investigated a UFO sighting back in the 1960s has
been withdrawn from the Public Records Office in Kew by the
MOD, as I was told by staff there yesterday?"
3.
The reference in itself is odd, but I recognise the file
(AIR 2 16918) as one which is in the Public Record Office. Has
anyone asked for any papers from that file to be removed as far as
you are aware or have you recalled the file for some
administrative purpose perhaps?
4.

Grateful for a word when you've a moment.

{original signed]

~
MB8245 82140MB
CHOTS: SEC(AS)2A (2)

Thursday 29th August 1996
LL()
Dea
thank-YOU- or--YoU-Iel:ie of May 16th in reply to my letter of April 15th and also thank you for
returning the video tape I sent you that contained many video segments of UFOs. I have some
questions to put to you again regarding UFOs and the MoD's involvement with them.
1. Why will you not answer, with either a yes or no reply, my hypothetical question of whether
the MoD would regard the alien abduction phenomena as being of defence significance if
incontrovertible evidence of this was discovered. In your 29th February letter to me you
answered yes to my question of whether the MoD would infonn the public if incontrovertible
evidence was established of extraterrestrial intelligence, so why can1 you answer my question
about abductions? You say that abduction is a civil offence and is a matter to be dealt with by
the police, so if this is the case, would they, not the MoD, be the ones who would deal with an
allen abduction?
2. You can not tell people anymore in your letters that the MoD is to date aware of no evidence
which substantiates UFOs. as you have now seen such evidence'.(the video I sent) . Included on
some of the segments were incidents that included radar visuals of UFOs as well as many
videos of UFOs which are by no means fake. I would also like to point out that on July 28th 1994
flight 129 from Guadalajara to Mexico City had a mid air collision with a UFO over downtown
Mexico City which resulted in the shock absorber being tom off. Also that same night the UFO
was witnessed by many people, filmed by more than one person and it was also admitted that it
turned up on radar.
Though such evidence does not prove that UFOs are of an extraterrestrial origin, it does
without a doubt substantiate that some UFOs are indeed real objects of an unknown origin. If
you carry on telling people in letters that the MoD is still aware of no evidence that substantiates
the existence of UFOs then you are lying, as you have been provided with such evidence and I
will be glad to provide you with more if you wish.
3. Are you aware that a UFO was filmed by the British Anny during secret operations a few
years ago in Wiltshire using night vision equipment? A clip of this footage is shown on the video
'Crop Circle Communique' which clearly shows a large ball of light moving through the sky. Can
you tell me who released this footage to Circlevision, the makers of this documentary, and was
the sighting investigated by the MoD?
4. Going back to a question I asked in a previous letter about the UFO that was seen near
re~n~
o ~h~e~lic~o,te~rs~resent when the UFO
Matlock on August 23rd 1994. You say that there we~
was sighted, but the video of the incident taken by
!early shows two
helicopters that close in on the UFO before it vanishes.
Regardless of the UFO. how do you know that these are not foreign military helicopters? If you
still don't know who's helicopters they were. then this to me is of defence significance. And if
they are ours and you haven't been infonned about their operations, how can you say for certain
that there are not areas of the military that investigate UFOs? The helicopters on the video
definitely seem interested in the UFO as they head straight for it.
5. Can you tell me why the document (AIR 2 16918, ref. # 21457272), which was featured on
88C 1's programme 'Out Of This World'. that shows that people from Provost and Secunty

Services investigated a UFO sighting back in the 1960s has been withdrawn from the Public
Records Office in Kew by the MoO. as I was told by staff there yesterday?
Were the Provost and Security Services stationed at Rudloe Manor back in the 1960s and are
they still stationed there now? If they were at Rudloe back then. then contrary to what you said
in your letter to me of 14th December 1995, Rudloe has been involved in investigating UFOs. 1
am also aware of a sighting in Wiltshire which involves a
that was reported

;~,:~~~ ~:ck in 1992 Y ~4ij~~~~t ;~;,=~~og~~";?

was asked . never

I

6. Again I ask the question, how do you know that some UFOs that are reported are not of
defence significance when.
t.n.Q_attempt is made to try to find out what they may be.
Surely, as you predecesso
y
licly, there is at least a potential threat? This to
me seems like there is a
.o
of the United Kind om because it could be
possible for another country to construct an aircraft with the appearance of a UFO so they could
fly over, knowing that the British MoD isn1 interested in finding out what UFOs are, and check
out all of our military installations.

e-in-t1e-~nce

7. Lastly I would like to ask if you are aware that video film now exists, that was taken by a
housewife on September 16th 1994 in Metepec, Mexico. that shows what may be a live
extraterrestrial? This occurred during a time of intense UFO activity when UFOs were also
tracked on radar which showed that the objects appeared to land. As far as I am aware. no
evidence has been found that suggests that this footage is a hoax.

9 JUN '97 11:17
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1. Just for yow: information, the 11S Colonel aentioned ill the
aboVe article - Col CO~so, a one time us Army intelliqence officer
- has a previous track record of unreliable testimony.
2. He has previously made claims about the 'lUssinq in Action•
saga, stating thAt •ome 1 1 000 US Servicemen were not repat:iatad
:l!ftllll p:isoner of war ca~~~ps at the end of the Korean War. Colonel
Corso's claims have been recorded, examined and rejected by the US
authodties. Their examination included study of papers he clainled.
supported his views.
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
6 Jun 97
MOD Main Building Switchboard Staff
MOP Public Enquiries Office
Copy to:
DPR(RAF)
DPO(RAF)
AIS(Mil), LATCC West Drayton
DCMC Air Force Desk
DEDICATED TELEPHONE LINE FOR ENQUIRIES FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
ABOUT "UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS"

Reference: D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 19 Feb 97.
1.
You may recall I wrote to you at reference (copy attached for
ease) informing you of the telephone number to be used for members
of the public wishing to leave reports of "UFOs" etc.
2.
Action was taken to amend the MOD Directory showinq mv
dedicated te ~epho ~e ~ine hforPnbon ~uF~ bu ~iness . (?171 21 8\P-\ U£1~~
a separate 1.ne 1.st1.ng t e u l.c UF
enqu1.r1.es te ep.-. en
n~
(0171 218 2140). Unfortunately we have today received our copy of
the new MOD Directory and have discovered that the Public "UFO"
telephone line number has not been included.
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1
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0

1

3.
I should be grateful if you would continue to ensure that any
member of the public wishing to contact Sec(AS)2 about "UFO"
matters is put through to 0171 218 2140 Qllly in accordance with
instructions issued at reference.
4.
If there are
please contact me

Enc.

•

. ~·

LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
19Feb97
MOD Main Building Switchboard Staff
MOD Public Enquiries Office
Copy to:
DPR(RAF)
DPO(RAF)
AIS(Mil), LATCC West Drayton
DCMC Air Force Desk
DEDICATED TELEPHONE LINE FOB ENQUIRIES FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
ABOUT "UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS"
1.
You will wish to be aware that with effect from 0800 hrs Thu 20 Feb, the
MOD will have a dedicated telephone line for handling enquiries and reports from
members of the public about "unidentified flying objects".
2.
Queries will usually be handled through an answerphone system, which will
briefly set out the MOD's limited interest in this subject, and invite members of the
public to leave reports if appropriate. The answerphone will be switched on from
0800-1700 hrs and will be continuously monitored . Any "UFO" calls received
outside these hours must continue to be handled by the DCMC ir: the usual manner,
in the event there may be genuine air defence implications of a rr:ore terrestrial
nature.
3.
The dedicated "UFO" number will be: 0171 218 2140. All members of the
public wishing to be put through to the "UFO" desk should be connected onfv to
this number. Press enquiries should be directed towards the RAE Press Desks.
Although I will continue to oversee queries of this nature, the separate telephone
fine I have acquired for handling the major part of my work (the non-'UFO'-related
duties) must not be given to members of the public or Press enqujrjng about
"UFOs ". Members of the public not content with an answerphone and insisting on
speaking to a member of staff should be firmly advised that "UFO" business is only
handled from the number given above.
4.
~who wish to speak to a desk officer in Sec(AS) about "UFO"
business can of course be advised of my alternate number below. If
have
queries in respect of these new arrangements please contact me on
;.;..;;,r-'-'-,
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From: ~m 08/2

MINJST'FiY""Of--oEFENCE
Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N SBL
Telephone {Direct dial)

0171

:~:i)tchboard) ~~;~ ~~~: \:=~~'-'--'-----=::!~

Your reference
Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37

Date

June 1997

Thank you for your letter dated 14 May 1997 concerning a number of
closed files you believe relevant to your research into a series
of incidents involving hoax "flying saucers" allegedly perpetrated
by apprentices from the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough
and students from Farnborough Technical College in September 1967.
I regret to advise you there is no public access to Ministry of
Defence records in advance of their release date.
Although I am unable to agree to access to these files the Code of
Practice may allow me to provide you with information related to
your area of research assuming that such information survives.
It will take a few weeks to requisition the files you have
identified from the Public Record Office but I hope to be in a
position to write to you again towards the end of the month.
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LCJ]56805f3/4/F&S

41un97

Set(HSF)
Sec(AS)Z
PSO/AOCSS
A/Stu. Cdr, RAF Rudloe Manor

DJWT REPLY TO . .

.

l _ As pl'llllliwl, here is my ~Uiiiested reply to- - -of the T~'
Review. 'Ibaletler is b.ed larae!Y on the ~Cdr RAF ~
Manor, although I have incofllOfBted the auuestiom made at our meetiJ1i list week.
'

· 2.

Tho~ me to make ail adjustment to the information

p~:-~a:
WJtt-ilescnp

to mirror th -

that I haVe rcp~ini la of the letter~c ~I!~
Dn}O]Q34.Q]O
jfl~$Cribing DCS andDFTS).

inj

3. 1 would appreciate addressees' confirmation that they are content for the attacticd
letter to be released.

CS(FinSec)l

Fl60 1•
gli
g[Btlf~e~n14m
oj

ACS<F&S) H;JLC

4 Jun '97

12:30

P.03104

HRAOQUARTB:RS LOGISTICS COWIAND
Royal Air Force B:rampton, Huntingdon,: Cambs, · PE18 BOL
Telephone:

Huntingdon
RAFTN

!'ax

~Review
&
&kK!Q
Mid Gla.m.organ
South Wal.es

X

ext·

Please reply to the Air Officer
Commanding in Chief
For the attention of: CS(FinSec)l
. OUr

Reference:

Date:

LC/356605/3/F&S

June .1997

Your leccer daced 29 April to the command Public Relations Officer about
RAF 1'1.1.1dloe M;;wor has been pas.s.e d to me for reply.
Flight Lieutenant
~~ ~ Public Relations Officer at RudloQ Manor
and, in answering ~~~ter~n the Daily Mail of 25 April, referred
directly to a question about ~he former underground aircr~ft factory at
Hawthorn. He did not intend to qive the impression that all of the
tunnel •complex at Box Hill owned by the MOD is now. disused. It may be
useful if I clarified the role of RaF Rudloe Manor.
RAF Rudloe Manor, which is part of Headquarters Logistic• ,Command, has
no direct operational role. Rather it supports a· range of operational
units within the area. Some ot · these units, as you point 'out ~n your
letter, are housed underground.
The units supported by Rudloe Manor are as follows:
The combined HQ of the De·f ence Communication" Sy,tem (DCS) and the
of the Defence rixed Telecommunications Systgm (DFTS). DeS
3nd DFTS provide a wide range of communications support fqr the MOD and
since 1 April this year, incorporate the former No 1 Signals Unit (lSU).
A small element of DFTS is located underground.
Oirector~te

The controller Deter.ce Communications Network (CDCNl • CDCN is the
t=i-service organisation that control~ world-wide defence
communicl!ltion5. Again, elements of the unit are ho1.1sed 1.1Dderqround.
Provost & Security services !P&SSl . The police presence at Rudloe
Manor comprises HQ P&SS(UK); the HOof the RAF Police in the UK- the
equivalent of the Army's Military Police. The station is .also the
location ot HQ(P&SS) (Western Region), who provide specialist police and

4 Jun '9?

•

12:30

P.04104

security support to all RAF establishments in the West Midlands, the
West Country and mid-Wales.

No 1001 Signals Unit (lOOlSU). Detac~ents of 1001SU are located at
Rudloe Manor and Colerne in support of the UK constellation of Skynet
satellites which provide communications
to all 3 Services,I
. .
Bristol University Air 5 adron BUAS). BOAS provides,air experience
fly q raining for the cadets. The unit operates frqm the airfield
at Az1mghur Barracks at Cole=e vill<tge, close to Rudloe ~anor.
~~d
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(
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In addition to the units listed abOve, RAF Rudloe Manor is responsible

f:o:r ~extensive area of MOD ·ow:iled tunnels in Box Hill which at one

time accommodated the station's war time operations centre and a large
ammunition storage facility. With the elCception of our operat1ons
centre, which is kept on a care and maintenance basis, these tunnels are
totally disused and do no more than provide an eecape route for the
personnel who work in the unite which are located underground. ~
trw al'.t} ::lexviee estiibliuhlients, ,.specJ.ally operational ·.te'fki:a!!' a!'eas, ~
m~~ ~he pubhc 1.s not encoUtllQa<t.

'

--

p%eSeiR, some 580 Service personnel and 250 civilians work at RAE
dloe Manor and its lodger units .

Yours sincerely
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Your reference

WAT/UF0.3
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
Date
3rd June 1997

Our reference

..

Thank you for copying to me your letter of 13th May to the
Chief of Public Relations about the request from Caplan Wilkie
Film and Television for help with their research into the 1967
Farnborough Flying Saucer hoax. I am grateful for your advice
about this initiative. MOD CPR will not be replying separately
and has agreed the text of this letter.
With apologies for what might seem a rather formal list of
'do not', the Department is content to agree your request subject
to the following constraints:
a. that you make it quite clear at the outset to the
Company, and in any participation in any film or programme
about this topic, that you are doing so in a personal
capacity and not on behalf of MOD;
b. that the Company is not led to believe there was any
formal assessment and investigation of 'UFO' sighting reports
in the normally accepted meaning of the words, rather that
only where a report had air defence implications was it
investigated further, and that this was not your primary duty
at that time;
\

c. that you do not comment on DIS responsibilities/
activities;
d; that you do not comment on the normal use of any of the
equipment you used at Bromley;
e.

that you do not comment or speculate on 'UFO' work before

-.
or since your time in the DIS;
f. that you do not comment on your primary tasks in the DIS
nor on your contacts with the DIS then or since.
As you say, it might be that your contribution would be on
the basis of answers to written questions and we, would, of
course, welcome sight of these in advance.
I know that Wg ~owudnuerPI~~~~~~~ta~~ been in touch with
you. His Director, DI
~
happy to provide
informal guidance should
which aspects of your
work during 1967/68 still
I should be grateful to know how matters develop on this
issue. Please let me know if there are any areas of difficulties
·and I shall do my best to help.

•

Loose Minute

1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX
Reference:

wish

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 19th May 1997
the letter I propose to send to Gp Capt
be grateful to know that you are content.
to MOD CPR - I assume DPO(RAF) will not
to the letter and the draft reflects this

line.

2. I know that Wg Cdr ~ meeting Gp Cap,tt~~~li~!QJ
sometime this month an~~h my letter to ~
before the meeting takes place. With this in mind, a simple
telephone call to say that you are content by, say, cop tomorrow
Tuesday 3rd June would be appreciated.

Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

YOlK' reference

WAT/UF0.3
Our reference
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
Date
June 1997

~------------------------------------------

Thank you for copying to me your letter of 13th May to the
Chief of Public Relations about the request from Caplan Wilkie
Film and Television for help with their research into the 1967
Farnborough Flying Saucer hoax. I am grateful for your advice
about this initiative. MOD CPR will not be replying separately
and has agreed the text of this letter.
With apologies for what might seem a rather formal list of
'do not', the Department is content to agree your request subject
to the following constraints:
a. that you make it quite clear at the outset to the
Company, and in any participation in any film or programme
about this topic, that you are doing so in a personal
capacity and not on behalf of MOD;
b. that the Company is not led to believe there was any
formal assessment and investigation of 'UFO' sighting reports
in the normally accepted meaning of the words, rather that
only where a report had air defence implications was it
investigated further, and that this was not your primary duty
at that time;
c. that you do not comment on DIS responsibilities/
activities;
d. that you do not comment on the normal use of any of the
equipment you used at Bromley;
e. that you do not comment or speculate on 'UFO' work before
or since your time in the DIS;

f. that you do not comment on your primary tasks in the DIS
nor on your contacts with the DIS then or since.
As you say, it might be that your contribution would be on
the basis of answers to written questions and we, would, of

... course, welcome sight of these in advance.

IH~~ 0;i;~~~o~; ~~~~d~~lJs4Ql~~:a~~ ~;;~Yi~ot~~~ei~~th

you.
informal guidance should you wish to clarify which aspects of your
work during 1967/68 still remain sensitive.
I should be grateful to know how matters develop on this
issue. Please let me know if there are any areas of difficulties
and I shall do my best to help.
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To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: 637

Auth by:

From: SEC(A,~S~)!
2 !~~~ill
Subject: Gp Ca~t '
n 401
Text:

Page 1

~ ~ ~ou look at the papers on this and let me know if
If
you are happy with it I'll get the DI world and DPO(RAF) nt•o--. -------~!s~:l~~e t~e~~!niilmW~ !~!~y need to decide whenjho1 J j d ian 401

111111

~ ~re ~y other issues I need to cover in the letter.

cley

1\J'-'VLIUI I ~~
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Fri 30 May, 1997 14:17
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Page 1
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;' ~~h'BE~;Pl
SUBJECT
BE: UFO DATABASE OF FILES SELECTED

DATE
TO
30/05/97 Hd of CS(RMl1

CODES

Sent: 30/05/97 at 14:16
To: Hd of CS(RM)1
CC:
Ref: 1179
Subject: RE: UFO DATABASE OF FILES SELECTED FOR PERMANENT PRESERVATION IN
THE PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE
t' ~ 9111li! s very much for the information.
id
Text:
it'h'at'_~~ ld like a quick skim of the files
for
release in 1998. Could you at some point let us have them for a
week or two (forewarned is forearmed!)

Thank~ 40I
Priority: Normal
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:JI!l,APR '97

'

16:48

FROM ACCIS-REG-HQLC------ft ~tststr
CE IL.SM
1~· ~

FROM HQLC

~

.

6£+ {I

TRUTHSEEKERS REVIEW

S.irs,
1 am aprM1e Umsti.ptive :WJ journalist wlll'king out of Soulh Wale. and

Wl1tk 1ryiDa 10 uacover the worll: of certain 1mdlrground .instaU.a1loos llroiiDd tbs L"K. 1 . ·
him a sped.fic intcmt in .RM .Rudloc ManQl' bccailM lbrough lXI)' invtlltigaticml we
have beell able to~ dc1IDIIIvely mu at •lime in tbc pra5t HQ P.lkSS were involved ill.
islveslipUODS iDL'o Unhkmlfied .'\erial PlxuommA- a point whic:b tile MOO_. quidc to
deny. P4SS an: DDW biRd mRAF RIIC!loe Mallcr• .Poai&ly you rtl8d . - oftbe · .
publli:ations 1write fur llld are aware oftht publK:ity myself and otbm b.t.ve givm to .
tbis ~. alq wilh many otbcr !Jiartlilla tllcls.

My r-.on for writina to

iO APR '97 16:38

19 MAY '97 15:52
FROM ACCIS-REG-HQLC------H ~
00 APR '97 16149 FROM HQLC CE !L~M
IU ~

'·
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PAGE.BB3
1-'1-lut:.•

tH:J<!I'~<~IIl<!

Dowm• wbid1 arc .frccly available at the Public Records OJlice at Kew, London show
tbat there are working uDrlergrOUDd 1ilciliti.es at the Conbam town vitinicy. Any Russian
spy ~k! eater the .P.R.O. and see these documents too -so tht c:harade otwjlite lies for
seaJrity n:alSODS ~cs no scnsc.
AU I havo ~"Q" wantc:d ~ RC b a 1:~ aud IJ(1CII ~to what the~ m4.~c 'of
the !Gility if. ~c I have 1=n !i~ to I have; n:somd to =PC* style joumalism. .
You may remember a TV team from "SI:hofilillds Qwst" (1!\1 pg to SpriDg Quan:y
IUid adcirla to b•let in ~d shown the twmols. They were dwied
(no surpri~e:~
tb«e) and nr.-er sfl.-a ~ after seeking formal petmissiOil 1'llis obviously showed .
that 1he .miUt3ry v;ere trying to hide something - in a full public arena! This probably did
a IDt of c1aJnaee to the Sl!CUI':lty afthe facility. Further TV broodW!s I bave done and
public loctura 1haw cattied out ba\oe also damaged the security - so wby not come
~:leaa. and admit· what is ~e.
·

-iSS

Better still lliD I organise a team ofjoumalilta to go urulergrouud !1tld sbow 1hat Ibm 1n
no WQ!idftg area there, if this is rnllytl'lle.
··
'I'll= are 1be points I would like clariiied:
l. What active~ facilities are c:annet.'ted with the W'olld term "Ha.v.1boni- or
. ~ RUdloe M811or.
:z. How many people wed at tbese IJildor;round site$.
3. Wbat are their general dUties.
4. Why are lia put out abcut tho .we: and timdion 11fthv fa<:iJi1.iC~~ • iD;llldiq )ie~~ given
by fw3l= pta' otli=s 1hat 1ht un~ sit=- up for ...te.
s. Call. acoess be gram¢ fer u iasptolioR ot Aid undcgrouoo areas. by a toam of
jounWistl!, to pro\le lhallhe facilities •• clisuud.

an

lf-m- is a re:ll ~ facility working in set:reC"Y then this 111111t be ~ altlloush the exact datails of work. ne:d not be dillclosed fur obvious security reasons.
Shov.i!le the facilities and the ~ they Ue there. doo. not decrease tbe levels of int.ema1
s.;urity wbicb should still exillt
I hope wry muGh that this can be taken as an amn.ty and cham::= to set t.be rem
straight.

30 APR . 97 lo:38
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
MAIN BUILDING WHITEHALL LONDON SW1A 2HB
Telephone 0171-218 -(,Diw,.~. llli ';4!QI
0171-218 ~/c'rll,b!,di~

MINISTER OF STATE FOR
THE ARMED FORCES

D/Min(AF)/NS/PQ2117H/96/M

~October

1996

L

I said I would write to you in response to your recent
Parliamentary Question (Official Report, 17 October, Col 1092,
copy attached).

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and five lodger
units:
No 1 Signals Unit - providing voice and data communications
for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establi~~ments throughout the
country;
Detachment of 1001 Sianals Unit - operating the UK military
communications satellite system. No 1001 SU comprises
several sites, one of which is located at RAF Rudloe Manor;
Headauarters Provost and Security Services IUKl - a RAF unit
commanding the six geographical P&SS Regions within the UK;
Headauarters Provost and Securitv Services <Western Region> providing specialist Police and Security support to all RAF
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and
South and Mid Wales;
Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service
unit controlling world wide defence communications.
Rudloe Manor also has a parenting responsibility for Bristol
University Air Squadron and No 3 Air Experience Flight, which
operate from the airfield at Colerne.

Martin Redmond Esq MP

.' '

-.
The role of the station over the last 10 years has not
varied, although some of the lodger units have changed:
a.

No 1001 Detachment formed in Oct 91;

b.
No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a
staff organisation \1hich originally arrived in Nov 85;
c.
HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93 , and HQ P&SS (Southern
Region), which ~1as then at R.l'\F Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF
Halton in 1995;
d.
No 6
Oct 94;

su, a message switching unit, closed in

Information on the establishment of the Station is not
available for security reasons in the form requested. However, I
can tell you that it comprises 557 Service and 225 civilian
personnel.
I shall arrange for a copy of
Library of the House.

thi~

letter to be placed in the

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES MP

.

. 17 OCTODER 19%

hn~ been conducted on behalr nr his
national poisons information service
QfOl!lrmu syndrome.
1412921

{wm write to the hon. Members· and a
rho lcncr will be plnced In· the Library of the

lllr, Jl.1cbolns Pope
Redmond: To ~k lhe Secreuuy of State for
Defence to what po.<t Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed
b)' hl~ Deponmcut nf'lcr his tour of duty \lith Seuetariat
rAir Stall) ~nnntent 2A; and I( he wiU nuokc 1!
!Cintement.
1409201
Mr. Soamest Mr. Nl<holor Pope. ..... posted on
promotion two ynrs ago to a tenml finance policy
branch.

·

)fr.

Ut·amurn·!lpped SheUs .

Dr. Da\id Clark: To osk 1hc Secretary of State for

Defence what 8SJCS5n1Cnt ho has made or the current risk
front exploded deplettd uronium.tipped
<hells In Kuwall.
!411011

;lOSed 10 civilians

1\Ir. Arbuthnot: My Department ha• C<lnducted no
!'ormal n:ciessmenl of lhe risks to civllinns from exploded
lepleled urnnlum-lipped ammun~ion in Kuwait.
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
f he will make a slatement co~~rning lhe risk 10 soldiers
•r handlins depleted llrllnium-tippcd ~hells.
(41100)
~lr. soamm Depleted uranium has a \'l:ry low level
,r radloactivit)' Md the rl.sk$ anachcd to tho hondling of
Jepleled uranium ammunition are minimal.

Dr. Clarki To ask th<> Secr<tary or SlatO for Defence
~hal asse~sment

he hns made of the 1991 Atomic Energy
\uthorily repon on Industrial technology concerning the
isk or exposure 10 exploded depleted Ul'4nlum-tipped
·h•lb.
141102)
Mr. Soames: I refer lhc hon. Member to.the letter scn1
•y my noble l'rlend tho ·Uadc:·Seemary of State for
)Cfencc to the hon. Member for Blnennu Gwent
Mr. Smltb) on 7 August 1996, a copy of wllich has been
•!need In the L.!brnry of the House.
·
Dr. Clark: To a~k the Secrtlar)' of Stale for'Defence
;ow many depleted uranium-tipped shells v.-ere fired by
lritlsh .forces dur!ns tho Gulf .war; and what asscsament.
c hns mntk: of the number of exploded shells remainin:
~ Kuwnit. .
. 1~ 10991

Mr. Soamt$: I will 1\nte lo tho hon. Member end o
copy .of dtc leiter "'ill be placed in the Ubrary or the

House,

1\larriod Quo11crs E<.lalc
Mr, Spcllar: 'l'o uk the Sccrotacy of State for Defence
what are lhe :locations or the houses from the mmied
quarters estate that ha1·e been released to Arrington
Homes for im,ntediate use by the prh·ate seclor. (409311

Mr. Arbuthnot: I 11ill wrile to the bon. Member and
a copy ot the rener 11111 be placer! in !he Library of the
!lou~

RAF Rudloe llfanor

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence whal work Is currently undertaken at RAF
Rudloo MAnor; what work wa• undenaken In the last
l0 years: wh8i was. by mnk, d1e establishment ror thel.. t
10 years; and Jf he will make a S~atcment.
140!23)
Mr. Soame&: I will l\nle to the hon. Member and a
copy ·of the letter will be placed in the Library or the
House.

·

·

~efence

Jntelllgenee Brandtes ·
Mr. Rcdmimd: To ask the Secretary or Slate for
Defenee (I) what is !be currenl function of DISS SIO:
what was Its function 1•1 five years lll!d (b} 10 years ago;
. and if he wUI mako • ototcment;

(4t010]

· (2) what is the current !\medon of DJI)jB; What was its
fune!lon (a) Me years and (h) 10
Alld if he will

>-•=as•:

make a statcm~~
1410381
(3) wbat Ia ihc current function of DISS: what was Its
function (a} fl\le years and (b} 10 years ago; and If he win
make 1 Jlatement;
141041)
(4) what Is the CUtTen! function of DI61E: what was Its
function (a) fiVoyears and(h) 10 years ago; and If he w!U
make a statement;
J.lt0l7)
(5) what Ia tb• cumnt function or Dll 0; what w.. II$
function (a} fl'l'e years and (b) 10 years ago; and If he wlU
mal::c P stalcmon~
(41 039}
Mr. Soamcs: I will write to the bon. Member· lind a
copy ot ihc letter will be placed in the Ubrary of Ute
House.

Unldenllfled Fl)1ng Objects

Mr. RedmOnd: To ask lhe Secrelary of State ior
Defence (I) whal consultation has taken place in each or
lhc last five YcarJ by his D<panment with lhe French
Minisuy of Defence C.nlre National d'Etudu Spalla!"
.
in
respect or unidentified flying objects; and if he will
Mr. SoAIBCS: British fo~es fired some 88 deplelcd
make a statement;
[~ 10481
ranlum sbeJIB during the Oulf conflidt. The Mhiistry or
>cfcoc:c has made no as•cnmetu of me number of
(2) if a Iodice unit hOIISed w!Utin his Department's
xploded shells rentainlne In Kuwait. •• wo judge the risk ·Flying CompJalnls l'llgtnspectallsesln unidenlllled flying
, human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible, 11 · object investigation~: and if ho will make a tealenaent;
l likoly, thoUgh, lhal a lRrGC prop1111ion of tlie 88 shells
,[410161
.-os expended In lmq toth<lr than Kuwait.
(3) how many records currently . held by hi•
1\lr. Ltc\f Smith: To ask !he Secretary or State. tor Dcparltncnt's Sclcntific'lnlclllt:encc B111nch aro under
>cfcocc whlll atudleo have boon conducted by hls
extended closure for tal SO years, (b) 15 yeara and (t} 100
>epnrtntenl lnlo ihe nephroloxlclty of the Inhalation of
yoors: bow ""!Q)' of tlmo records refer to uoldcAtlnO<I
mnlum particles.
·
(412961
!lying objects:fd if he wiU mtlkc a Jtalement: l~ll9111
•.
.'1:
'
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Thank you for your let te:L- of l3

!{arch 1997

Feb:rua~: v .

Vie hs.ve already explained ir~ detai.::.. -:he NOD s i:lte:-est, . . e
role of Sec (AS) 2, and R..~P'· Rudloe !~1anor ~:: ::-espect. of reports o
so-called t:r:icientified flyi ng objectsH.
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MOD.
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Yours sinc-e re2.y 1

other enqu iries.

. . ... .
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Main Building
Whitehall
SWIA2HB
REF D/Sec( as)/64/3

in furtherance of my need for clarification on some of the answers you gave me in your
letter dated 18.1.96;
I. Can you confirm any internal names of departments at Rudloe Manor, namely FCF
who dealt with the traffic of UFO reports to yourselves. If possible I am seeking the
names of seat positions that dealt with these matters or officers names involved. I
would imagine that in your records you would have easy access to this sort of
information_
2. Can you confirm that whilst Rudloe Manor FCF was sending any reports to you,
that either they or yourselves kept a log of reports taken and reports transferred? If
such logs were taken, where would these be now. If you kept logs, are these still in
your possession?
3. Are you aware of tracking facilities at Rudloe Manor, such as Radar or Space
Tracking?
4. Are you aware or able to comment on the major part ofRAF Rudloe Manor and
surrounding facilities being housed underground?
5. I asked a question to you about the role of the Air Defence Experts. I think I may
not have been clear enough, because I think there may be more than one use of the
phrase Air Defence Experts, inside the MOD. Nick Pope has used this term to describe
the staff who he would have contact with regarding analysis of UFO materials such as
radar tapes, photos and videos. Nick Pope also states that certain aircraft recognition
personnel would be employed to help him in his investigations. All of these people
would come under his bracket of"Air Defence Experts". Can you tell me which
departments you or Nick Pope would call upon in the execution of such investigations.
I will need to know either Office Names or Locations within MOD hierarchy. I am
interested primarily in those that Mr Pope would have called upon.- - ---- _

.·
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6. Have any UFO reports, either civilian or MOD based, been investigated by your
department to determine if they pose a threat to national security. I need to clarifY this
point as it seem unclear that although the MOD position ofUFOs is that they are of No
Defence Significance we do not know who made this determination .
7. Can you tell me which ruling or instruction book you take your policy on,
investigating or replying to letters from members of the public, from . Also what is the
date of issue date of such a document.
8. In your term of duty, did you receive any reports of UFO sightings from active
MOD personnel, on duty, who reported via radar, visual or other means. A) If such
reports were received were they deemed worthy of investigation? B) Did airstaff2a
determine their importance C) Did airsftaff 2a investigate these reports D) Did airstaff
2a make any evalutaions of these reports. I do not need to know specific details simply did the above procedures take place.
9. I would be grateful if you could supply me with the name of your superior officer. I
wish to write to him/her regarding a private matter concerning the UFO subject.
Thanking you for your help in these and many other matters.

Yours sincerely
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Remember the truth hurts - but lies hurt even more ....
No night is dark with the truth as a light...

activity and what could also be seen as

By MaJJ/mv Williams

paranormal activity. Read his report to
learn more.

Welcome to a new year and a new
Truthseekers magazine. In this edition we
have another hopefully interesting blend of
conspiracy, alien infonnation and truth.

Chris Fowler fills us up with the latest
happenings foam Gulf Breeze, some of
which he just missed out on by his return
to the UK. Geez - wouldn't ya just know
it! (as Ed Walters might say!).

News of many sightings over the South

Wales area recently is causing interest with
local researchers and is discnssed in the
news page. I am rather sceptical that
anything will come of the Israel alleged
alien body that is being researched by
Debbie Segal, though only time will tell on
this one. Sad news also of the death of a
political Ufologist - Martin Redmond.

Jonathan Hnrst tells us what he thinks
will happen if ET' s make contact with us
in the article Open
Jonathan also
makes use of ·
apparently been

an alien

Phillip Kinsella brings us a candid
insight into his families involvement in a

visitation of a strange creature which
appeared to be able to move throngh solid
matter - and was apparently operating
outside of a time frame reference. I hear of
many strange stories such :as·
research. People may fmd
things hard to accept but this is . .
high importance case as evenis · · .. '.:
witnessed by three members of the family.' <::
and a dog - simultaneously Phillip is '· · ·
currently writing a book which will
hopefully be published soon, and will

system and which notices are currently in
operation. The full D Notices are reprinted ·
in this edition for all Truthseekers to get an
idea of just what it is the MOD say we
shouidn 't see from the media.
Bill Love from Dover gives us a report
of his investigations into strange electrical
activity in two homes in dilfurent parts of
the country. Bill has been researching this
activity for many years and is a qnalified
physicist and has worked on many high level
projects for multi-national companies.
Interesting also the links between electrical

OTHER NOTES:
Tony & Carol James of EMDFORA
(East Midlands UFO Research Association)
have had to put their T ruthseeking on the
back burner for a while due to work and
study commitments. Tony and Carol have
run a snccessful group for many years now.
They have provided competent infonnation
and research to many other gronps around
the country and their presence will be
missed. We hope that in the future we will
see their return to UFO research.
Also if you were wondering why there
was the comment "Positively No Thought"

·

contain deta!1~ ..~ his ~r.:::r.·.mters. We look
forward to this and wish him luck.
In my investigations into claims that a D
Notice has been placed on all media in an
attempt to suppress news a tlyiag triangles
which may be a military development or else
a military cover-up of real alien flying
triangles. I contacted the MOD in London
who were helpful with my enquiries and
supplied me with details of the D Notice

generally accepted norms. The only problem
is, who decides behind the scenes what the
nonns are - and just how far are the secret
govermnents and military prepared o go in
their efforts to control us? Read and be
amazed.

finally got
..,.;....;;;,;.,·not doing a proper

on

the

We have reversed this
of the first commercially available ·
video on the Mexico sightings "Messengers of Destiny''- which is a mind
blowing look at a news story which has
hardly hit the Western World yet but is of
world changing importance.
Lastly we have a Hardcore report on
PSYOPS - Psychological Operations which are carried out in practice by the
military powers of the world. Research
into mind control, social engineering and
preventative manipulation of people to
stop them acting out of accord with the

the reason is as

a letter on top of my
near my computer table.
was on in the corner of the room
was visible out of the corner of my eye.
advert came on TV and whilst I was
writing my mind wandered onto what l
should next stick down on paper. My pen
::toppPd and suddenly a word and voice
came clearly into my mind. it seemed as if it
\\asn 't my own mind saying this as it
ove1p0wered my current train of thought.
The word/concept that was impressed was
"Positively No Thought". I quickly looked
over at the TV aud ahnost thought I say the
word on the screen. The adverts was either
for BUPA or the new Ford "Ka". I cannot
quite remember which advert it was now,
. just thet this is what happened. Because of
· ' . this I decided to check up on mind control
imd subliminal persuasion to see if this sort
of thing was common. I will be printing
more of this information in future editions of
Truthseekers.
ALSO SEE OUR ADVERT FOR OUR
TRUTHSEEKERS CONFERENCE IN
NORTI:!AMPTON - ONE OF MANY WE
WILL BE ORGANISING AROUND THE
COUNTRY IN THE COMING YEAR.
ALSO LOOK OUT FOR TRUTHSEEKERS
GROUPS.. See you next month.
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WOMAN RECEIVES BURNS
FROM POSSIBLE UFO
ENCOUNTERS

we examined the burn area with an ultra~
violet light and found that the discharge
from the blisters was fluorescing. This is

interesting news considering research
A South Wales lady recently contacted
Truthseekers with an amazing story of UFO
sightings and physical contacts. She spoke
to two Truthseekers investigators about her
experiences which started with a UFO
sighting one night. The lady claims tilllt she
woke from sleep to feel an urge to look out
of her window, upon which she spotted a
large hell shaped luminous UFO hovering

near the night time horizon. This was
observed for 40 minutes.

which has been conducted in the US,
where people who have had contacts with
alien entities have been marked with
fluorescent materials. Without too much
speculation, as to the true nature of what
we were seeing, we have held off making
such a statement for this case wttil the

dressings, from the burn area, have been
inspected by an independent medical
source. More "ews when w>e have it.

+

ABERFAN SIGHTINGS

The woman then went on to tell
investigators that on a subsequent night she
was woken and found that she was unable to
move. This paralysis meant that she could
not open her eyes, but she says she was fully
aware of the fact that the room was full of
chattering voices. She was then dragged out
of her bed by someone or sometlting before
losing consciousness. All of this could be
argued by sceptics is not proof of very much
but the next event scentS to have qualities
which may be regarded proof to some as
hallmarks of paranonnal contact of some
kind. Further to this the lady has

experienced strong sensations of there being
«a presencen around her home and also
strong precognition feelings, described as
deja-vu's.
On new years eve, the lady had friends
visiting and 'ill~ had become tired and fallen

asleep in the lounge of her home, in
Aberhargoed, Snuth Wales. She awoke in
the morning to find herself in her bed fully
clothed but she noticed a pain on her leg.
Upon inspection it was discovered that she
had sustained bums on her right leg. Tite
bums were so had that she had to attend
hospital for treatment and was told that tlte

Recently sightings of UFO have been
made over many South Wales areas but
most predominantly over the ex~mining
town of Aberfan. Aherfun may he farailiar
to some as it was the site of a horrific
accident where a mining tip slid onto a
junior school killing almost all the
occupants and infants .inside. UFOs were
in fact spotted near the area just before
this happeoed. Experts in the UFO field
believe that this type of sighting, near a
important or shocking event, is not
unconunon. Mexico city has been visited
by UFOs recently and some believe that
this is because of renewed activity in a
volcano near to Mexico City. Is there a
connection?

IWitness drawing: Aberfan UFO ~
peizo electric bw-st of energy which may
cause earth lights. Still this does not explain
what over 200 people say they saw in
October. Witnesses described seeing saucer
shaped craft and spinning lights which
entered the valley and flew along near
ground level.
Whilst there was a fairground nearby
which did have sky lights operating (and
this does account for what a lot of people
saw), certain witness testimony does not
follow this explanation. Tite saucer shaped
craft and UFOs with dark centres had a solid
quality. Could it be that a UFO would have
been attracted to the nearby light show, or
operating under their "cover''?

In the Aberfan area tltere are mine
workings,
large
quartz
•lepo.'lits
underground, a fault line and ley lines
rwming through the area. Titis could mean
that there is geological instability
m1derground is causing the quartz to emit

bums were severe enough to be classed
second degree.
The friends who staved nor tlte ladv
herself have been able to. fmd any ration;!
explanation which can say how she came to
get the bums, and no appliances in Ute
house were in positions to be able to cause
the burns. Friends have been amazed at just
how quickly the bums are now healing, and
the lady says that in a three dav period tlte
bums had all but gone. In addition it has
been noted that any heat source did not
damage the jeans that she was wearing.
When investigators intervie\ved the lady
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Other sightings include a ball of light
which was seen to have intelligently rose
from a hillside in broad daylight. ht another
instance Video footage has been taken of a
triangular shaped object hovering above
houses near Aberfun and the witness who
shot the footage does not believe in UFOs
and supplied the footage to researchers with
the fum statement that he wants nothing to
do with the footage - and has even wiped his
copy. We have a copy of the tape thankfully.
Enquiries on sightings in Brecon and
Merthyr Tydfil (which are both to the north
of Aberfan) showed that Cardiff Wales
Airport air traffic controllers sometimes give
out misleading information. Matthew

rvmiams, being a partially trained pilot,
' phoned;Ui>. the control tower and asked for
flight traffic infonnation in the correct
manner but explained that his enquiries
were in connection with a UFO matter.

•

He was given misleading infonnation as
to there having been a police helicopter in
the exact area of the sightings at tl1e same
time. Subsequent enquiries with the police
helicopter controllers proved this to be
wrong. Control towers either being flawed
in their infonnation or giving out incorrect
infonnation purposetitlly is a dangerous
game to be playing ...

Dates of sightings:
October thru November %.
•

ISRAELCREATURECAUSES
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
STIR.

A strange creature, now being referred
to as "the item" in X files style, has been
found in Nortl1em Israel. It w~s discovered
on the night of 21" December by a fanners
family (names not known at this time)
TI1e creature was allegedly humanoid

and green in colour with a large head and
large eyes. It stood 30cms tall and was alive
at the time it was discovered. Police were
called in and the local police chief made
attempts to investigate the object by
prodding it with his foot at which it seemed
to let out a sigh and promptly died after
expelling liquids into the soil. TI1e police
chief was apparently quite overwhelmed
with "the item".

The area in which the creature was
found is well known to UFO researchers
who have been researching cattle and sheep
mutilations. Apparently tl1e area had an
entire herd of sheep go missing, but it is not
known if more down to earth explanations
could be given tor tl1is vanishing act. A
researcher named Debbie Segal has been
keeping the British researchers infonned of
the updates on the scientific analysis being
carried out.

The creature has now been taken awav
by the Israeli UFO group who have put it in
cold storage so that it will not decompose.
Two videos were taken of the creature and a
number of photos for the record. It is not
known if these \ideos or photos will be

circulating soon.
Two samples, one intemal and one
external have been analysed by claimed
prestigious Israeli scientific institute (name
yet unknown), who were advised of the
background of U1e samples at the time. An
analysis was expected by middtly Israd time

on Dec 25th. By that ume u1c: u1:>uu.......
concerned were unable to furnish any
written data of the samples, and explained
they could not have any public connection
with the item. TI1ey did express verbally
that the DNA of the item were of an
unknown origin, and did not comprise of
any known terrestrial animal.
When details of the report first
circulated, the Israeli UFO group
concerned appeared on Israeli state TV.
On Dec 25th researcher Miles Johnson
was contacted in London, and initiated a
series of moves designed to ensure full
scientific analysis of the item, by what will
now be termed 11 secret scientists". This is
to protect their reputations, and avoid any
geographical connection with them. If they
agree to analyse the material, this will at
least take a week. The material will
require shipment. and kept under very cold
conditions. Since irs death, and the loss of
a great deal of body fluid, the "item" is
now less than !Ocm in size, and has lost
one arm.

Researchers seem to agree that
whatever this creature is, it is not a "grey"
- an alien with large black eyes.
The UFO group in question has
already received strong threats as to their

continued involvement with the item. For
this reason they have instigated a number
of security procedures to ensure that the
item is not traced, and impounded.
Miles Johnson asked the SKY NEWS
Foreign desk in London to get some
teedback on the Israeli item. After reports
on 1£:'~~1• iV, W.:!! opinion of what they
saw was:- The item was an aborted foetus,
and they have no further wish to cover the
story, until the science says
otherwise.

Considering the alleged police
involvement, and threats that have been
made to impound the object, it is
surprising to that the creature was not
impounded directly by the police for I.
Health reasons 2. Possibility of 1t being
human remains. How private researchers
managed to keep the creatw-e is
interesting, unless the police did not think
that it was of interest and this case has
been blown . out of all proportions by the
researchers involved.
Researcher Debbie Segal is due in the
UK on Jan 15m and will be arranging for
parts of the creature to be analysed by the
UK scientists. She will deliver her

1indings to a British UFO research
associatlon meeting in London on Feb 151

However Miles Johnson states that some
people have already made up their mind.
According to Reuters and accounts of
witnesses who are independent of the UFO
circus, U1ere is no story here. Philip Mantle,
a UFO researcher has claimed that Debbie
Segal has got connections with the tabloid
newspaper "The News Of The World", who
are famed for doing their GOTCHA _type
seoops. If mantle is correct, then we hope
tl1at this is not the ease. Certainly UFO

researchers have behaved themselves, so
far, in respect of this story - unlike the way
some acted in relation to the Santilii
"Roswell" Footage.
Thank you to Miles Johnson for this
news and or furtl1er updates you can contact

Miles
his
email
address
10!341.2089@compuserve_com

•

on:

BRISTOL LIGHTS

These photographs were taken in early
September at 3.am in the morning by a
gentleman by the name of Bob Gregory who
lives in Keynsham, NR Bristol.

Mr Gregory observed this strange light
for some 30 minutes and there was no sound
or movement, the light is presumed to have
been there before he noticed it and was still
there when he retired to bed.
Mr Gregory estimated the light to
originate somewhere between Saltford and
the Globe Public house between Saltford
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and Bath.

•

The direction from Keyusham of the
light was S.E. to S.S.E. Mr Gregory said
that from his position he was looking up to
approximately a 9 foot height, if his
estimated origin of the object is correct then
it was about I to 2 miles away. The photo's
were taken with a telephoto lens.
{source Chris Davies, SEARCH}

+

MARTIN REDMOND DIES

Martin Redmond, Labour MP for Don
Valley, in Soutlt Yorkshire has died aged
59. His death followed a long ilness which
was cancer related.

The new book by

DAVID ICKE ...
I::~:e~~e~~~~ t~';;,l~d~~:;::~~;;;!::, ~,:
1

<hii<1Jett known ,t., f>for~r Mon.tr..h . .m offshoot ofthi!
olOiorlnuor; CIA mlrod...::ontrol operation. MKU!ua.

He dr::fail$ big nan1e-s
the

obviously not afraid to ask such questions.
Recently Mr Redmond asked over I 0
questions about areas of Ufology which
seemed to be a direct result of his reading
Nick Popes book Open Skies Closed Minds.
Many Ufologists contacted Mr Redmond
following the interest he was sho\\'ing.

in me rape dfld
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The death comes as a bit of a shock to
Ufologists who were riding many hopes on
the actions of Mr Redmond, for he had
started to ask questions on the subject of
UFOlogy, in the Houses Of Parliament. This
was a first time move by an MP who was

Involved
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also available now ... the new video and
double audio c.1ssette by DAVID ICKE
you Will1! to lntroduc.e your f.:lmily and friends to thl$ln~rmatlon
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our. liVes.

It was often wondered what was Mr
Redmonds real motorvation for asking such
questions. Perhaps his family will be able to
shed some light on his reasons, but in their
own time. Whatever his reasons were \Ve
thank him for them and send condolences to
his family.
We have to ask who will now take up
the banner and fight for UFO infonnation to
be released by the MOD. There are a
number of other .MPs who have sho\\TI
initial interest in political campaigning for
freedom of infonnation. We \\111 have to

Price £2.00 + 50pence P&P
20 Dalrymple Crescent, Edinburgh, EH9 2NX.
Tel 01253-854617
Please> moKecheques payable to "Man In

41 High Street
SALTFORD
Bristol
Tel
873665

=
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Mv Encounter With The Unknown
·~

My interest in Ufology began when I was thirteen years of age. I
Having encountered what I termed to be a UFO experience, my/
interest grew and grew. I had no prior knowledge of what UFOs were,
'or where they came from for that matter, but over the years now, I
have come to accept that they definitely do exist

!

We were living in Luton at the time, up
near the football grounds, and one night I,
along with my brother Ronald, were I and
joking about spacemen in our bedroom.

Thinking about it now seems odd. It was a
cold winter night and we, along with our
mother and sister, Christine, were the only

persons in the house.
I remember saying to Ronald in our
bedroom that I felt thirsty and needed a
drink. So, off I went downstairs. The lowtge
door where mother and Christine were

occupied was shut. I could hear some talking
and gathered mother was having a
conversation on the phone witl1 someone. I
walked into the kitchen, not bothering to
tum the light on because there was enough

for me to see from the moonlight outside.
EGG-SHAPED OBJECT

Our kitchen had two large hay windO\\S
- overlooking a small garden - one of which
v:as by ~~e sink. I took a plastic tumbler
from a drawer, filled it with juice
concentrate and took. it to the sink where I

topped it up with water. It was at this point
when I tipped my head back to drink that I
noticed something extremely peculiar.

In

our garden we hed a small bike shed, and it
was above this construction that I could

dearly see an egg-shaped object through one
of the windows. It was just hovering there
and glowed au orange-red colour. Shock st:t

in inunediately. Tite thing about it was that
it was no bigger han a foothall and just hung
there. I dropped the drink and screamed as
loud as I could. The object darted across the
sky and disappeared at a tremendons rate.
Time seemed to slow down for me - I gather
this was due to Shock.
Aller racing lnto the
lounge I shook mother

Drawing:

from the phone, finding
myself on hands and
knees,
crying
and
blurting that I had seen a

Phillips rendit10n
of the "Alien.,
that ran through
his house.

spaceship. The whole incident was
brushed aside as mere fantasy, but little
was I to know that the worst was to follow
later in my life.

At nineteen we were now living in
Marston Mortaine in Bedford. Personal
problems had taken their toll on our
family, and it wasn't long before mother,
Cluistine, Ronald and myself escaped the
dominance of our step-father. Mother had
foWld a new partner and we had
discovered a moderately handsome home

in a small cul-de-sac which we bought.
Creatively, this seemed the perfect setting
for any writer, (which my brother and I
were detennined to become). and we soon

Bv PhilliP Kinsella
began to live what we assumed to be a
normal life. I hadn't up until this point seen
another UFO or encowttered anything

strange.
Canting home from work one evening in
the winter of 1989 was to open up a whole
case load of strange happenings. Mother
and her partner were on nights, so there was
only Ronald, Christine, our dog Benji and
myself in the house. The time was roughly
seven O'clock, because I used to take the
train from Bedford which got me to the
village and in the door about this time. All
the lights, bar from the one in the kitchen,
were on and we stood around talking about
everyday things when, quite literally,
Ronald who was standing by the open
kitchen door which looked out onto the hall
where some frosted glass windows lay,

froze.
There was a aunosphere around the

room as though the whole place was being
charged with eJectricity. Ronalt.i wenJ~o.·.;.
some kind of tranc~ and said: ..There's goiflg
to be an earthquake, or Grandma's going to
~

•

His statement confused us all, and it was
at tllis point when tl1e electrical charge, (or
whatever it was), seemed to intensify. The

kitchen door was open, so I had a clew view
from where I was of the halL A brilliant
white light lit tl1e frosted glass windows and
I was amazed to witness something which,
by everyday standards, shattered my whole
concept of reality.

incident. We decided not to tell anyone believe us anyway? Both
Ronald and I did, however, confide about
the whole incident to some very close
~~-~~~~~
wtderstood?

~:~·.-~ ... would·

Some time after the mystery man in
black episode, I started to have strange

reoccurring dreams. I would Ooat out of
my body towards the kitchen and through
to the conservatory. I would then stand
upright and look towards the stars where I
would see hundreds and thousands of

mad;
growling
and
barking. The being seemed
to dart into the do\\nstairs
study and came out of there
before it then raced across
the hall and disappeared
up the stairs. I could see it
clearly the black outfit it
wore was rather like wet
!eatl1er, bit it seemed to be
wearing some kind of large
protruding helmet over its
head, rather like an oversized egg. TI1e strange
thing was that, as it raced
through the hall, it made
no noise whatsoever,
although the leaves from
the plant around the hall
rustled across its body a it
brushed past them.

Taking the knife we searched !be house
!rom top to bottom but couldn't find any
trace of the intruder.

My mind was blank
and I was very confused r~garding tite whole

I would estimate it was now six or seven
O'clock in the morning, which would
indicate I had lost eight or so hours in tllis
strange state. As I carne down from the sky,
I innnediately caught sight of a huge UFO
floating near to our conservatory, and
underneath tllis object stood a little man.
FLOATED EFFORTLESSLY

The upsetting thing
about thrs was that the man
was not happy to see me.
He had his arms folded in
a way which maintained
some kind of psychological
barrier between us had to
be maintained, as though

Fear gripped me. and I
reached bellind and opened
a drawer for a knife. My

VERY CONFUSED

longer dark so there had obviously been a
long duration of absent memory on my part.

It was weird because I
seemed to recognise r...'le
figure ahead of me. My
two, invisible companions
disappeared and I floated
effortlessly towards the
The
man
ground.
underneath the UFO was
about five feet in height
and wore a one-piece
coverall. His fuce came to
a point at the chin and he
had Ute most amazing
eyes; large, wide and
mysterious. The mouth
and nose were nothing
more than tiny slits, yet he
didn~ to my mind, look
wmatural. On top of his
head he wore a pointed bat
which seemed to touch the
underneath of the craft
above us.

A small figure, (about
three feet in height), and
clad entirely in black
stepped tllrough the glass
door. Ute dng was going

mind was set on the simple
fear that there was an
intruder in the house, and
it was as though the shock
of all this had blocked any
thought of thrs thing being
anything but an intruder.
But that was crazy' All the
doors and windows in the
house were locked, and I had seen it
physically step throngh the door - as though
t:Ie whole glass had melted and then
reassembled itself like some soft, plastic
mould.

them because, for some: reason my vie!--· · 'i!S
restricted or it •Vas~~:ID·-~le f... ~Lg
they didn't want me to see them. It was no

telling me to come ~o
further, and he was
frowning at me - the look
of which seemed to lash
out at my stomach and tum
it into knots. What on
earth had I done to invoke
such anger?
different shaped UFOs, all moving into the
distance. I remember feeling joyous and

how foolish all those people who didn't
believe in UFOs were. Then I was lifted
into the night sky, and I remember my
stomach going over and over, rather like
being on a roller-coaster.

I searched for a question. I needed some
proof which would make me understand
some of the physics involved in their
tampering with me. I needed to know how
tl1ey were able to transport me through
physical, solid objects such as the locked
doors.

There is a gap in time, and in this
dream-like state I would be guided back
do\\~ to the point where I started, aided by

two, invisible persons. I couldn't look at
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"How the hell am I able to pass tllrough
closed doors? I mean, how can I do tl1at?" I
asked.

TI\e" expression on the creatures face
changed to sul]lrise, and slowly he looked
up at the underneath of his craft, (he was no
longer frowning but looking puzzled), and
opened his small mouth to speak. In slow
motion he tried to explain what 1 wanted to
hear, but it was all garble.

•

CRYING OUT FOR HELP

Over the next couple of years I tried so
hard to come to tenus with the encounter
with the man in black and of the reoccurring
dream. It seemed as though I was in some
kind of black hole, with no one to turn to for
help or support. At the time both Ronald and
I had had two hooks published by a small
company along with articles, and I feared
that if I told anyone they would brand me
W1stable or, even worse~ psychologically
unbalanced. I was literally crying out for
help bot there seemed no one aronnd to
listen or understand. Those, for me, were
dark and lonely days. I started reading
everything I could get my hands on about
UFOs and even contemplated talking to
someone about my experiences. I was, on
occasions, seeing UFOs and re-living past
memories as a child, the events of which
were symbolic, bit I just couldn't work them
out.

thought about the possibility that,
because I am a twin, there was some fonn of
mental activity going on which science
hasn't yet discovered. lu fact, 1 finnlv
wanted to believe in this, but \vhen seei.t~
the man in black, there was my sister too
along with the dog - which went mad - so
how could this have been some fonn of
subconscious projection on our part?
TWILIGHT ZONE.

existence than \Ve are led to
believe, and that we await some
grander experience within the
spectrum of our physical reality.
I am convinced this physical
incarnation which we all have is
a vehicle for the consciousness on
a physical plane. Some people
are able to tap into other realms
and dimensions for beyond our
human perception and see worlds
too wondrous or strange to make
any sense of. Death in my
opinion, (and which I am also
slowly learning). is not something
to fear, but appears to be a level
of re-birth for all of us. UFOs are
here to help rekindle his faith in
the human spirit by making us
aware of this, but at the same
time helping us understand that
we are not mortal beings. We are
all children of the nniverse. That
is where we came, and surely
where we will return once we fold
back into the world of
subconscious
reality
and
surrender our physical possession
-the body.
I would just like to express
my thanks to two people here.
Kenneth Parsons, founder of
BEAMS.
listened to
my
experience and gave me strength.
I have recently joined his group and have
met a lot of people who have also had
enconnters with UFOs. Also, I would
personally like to extend appreciation to
Matthew Williams who holds a torch as a
researcher in this field of investigations.
He suggested I ·write about my eJ.1cC'IHit.::s
and took the trouble and time to listen to

:::::mlmc:=±!l!1.!:::i2~8 ;~
me when others would not. Without such ~~
people, I would have still been stuCk in a
black void.

[Shucks and to top it all off I get
en]oymmt out ofmy job too! Thanks Phillip
,ED}

When vou see UFOs, or aliens, (if that is
what tlle0-e called), you will more often
tl1an not find yourself laughed at I am a very
private, single person; so when word of my
encom1ter got out at work, there was hell to
pay! People didn't take me seriously and
used to sing the tWle to the Twilight Zone.
It bothered me to begin with, but now, over
the years, (and seeing as more on this
subject is coming out). I get a little respect
and sometimes people wi II ask me my
opinion about UFOs and talk to me.
In my opinion I feel that I have been in
contact with extraterrestrials , but in a way
that is somehow different. I don1t believe
that I have been medically exan1ined. I feel
that I have been able to just reach out far
enough to touch them, and it IS not on a
physical level. Also, I am a lot stronger than
I used to he. My mind has adjusted to tl1e
fact that there is more to our mortal
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A recent article in UFO Reality magazine stated that a D Notice had been placed on
all stories of'Biack Flying Triangles' in the media. D Notices are issued by the MOD
to all majopr media and press publishers with instructions (now known as guidelines)
on what would be damaging to print. In the past it has been perceived that the D
Notice system was used to suppress interesting stories from the public knowledge.
Wanting to know if this was true I contacted the D Notice department at the MOD and
asked them what the rules were. To my surprise they offered to send me copies of
the current D Notices - and I print them now so that you can understand how the
system works....

not to publish rests solely with the editor or

publisher concerned.
2. DA Notices are issued by the Defence, Press
and Broedcasting Advisory Committee
(DPBAC), an advisory body composed of

senior civil servants and editors from national

and regional newspapers, periodicals, news
agencies. television and radio. It operates on
the shared belief that there is a continuing need
for a system of guidance and advice such as the
DA Notice System, and that a voluntary,
advisory basis is best for such a system.

c.,.,,.....,...,...,....,..,.,....,,..,,..,.,.,...,,.,..,.,..,..,.,..=""""'"'..."""""""""""""""""".d
TifE DEFENCE ADVISORY NOTICES
A REVIEW OF TifE D NOTICE SYSTEM
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
OPEN GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT NO 93/06
TI1e Defence. Press and Broadcasting Conuuittee has agreed a

number of significant changes to the D Notice System as a result of
the review armounced in October 1992 bv tl1e Minister of State lor
the Armed Forces and undertaken by the Conunittee.
The aim of the review was to make the system more transparent and
relevant in the light of international changes and the increased
emphasis on

1. Public
terrorist policy and overall
national security and is welcomed by Government. It is important
however that such discussion should not disclose details which
could damage national security. The DA Notice System is a means
of providing advice and guidance to the media about defence and
c01mter·terrorist infonnation the publication of which would be
damaging to national security. TI1e system is voluntary, it has no
legal authority and the final responsibilit;• for deciding whether or
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3. llle 1993 edition of the DA Notices recognises tl1e changed
circwnstances following the brenk-up of the Soviet Union and
Warsaw Pact and the UK's involvement in smaller-scale conflicts,
the undiminished and currently high tlrreat from terrorist attacks and
the risk of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. It also
takes account of the continued targeting of tl1e UK by foreign

intelligence services.
4. Compliance with the DA Notice system does not relieve the editor
of responsibilities under the Official Secrets Acts.
5. The Secretary DPBAC (the DA Notice Secretary) is the servant of
the Govenunent and the Press and Broadcasting sides of the
Committee_ He is available at all times to Govermnent departments
and the med ·
the system and. after coasultation
with

The above categories may also relate to cancelled projects if
publication could jeopardise projects which are continuing.

c. s1tes ol neauqu.:u. ~...~ .......~ ... -··-··---

government or NATO in time of crisis.

/ Rationa1e. The disclosure of highly classified lnfomtatiOn about
equipment used for defence and counter-terrorism purposes could
enable potential enemies or terrorists to devise effective counter~
measures more quickly, to speed up the development of their own
weapons and equipment and to alter their operating methods so that
attacks which might otherwise have been frustrated could prove
successful.

2. Rationale. InfO~mation about key facilities and installations could
be of value to
persons or govenunents whose interests might be hannful to those of
the UK and
NATO
UNITED

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND EQUJPMENT

KINGDOM

SECURITY

AND

INTELLIGENCE

SERVICES
• . It is requested that disclosure or publication of highly classified
information , including photographic ~~d other pi~~~~~~~-. ,?r' .::=
diagranunatic In!lterial,. fallit!g "fitlli? llw {oll9wing · cat;,~wries,
should not be IU!lde ")Wli)Out first seekiilg advice:
.
.. .. .

within the following categories is normally
\assified. It is requested that such
the subject or an official
' eliUli$cj0 sed or discussed, should not
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2. Rationale. Inforrn~);jA $ri~t Ute perfo~cii and deployment of
nuclear weapons and ~if\i91iVeiy:~t~.~;:1D.~ltt4irig ~ymeasures
they incorporate to ~fea\ :de[eniliv~sySti!ms.'used tD detect,
discrirninnte or react, li~d p,; Of vai~ ro !!II enemy in foiniulating
his defence plans and \Ji•ii~ising C9lllit¢N!'~!Istl(eS. At !he same
time infonnation abo~t,.~· ·~i8ll.!:·¢"·1;1UJ?~··!Yeapoi1S,_and the
teclmology for thelr ~~~e:c·~~~--~~~~~-*Udeat w~~ states
to improve their nuclear.::.~~~~iit)iM~:~~~~J~ai \Veapoll·S:tft~es to
acquire one; or sub-na~ )lmtiPs to produce exPlosive iniclear
devices.
··
·
·· . · ·
·
· ·

CIPHERS AND
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en completed,
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2. It is lilso requested that advice be
·. ~ ecWloillrtiQw?Cil9P3hi!ity;Wljj~Jr!IU\y be unique against
elaboration on, infomrntion publis_hed 8Jhot~le'or overseas ~bQ~.~::. _•.Otlter' ~oiilile ~
~p\iyity;;·Jf.~lliscl.lsure of identities can
official codes and ciphers or their pqten(ial vulnerability: ·
· · ·
Pre:i!Jlli~~_-.p<!~ p)'~t!'U~• ful)lr¢··~tjo~s Even inaccurate
specy.~iion~tx¥'lti\~"$oiir(,e.ofinf9inll>tiol>im a given issue can put
3. Rationale. Disclosureslhat could C<Jmpromise
,in\eJl!g~ojleriil!<ms(~;lnthf:VJprst<;ases, lives) at risk and/or
put at risk tlte classified infoonntiiin·j>rotected by.tl>enL·.Rev<;>ililig.
kli<i~f¢ !he )Ql;fl!fil).foinl)ition whiclt is iinportant in tlte interests of
.
.
details of associated data PToteCtioii "iu~es ·aDd coninli:ml.Catl6iis: · _riat~oria~·Securit)r... .. .
facilities, whether obtained, tor <xarnple. ·fri>m docunlents•ot .QY
techniques such as computer hacking. could. assiSt potenti~ =ene:~::
to penetrate these elements of national secUrity.
· ····
·
The DA Notices are intended to provide ill national and provincial
IDENTIF1CATION OF SPECIFIC !NSTALLA110NS
newspaper editors, to periodicals editors, to radio and television
orgru1isations and to relevant book publishers general guidance on
l. It is requested that disclosure or publication of details,
those areas of national securitv which the Government considers it
illustrations or photographs of the following facilities should not be
has a duty to protect. Th~ Notices, together with a General
made with~ut tirst seeking ad\ice:
Introduction, details of the Committee and how to contact the
Secretary, are widely distributed to editors, producers and
a. defence and related sites associated with the nuclear weapons
publishers and also to officials in Govenunent departments, military
programme;
commanders, chief constables and some institutions. The Notices
b. underground installations tbr the storage and movement of
have no legal standing and advice offered within their framework
emergency reserves of oil and the capacity or non-~.:ommercial oil
may be accepted or rejected partly or wholly.
storage's or pipelines:
··... ··

···;

~etails

... ;···

..... ·..
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I. It is requested that no
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Although the system is nonnall! applied through the stanc.lin~ DA
Notices, should it be fowtd UC'::essary to 1ssue a DA Notice 'till a
specitic matter, the Government department concerned will agree a

draft of the proposed Notice \vith the Secretary who, from his

•

experience, can advise upon the form and content which are likely to
make it acceptable to the press and broadcasting members. The
Secretary will then seek U1e agreement of both sides of the DPBAC
to the draft and, if it is obtained, issue the text as a DA Notice.
SECRETARY DPBAC (Defence Press & Broadcasting Committe-e)

TOM &KERRY BLOWER pr8$tlll

l~e "~Xf~RI~NC~R~· conference '~1
DDDDDDD

Atribule to KEN PHILUPS (IVSG) Roppod magazilt. DDGDGDD

lliswoekonaholbeOnlle<lO<J<!;TholliiiENCIIS"""""'"'bocotJemmy""""'oow<lo<i:lediOOIIhey
rowleellhot11ie'lime&~rrocomeillwoo!<r<llhoettiell'oc/lalgllg~&:ql61iince>
""'olho!.PeoplaiOOloowhodAIINAIIIJCIIOHS~>:r~t<lo<i:ledtoleltr.ptic.Peoplalhotl>:rlthOOa

Tite Secretary is nonually a retired t\vo-star officer from the Armed
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Forces, employed as a Civil Servan.t on the budget of the Ministry of
Defence. He is the servant of the Govenunent and Press and
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Broadcasting sides of the Committee, a fact which is recognised by
the Vice Chainnm1 being involved in the process of his selection.
Similar arrangements apply for the Deputy Secrehtry who is also
nom1ally a retired service officer.
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111e Secretary (or-Deputy Secretary) is available at all times to
Goverrunent departments and the media to give advice on the
system, taking into account the general guidance given to him by the
Conunittee. DA Notices are necessarily drafted in somewhat
general tenns and it is the application of a DA Notice to a particular
set of circmnstances on which the Secretary is expected to give
guidance, consulting as necessary with appropriate departmental
officials. He is not invested with the authority to give rulings nor to
advise on considerations other titan national security.
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lfthe Secretary agrees that a Government Department may quote the
OA Notices in a release of inlOnnation to the media, he should
ensure that the Department makes it clear that it is doing so on his
authority and therefore that ofthe Conunittee.
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Rear Admiral D M Pulver taft CB /
{1wtes frolt! Trutltseekers editor- tlte only tlte tltb•g I worry abouJ
if tllat this "ope11 gotoentmellt" styleD Notice system is not just a
jro11t [or a secret D Notice system which operaJes to stamp out
rmwatit.ed stories m1d silence witnesses to events or information
bJ• fear and tl1reats. Rear Admiral D .~.lt Pulvertaft seemed a l'f!f.!'
reasonable gentleman and was open to my questions. He diJ a
good job of coltl.Urcing me that the new DA Notice system was an
1;,pe11 system wrd was good ei1ougll to send me these details. I was
quite sltocked to see on the letter-headed notepaper that he use.f
that Ids /rome telephone number and fax JMS also listed
Obviously this is an example of l'ery open gol'etnmellt .. I would
not be too sure about my wmrting a home telephone 11umher
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and leY. lines but all have heen flawed.
The problems for the Orchards hegan in
1976 when tlteir son, David, was 15. Before
this tltey had spend a number of very happy

years in the cottage. The first indication of
trouble was with interference electrical
equipment~ a vacuum cleaner glowed and a
television set switched itself on and off
These were minor problems compared to
what was to follow.

ove
This is a story concerning the strange happenings in
the home of a father and son in a small Somerset town
some 120 miles west of London, and events, sometimes
bordering on the bizarre, in the home of a married couple
and their son in a Kent village.
There is a striking similarity hetween
the two cases; weird phenomena centred
around the electrical supply, official bodies
unable, or perhaps unwilling to help and of
course, the inevitable scapegoat - in both
cases the son. Numerous theories have been
advanced to explain the phenomena but
none completely fits the bill.
Somerton is a small, but delightful,
Somerset market town. Iverson Cottage, the
home of frank Pattemore and his son Nigel,
lies l.Ulobtrusively in the heart of Somerton.
Within this peaceful looking cottage 83 year
old Frank and Nigel are heing plagued bv
strange phenomena.
Adisham is a small, quiet and secluded
Kent village lying hetween Cont<rbu.-; JilJ
Dover. 3 Chun:h Lane is situated near the
end of a quiet country lane on the edge of
the village. Now boarded up and dilapidated
it was some ten years ago, he home of Mr
and Mrs Joe Orchard and their son David.
Like Frank Pattemores cottage, tlte Orcharda
horne consisted of a lounge and kitchen
downstairs and two bedrooms and a

bathroom upstairs and it was in this quiet
rural home that the Orchards suffered
phenomena which were at time, so bizarre
as to he heyond helief.
Frank Pattw.ore bought Iverson Cottage
in 1976 and he and Nigel enjoyed six happy
years and a good electricity supply until
1982 when it was noticed that an tmusuailv
large number of fuses were blo,ving on both
the cooker and lighting circuits. SWEB, the
local electricity board were informed and
their engineers thoroughly examined the
troublesome circuits but could find nothing

wrong. These circuits were rewired by
SWEB and when their engineer s-vitched on

Phenomena now began to be associated
with water, there would be a whooshing
sound, as Mrs Orchard described it, and
boiling hot water would appear everywhere
~ in the dogs basket, in the television set on
carpets, mattresses and books and eve~ in
electric bulbs. The strange thing is that
when the water was emptied the television
set would work as though nothing had
happened. The water always "left it's mark"
- a circle with a dot in the centre.

the supply, there was a loud explosion
which destroyed the fuse board. From that
moment there began a long saga of strange
happenings; light bulbs exploding, light
fittings melting and falling out of the
ceiling, switches becoming welded and
unusable, the meter turning even when all
the circuits had been isolated, television
sets catching fire and the phone ringing of
its own accord.
RESEARCH

Exerts from SWEB, NASA and the

Electricity Research and Development
Centre carried out research and
investigation and tlte Cook Report put in
an appearance with their own experts but,
although 2000 volt surges were recorded
the problem remained unsolved and in
fact, got worse. By this time SWEB had
carried out numerous repairs and two
complete rewires but now objects not
directly connected to the electricity supply
were being affected by this elusive force.

More bizarre happenings were to follow.
Objects would float across the room from

their situation on shelves and the sideboard.
A battery radio set also suffered

damage resembling a lightning strike and
during one of my visits for the purpose of
research, a journalists miniature tape
recorder persistently switched itself off
when it was placed within a
strange forcefield which runs
diagonally through the Iverson Cottage.

sometimes slowly and sometimes with such
force that they would smash windows or
doors and continue their flight outside. A
sett
ee, chairs and tables would upend
themselves and were held
y "until the force gave
them up"

Frank Pattemore has heen visited by
experts in many fields; physicists,
electrical engineers, psychologists, psychic

researchers, mediwns, dowsers - and
strangers who purport to be officials of one
kind or another. They often give a name
and telephone number but can never be
traced afterwards. Theories advanced have

the
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forehead; the pet cat levttated and hovered
cloSt: to the ceiling and·then•rail.;o\lt-lterrifiecl
when it was released; water pipes bent and
buckled as people watched in complete
amazement

•

What this strange and inexplicable 10rce
is and why it should appear only after an
appreciable nwuber of serene and happy
years, nobody knows. Radars and laser are
both line of sight and therefore can be ruled
out because other houses remain unaffected.
Neither of the homes is situated on a ley line
and thus, energy cmmot be obtained from
this source.

Leakage of electric charges from tile
mains
is hardly a candidate to be considered
seriously as it would have to be an enormous
amount to create the tremendous field
necessary to lift the heavy o~ects which
were moved. In one instance a Rayburn
stove moved across the floor, watched by an
incredulous official from the local authority.

In both cases very large induced
electromotive forces have found their way
into the neutral conductor. These surges
have been measured at 2000 volts plus, and
one day in August 1991 , we recorded 11
such surges between II pm and 1 I am at

Frank Pattemores home.
If, as two electricity boards say, this is

occurring within the house, it can only imply
that it is being cause mechanically and

knowingly by one or more occupants or that
is being created by an wtkno\\n force within
the house or, Wlwittingly by one of the
occupants. If this is the case, the problem
falls within the realm of poltergeist activity.

A.n inter:esting facet of Frank Pattemore case
is that, while we were carrying out our
research, Hamish Miller, co-author of The
Sun and The Serpent, found the same
diagonal energy beam with his dowsing
roads that we had found with our orthodox,
and considerable more expensive scientific
apparatus, although
he had no prior
knowledge of our

findings.

He

bodies have been obstructive and devious.

me '

SWEB, before the beginning of the
investigation, told the writer that the
media exaggerated and the phenomena
wasn't worth investigating because they
were only looking for a simple earth fault.
If this were the case, why was Nigel
Patternore followed for two days by two
men in a dark blue car and later arrested at
work by the same two men and taken to
Yeovil Police Station under completely
false pretences? He was told that there was
to be a meeting concerning he electricity
supply at his home and his father would
also be at the meeting which was to place
in Y eovil; the police station was never
mentioned.
The truth of the matter that was whilst
he was being kept at Yeovil police station,
his father was having the indignity of
suffering his home being searched llllder
warrant. Nigel had already suffered the
same indignity at work when his lWich box
was searched under warrant and his
sandwiches taken apart. The possibility of
this action being yet another red herring
cannot be discounted.

The danger of a preconceived notion
stopping all further research is amply
illustrated in the Orchards' case. In
desperation, due to bizarre events taking
lace in his home, Mr orchards called in the
police and was visited by a PC from
Bridge who then telephone SEEB at
Folkestone. As a result, SEEB wrote to
Canterbwy Subdivision HQ of Kent Police
suggesting that quantities of water had
been thrown into electrical appliances
despite the fact that many gallons could be
seen running do~ the lane.
The police responded by a letter
showing that once a preconceived notion
has been instilled, the intelligent
consideration and analysis of evidence
goes out of the window.

., ,~~i&~rl\'0 both have
ideas a5 to the cause of these incidents and
the police, in fact, have advised the parents
of their feelings in this matter. However, the
parents refuse to accept what has been said
and prefer to delve into the mysterious
occult for the apparent cause.
So there we have it. The police,
although totally lacking in evidence
whatever, had formed the opinion that the
Orchards' son David, was responsible for
tl1e bizarre happenings at Church Lane,
Adisharn.
We are, at present, no--nearer to solving
tile mystery of the strange force that, so
dramatically, invaded the Orchards' home
and still plagues the home of Frank and
Nigel Pattemore. Neither do we know
whether and authority knows what is
happening but won't admit whether they,
too, are in the dark.
Whatever the force is, it does not obey
tile known laws of electromagnetism but i~
without doubt very powerful.

{Bill Love is a physicist by profession
and has worked in such a capacity with
many large companies. I visited him in
Dowr in 1996 to enquire about these cases.
1 was impressed by the level of research
which he carried out 011 these cases. I feel
thai much more could have been done by the
authorities to further research on these
cases and tire conclusions which were drawn
were not the final answers. Bill Love has
accumulated a large amount ofdata on such
cases and would like to hear from people
with infonnation on similar happenings.
Please contact this magazine to be put in
touch. -ED}
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obtained one of the
strangest reactions he
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Frank
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With
Chris Fowler~~~~~~~~~
Since yours truly's visit to Gulf
Breeze I Pensacola last October there

have been a number of UFO sightings
that have been reported in the area. as
well as a loud boom that was heard in the

area in the early evening of October 29th.
Originally attributed to the Mississippi
National Guard, the boom that was heard
bas now been denied as being from them
due to the distances involved. There have
been many of these loud booms reported
over the years in the Gulf Breeze area
that have been named 'sky quakes', some
of these bave sometimes preceded and
followed intense UFO activity in the area.
The receot reported UFO sightings in
the area bave occurred on November 3rd in
Bagdad, Florida, November 22nd in
Pensacola (one of the most significant UFO
stghtmgs of the year which we will describe)
and December 2nd, 3rd and 4th from
Shoreline Park, when some of the classic
Gulf Breeze 'Bubba' UFOs were witnessed
by the regular skywatchers (see article on
Gulf Breeze in the last issue of Truth
Seekers). The sighting on the 3rd, even
though only about seven seconds in
duration, '-":3S one of the best sightinos
observ~d by the regular skywatchers ~t
Shorelme Park for some time. An amber
light about a quarter of an inch at an arm's
length was seen that was followed in rapid
successiOn by two other slightly smaller
amber lights. When illuminated together
they formed a curved edge of what appeared
to be one side of a ring of lights. The
Sightmg on the 4th was witnessed by a lone
skywatcher at Shoreline Park and consisted
of two short duration sightings of a red light.
About ten nunutes later the witness reorted
what seemed to be another 'sky quake'.
What was seen on the 22nd of
November, at aro1Uld 5:50pm is as follows
(reprinted from the Islar!der):-

Two witnesses were driving to a local
mail from their home in Northwest
Pensacola when one of them was paged.
She knew there was a telephone she c~uld
use at her church, and drove directlv there to
return the page. As the two witnes~es drove

up to the church outbuilding where the
telephone was, one of them noticed a large
bright orange light over the power substallon. "I was joking around saying it was
a UFO!" the witness told me. The second
witness saw the light and they stopped the
car. Still watching the light one of the
witnesses tried to use the telephone in the
church building. "It was all just static,' the
witness states, "You could not get
anything but static."
Meanwhile, as one witness was trying
to use the telephone, the other witness,
carrying the pager, decided to go toward
tl1e power sub-station to get a closer look
at tile light. "I just wanted to see what it
was," she told me. "It was perfectly round
and just hovering there, low above the
power thing." As she walked toward tile
sub-station, the pager began acting
strangely, vibrating and beeping at the
same time (which it is not designed to do)
and no numbers were showing up on it.
The other witness saw what her friend was
doing and became hysterical, calling the
second witness back.
Together again in the doorway of the
church building. the two witnc.-.ses
watched as a central ball of light began to
interact with the sub-station. 11 There were
sparks, like from a sparkler just raining
down from tins big orange ball of light to
the sub-station. then as we watched, two
smaller balls of ligh~ the same colour
kind of rolled out from the big one and
hung there next to it." One of the
witnesses estimates that the large ball of
light \Vas about two mches at ann's length
and the other, smaller lights, were about
half the size. The witnesses both went on
to describe how they watched for over five
minutes as the smaE ba!!s of light would
merge back with the larger ball and then
separate from it again. This occurred three
or four times. "When they went back in,
the sparks started going up to ti1e ball
instead of raining down," one witness
stated. 'You know there was something
intelligent controlling tile thing, because
every time a car would come bv and shine
ifs headlights, the whole thing waul
disappear, like someone tlipped a switch,

After watching this display for about
~-.1/2

to 3 mmutes the two witnesses were
JOmed by a third From the third witnesses
description, it would appear that bv this
time the UFO was moving away, bey~d the
sub-station. "it looked to me about a mile
beyond the power plant thing" the third
Wltness states. 1 could see ligbts in a
triangle sbape." This witness descrir.:d the
size at ann's length as being about 1 inch
across. "It looked to me like they were in a
perfect triangle, all sides the same." After
the tr~e witnesses watched for another
approxunately 2-1/2 minutes, all three
concur that...... it just went out and never
came back on.' lnunediately after the final
disappearance of the UFO, the pager
retnmed to Irs no11lU!l functions and the
telephone line became clear.

The UFO was not more than 80 yards
from all the witnesses. The one witness
who ran toward the power sub-station was
at one point much closer than that, bu; how
close is not possible to determine. The
v.ritness can not remember how close to the
sub-station she got before her friend called
her back. 'We were excited. My friend was
freaking out, so I ran back. rm not sure how
close I got to it,' she told me.
Apparently, we were told that there
were some other witnesses in the vicinity
who. also saw the UFO on that Friday
~verung. However. we have been given no
further infonnation on how to contact them.
Therefore we would urge them to come
forward and contact the hotline number.

~·-_,:.OPEN

•

CONTACT:

A REALITY OF THE 21ST CENTURY?
Public interaction with ET cultures would undoubtedly lead to a world revolution.
Our intergalactic researcher, Jonathan Hurst, adds to the debate. •.
craiiTITnaTIITLITIT'OIDIDIITDITDIOIOTiaiiTTIITTIITDIITDITTIIOiaTia~
The recent explosion of UFO-related
information seems to have popularised
tbe belief that interactions with. alien
cultures are already taking place, albeit
outside the realm of the general public.

Many are realising that the matter is far
more complicated than the wishful?
romantic scenario of an alien craft
landing on the White House lawn.
Although there is an escalating number of
multiple-witness landings and aerial
sightings that have occurred elsewhere.
For example: Bonnybridge, Scotland
(ongoing); Mexico City (ongoing); Gulf
Breeze (ongoing); Israel (1991-1993); and
Belgium (1989-1991). All of these cases
are supported by many convincing
witnesses and some of the best video and
photographic UFO evidence to date.
Should !here be a While House landing,
the authorities would probably conceal the
eveul until fully cognisanl of the
atler
extraordinarv
situation;
only
understand~g the nature of the visitors
might any mmouncement be made. Anyway.
a sensible pilot (from any plane!) would
choose the White House as the last place to
land.
Related to this matter, the growi11g
testimony of whistle-blO\\ing o111cials
(current and retired) fuels the argument that
aliens haven't landed outside the White
House (as far as we know), because contact
has already been established in a far less
overt
manner.
This
involves
the
governments and some members of the
general public.
An inter-governmental conspiracy of
sileuce, regarding ET contact, exists partly
because such news would deslabilise the
core ideological, technological and political
foundations of society. The impact would
ultimately lead to a mass cultural revolution.
In 1959, NASA commissioned the
Brookings Institution in Washington D.C.,
to evaluate the probable effeds on society if

we experienced contact with an alien
culture. TI1eir conscqueut report warned that
such contact would undoubtedly cause
sociological catastrophe. Ever since 1959,
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NASA has been extremely discreet on
what infonnation it makes public.
However, if an aru10uncement of
contact were made, the authorities would
have to be very tactful in justi[ving why
they remafued.- secretive for so long (if
admitting to a conspiracy)· 'public safety'
and 'intelligeuce gathering' may be
reasons given. Inevitably, the subject of
alieu abductions would be addressed, and
these claims may either be denied or, to
avoid hysteria, the public might be
reassured that no harm is intended to those
involved. But how would they explain the
sinister side?

In the days of open contact, the
authorities run the risk of being exposed
by the aliens. TI1e truth regarding
govenunent collusion would probably
come to light. No wonder the governments
remain quiet, despite an W1precedented
amount of alien activity worldwide.
It seems likely, however, that the
authorities have in operation a programme
of indoctrination to help lesseu the impact
of anv such revelation. PersonallY, I feel
the ti.me has come for those of .us with
knowledge and experience of ET contact
to be mori'open with our opinions. Let us
take the Native American elders as our
example. In June, 1996, tl1ey felt it was
time to tell the world of their ongoing
interactions with the Star Nations;
believing there shall be open contact
before the close of the 20th century.
Anyone with conunonsense catmot
deny the reality of the UFO subject after
examining the inexhaustible volume of
material now available. Historical records
inU.icate that the pre-Christian world
seemed very open to tl1e idea of 'gods'
visiting and founding many of our cultures.
Tribal societies have never forgotten this.
Onlv with the spread of Christianity has
the ·matter become a taboo subject. The
churches would like us to believe that the
only intelligences issuing from the sky are
angels and demons - yet these still fall
under the category of extraterrestrials.

'11Jo.;..:~
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There is much evidence to suggest that they
were hwnanoid visitors from other planets.
Actually, the Old Testament word 'Elohim'
(replaced with 'God' in later translations) is
plural and means, 'TI10se who came from
tl1e sky'.
Fortunately, statistics show that we are
turning our backs on Christianity and
embracing pre-Christian pagan and 'postChristian' New Age philosophies. Public
awareness is changing and people are
beginning to take the official line with a
large pinch of salt. Theoretical physics has
made great progress over recent decades,
now postulating parallel worlda and
previously ·esoteric' concepts of reality.
Newtonian principles are being discarded in
favour of a 'holographic' paradigm, thereby
the difficulty in understanding UFO
propulsion and 'paranormal' phenomeua.
The old world is giving birth to the new.
TYPES OF CONTACf

According to lhe evidence, literally
hundreds of extraterrestrial civilisations
appear to be in contact with the Earth today;
interacting with us on many different levels.
The majority of contact seems to occur
during sleep when we are active on the
astral planes. 1bis is a time when we seem
most receptive to higher consciousness,
since the astral is not as dense and
suffocating as the physical plane. Of course,
phyaical contact does take place, normally
on an individual basis. Apparently, this is
because of a Universal Code of Conduct that
is honoured by most evolved civilisations.
Usually an intelligent race is giveu the
freedom to resolve its own dysfunctions
without ex1ernal salvation; although subtle
guidance and inspiration may be offered.
One way of helping without overtly
interferiog is by 'incarnating' into the
struggling society (related to the concept of
reincarnation). Today there are countless
individuals who believe that they are alien
visitors to the Earth, on missions of a
humanitarian nature (known as Star
People). Some believe that this movement

'S<I included many of the great spiritual
Leachers, such as Krishna. Buddha, and
Jesus.
So one can w1derstand why evolved
races are extremely careful when interacting

with other planets. Open contact would

•

probably not be instant, but worked toward

over many centuries or even millenia.

an ideal way of helping our society without
direct interference. Tire pictognirns are
also said to assist with the rejuvenation of
our planet's depleted etheric grid system.
TI1ey tend to appear on recognised etheric
vortices, where a number of leylines cross.
Many New Agers also believe that our
mass consciousness is in some way
cmmected to the grid system, with one
affecting the other.

AP.: How does dJe planet Earth rate in
your experience? Are W€ reasonably well
developed?
ET: Planet Earth is in for a very difficult
time, spinning very fast, making heads of
men go round too quickly and think too
much about silly little problems. But I think
tlmt long-term prospect for Earth is
relatively good.

However, not all races appear to share
AP: Are you going to help us from
wherever you are speah:'ing?
ET: Maybe. That is to be discuased soon
at a meeting of the Universal Planet
Development Society, and we are
considering shortly the special case of Earth.

the same set of ethics. The rogue Greys are
probably allowed to remain on Earth

because covert elements of government have
fom1ed treaties with them. They have been
invited here and allowed to pursue all of
their dubious projects. Tims evolved races
have left them alone, because they've so far

chosen to honour the judgment of those

AP: Have you spoken to Mr Heath? [In
those days, the Prime Minister.]
ET: I know of Mr Heath, this
gentleman. No? Yes, he is a gentleman. He
is at this moment ~ Mr Heath ~ yes I can see
him. Yes, I see him there. He is at the
moment - he is having - he is sleeping, but
very quickly he will get up to have his
breakfast. He is at the moment not in your
country.

working with the negative Greys and their
allies. This is surely why suspicious ETs
seek treaties, as they would find it difficult

in remaining here otherwise. Why else
would an advanced intelligence want
pennission from govenunents, when they
could abduct people regardless?

TELEPATHIC CoNTACT

TV
Another torm of ET contact occurring
today is that of a telepathic nature. This may
also take the form of channelling
(translation) and mediumship (mediation).
Channelled books abound, usually claiming

to be the messages of ETs, angels, or
spiritual masters. Most talk about the
transformation of planet Earth and how
different our wav of life will be in the
Golden Age. Many even claim that this new

age will come as the planet undergoes a
dimensional shift into a higher .::fat:::; of

existence.
However, after examining the broad
spectnun of cham1elled material. the tlaws

of contemporary hwnan nature become
painfully obvious. Inconsistency and
contradiction of data can be found
everywhere, probably due to tl1e fact that tl1e

communicated information is inevitably
coloured by the channel's
level of understanding.

O\\U

ability and

AND RADIO BROADCASTS
FROM SPACE

It may
there do
broadcasts
come from

sound too good to be true, but
exist several accounts of
on TV and radio purporting to
concerned e~traterrestrials.

On 8tl1 Januarv, 1971, Greater London
Radio featured a phone~ in on the subject of
UFOs. At 9. I Opm, a caller mmounced in a
c.;old, metallic voice that he was speaking
from outer space. A guest of the phone-in
was the late ufologist and theosophist, Rex
Dutta, who compiled the transcript given
below.

Assistant Producer: Why are you

Extraterrestrial: I have not phoned
you. I am speaking by thought -transference
guided by computer.

AP: f1'7wt does char mean?

designs are 'mandalas' encoded with
activational messages understood by our
collective unconscious. Apparently the
designs are based upon a sacred geometry
and mathematics that is the creational
language of the cosmos. If so, this would be

AP: Wlrat sort of trouble?
ET: I think :ua.~.kmd makes very silly.
foolish mistakes. It does not look at
elementary methods and forgets important
principles; always looks at unimportant
U1ings and thinks unimportant things are
important. And because of Utis there will be
much trouble.
AP: How can mankind avoid this
disaster?
ET: No, I cannot say because you "ill
not listen.
AP: I am listening co you now.

E T: It means how do you do.

One theory regarding the crop circle

AP: What do you think the prospects
are for this planet?
ET: Well, I tell you that very shortly
now on Earth there will be very big trouble.

calling us?

CosMic Lf,NGl'AGE

(alias pictograrn) phenomenon, is Umt the

AP: No, you are quite right, he iS not in
our country at the moment. You have spoken
to him then?
ET: I have spoken not to him, no. But I
have heard him speak, yes. But I have not
spoken with him myself.

AP: Very welL Haw do you do, Sir?
ET: Yes. Evidence of life in outer
space is not visible to Earth eyes except
the chosen few who have celestial ability
to appertain and to appreciate higher
intelligences

E T: I know, it has happened before.
Also men on Earth say men, other men. do
not listen; they do not wish to listen. They
wish to hear other things and they turn
away. For a time on Earth the trouble must
come and no words, it seems. can escape
this.

AP: ff'1Jere are you now?
ET: I am now approximately, Earth
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lh3tince, 200,0fl0 miles over 'x' in the

centrt of 'y'. [Maryiebone High Stred,
Greater London.]

AP: What are you doi11g there?
E T: I am speaking at the moment to you
by computer thought-transference system.

•

AP: rn,y dou 't you speak to me /ace to
face?
ET: I have no face, I am vet:.' SOil"!"·
AP: Do you eJ:ist in the way a nomwl
human being does?
ET: It is possible to assume a human
appearance, yes.
AP: How long do you do I Iris for? And
when do you do it?
ET: Oh, it is for maybe five minutes, ten
minutes, at one time; but not for very long.
AP: lf11}' do you do it?
ET: Amusement.
AP: You .find us amusing on Earth?
ET: Yes. There is always great
temptation to interfere, but to interfere is not
scientific. It is not. It is to destroy that which
is natural among men.

AP: You are obvimts(v of superior
intelligence. H!Jry aren't you helping us?
ET: Because the first rule of life is tlmt
every creature must help himself and use his
own intelligence. It is possible sometimes to
guide the way, but very often guidance is
ignored.
AP: Are you going to try and guide us?
ET: Yes. l11ere are men among you now
who would guide you, but you would also
ignore that.
AP: 1f1~al sm1 ofmen are they? H71o are
they?
ET: l shall not sar.

AP: 1-Vhy not?
ET: Because they would be attacked.
AP: Do you
ET: Yes.

real~v

believe that?

AP: ffi7ly would the_v be attacked?
ET: Because they speak the truth.
AP: So how do you intend to help us?
ET: The only way you can b< helped is
not by doing for you that which rou must do
for yourself But possibly by guiding the
way, but indirectly not directly. It is not
possible to say to man. 'You must do this;
because it is in the nature of man not to do
this, but to do something different hecause
there is in the nature of man perhaps a
'.:':t~ ;'.:li

perversity which we observt'". But never
mind, ~·ft·· iS· possib!z perhaps if man uses
only one thing - that is intelligence. The
greatest danger in man is pity. Man has a
strong feeling of pity for his fellow men,
for suffering. It is good but it ls not the
highest good In tl1e universe, the highest
good is balance, is justice, not pity. A very
interesting thing but justice is the most
important element in the universe. And if
man will find justice, there is hope for
man.

AP: What you have been saying has
made a gljm.t deal of sense to me. How
could I contact you again?
ET: Call outer space sometime.
AP: Haw do I call you?
ET: Call me Sir.
AP: How do I call you Sir?
ET: You call me Sir any way you like,
l don't mind. Any way. Now l must return
to outer space.
AP: Well, it has been a great pleasure
talking to you, Sir. n1ank you very much
indeed.
ET: Goodbye.
THE ASHTAR GAL\Cf!C
CoMMAND
The most 13mous of television
broadcasts occurred in England on 26th
November, 1977, on Soutl1em lTV (which
covered London, the South, and Soutl1
East). The time was 5.12pm and the
message (audio only) interrupted the
evening news. Lasting 5Yz minutes, it was
superimposed over the voice of the
newsreader, Ivor Mills. No less than five
transmitters were hijacked simultaneously,
spread over great distances, and the
htdependent Broadcasting Authority were
not even aware that the message was
overriding their signal; as the transmitters
would
have
been
switched
off
immediately. The nature of the overriding
signal seemed to indicate that its source
was not terrestrial, but from outer space.
TI1e newsreader appeared completely
oblivious to the situation and continued as
usual, while the voice spoke slowly S.;td
calmly, as if echoing through water. Below
is the transcript, again compiled by tl1e
late Rex Dutta, with the use of
sophisticated studio equipment.
"Titis is the voice of Gramaha [?], a
representatiVe · of the Ashtar Galactic

Conimand, speaking to you. For many
years now you have seen us as lights in the
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skies. We speak to you now in peace -.. i
Wiscl.om as we have dvae to your bn.. •s
and sisters all over this, your planet Earth.
"We come to warn you of the destiny of
your race and your world so that you may
communicate to your fellow beings the
course you must take to avoid the disasters
which tlueaten your world, and the b<ings
on our worlds around you. This is in order
that you may slwe in the great awakening,
as the planet passes into the New Age of
Aquarius. Tile New Age can be a time of
great peace and evolution for your race, but
only If your rulers are made aware of the
evil forces that can overshadow their
judgn1ents.
"Be still now and listen, for your chance
may not come again. For many years your
scientists, government and generals have not
heeded our warnings; they have continued to
experiment with tl1e evil forces of what you
call nuclear energy. Atomic bombs can
destroy the Earth, and the b<ings of your
sister worlds, in a moment. The wastes from
atomic power systems will poison your
planet for many thousands of your years to
come.
"We, who have followed the patl1 of
evolution for fur longer tlJan you, have long
since realised this - that atomic energy is
always directed against life. It has no
peaceful application. Its use, and research
into its use, must be ceased at once, or you
all risk destruction. All weapons of evil
must be removed.
"The time of con11ict is now past. TI1e
race of which you are a part DJaY proceed to
the highest planes of evolution if you show
yo~eh·es. w-0rthy to do this. You have but a
short time to learn to live together in peace
and goodwill.
"Small groups all over the planet are
learning tltis, and exist to pass on the light
of the dswning New Age to you all. You are
free to accept or reject their teachings, but
only those who learn to live in peace will
pass to the higher realms of spiritual
evolution.
"Hear now the voice of Gramaha, a
representative of the Ashtar Galactic
Command, speaking to you. Be aware also
that there are many false prophets and
guides operating in your world. They will
suck your energy from you • the energy you
call money and will put it to evil ends giving
you worthless dross in return.
"Your inner divine self will protect you
from this. You must learn to b< sensitive to
the voice within that can tell you what is
truth, and what is confusion, chaos and

'ltruth. Learn to listen to the voice of truth
..vhich is within you and- -you will lead
yourselves on to the path of evolution.

•

«TI1is is our message to our dear friends.
We have watched you gTO\\'ing for many
years as you too have watched our lights in
your skies. You know now that we are here,
and that there are more beings on and
around your Earth than your scientists
admit.
"We are deeply concerned about you and
your patl1 towards the light and will do all
we can to help you. Have no fear, seek only
to know yourselves, and live in harmony
with the ways of your planet Earth. We of
the Ashtar Galactic Command tl1ank you for
your attention. We are now leaving the
plane of your existence. May you be blessed
by the supreme love and truth of the
COSITIOS."

The message received a mixed reaction:
some listeners were terrified, some
intrigued, while others remained scepticaL
Of course, the media denounced the
broadcast as a hoax, even though the
Independent Broadcasting Autl10rity failed
to e."Xplain how its stringent security system
was bypassed; and tlte supposed terrestrial
perpetrators were never found

It would seem that broadcasts of a
similar nature occurred worldwide, even in
other areas of the UK. "We speak to you
now in peace and wisdom as we have done
to your brothers and sisters all over tills,
your planet Eartl1."
The Ashtar Galactic Command, as
mentioned in the broadcast, features quite
prom~nc.;_1t!y in channelled material going
back to tl1e early 1940s. In channellings
subsequent to the broadcast, the
entities do claim responsibility. In
1994 several channels published
information that the Ashtar
Conunand were planning another
similar series of broadcasts.
However, it appears that proposed
dates have so far not been met.

COMMENT FROM OTHER
ALIENS

Believe it or not, I run in
almost daily contact with several
types of extraterrestrials. 'This is
made possible via the channelling
and ESP skills of my partner,
Janice Jackman. Prior to
meeting, she had fought
'psychic· contact since it began 15
years ago. In addition to telepathic

dialogue, the ETs assure us that we also
have contact of an astrai and physical
nature - but recall is appropriated by our
level of personal development. Janice,
being very psychic, has substantial recall.
Recently, our contact has primarily
been with two humanoids, called Oni
Colona and Rualda, who claim to come
from the year 2081. Apparently, when in
telepathic ~ommunication with us, they are
seated on broad a saucer-shaped craft
suspended nearby. Most of the time the
craft is invisible, due to interdimensional
and
cloaking
capabilities.
More
infonnation concerning these two beings
will feature in a later article, including the
extraordinary n3ture of our personal
relationship with them. Briefly, they claim
to be our future selves.
Oni and Rualda state that all ETs,
intending visits to Earth, are supposed to
obtain clearance from the Galactic
Council. However, this rule is sometimes
broken by groups such as the rogue
Reticulans who \Vork \vitll certain
goverrunent agencies.
Generally, lucid contact is forbidden
and must take place in the more concealed
fonns outlined above. However, Oni and
Rualda seem very contident that alien
contact will become an w1deniable fact
before tl1e year 2000.
They claim the British govenm1ent has
recently commissioned an international
research body to collate infonnation on ti1e
alien guests and prepare a brief for tll.e big
announcement. Oni and Rualda state that
the Reticulans (alias Greys) are very eager
to reveal themselves pnblid·,· ~ her:-::e the
proliferation of their imagery in the media.

Although the first group to be made public
will probably be a Blonde type from the
Pleiades. At first they will oooperate with
the governments, but later expose them.
Time will tell if any of this comes true, in
addition to much else that Janice and I have
been told.
According to Oni and Rualda, the
sightings over Mexico City are part of an
experiment to gauge public reaction, being
conducted by the Greys and the US
government. The crafts seen are apparently
of
terrestrial
(govenunent)
and
extraterrestrial origin.
The pair also state tl<&t the majority of
Black Triangles seen belong to two groupsthe Greys and a race monitoring them, who
are of the Nordic kind, from Orion.

In connection with abductions, they state
that the Reticnlan hybridisation experiment
was a suocess; with a colony of about 2,000
hybrids existing in their lime, 2081. As has
also been revealed by other sources, the
planet chosen to support this colony is called
Essassan.i, in the constellation of Orion;
some 500 ligl1tyears away, Several other
races also live on Essassani, including
volunteers from planet Earth - as part of a
'Great Migration' tl1at took place in 2e21.
Beginning this year, 1997, the pair

claim governments will start to release more
information, possibly cuhninating with a big
announcement in 1998. Apparently, the
Galactic Council bas forbidden open contact
before this time (except in previous
civilisations) because of public fear and our
level of social development
CoNcLUsiON

I have spoken with
several different ETs via
persons having the ability to
channel, and all of tl1em
state with unanimity that
covert factions of First
World govenunents are
indeed colluding with some
groups of dubious aliens,
like the rogue Greys.
However, these groups are
but a minute fraction of the
total alien community !l0¥1
interacting with Earth, and
will not constitute a threat or
problem when open contact
is established.
My ET friends urge us
all to prepare ourselves for
that great time of public
interaction with otherplanetary
cultures,
by

dissolving our fears and opening our minds
to the excifemt.:;";t that lie!i. uhead.

•

TI1e Galactic Council has monitored our
situation for a very long time and now feel
the moment has come for the re-introduction
of Earth back into the interplanetal}·
conummity. We are now at a sociological
stage where the acceptance of alien life is
easier than decades before, and so it is less
likely that the 'big atmouncement' would
result with mass hysteria. Planetarv
isolation no longer serv~s the evolution o.f
humankind.
Evenrually, Ute day will arrive when this
pianet shall be freed of all t)Tltnny and dark
govenunent, and that time shall be known as
the Golden Age. My ET friends stress that
this great era is not far off- maybe they'll be
right I and many others hope so. Frankly, I
can't quite see the human race surviving for
much longer otherwise.

PROFILES

Janice Jackman: Aged 36, a divorcee,
Contactee and Star Person with hybrid
DNA. Being preoccupied with Urree infants
and a retail venture, she has had minimal
exposure to ufblogical material. With the
support of Jonathan, only recently has she
begun to utilise her natural psychic powers.
For many years Janice has kept to herself
extensive recall of past lives and contacts
with extraterrestrials. She has never been
hypnotised.
Jonathan Hurst: Aged 23, an Alien
Walk-in, Crypto-Contactee and Twin Soul
of Janice. Also fonner edHIJr. ,r,.f the p.:·.y_
defm1ct Star Force magazine, which dealt
\\ith subjects of a metaphysical and
extraterrestrial nature. For details of
remaining issues, please send a SAE to:

Star Force, I~ Deaconess Court,
Queens Road, Ukley, West Yorkshire
lS29 9QJ.

Janice and Jonathan are available to give
talks on l11ese subjects plus much more:
interested parties please write to the above
address. Any othef correspondence is
welcome.

Your support via subscription
is essential for our continued
effective reproduction of the magazine.
If you wish to subscribe please send a
cheque or postal orders made payable to
Truthseekers Magazine.
6 editions- 1 year- £10.20

lt-115 and /liSA. we know all about you!

{Janice Jackman appeared in previous
editions ofTrothseekers magazine as Janice

X. .. I prefered this name - ED}

3 editions - half a year - £5.10

jWrite to the magazine address!
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Trying to distinguish the so-called
hoaxes from the so-called genuine
crop circles can be very diffwult in
many cases. There are certain signs
(criteria) that should make the
distinction easier for us. Some not very
consistent researchers, however, often
work with criteri<l that cannot be
described otherwise than as doubifuL
For instance, the microscopic photos of
the cell wall of stem parenchyma made in
England are supposed to point at something
unusual. This made us think that the
differences between the samples taken from
a supposedly genuine circle and those taken
outside the circle would consist in the
occurrence of thinner cell wall, various
perforations ... etc., as suggested, However,
a detailed microscopic examination of our

"statolyty" in Cuch), which occur in cells
quite commonly and which appear in the
seeds during ripeing.

samples carried out by biologist RNDR
Vaclav Svamberk shows that
these
morphological
formations
represent
common
anatomical

Few people realise they
are more likely, to be
holding a proof of their
naivety in their hands,
because, in most cases, the
roots of the crop are parallel
with the stem, which is a
perfectly normal state in
such plants. A completely
different situ.ation is wh~
the roots are mauifestly in-a
vertical position to the bent
stems This kind of effect
should be considered as an
important indicator.

phenomenon. No differences

between the two sets of
samples were established

There is a sufficient
number of microphotographs
of the control samples to prove
this . However, there are still
some researchers who use
these photographs as evidence
without even knowing what
they really show.
Those
special little ruptures they talk
about are in fact ordinary grains of starch (

a bend ! Many enthusiasts simply discover a
few bent stems in a circle and tell everybody
in excitement that this proves the
genuineness of the formation involved.

So, if you come across these photos,
you can be quite sure there is no
abnormality

involved, no factor
that would indicate
genuineness.
Some~imes

astonishing

it is
how

easily one can be
deceived here. Bent
crop is, among
others, considered
as one of the
properties of a
genuine circle. But

there is a difference
between a bend and

There are cases when
the bending of the stems in the first or the
second node can be as extreme as 90'. or, in
some instances, you fmd out that the
downing of the stems was not caused by any
bending or folding over of the plants, but
that a part of the root sysem was pulled up
and the plants were simply downed without
any deformation (tho root is quite elastic and
thus easy to bend) - These are the cases
when thinking about the procedure of a
possible hoaxer is rather pointless.
{Petr is a Cl•eclwslovakim• Republic
researcl1er of crop circks- /tis group Sirills
would like to hear from UK crop circk
researchers. Write to the magazb1e address
for details 011 huw to contact Sirius - ED}
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On August the 27th and 28th 1996 1 visited the Public Records
Office in Kew, London along with Matthew Williams, Richard Conway and Sue Dilworth in search of released documents relating to
UFO sightings and investigations that have been released under the
30 year ruling. In particular we were after a document, AIR 2 16918,
that contained a page concerning a UFO sighting in the 1960s that
was investigated by Provost and Security Services, the MoD's own
internal police service.
This document had been brought to
light by researcher Nick Redfern who had
discovered it previously and featured it
when he was on an episode of the BBC
series on the paranormal 'Out Of This
World', that had been aired in July. Also
featured on this episode was a short segment
on RAF Rudloe Manor in Wiltshire that
featured Matthew Williams. Rudloe Manor
is now where Provost and Security Services
are based, and is the site where it is alleged
in Tim Good's book 'Above Top Secret that
the MoD has conducted secret research into
UFOs for a number of years.
AUGUST 2711f
We arrived at the PRO ready with the
reference nwnber of the said document
which we had got in advance from Nick
Redfern. After 'signing' into the PRO and
being given our pagers we went straight
a way to the reference room and ordered the
document on the computer for viewing.
Around ten to twenty minutes after doing so
you are paged to inform you that the

document is ready for viewing. and then you
go and pick it up and take it to a reading
room. The PRO itself is quite tight with
sec uritv, with cameras even·where and
security guards wandering aro~d. When
we went to collect the document we were
told that it was not currentlY available as it
was held in Photo Estimat.;. waiting to be
copied. so we then went to Photo Estimates,
where you get the documents photocopied if
you wish to do so, and asked if it was
possible to view the document and get a
copy of some if it On doing so we
discovered that it wasnt in fact in Photo
Estimates and was apparently missing, so
the staff then informed us that they woulddo
a search for it and told us to l!y again for it
later, which we did on many occasions. The
staff there were quite helpful, one lady who
was helping us informed us that it had been
missing since May, which I found
interesting because if they had known it had
been missing since then, then why is it not
listed as being so instead of it being on

record as being in Photo Estimates.
LETTER FROM BLUE BOOK

One docwnent of interest that was
found by Richard Conway (AiR I I 7527)
was a letter dated June 15th 1965 from a
member of staff at Project Blue Book, Lt.
Colonel Jolm E. Spaulding USAF, to a Mr.
R A Langton at our MoD asking whether
the British MoD has an equivalent to
Project Blue Book. It also mentions that
the scientific consultant to Blue Book, Dr.
J. Allen Hynek was due to visit London
that year and wanted to discuss the subject
of UFOs with people at the MoD. The
reply to tllis letter from unnamed persons
at the MoD (tltey have been deleted from
the document), dated June 24th 1965, is
very interesting in a number of ways (see
enclosed photocopies). Perhaps the most
interesting statement on the letter is as
follows:'Our policy is to play down the subject
of UFOs and tP rvoid · Jttaching Wldue
attention or publicity to it. As a result, we
have never had any serious political
pressure to mount a large-scale
investigation such as Project Blue Book.
Indeed, the matter has been raised only
once in Parliament in the last 5 or 6 years,
and then only in a perfunctory way. 11

Tite letter also goes on to say that they
would be delighted to discuss the maner
with Dr. Hynek when he comes to London
later on that year. Shortly before we left
the PRO that day we tried once more to
see 1f it had turned up, but as e~l'ected by
now, it hado\ so we left ready to try again
the next day.
AUGUST 2811f
We arrived yet again at lite PRO ready
to once more search through our
govl'flllilents UFO files in hope of fmding
something of interest, though after
spending the previous day doing the same,
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we weren't too hopeful. We met up with
Sue (Richard couldn1 make it on the second
day) and then once again enquired with staff
if the missing document had turned up yet, it
hadn't, but we were told that it was still
being searched for and was being treated
seriously. That day we were only spending
half the day there, as we had to get back to
Wales, so before leaving we again asked if it
had turned up yet This time the staff
member went and got the manageress of the
department concerned, named Vivienne
Bales. When we spoke to her we explained
about the document and told her that it had
been featured on 'Out Of This World
recently, she then told us that they, the PRO,
had in fact received a note from the MoD
requesting the document, suggesting that
that may be something to do with it When
she told us this, at no poin did she say to us,
11
0fT the record._ .... " Bingo we thought,
that's why it's gone conveniently missing!
We all then left the PRO in agreement that
it's all a con and sure that all of the real
significant documents probably never get
released.
AUGUST 2911f
The day after I got home I immediately
wrote a letter to Kerry Philpott at the MoD
(Air Staff 2A) specifically asking why the

document had been requested by the MoD.
I received my reply from her a month later
and her reply to my question is as follows:.

With regard to your comments about file
AIR 2 Jl6918 held ill the Public Record
Office (Your Para 5), I can tell you that
have made enquiries through the MOD
Records fvfanagement Branch and the staff
were able to confirm that the MOD had not
recalled this file from the PRO. When
enquiries were made the PRO's computer
records showed t/uJt this file was held by the
PRO's photo ordering department. it is quite
common for members of the public to
request photocopies of documents held 011

file at the PRO and the file would have to be
temporarily withdrawn from public viewing
whi/.vt the papers were being photocopied.
After the photocopies have been token the
file is available for viewing again. You may
be interested to know that once an official
file/e has been selected for permanent
,..tention, and iuJs been transferred to the
PRO, it would be illegal for any documents
contained OlJ the file to be removed, or
tampered with in any way by anyone. '
I was surprised at this response after

'ing tolq oth~r; ?Y staff at tl1e PRO. It
.s most'likelj>ithoi\gh,lli!tt Kerry Philpott wa>
telling the truth in her letter to me, as she

•

was probably told by staff at the PRO that
the doctmlent was in the 'photo ordering
department", which is what they are still
telling people who haven~ found out
otherwise. Shortly afterwards (in early
October), I phoned the PRO myself and was
put through to Vivienne Bales. When I
confronted her with what she bad told us on
tl1e 28th August and what I had just got back
in my reply from the MoD, she confirmed
that she told us that they did have a note
requestiug the document from the MoD
She said that she'd presumed that was why it
was misaiug from the PRO, but now said
that it probably wasn't the reason and
thought that the MoD probably hadn't
received it as it was missing. It was no
surprise to find out that the document bad
not turned up yet, but I was told to phone
back in a few weeks time, as they were
shortly closing for a wek to do stock taking
and it would probably turn up if it had been
mis-filed ' As I was going to be out of the
country berween October the 9th and the
22nd, I decided to leave it until I got back to
phone up the PRO once more.
Shortly after I got home I phoned the
PRO and again was put through to Vivienne
Bales. Once more I explained all to her and
that she had said that they'd had a note from
the MoD etc.
All of which she
acknowledged as she remembered our
previous conversation. Again it was of no
swprise to me to fm.d out that it hadn't
turned up, even though they had recent]\'
been closed for stock taking, so I was told to
try again in a months time.

In the meantime I contacted Nick
Redfern and told him about all the fuss that
had gone on in search of file AIR 2 16913.
Luckily Nick had a copy of the whole
document himself which he had got
photocopied from the PRO not too loug atlcr
it was released. Nick told me that it was
only one page that related to Provost &
Security Services out of a few hundred. He
also told me that he had used his own copv
on 'Out Of Tiris World' and he said tl1at
shortly after he had got the docun1ent he had
sent a copy of the page relating to P&SS to
their office in Whitehall, which we both
found to be very interesting.
Short lv
afterwards Nick kindly sent us copies of tl1e

elusive document, which we now have in
our possession at last!
NOVEMBER
During November I received a phone
call from Richard Conway as he was writing
an article on our visit to the PRO for UFO
Reality magazine, so I tilled him in on all

Ute details after not having spoken to eac~
other lor a while due to my t\Vo·l.V~s
away. At this time I had not yet phoned
Vivienne Bales back, so as Richard was
writing it all up, we decided that he'd do it.
Later on that day Richard called back
and told me something that gave me a
surprise. He had spoken to Vivienne
Bales at the PRO and she had told him that
she had made a mistake and they in fact
hadn't received a note from the MoD
requesting the document! This, after
confuming the matter with me twice!
Richard said that it seemed obvious to
him that she wasn't telling him the truth.
It now seems that pcrhaps she told us
something she shouldn~ have back in
August and maybe she has been told off
for doing so? Hcr superiors would by then
have certainly been aware that a member
of staff had told members of the public
that the MoD had requested this document
because of my letter to Kerry Philpott.
One thing \vas obvious by now, and that
was that someone along the line is not
telling the truth! It's also hard to imagine
how someone could steal such a thick
docoment from the PRO with all the
security they have. All they would have to
do was trace who last viewed or dealt with
it? To date, after being missing for over
six months, it is still not listed as being so.
Why?

Meeting 27.2.97. Open for membership.
For further details contact:

M;ke Byrne
01953 387536 OR

jed Dousl (phonejlax)

01379 687530
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WITNESS COMES FORWARD
Whilst attending a meeting of the
British Flying Saucer Bureau in Bristol on
November 28th we were to discover that
the witness, who had the sighting on
August 30th I %2 in Trull, Taunton, that
the n,_i . . si::ig d<'c...:~nt concerns, had
independently come forward and appeared
in an article in The Western Daily Press
only days before telling of her sighting.
She had apparently figured tlmt it was OK
to talk about it now as it was over 30 years
ago and had even said that people from the
MoD had come and visited her and told
her to keep quiet about her sighting, which
she had done until now. Such statements
from UFO witnesses don't say much for
statements by Nick Pope tlmt the MoD
have never sent out people to visit
witnesses and told them to be quiet. Nick
claims that people who claim such things
·have obviously been visited by impostors
having a joke at the witnesses expense!

Producers of

SKYUNK
Magazine

c:::: <::>...., t~ ~t:

MR ROY LAKE
1 Oa Tudor Road
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This is where all this stands at the
moment, no doubt we will discover more
about it all as time goes on.

{Jhe edior was present when Vivian
Bales said the MOD requested the file be
returned to them ... -ED}
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PLEASE ENCLOSE A S.A.E.

EXTRA ARTICLE ON
LENSANDA

•
I have a strong suspicion that something
covert is going on at a place called
Glensanda, which is situated not far from
this "neck of the woods". We are all led to
believe that a straightforward - albeit
teclmical - quarrying operation is taking
place which involves boring and cutting
down vertically from the top [Glory Holing?]
of a mountain in order to extract granite
from a tunnel outlet in the side of the hill,
for shipment to the USA for road building
requirements! You may well be aware of·
this superqnarry, or of another which has
been proposed for the Island of Harris in the
Western Isles, where oonsiderable publicity
has been generated by those islanders in
their objection to the proposed site.
The large and wild mountainous area
containing tl1e Glensanda mining operations
is located on a point of land bordered by the
sea loch, Loch Linnhe, and the Sound of

Mull. There are no roads accessing the site
and as far as I am aware no recognized hill
tracks available to gain access should one
want to do so. Should an attempt be made by
someone to venture across the wild
mountains and moorland and fmally reach
the Glensanda site, I am told that they would
be confronted by a high perimeter fence
patrolled by security gnards. It is also said
that the workers there are under some for of
secrecy oath. Machinery and heavy
excavating equipment is ferried across Loch
Linnhe from Barcaldine, North of Oban. A
few years ago it was rumoured that a piece
of equipment was sabotaged at the site. For
what reason I wonder, if there was nothing
to hide: it a being conventional quarry
operation?
Back in 1985 a Scottisll solicitor and
Scottish National Party activist, William
MacRae was found dead in hil! car a sh~rt
distance off the A87 road between
Invergarry and Kyle of Lochalsh in the
North West highlands. He's been shot in the
head with a handgun. The official verdict
was suicide. But it wasn't as straightforward
as that, as the gun he had used was found to
be too far away for MacRae to have thrown
it atler e supposedly shooting himself. The
murder has never been satisfactori}!
explained, and much has been written about
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the tragic incident in the local press over
the years. A full and comprehensive
account (a complete chapter of 28 pages)
has also been written by Andrew Murray
Scott and Ian Macleay in "Britain's Secret
War - Tartan Terrorism and the Anglo
American State" suggesting that Willie
MacRae may have been about to reveal
state secrets which were better kept with
the "powers that be" for reasons of
national security.

I cannot help wondering whether
Willie knew about plans for creating a

nuclear dump, site at Glensanda and
because of the recently previous concern
amongst
Scots,
and
Highlanders
particularly, was silenced in order to
prevent him from revealing long term
plans regarding the siting of nuclear waste
dumps. The Atomic Energy Authority
hated him for Iris vociferous rejections of
their attempted underhanded methods of
dodging and avoiding planning permission
when searching for sites in the Highlands.
Seemingly Willie was highly elated a short
time before his "'execution". quoting
several times to his close friends "I've got
them. I've got them". What he was
referring to was has never been revealed
but I can't help wondering if it had
something to do with Glensanda. MI5 and
the Special Branch were constantly on his
tail. This has been well documented. That
Willie MacRae was undoubtedly one of
Britain's greatest seekers of the truth and
sought to expose cover-ups and release
pertinent information to the subjects of
this country is admirably sununed up by
Alan Clayron'writing to the "Scotsman" on
9~ April 1988, when he wrote:- "To my
mind it is abundantly clear that Willie
MacRae was a well established dangerous
and deadly enemy of a state which will go
to apparently any lengths to sustain and
protect itself.

If anybody can tbrow any ligbt on
any of the above, Truthseekers
magazine and the author would like to
bear from you.
From Peter Maldon of Scotland
{Jhanks for this -ED}
Pag~
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When and how are the Polaris
Submarines being disposed of? What
happened after Mullwharkar? Where did the
government geology boffins go? For the last
13 years we have heard very little about in
the highlands would be suitable for dumping
nuclear waste. After the Oystercatcher
project in Glen Etive revealed that
goverrunent agents were seeking suitable
dumping sites for radioactive materials, a
pertinent hush fell over the Highlands while
Nirex encouraged discreet dumping at
Dounr""y and Sellafield (formerly the
notorious leaking Windscale).

I would suggest that for the last 15
years, geologists in the employ of HM
Government
have
literally
gone
underground at Glensanda under the guise
of commercial rock extraction while at the
same time they were providing the MOD
with dsta and suitability options for not only
dumping nuclear waste at Gleusanda but,
Wait for it - the eventual dumping and
sealing in of tbe Polaris Nuclear
Submarines! Why not? These deteriorating
notorious weapons of war would be floated
underwater into an enormous hole created in
the interior of the mountain below sea level
without anyone apart from the few in the
know being aware of what was going on
until after the event, by which time it would
of course be too late to take objectional
action_
The vessels would be covered and
sealed along with other expected nuclear
waste, and that would be the end of the
matter - or would it? Geologists will assure
you that there is no risk, or at least very
little, from earthquake activity in the area
around Glensanda. That's because there has
been relatively little activity from this threat
during the recent past Anyone knowing
their geography and having a basic
knowledge of geology will be aware that
Glensanda lies on the Highland Great Glen
fault line, a great divide split numing Nortl1
East to South West which divides the
Highlands in two. Just because there have
been no major earth movements this century
doesn't mean that such could not happen in
the future. With earthquake activity
increasing all over the world at a time when
oatural and global disasters are peaking,
what makes the experts so sure that
Glensanda is a safe and satisfactory site to
bury such dangerous material?
Having said that, perhaps I have got it
wrong. I hope so for the sake of the
Highland peoples.
- - - - - - - - Utrknmm Author

Since

.O:.,ETTER2

•

:my

last ''close enoounter" I

.;hangc:d my views of tite state of things in
the Universe in seconds, so it also changed

I am a great writer to all and sundry
from tbe MOD down to MP's via several
newspapers etc... and give talks on my
years of experiences with the general
paranormal scene, UFO'S in particular,
have been on TV in the past and radio,
and am writing a book on it an which has
so far been amended several times in the
last five or more yean as my views and
experiences change!

my whole life. Therefore I am concerned
with the state of otir planet, since ones
priorities change, too. The "self'. the
"ego", or whatever, is eliminated, not
without difficulty .
I am in touch with various people in
other parts of the world .. in America and,
recently, in Germany, and have others
closer to home in this country. so I get all
kinds of information coming in. Currently
I am interested in the work. going on the
"spirit"
side
and
here
with
transconununication, as it is called.

Since I bought an old Amstrad last year
my output has increased tenfold.
Fortunately, at nearly 72 I have been retired
for many years and one thing I do have is
"time", although even that is pretty
demanding!

co-operative science which seeks to use

My UFO sightings total fourteen, one in
1960 pursued by two RAF fighters in broad
daylight over Gosport; denied by the airbase
they took off from! .. . and the rest
intermittently and during the years 1977 to
1978 leading to a really close .. encollllter
which somehow led to my cJfecoming a
healer in 1979, which I Sl.,'U ··do, but

both voices and pictures from those who
have passed on. In this there are apparent
"connections" with the crews of the "craft"
that we call UFOs, by the way, since
BOlli use· ''pure mind" If you have read
the abduction scenario you will be aware
of the "power" they have to control us, our
"minds" disturbing, but hopefully our own
"minds" are "shown" how to develop.

subsequently experiences of :~tediumship,

precognition, "ghosts" (one!), "contact" with
what is loosely known as tl1e "other side",
and currently, and for tl1e last year, a closer
interaction with whoever and whatever the
so-called aliens" might be.
This leading to my re-appraisal of
childhood incidents and adult ditto which I
have always PARTLY recalled as "dreams"
or "religious" experiences·: disturbingly I
tlrink that I may well have
<me of the
millions of abductees"., ;:still·: ongoing
receritly, but would T~!~i·li!efe.!.: ~;or to
believe it!

been.

Physical evidence notwithstanding!
I am waiting to see what the NEXT
incident might bring! I am always looking
for infonnation and contacts \vith others to
compare notes with since this kind of
experience seems to be not unusual once one
gets involved with UFO's. I have met
several over the years and it is heartening to
find I AM NOT going nuts!
To "set uo a world network of
investigators'' ~s been suggested in the
past, and is a very fine idea. I fmd UFO
investigators tend to often keep things to
themselves, whereas I think the more of us
there are to band together the better we can
disturb the pillars of our society, to make
them aware of the awesome truth... which, I
will admit, is enough to cause chaos in the
world to begin with, at a guess!

d"!slruction by various forces which have
been reported for years arc Oeconung more
w-gent. too.
Since nthe Govenunents" etc. are aware
of all this, could this be the reason why they
fight tooth and nail to deny the very
existence of "aliens" or their craft, a
ridiculous ploy to say the least against such
damming evidence, but explainable if they
"know" tl1at the problem will vanish anyway
in the not too distant future. leaving them
witl1 the "We told you so" denial for what
remains of posterity!

From Mr Ernie Sears

You may be aware of this kind of

In writing this letter, I was initially,
very suspicious of Truth Seekers Review
writer "O.H.KRILL" having read the
article under that title there appears to me
much that has an apparent ring of truth
about it, one that stood out to me for very
personal reasons, was the point stated that
the "greys are here mainly for their own
survival agenda and thus require
biological substances from various life
forn1s on tl1is planet, tlris item backed up
by Barry King's article in the same issue of
your magazine.
\Vhen he states that the aliens require
such genetic material from us to create
'naturally regeneratable life forms to tbnn
themselves a new race. This is one reason
why they are extraordinarily interested in
human "eniolions" which tl1eir technology
has gradually eliminated over much time.
One has only to study the current
terrestrial advances (?) in genetics. the
DNA system, to credit all Uris.
One can further theorise that "they"
are only here for as long as they fl'>':}Ui~,
on a "swap" basis for their teclmology
tl1en, and who can blame them, they will
vanish and leave earth to its own self
destructive devices, although I have to say
that some of them do appear to be very
concerned with what they call our apparent
death "wish", and do "advise us", leaving
us to make our own decisions. Their
concern seems to be more urgent lately
and the usual ''warnings" of planetary

BASHAR: Blueprint for
Change
Channelled by Darryl Anko - Compiled
by Luana Ewing
302pp, paperback, New Solutions Publishing 1990
Available from the S~!:~:~way at£ 11.99 (p&p

One of the best channelled books I've ever
read. Blueprint for Change is a compilation
of material chaonelled during the late 1980s
by a graphic designer named Darryl Anka
(il~:-:..::;t:...±k·r r:~

;;..._tKJnd My

Wildest Dreams,

1995). The source is a very benevolent
extraterrestrial being known as Bashar
(which is Arabic for 'messenger'). This
alien claims to be a member of the race
created from the hybridisation of Earth
hwnanity and the positive Reticulans (alias
Greys). Communicating from the year 2863,
his home is a lush planet called Essassani
(which means, Place of Living Light) in the
Orion constellation, some 500 lightyears
away. Apparently, this planet was chosen to
support the new T erran-Reticulan hybrid
race (still being perfected in our time).
Bashar says tl1at by profession he is
what we would tenn a pilot, engineer,
sculptor and interplanetary diplomat. His
mission to Earth is as a representative of the
Galactic Association of Worlds, to help us
prepare for the next phase of our evolution,
as planet Earth undergoes a dimensional
shift into the so-called Fourth Density. As
the changes occur, he believes we shall
become responsible for ourselves and
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reclaim our personal power. With regard to

interwoven into the Galactic Association

overt aiien contact, he states that this will
not take place until we lose the attitude of
feeling incomplete and locking outside of
ourselves for salvation. While in this
condition, overt contact will not be helpful

of Worlds- as an equal member."

in terms of us achieving self·responsibility.
«We have no need for you to believe in us.
We are here to assist you in believing in
yourselves.~·

I Joeb - Servant of Gaia

propulsion system used by his triangular
scoutcraft; capable of warping space and
time. TI1e details appear very consistent
with the information revealed by Robert

64pp, paperback, Symbol Creations 1995,
£4.50

Lazar, who claims to have worked at Area
military. The book also contains diagrams
of Bashar's craft and cigar-shaped
mothership (called Solar Wind), and of the
solar system containing planet Essassani.
Incredibly, Bashar states that he has
only lived one incarnation on planet Earth,
which is Darryl Anka. He is travelling
back in time to communicate through his
past self. This type of contact now seems
to be very cotiunon.

consciously create an ideal reality. He says
free will has always been our birthright, as
co-creators within All-That-Is. Also,
fulfilling one's purpose is simply the
following of excitement. "When you remove
guilt flom your toe! box, you will realise
that nothing is toe good or toe simple to be

Blueprint for Change is highly
recorrunended to all who want to
tu1derstand the current transformation of
planet Earth. It provides excellent answers

nothing is too wondrous or too ecstatic

to be yours. You deserve all you can

conceive of.... n

to many questions, and helps resolve the

Later in the book Bashar talks about the
process of entering Fourth Density (one of
many labels ascribed to the higher
dimension the physical Earth is moving
into). He makes a very important statement
that should help dispel the elitism prevalent

conunon

mystery

surroru1ding

extraterrestrial intelligence. Obviously, it
is also an important book with regard to
'alien
abduction'
the
prevalent
phenomenon; helping to replace fear with
understanding.

within the New Age 'ascensionist'
movement: (Audience: "Bashar, you said
that nobody is going to go faster than

Bashar's information is consistent
with that of many contactees, such as
myself, Billy Meier, Gina Lake, Robert
Shapiro, and Lyssa Royal. The latter

anybody else.") "Not in an overall sense.

individual is an American psychologist
who travels worldwide imparting
knowledge of the transformation and our
galactic heritage. Lyssa also channels

There is a bubble, let us say, of leeway
that you will stay within, in general terms,
even though some individuals may be more
ac:d~.ai.d t.'lar.: others. But you Will stay
within the bubble of acceptability, thus
allowing you all together as a bubble to
move into fourth density at once. You will
not get al1ead of anyone else, although in a

Bashar and his twin-soul, Anima, alor.g

with nwnerous others belonging to the
Galactic Association of Worlds. Her
books, ThePrism ofLyra (sunnnary of our
galactic heritage), Visitors from Within

sense you may be ahead of someone else on

(the Reticulans explain their abduction
progranune), Future Sex (sexuality on
other planets), and Preparing for Contact,
may also be obtained from the Stellar
Gateway, 21 Carlton Place, Souti1arnpton,
Hampshire SOl 2DY. Telephone 01703
336895.

a personal level."
Toward ti1e end of the book he answers
questions concerning life in the galaxy, and
states that between 60 and 70 million
civilisations exist in the Milky Way, within
or close to the physical dimension of Earth
(which he terms as Third Density). He also
states that the network known as the

I was fortunate enough to witness
Darryl Anka channel Bashar at last year's
Glastonbury Sympos;um, July 1996. It was
a brief stay in England, as Darryl was
taking his wife Erica to celebrate their
wedding anniversary in Paris. He did two

Galactic Association of Worlds, currently
consists of some 360 member civilisations although contacts with other potential

members is ongoing. Apparently, some
physical planets within the constellation of

superb sessions over the symposium
weekend, available on video at £14 each.
Send your order to: Poland Pargeter, The
Cotta~e, Blackford, Wedmore, Somerset
BS28 4NL. Telephone 01934 713180.

Orion are experiencing a similar
dimensional shift to the Earth, which
seemingly contributed to the dissolution of
the oppressive Orion Empire. "By your year
2027 your world will be absolutely
TRUTI~

Essassani, and describes the nature of the

51, on a Reticulan disk acquired by ti1e

The first part of the book deals with
belief
systems,
philosophy
and
demonstrating how we are all creators of
reality. Bashar goes to great lengths in
helping us to remember the power we've
always had, and how this may be utilised to

true;

At the end of the book Bashar talks
in-depth about life on his homeworld

Darryl may be contacted by writing to:
1

P.O. Box 8307, Calabasas, Cali'.
91302, USA.
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Channellings by Paul Bora

Another book of excellent channelling
transcribed by Kim Besly, from a hmnble
being who calls himself Joeb, a Servant of
Gaia (not the biblical Job). He bases his

persona on a past incarnation spent as a
Buddhist monk in Burma, a few hundred

years ago.
Pan! Bura has been channelling Joeb
since 13th August 1992, when he and eleven
other people gathered together for
meditation. The purpose was to perform an
invocation to Gaia, the Earth Spirit, and ask
if she could help with understanding the
meaning of the crop circle phenomenon. In
answer to their call came a spiritual entity
from the Fifth Dimension: Joeb.
During further meditation gatherings,
Joeb bas spoken at length concerning the
limtastic transformation affecting the planet
Earth; and the opportunity for her children,
hwnanity, to make the journey with her.

Joeb - Servant of Gaia contains the
simple truths of the cosmos. The simplicity
of terminology will enable its content to be
understood even by the average man-in-thestreet. Joeb's message is one of love and
deep adoration for Gaia and all of her
beautiful creations. Although he displays

some sadness at the current state of
hwnanity and remembers how wonderful the
world used to be prior to 'the fall'. With
confidence he assures us again and again
that the world will change, that everything
shall be tranquil again, and hwnanity will

awaken from its 'spiritual amnesia' of many
thousands of years duration.
He states that the world we know is the
result of the inunutable Law of Karma, and
that at this time much karma is surfacing to
be balanced; particularly concerning
hwnanity. Many subjects are covered in the
book - divided into three chapters: Earth
Changes, General, and About Joeb - with
Joeb giving succinct aod easy-to-understand
explanations.

The subjects covered include: the Seed
People; England and the changes; new

power centres~ crop formations and
astrograms; the . ascension process~ the
female principle; Mary apparitions;
warnings of the changes; the changes and
aller; the 'government behind the
government'; the Photon Belt; Grey aliens

nd abdurtions; devas; meditation; the
- development of mankind; different
dimensions; and the practice of love.
The last chapter details a lifetime Joeb
lived in a village now called Sudbury in
Suffolk, at the turn of the First Century AD.
The village was then called Orik. At that
time Joeb says he worked with a local stone

•

circle, and that he was «a reluctant priest but
not really a priest. I was an Wlderling. The
nearest I can describe it was, what a curate
is to a vicar - not quite a priest." He talks
about the early priesthoods, pagan and
Cluistia~ and of some of their activities;
like teleporting along the grid system and
between stone circles - which he claims
could be achieved by members of the High
Priesthoods.

Tite book ends with a description of a
trip made to Sudbury by Paul Bura and three
friends, in September 1993, to locate the
site of Joeb's stone circle. With the use of
dowsing rods and Paul's psychic abilities, it
was eventnally found in a ploughed field not
far from the place of Joeb's village. A
couple of miles away was also the ruins of
Barley Rectory, once reputed to be the most
haunted house in England. Joeb explains

that this was built on a church placed on an
ancient pagan site, where shamans and other
adept beings used to travel between worlds;
hence the frequently reported apparitions.
But now, according to Joeb, the site has long
been corrupted and taken over by entities of

the lower astral planes.
Joeb · Se111ant of Gaia is a great read,
containing much important and truthful

information in such a short number of pages.
I recommend it to anyone who would like to
know the basics of what is happening in the
world toda~·

<""':"~<:ciet!l~·

;;::oncerning the

dimensional shift. It contains many
excellent, concise answers to questions
frequently asked by those interested in this
fascinating subject. As with most channelled
communicators, Joeb came across as an
extremely loving, amiable and humorous
being.
The book may be obtained directly from
Paul Bura, at 7 West End Way, Lancing,
West Sussex BN15 8RL. Cheque or postal
order for £4.50 plus 50p for postage and
packaging.
• nre above reviews were original(v
published in the Summer 1995 issue ofStar
Force magazine. and have been revised for

Truthseekers Review by the editor of SF.
Jonathan Hurst.

For details of copies of Star Force still
available. please send a SAE to: Star Force,
14 Deaconess Court, Queens Roed, Dkley,
West Yorkshire LS29 9QJ.

The
vear
1991
was
an
unprecedented year for sightings and
encounte~- -in the Antelope Valley of

California, embracing the cities of
Palmdal~ Lancaster, and Rosamond
(Edwards AFB is some 20 miles east of
the latter).

I was investigating reports of sightings
associated with a Northrop Skunk Works
facility 20 miles west of Rosamond in the
Tehachapi Mountains on the north side of

the valley, when I heard about two
witnesses who had experiences of missing
time. These two women, Pam and Jackie,
lived within eyeball range of the facility
and had experienced a number of strange
events. In addition, Jackie, who could see
tlte facility clearly from her property in tlte
high desert, reported two daylight
sightings. In each case she contends that

she \Vitnessed a large disk ascend from the
facility and move eastv.•ard along the base
of the Tehachapis. Construction '''orkers
have informed me that the facility itself
has several undergroWld levels.
On the evening of 14th May 1991,
Pam had ftei"'strangest encmmter evet.
Shortly after llpm she reports that three
Greys appeared by her bedside and started
to litl her off the bed. She lives in a large,
custom-built pentagonal desert home that
has one large room without partitions. TI1e
kitchen, bedroom and living room are open
to one another. She started to struggle with
the Greys ( 3 Y, feet category) when she
spotted a human in the living room area.
Tite man, dressed all in black, was holding
a device tltat resembled a small TV and
dangling a cord. Pam heard the man say,
"You have no electricity.·'
At this point she s-:::ne!:ow freed
herself from the entities and went to grab
a light cord that would switch on a light
from her 12-volt system. The light would
not come on. She then yelled for her
husband to awaken. Events now took a
bizarre turn. Hearing their 100-pound
labrador, Casey, barking in the yard, she
and her husband went to tlte north-facing
kitchen "indow. Her attention was drawn

~=============~~~to~a~•:nan=-~w=h=o~l:ay

prone on a projecting

part of the roof near a ladder. The man was
wearing full-dress Air Force blues. The

three Greys were now on the ground below
the man, as well as a K-9 sentry dog that
was poised to attack Pam's labrador. In the
scy over the yard there were a number of red
lights. The man yelled to the Greys, "Get
her out of the house!" while Pam yelled
back, "Don't kill my dog!"
In the wake of this panic, Pam nex1
remembers standing alone outside and
behind their generator shack. The man,
sentry dog, three Greys, and her husband,
were no longer in sight. Red lights were
revolving above her and a thick fog was
emanating from ports set around a large
;lvV~I mg craft.

Her

next

memory

was

that

of

awakening, seated on her bed at 3.50am. I
arrived ·at Pam's place the next morning and
spent all dsy with her. That evening we had

a local certified hypnotherapist, Miranda
Cunha, regress Pam through the incident.
We discovered a mental block in the
missing-time period. A few titbits emerged
from this session.
Pam believes she may have been taken
to a base inside the Tehachapi Mountains
(tlte second case that reported this) and that
she was cautioned not to reveal what she
knows. She felt very threatened by this
incident. This is just a brief recom1ting of
only one of Pam's encounters, but

significant for its mention of human
involvement and its disturbing implications.
Pam is a good observer and Vel)' precise
about her experiences. Jackie reports seeing
Pam's yard enveloped in a fog that same
night, but does not remember seeing the
lights, which may have been directed
downward and obscured by the fog screen
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putout by the object
Since that night, Pam has also been
buzzed by low-flying helicopters. One
military helicopter hovered less than a
hundred feet over her yard. Since there has

been some remarkable sightings over this
area throughout 1991 and Pam's account

•

raises many questlons, I would like to relate
other events that enlarge the scope
ccnsiderably.
On 28th May, the night of a full moon, l
went to a certain observation area in the
Antelope Valley just west of the city of
Lancaster and south of the Northrop facility
in the Tehachapi mountain range. Joined by
three other observers, we saw our first aerial
light emerge ai. the crest of the mountains
south of us. The light was white with an
amber tinge. It moved west above the

mmmtain ridge, reached a certain point,
then started strobing fluorescent red and
white lights. As it continued to move west,
then northwest, it began to jwnp and dance
erratically.
When it reached the far end of the west
valley, I could see a silhouette against tl1e
twilight blue sky. Tile object appeared to be
boomerang-shaped witl1 several strobe lights
dancing around its perimeter. This object
suddenly vanished. A second and third
object appeared above the same mmmtains
and followed roughly the same pattern of
activity, except they continued on their
course to disappear in the distance. The \\ild
'jumpers' were sometimes so erratic that

nonual aircraft could not have withstood the
structural stresses that would result from
such rapid changes in motion.
On the following night, with thirteen
other wimesses gathered at our desert
observation post, I viewed a spectacular

light show starting in the same way as the
previous night. Researchers and abductees
(including Pam and Jackie) were present.
We saw between 25 and 30 objects, several
of which danced and zigzagged in all
directions. On.e or two of the objects also

disappeared when in clear view.
In addition to the strobing jumpers, we
saw what appeared to be a large era tl
manoeuvring to the east lt appeared to be
triangular with a steady fluorescent red light
on its right tip and an aquamarine light on
its left. 111is object flew botl1 forwards and
backwards and glided silently sideways. It
turned and tilted until it carne to the south
end of the street as if it were peering at us.
It then tilted on its edge· anti turned to
proceed back to its point of origin. I snapped
four photos at tlJat instant, but the lights
failed to register on 1000 ASA Ektar film.
11Jis light show lasted two and a lJalf hours.
At one point two Air Force jets crossed
from northwest to southeast and retwned,
but did not attempt to close with any of the
UFOs.
Nearby Palmdale is Ute stle of a maJor

Los Angeles Air Traffic Control Centre, as
well as several aerospace facilities and Air
Force Plant 42.
Edwards AFB is a few miles to the
north. near the town of Rosamond. Yet no
aircraft were sent out to intercept these
strange aerial objects! I phoned Edwards
AFB Public Affairs Office the next dav,
and the officer on duty was extremely
interested in our siglttings, but could offer
no inunediate explanation for them except
to say he was aware that the Antelope
Valley had several secret projects which
might involve advanced technology
aircraft, and that he had no access to that
sort of infonnation.
We feel that the people on these secret
projects are well aware of what is flying in
the skies over Lancaster. In the early
morning hours of 25th July 1991, Pam and
l were watching the valley skies, as we had
made it a sort of ritual during the wann
summer nights. At l2.45am a string of
gold-coloured lights approached silently
and rapidly from the west, moving east.
Tile golden lights were surrounded by a
coronal field that may have been ionized
layers of plasma. Some of this 'plasma'
appeared to be shedding from its source
and trailing behind. As the string reached
the city limits of Lancaster, the lights
disappeared one by one.
At least two other sighting parties
viewed this same light string from
separate locations. One of the other parties
had a camcorder and starlight scope, and
videotaped "this procession of lights. I have
a VHS copy of tl1e tape. After one of tl1e
other witnesses mentioned, to his
neighbour, the starlight scope's ability to
enhance night photography, his neighbour
bought one and on the night of I st August
testec! it.s ability to record the passage of
an airliner over downtown Lancaster. To
his surprise a small lighted object
appeared and raced around the airliner,
executing a sharp-angled, high-speed flyaround, then faded out against the
background stars.
I also have this segment on video and
have shown it on San Diego's ABC
affiliate, Cluumel I 0, which did a special
report on UFOs during their nightly news
in late October.
One of the most spectacular sightings
occurred on 4tl1 November 199 L Wltile
driving to work in the morning, Pam
spotted a triangular shape over the
Antelope Valley Freeway (Highway 14) at
7.llam. It gave off a bright flash of gold
and green. She was headed scuth on 60th
Street WeSt when the triangular object
appeared. She then entered tl1e freeway
travelling soutl1 toward Lancaster.
At 7.!&am a very large charcoal-black,
arro~head-shaped vehicle passed over her
pickup truck, which was headed north over
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the Avenue H overpass. lt had no wi1' ·
or openings. Running the whole length·, _,s
underside was a tubular structure. Tile craft
had no vertical stabilisers and made no
sound_ It was travelling very slowly_ She
estimated its altitude as 300 to 500 feet
(very low) and its dimensions as a football
field in length (300 feet) and as wide as the
freeway, including the central corridor and
pullovers (about 80 feet)- She exited at
Avenue l and pulled into an ARCO station
and quickly jumped out to look for the
object Tile object was nowhere in sight
There have been other peculiar activities
and light shows reported to me from the east
side of tl1e valley. Some of these sightings
arc in the vicinity of another secret
underground facility owned by the
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. Near this
facility is El Mirage Dry Lake and Shadow
Mountain. A team of skywatchers from
Victorville has seen many strange balls of
light and one hnge lighted craft near Shadow
Mountain. Tiley have also reported seeing
an identical string of lights on several
occasions similar to the one Pam and I
viewed on 25th July.
Another abduction case was reported in
the Victorville area Tile abductee, Diane,
reported being tsken to an underground
facility jointly occupied by Greys and men in
Air Force uniforms. A Victorville
psychotl1erapist is doing extensive work on
Uris case. lf we take tlrese reports serionsly
and do not dismiss them as a product of the
v.itnesses' imagination, then there are
significant implications in the content of
such reports.
Tile few informants from the aerospace
sector who have approached me, have done
little more than cautiously confirm the
existence of these underground beses, the
reality of the alien presenc», and verified
advanced technology projects. I am not
advocating a wholesale belief in any
conspiracy scenario nor do I believe all the
tales l hear, but I am advocating a need for
further careful and cautious investigation
based on eyewitness testimony.
Tile light shows over Lancaster
continue. The <jumpers' are still seen
frequently. Skywatchers regularly flock to
the Antelope Valley in hopes of seeing
UFOs.

• William Hamilton is a popuiJJr
American UFO investigator, author
and lecturer, with a four-year
background in US Air Force
Intelligence. Praised for his research
on underground alien bases, he has
also personally witnessed many flying
saucers; even while in the presence of
several self-proclaimed contactees.
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Reviewed b;t David Mayo
What can one say about some of the
most fantastic l'isual evidence of skv·
bound anomalies ever recorded? Weeks
ago. when I first received the mail-order
offer from Genesis III Productions, I was
reluctant to order.

As most of you lgtow, there is a glut of
UFO material out there, but little is of any
significance. Ufology is a science most
everyone loves to ridicule and there is no
shortage of scam artists eager to make a
buck otT information -hungry UFO
entlmsiasts. I had convinced myself this
offer was just such a ruse, when a few days
later, an associate I trust asked me if I had
heard of the Mexico City sightings. He
insisted that when an}thing on this became
available, I should purchase it post haste.
As anvone who attended Houston UFO
Netwo~k's January meeting highlighting this
tape would agree, this was very good advice.
TI1e video, "Messengers of Destiny," is
by far the best daylight UFO footage I have
ever seen! The tape, oo-produced by Lee
Elders and Jaime Maussru1 and narrated by
Brit and Lee Elders, begins with references
to Mayan prophesies and, in particular,
those found on the Dresde Codex (755 AD.),
ancient Mayan stone tablets that speak of
future events, and the Sun Rock, also known
as the Aztec Calendar. Their hieroglyphics
supposedly state that the July 1991 sun (or
solar eclipse) would usher in two lifealtering events: Earth changes and cosmic
awareness in the fonn of an encounter 'vith
the masters of the stars. According to
legend, the first sun ended with devastating
winds; the second with fiery rain; the third
with darkness~ and the fourth sw1 with
water, believed by
some to be the
Biblical Flood. The
fifth sun was to end
with
devastating
earthquakes, thought
to be the massive
Mexican earthquake
of 1985. Scientists
had eagerly awaiting
the 1991 eclipse,
calling it ti1e eclipse
of the millennium
dne to its unusually long expected duration
of six minutes and 45 seconds over land. It
was a given that this solar eclipse would be

highly scrutinised and recorded.
Shortly after I p.m. on July 11, 1991,
individuals with cameras and camcorders
waited with anticipation for the eclipse to
begin. At 1:22 p.m., people
began to notice a silvery
object in the sky hanging
below the
motionless
eclipsed sun. By 1:24 p.m.,
the snn was in full eclipse
and the object had caught
many people's attention.
By 1:27 PM, the sun began
to reveal itself as the
eclipse waned as cameras
and camcorders were aimed
at
the first massphotographed daylight disk.
TI1e videos show a silvery
object hanging below the
eclipsing sun. As one who
has admittedly become
bored witlllights in ti1e sky,
ti1ese daylight shots have a sense of reality
about them that is both exciting and
astonishing. During the course of viewing
this tape, over 40 clips of UFOs consisting
of four daylight varieties und one
interesting night time configuration are
presented. 1l1e one seen during the solar
eclipse was a short "top-hat" design,
sporting a smooth silver sur!8ce and a
darker lower flange.

the events during the solar eclipse, Maussan
took it upon himself to assign a news team
to the investigation of these UFOs. He also
appeared on "Siempre & Domingos,"
another popular TV program. He showed
footage of the silver ship
and asked the viewing
audience to please send
him any videos that had
been taken of the UFOs.
The TV station was
swamped with phone
calls,
resulting
in
hundreds of videos sent to
Mr. Maussan. Among

some of the stranger
outcomes of this request
for evidence was footage
from a town 85 miles
from Mexico City where
an identical daylight disk
was seen and recorded at

the
same
moment!
Another clip shows a
UFO performing (according to the Elders'
interpretation) a "hyper-jump" as it stretches
and streaks away within a split second. The
best of the video evidence was gathered by
the Elders and made available for analysis.
Optical enhancement , as analyzed on
camera by H. David Froning, director of
Flight Unlimited (and a scientist friend of
the Elders), shows that the UFO is rotating
and occasionally throwing off a multi-

coloured corona.
The second appeared us a flattened
spinning top; the third as a sombrero
(large thin flange with a small dome on
top); and tl1e fourth was similar in design
to one of Bllly Meier's beamships
photographed in Switzerland. Some of ti1e
night shots showed an
object banking in tl1e
dark sky revealing ti1e
familiar triangular
puttem of lights made
by
the
famous
Belgiun1 flap of recent
years.
The Elders owe a
great deal of gratitude
to Jaime Maussru1,

the chief investigative
reporter and editor of "60 Minutos," a
popular Mexican
television show
patterned after "60 Minutes." Shortlv after

The Mexican UFOs are similar, if not
identical to, aerial objects that are being
seen in Japan and the Corrunonwealth of
Independent States. On May 8, 1992, at the
Elders invitation, a NIPPON TV research
team from Japan ani ved to study the
situation. It had been determined that many
sightings suggested a flight path along tl1e
Volcano Zone, a string of dormant volcanoes
ti1at include Mount Txtaccihuatl and Mount
Popocatepetl, which lie between Mexico
City and Pueblo. After speaking to a city
mayor and a police chief (who. along with
local media, were all very open to the
phenomenon) the team left for Mount
Popocatepetl and set-up camp. That night,
ti1ey witnessed and videotaped the strange
triangular lights of the UFO. There were
several significant event dates that followed
the Mexico City sightings. On September
!6, 1991, Mexican National Independence
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The VOIGEFil6v
Ufologist witfl30 years experience expo1e5
the UK and world Black Projects In his repolls.
"The Voice" as he calls himself olfws his 225 pages

of lnfwlnation on his experiences working In
an undelgJouml facility with Aliens in the UK.
He claims to have phy11cal scars which are
stiR visible.

Price= £22.50 for all photocopies plus £3.00p&p.
Write to THE VOICE, 27 THE GREEN,
MELBOURNE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, CM12BQ.
TEL 01245- 602380, 24 Hours.

Jonathan Hurst
~ ~ ParanonnalRaearcber

Specialising iD ET Contact
IOI'ri=Srnot
Day, a parade of marclling troops, military
jet and helicopter fly-bys, etc. was being
covered by a reporter videotaping the parade
activities. He noticed,and then recorded, a
silvery object close to a formation of 24 air
force fighters. Moments later, five fighters
broke formation and gave chase, but the
UFO accelerated to the Northeast and
disappeared. Optical enhancement revealed

In August of 1992, "60 Minutos"
presented a one-hour program on the
volcanoes, stressing the need for
preparedness: 'in the face of an inuninent

they grew weary. The n_ext morning. to their
surprise, tile UFO still floated in ti1e

morning sky!

Again, it was the same

familiar UFO. On March 4, 1992, the
Aircraft Control Tower in Mexico City
recorded a group of UFOs on their rader
screens. The blips stayed for 40 minutes. It
is tile producers opinion that the arrival of
the UFOs, in conjunction with the Mayan
prophesy, suggests til3t ti~ere will soon be a
major volcanic emption. In fuct, Mount
Popocatepetl began steaming tor the first
time in years jnst after the arrival of tl1e
UFOs. TI1e area between the two volcanoes
ls the Pass of Cortez, an area previously
deva!-.lated by volcanic eruptions.
The
Mexico govenunent put enough stock in the
Mayan prophesies to issue some pubIic
warnings. To quote the prologue from tl1e
tape: "In May of 1992, the Mexican
govenunent warned the population of 40
cities to prepare for the possible catastrophic
eruption of the awakening volcanoes. TI1e
newspaper, El Universario, carried the
article on the front page.

MaidslaJ:
Koa!ME141UR

disaster. Although tl1ere is no evidence of

a cover-up in Mexico, the news of this
historical sighting has inexplicably
stopped at our border. ''Messengers of
Destiny" Update

the same now-familiar UFO.
On Nov. 23. 1991 and 7000 miles awav,
a Japanese couple videotaping the erupting
Mt. Unseen, caught sight of a silver shape
floating below t11e crescent moon. They
filmed it for nearly an hour, then stopped as

• 01622 203431

I spoke to Lee Elders on January 15.
He and Brit had just returned from Mexico
covering what has become Phase Two of
this incredible UFO flap. On January I,
the UFOs returned, but now there are as
many as eight daylight disks hovering in
the Mexican skies. Lee said they have
videotapes of traffic jams caused by
drivers and passengers exiting their
automobiles to get a look at tl1e strange
disks. 1l1is new wave is being seen by a
massive nwnber of people.

Lee also spoke of his prized video
possession. daylight footage of "20 UFOs
hovering around a docking station!"
Counting the videos he received from his
first trip, \:te now has over 700 tapes of
which, by his count, 200 are of very good
quality. Of those 200, half are excellent
daylight shots. The Elders are producing a
second tape covering the ongoing Mexico
sightings and plan on marketing it this
swnmer.

{The series now stretches to 3 videos •
the latest being Voyagers of dJe 6th Sun.
These are all must l1a\'t vzdeos and are
avai(able from Ark Soundwaves, Po Box
1395. Glastonb!lry, Somerser. BA6 9FE
(priced £19+ 1 p&p -ED}

.
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Big Brother's Recipe for "Revolution in Military Affairs"
By Glenn Krawczyk PO Box 1540
Burleigh Heads, Qld 4220 Australia
In 1994, the Strategic Studies Institute
(SSI) of the US Army Wai College (Carlisle
Barracks, Petmsylvania) produced a paper
entitled, "The Revolution in
Militarv
Affairs and Conflict Short of War". In th~

paper, the authors propose that, many
American strategic thinkers believe that we
are in the beginning stages of a [sic]
historical revolution in military affairs
(RMA). Tltis will not only change the nature

of warfare, but also alter the global
geopolitical balance." This revolution is not
only strategic. It is also fundamentally
teclmological. "Sensor teclmology, robotics,
non-lethal weapons, and intelligence meshes
will be used in combating terrorism,
countering narcotrafficking, and peace
operations. These tectmologies, along with
simulator training and unmanned aerial
V<:!hi.cles, will also be useful in insurgency
and counterinsurgency. "

The authors of the SSI paper reconunend
ongoing research~ analysis and debate on a
number of topics including, "Technology
designed specifically for conflict short of
war, especially psychological, biological,
and defensive teclmology. "
They also suggest that, as "large
numbers of Americans may find thenlSCl ves
in areas of instability and conflict'\ such
individuals might benefit from being
"equipped with an electronic individual
position locator device (II'W). The device,
derived from the electronic bracelet used to
control some criminal offenders or parolees,
would continuously infonn a central data
bank of the individuals' locations.
Eventually such a device could be
permanently implanted under the skin ... "'
The paper also openly declares that,
"Behaviour modification is a key component
of peace enforcement," and that '"Soft kill'

systems can play a key role.

with
regard
to
Furthennore,
counterinsurgency, "Greatly improved
intelligence gathering and fusion is a
primary component of the RMA, and
proposed infonnation warfare capabilities
might be ideally suited for helping develop
desired emotions, attitudes or behaviour. "
l11e authors recognise that, "TI1e use
of new teclmology may also run counter to
basic American values", and that,
"Deception, while frequently of great
military or political value, is thought of as
somehow 'un- American'. " 8 Due to this
fact, and also that the majority of
Americans may find the use of many of the
emerging teclmologies "morally ditlicult",
the authors conclude that the military
might consider that "American values and
attitudes thus fom1 ..:igr:i!ica.nt <:onstraints
on full use of emerging teclmology, at least
in anything short of a perceived war for
national survival. "
The central premise of the paper is
that: "In its purest sense, revolution brings
change that is pennanent fundamental and
rapid- The .basic premise of the revolution
in military affairs (RMA) is simple:
throughout history, warfare usually
developed in an evolutionary fashion, but
occasionally ideas and inventions
combined to propel dramatic and decisive
change. TI1is not only affected the
applkiltiun of military force, but often
altered the geopolitical balance in favour
of those who mastered the new fonn of
warfare. The stakes of military revolution
are thus innnense ... "'0 With such
"inunense" stakes, might the military have
felt the need to covertly foster revolution
in order to bring about the change
necessary to make the use of new
weapons and technologies less "morally

difficult" for the American people? The
paper leaves the reader in little doubt that
the answer to this question is resolutely
affirmative, for the paper declares:
..Overcoming these constraints to make a
RMA in conflict sl10rt of war would require
fundainental changes in the United Statesan ethical and political revolution may be
necessary to make a military revolution.''
The authors then declare that, rather than
being limited by "constraints and
countermeasures". "there is another
alternative: we could deliberately engineer a
comprehensive revolution, seeking utter
transformation rather than simply an
expeditious use of new teclmology. "
Have the opening moves of such a
revolution already been played? Is the
American national security establislunent
already at war v.ith its O\Vll citizens (and
those of other 'civilised' nations) in order to
coerce them to accept the fonnerly
unacceptable by means of "the manipulation
of images. beliefs,
attitudes, and
perceptions, " 13 that is, psychological
warfaie? Once again, the reader is left with
little doubt that the answer to this question
is a resolute YES. The authors write that to
achieve a "Revolution in Military Affairs",
the Army must fully recognise that
psychological technology is of much greater
importance than strike technology: "Ways
must he found to use emerging technology,
including advanced artificial intelligence
and information dissemination systems, to
help
military
strategists
develop,
implement, and continually improve
methods of influencing opinion, mobilising
public support, and sometimes demobilising
it.""

TilE RECIPE: The Association of
National Security Alumni is a Maryland
based organisation composed primarily of
former US national security establishment
employees who oppose the use of covert
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operations. 1l1e Association's letterhead
declares their credo:
'' actions are
counterproductive and damaging to the
national interest of the United States. TI1ey

are inimical to the operations of an effective
national intelligence system and corruptive
of civil liberties, including the functioning
of the judiciary and a free press.
Most
~:nportanHy, they contradict the principles of
~emocracy, national self-detennination and
international law to which the United States
is publicly committed."
In 1992, an
Association sub-group kl10\\1l as the
Electronic Surveillance Project published a
preliminary investigative report, entitleJ
"Microwave Harassment & Mind-Control
Experun~,ltation", wbich detailed the covert
deployment and testing of emerging
behaviour - modit\ing directed-energy
technologies on US citizens against whom
the Unite States Govenunent has no
legitimate legal or moral claim.
TI1e
initial study investigated the claims of 12
alleged victims of covert harassment and
experimentation.
By mid-1993 the
Association had been contacted by
approximately 72 victims, and at the time of
this \wiling has been approached by over
200 such individuals
ht a 1993 supplement to the original
report, written hy Julirume McKinney,
Director of the Electronic Surveillance
Project and author of the initial report, it
states:
"While the majority of these
'e:-..-perimentees' reside in the Un.ited States,
a number of virtually identical complaints
have also been received from Eugland,
Canada, and Austmlia. It would appear that
these activities are also ongoing on the
European 1 continent. and in the fanner
Soviet Union. Coru1ections between this

global pattern of 1 activity and the
objectives of Ute so-called New World
Order remain to be determined. "The
categories of types of complaints being
received by this Project have also changed
since publication of this report. Survivors
of certain satanic cults (alleged to protect
the interests of government and military
'political Satanists' in this country), tOnner
Vietnam-era 'progranuned assassins',
prison Uunates, are now reporting an array
of experiences (and symptoms) which are
remarkably similar to those addressed
inthis report
Experimental drugs,
induced auditory input, vicious overt
harassment,
attempted
psychiatric
diS~;rediting , and an extremely painful
array of externally-induced symptoms are
included in this shared panoply of
experiences." McKinney later states: "It
has been suggested that the long-tem1
objective of all this experimentation is to
develop a system by which all (surviving)
citizens of this country may be monitored
and tracked by a sophisticated, perhaps
satel1ite based
cybernetics
system.
Certain! y some of the research being
dedicated to ~napping of tlte brain' shows
this potential.
We are in receipt of
preliminary infonnation which points to
magnetic resonance imaging as being
critical to this process."
Upon reading
the Strategic Studies Institute paper, "The
Revolution in Military Affairs and Conflict
Short of War", McKinney '\vrote to the
authors, Steven Metz, Ph.D., and LTC
James Kievit, to critique its content. In
the letter, McKirmey writes: "First, I
noticed a rather curious mission in your
paper; namely, the impact of a
'revolutionised' military upon the rights of
US citizens as they might be inferred to
6

exist under Article lX of the United ~ - ·s
ConstitutioiL
True, you have exp;~.--d
some concern about potential 'ethics'
violations resulting from unconstrained
evolutionary or revolutionary processes;
however, I see no reference anywhere in
your paper to the military's primary
responsibility in upholding, protecting and
defending the US Constitution." Armed
with
information
gathered
during
investigations by the Electronic Surveillance
Project, as well as tlte testimony of the
individuals whose-cases the Project bas
studied, McKinney suggests in her letter
that the "recipe" for a successful "revolution
in military affairs" (RMA) was, in fact,
considered some 30 years ago and may
presently consist of the following
ingredients: "Satanic Cults; UFO Cults,
Directed-Energy
Teclmologies~
Neurocybemeticist
Psychotechnologies;
Biotechnology's! Experimental Drugs;
Multinational Govenunent Contractors and
Subsidiaries~ Investment Portfolios and
OUter Financial Inducements; Imported East
Bloc Mercenaries and Military Equipment;
Imported Forei8Jl National Scientists; A
Controlled
and
Compliant
Media;
Decentralised US Govenunent Control; An
Induced Crime Wave."
9 Julianne
McKinney herself is a fonner US Army
intelligence: officer who apparently ran
operatives out of Berlin. Bearing this in
mind, it is perhaps reasonable to asswne
Utat she would have a fair understanding of
the typical mind set of members of the
national security establishment, and that her
list of "ingredients" may therefore be based
on something more than idle and
uninfonned
speculation.
One
Me:x-perimentee" from whom this author
recently received correspondence refers to
Ms McKinney's assessments a. "impeccable
military know-how". McKinney wryly (and
accusingly) suggests in her missive to Metz
and Kievit of the SSI that the above
ingredients might result in their desired
"revolution in military affairs1' if combined i
t11e following manner:
11
fustructions: "1. produce generations of
dissociative automatons who will comply
with instructions in obedient, unquestioning
fashion. Titeir required adherence to cult
tenets precludes any consideration of laws
Cult
governing US society, generally.
programmed "graduates". among other
things· will be expected to participate in
contrived UFO abduction scenarios.

"2. Directed-energy surveillance and
weapons technologies of ALL types will be
used for purposes of spreading fear and
confusion in the population at large (under
deniable circwnstances~ for eliminating
persons deemed' adversarial' to US national
security interests; and for spotting, assessing

•

1d manipulating potential recruits to RMA
causes.

wiring :;onfigurations belng •tsed fOr this
purpose.

"3.
Neurocyhernetics
and
othl;!r
psychotechnologies will be used to sow
confusion and hypochondria in the
population at large.
The symptoms and
etfects pro<lut.:ed by these and other directedenergy technologies will parallel the elTects
produced by various microbes. viruses and
chemical im.balances, thus compelling a
large segment of society to seek medical
intervention \\ilich, in tum. will be a basis
for their being used for meJical
experimentation
under
'voluntary'
circumstances.
Psychiatrists and
psychologists will play an i.mportant role in
these experiments, particularly \\'here
denying the efficacy of neurocybemetics/
psychotechnologies is concerned. Citizens
complaining of 'hearing voices' will be used
as a basis for (generously) govemmentfunded, schizop hrenic·related brain
research, since comprehension and control
of the human brain is critical to the
sustained success of any long-tenn Rlv1A...
Satanic cult graduates, drug dealers, gang
members recmited off the streets , and
foreign nationals wil be housed at blackgovenunent expense
(under
funded
comparatively luxurious circwnstances) anJ
trained in the use of these directed-energy
technologies. (Technicians who may be
obliged to drive targeted US citizens insane
or to their deaths do not need to be burdened
by considerations of morality, ethics or the
US Constitution.) ...

Tite Ground Positioning Satellite
(GPS) system fsicJ will play an important
part in these activities, with the expense
to be sustained by government-funded
contractors. Ccntrahsed control of these
survetllance and targeting systems will be
maintained tn appropriately deployed
bunkers, at an expense to be assumed by
black-fWIJed
corporate
contractors.
Contractors may toy \Vith these systems on
an occasional basis, such as by bringing
down an airliner or two for test purposes
(such as. recently, near Pittsburgh); by
inducing occasional targets of surveillance
to erupt into acts of violence involving
mass murder: and by assassinating
occasional sports and public figures who
of
exceed
agreed-upon
standards
mediocrity. However, no concerted largescale effort is permitted until the
ingredients of this recipe have obtained a
'proper mix'.

"4.
Mix
biotechnologies
and
experimental drugs generously throughout
all of these ingredients. The unsuspecting
US citizen of today may be the cvborg
3.::.i.ri~er .cf tomorrow.
"5. Multinational corporations under
contract to the US Government play a very
important role in this recipe • particularly
those engaged in the development of
directed-energy surveillance and weapons
technologies, and those in the busilli;!SS of
teleconununications. Corporations and their
subsidiaries
will have the primary
responsibility of experimenting on US
citizens with directed-energy rcdmologies
ltnder appropriately-deniable circumstances
and of maintaining all records conceming
the results of that experimentation.
Corporations will also systematically install
surveillance and directed-energy targeting
systems in govemment and other otllce
buildings , in public establishments_ in
educational institutions, in apartment
buildings, in neighbourhoodso on streets and
highways, and in prisons, jails and.
psychiatric institutions. The publitc's
attention will not be drawn to the anletma
arrays and other ground-based Jeviccs and

"6 Investment portfolios and other
financial inducements are critical to the
long-tenn success of this pending Rlv1A.
1l1ere is much money to be had in the
development or directed-energy systems
and biotechnologies. Lucrative investment
portfolios have a wa~· of keeping Members
of Congress, O\\llers of the Major Media
anJ other publiL: ollicials silent. (Satanic
cult 'kidJies' trained as porn stars serve an
equally useful purpose,
as do
demonstrations of the effectiveness of
directed-energy technologies on more
obstreperous types: however, greed has
long been recognised as the primary mover
and shaker in matters covert and should be
exploited accordingly.)
Fin:.:!,.:ia.l
mducements otherwise have a way of
buying the continued C()-{)peration of all
persons participating in or directly
knowledgeable of the ingredients in this
recipe.
"7 Out-of-work East Bloc military
persmmel and their vehicles and other
equipment will be brought into this
country wtder the guise of a "UN" logo, to
be housed under comparatively luxurious
circumstances at black-fUnded corporate
expense, tOr specialised urban/LlC [low
under
intensity .~onflicl] training
otherwise deniable 000 auspices. Use of
a UN logo on incoming vehicles and
unifonns 1s to spread confusion and fear in
the populace at large, thus facilitating
efforts by this goverrunent at eliminating
that institution as a potentially effective
tool for peacelul change. imported East
Bloc soldiers will be paid as mercenaries
for empioyme;:nt m th1s country only when
d proper mix 0f this recipe's ingredients

has been obtained.
"8.
Foreign
national
scientists
predominantly from the Far and Near Eas~
and from Gennany and Russia, will be
brought into this coWltry to participate in
such actiVities as brain and biophysics
research as they pertain to the further
development of neurocybemetics and other
directed-energy
tedmologies.
Foreign
national scientists, unlike most Americans,
are not burdened by early indoctrination
concerning hwnan rights vis-A-vis lethal
fonns
of
involuntary
human
experimentation. Foreign national scientists
have also demonstrated a greater capacity
for in111ginative (and obedient) scientific
research than exists indigenously in this
country. Their brains must be picked.

"9. A controlled and compliant media is
critical to sustained deniabilitv in this
evolutionary process. The media ...:,;II ignore
complaints from US citizens regarding
growing evidence of police- state actions in
this country, while concurrently lauding the
military's advanced teclmologies as being
the
'gentle' supplement to existmg
conventional weapons systems. TI1e media
will also ensure that the public's attention is
kept diverted from more serious issues and,
instead, that it is focused on hyped-up
'sleaze' events, such as TI1e Knee capping of
Nancy Kerrigan, OJ. Simpson's Problems,
With Satanic Cult Murders, The Bobbing of
Bobbitt, etc., etc. When pondering the
national security implications of an Am~
Fischer, the public is not likely to notice ti1e
antenna arrays springing up around this
coWltry like mushrooms. the inducing of
'sick' ol1ices buildings and public
establishments by directed-energy means on
an ever- .widening basis. or other similar
indicators of an evolving RlvfA_
"10. Decentralised government

control~

a panacea currently being sought by a
befuddled American public to relieve their
(contrived) economic woes ~ is one means bY
which FCC oversight can be permanent!~
eliminated.
FCC
monitoring
of
commw1ications
frequencies
might
ultimately result in an untimelv disclosure
lhat those frequencies are being used to
facilitate implementation of a successful
RMA and should ti1erefore be squelched.
be
employf':Ci
Decentralisation
will
selectively and with much diverting
Congressional fanfare. Law en10rcemem
agencies will be subjected to greater
centralised control, as will those agencies
and institutions such as the FDA which are
currently engaged in biomedical research.
With the help of a compliant media, tile
centralisation of these latter types of
agencies w11l elude public attention.
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"11. Crime in this countr.· will be
induced. l11e sales of illegal .drugs and
weapons reap profits which help fund the
foregoing. T11is activity is the preferred
alternative to increased taxes. since tax
increases tend to alienate a public which
already has doubts about where its monev is
going.· Drug dealers will be protected, si~1ce
~~y play an important ro_le in thi.s recipe.
W'idespread addiction to tllegal drugs and
drug-sale profits will serve to climmate and
neutralise a large (parasitic) segment of
society
which might othm,ise make
undue demands for a 'pieo! of the American
Pie' (employment, education, etc.). Drug
addiction fosters a certain degree of crime~
however, to ensure that the public
comprehends the need for martinet laws,
expanded law enforcement capabilities and
greater numbers of prisons, crimes of a
sensational nature will be induced on a
periodic basis which, witlt tlte help of the
media, will lend to the public's voiWttarily
agreeing to sacrifice its privacy for safety.
Neurocyberetics,
psychotechnologies,
biochemicals and directed- energy \\"eapons
and surveillance systems will be used to
induce acts of violence, ranging lfom simple
one-time mass murders (such as in post
ot1ices and on subway systems) to long-tenn
serial killings involving catulih;llism and
other gruesome deeds.
Rape and child
molestation will be facilitated by means of
directed-energy (radar) targeting of
reproductive organs.
The perpetrators of
these crimes, by claiming to hear 'voices' and
to be the targets of radio-frequency
harassment, will serve two distinct
purposes: viz., (l) they will enhance ollicial
deniability, since the public is not yet
prepared to believe their claims of mindcontrol experimentation; and (2) they will
hasten the pubHt:"'s '!:!Jzmdoning vf privacy for
the sake of safety. Prison itunates will be
routinely targeted for experimentation.
ll1ose sociopathic and psychopathic
prisoners who show the greatest potential
for future social disruption will bl! the most
likely to be paroled or to b allowed to escape
betOre we proceed with Step 12. below.
" 12. Mix the foregoing ingredients in
calculated fashion until the order is given
( n1 or around the late 1990s) to conunence
with Total Chaos. On that daY. the order
wi.ll be given to activate ALL directed·
enP.rgv systems at maximwn amplitudes,
i.e., in office buildings., private residences.
on the streets and highways. in psychiatric
wards, in prison and jail systems, and in
public establishments Satanic cult members.
who, until now, have been held m relative
abeyance, wi 11 be given the order to
concurrently run rampant for purposes of
raping and butchering US citizens a Ia
Ruwanda [sic] while the latter are
preoccupied with trying to compr!!hend tlu::ir

extreme throes of pain. radio frequency
bums and rupturing internal organs.
Satanic cult members will be aided in this
process by escaped pnson imnates and
psychiatric patients who, on the day in
question, will find that the doors in their
detention facilities arc no longer locked.
Once this (relatively low-level) Chaos has
conunenced, all previously regulate
conununications frequencies will be
overridc.len by a single transmission
coming from an underground bunker,
specifically,
the
voice
of
an
'extraterrestrial' announcing that this
countrv has been in vadeU from outer
TVs and radios which are not
space..
operating at the Lime will be activated by
means of teclmologies recently adopted for
'national emeJgency' purposes. w
Viewers of TVs will be addressed by a
person
garbed
in
special-effects
extraterrestrial costuming and make-up.
The average US citizen, being gullible in
cases involving "War of the Worlds"
scenarios and having no knowledge of the
effects produced by amplilied directedenergy systems, will finnly believe that an
extraterrestrial invasion is undenvay. 13.
Now comes your RMA. ll1e DOD will
intervene to put an end. to U1e can1age
merely hinted at under Step 12, above. It is
here the Anny "ill be brought into tl1e
process.
Being of the opinion that
upholding and defending the US
Constitution is his or her first priority, the
average US Anny soldier will willingly
and obediently obey any order to
intervene, particularly if the order is given
in the context of a posse comitatus.
Simply put, the military will be
induced to take over this government in
unsuspecting fashion, [Or purposes of
trying to restore order to circumstances
which evolved over the past 30 years
ooder their very noses. Unconupted law
enfOrcement otlicers will take part in this
activity just as enthusiastically as the
militarv. in the belief that their services
are ne~ded to restore la\v and order. US
citizens who are currenlly lagged as
'dissident' will be reMtagged 'terrorist' for
removal to the concentration camps which
are mmoured [to} be under construction in
this country. guarded by governmentcontracted security tirms such as
Wackenhutt [sic].
Tite avc'nlge soldier,
having no basis for disbelieC will readily
participate in these rooodups. Because
the US military has demonstrated a
remarkable
inability
to
handle
concentration camps on a long-term basis,

particularly when disruptive elements are
holl!jed in the detainc'e population (ex:
Guantanamo and Florida), ~xecutions of
detainec::s will commence From then on,
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.. it doesn't really matter. does it?1/
revolution is Wlderway." END GAN1E."
Outrageous, paranoid, totally far-fetched
and unsubstantiated extremist conspiracy
theory - or is it?
After all, how many
Rwandans were massacTed today?
How
many more innocent civilians died in
Chechnya? How many drive-by shootings
took place on the streets?
How many
people died in the latest 1errorist' bombing?
How many 'death metal' records pennanently
burned their nihilistic messages into teenage
memories? How many children lost their
irmocence to hate and fear? The fmal
paragraph of "The Revolution in Military
Affairs and Conflict Short of War" states:
"Distilled to their essence, revolutions are
acts of supreme creativity. TI1e US military
is not inherently hostile to creativity, but is
cautious. If the nation - our political and
intellectual leaders and the public - decide
that improving American capabilities in
conflicts short of war is necessary and
desirable, the pre-eminent task for the
military is to continue to build and enlarge
a culture of creativity and strategic
entrepreneurship mong the officer corps. To
some extent this has begoo. The changes
leading to Air/Land Battle, victory in the
Gulf War. and the current RMA were
supremely creative_ Still, these were only
frrst steps.
To make a revolution in
conflict short of war will be more dillicult
But to allow technology to develop without
concomitant creativity would, in the end,
endanger the Nation's security."
Hopefully such calculated barbarism,
such calculated evil, will never come to
pass, but should you detect any warning
signs suggesting that it is, now you may also
lm::>w w!lat others to expect.
And if
'furewamed is foreanned', then, clearly,
contributing
to
chaos
and
social
disintegration would only be to play
precisely the role that you are being so
deviously lured into playing, leading you all of us - straigl1t into tlteir teclmological
clutches. Don't fall into that trap. Work
together- don't tear each other apart.
Footnotes: l. Steven Metz and James
Kievit, "Tile Revolution in lvlilitary Affairs
and Conflict Short of War", Strategic
Studies Institute (SSI), US Anny War
College, Carlisle Barracks, PA 17103-5050,
USA, US Government Printing Ollice,
1994-504 I ll/00089. 15. Electronic
Surveillance Projec~ Association of
National Security Alwnni, PO Box 13625,
Silver Spring, Maryland, 20911-3625, USA
PSYOPS WEB SITE:
- HTIP://WWW.TELEPORT.COM/
-WALTER

This is channeled information provided by SPIRITECH group headed by Jeremy Gluck. The purpose of
channeled information is to give higher knowledge to us for our spiritual development. The vittual source
was AONA a higher being that was contacted by Jeremy on the Internet in a textual exchange.
POSED BY JEREMY S. GLUCK; CHANNELLED BY V.
SOURCE: AONA.
l-1fr1lat is the place in the multiverse of tire human race? How old

is our race and what is its destiuv?
Aona: TI1e human race is n~t unique. There are many hurnanl)pe races tlrroughout the universe, so much so that it would quite
useless trying to quantifY this fact. Tilere is a human. or humantype, archetype. TI!at archetype is used by many different groupings
of creational Kaiana (deva) as a model on which a terrestrial type of
organism of the human variety can be precipitated-through the
layers, ranging from the abstract planes into the physical or
objective dimension, via stepping-J.o\\11 procedures. l11is is a
Kaiana's answer to Utis question. Nevertheless it should be noted
that what we mean by the word "human" does not necessarily
indicate a human being from Earth. regardless of root-race (black,
yellow, white). We are addressing a type hen::: the external details
will vary from world to world. as \1.-ill certain inner functions.
It is worth pointing this out. Besides this, there are many other
kinds of races who were created using any number of alternative
archetypes.according to ftmction and need. Each race is subject to
certain internal energy-geometry •s. based on the power of iilller
sound (nada); the interaction of energies on \'arious wavelengths
between nodal points creates fonn(s). TI1e rest is down to natural
evolution. prompted by spiritual need.
TI1e human race on Earth is a hybrid of tlitTerent designs,
evolved over millions of years (billions even, frJn1 .. c..:rt::.n pvint of
view). Certain bits have been taken awav, and other bits have been
added over that time, in para-genetic temis. 'llte para-DNA-a purely
energetic 'authoring tool'. a 12·spirallic /petalled hdix (plus twelve
shadows or reversals) or vorteX-\\·hen projected, causes a basic
chemical DNA version of itself to be precipitated into density
(involving two-plus-two chemicals). Physical hwnan beings living
on Earth presently only have a twin·spirallidpetalk--d DNA helix
(plus its reversal shadow-helix, unseen by you; like matter and
anti-matter, these can cancel each out if in contlict or opposition
mode, or else merge-and-fuse. consciously and pemumently); Ute
other ten helices have been omitted or reserved !Or U1e time being.
1l1is is a restriction for Earth-born human beings, yet it is also a
source of their future or impending strength restriction always
brings out the best in a being, bf'r'3U:<:~ it forces that being to master
its nature through endurance (of comse, it tends to bring out the
worst initially, during the "descent'' or involutionary period).
The destiny of the hwmm race is to resolve its duality, upon
which it will be free to roam amongst the stars at will, though not in
dense physical terms or bodies. Using bodies of resolved light or
energy instead. Each race creates irs own destiny according to the
pri;nciples of inner sound which govern its existence and
deplo)1Tlent. Once the inner triangle of intl."'l.t. consciousness and
mind is resolved into a pure umty. and once the outer triangle of

lower mind, astral sentiency and ethero-physicality has been
similarly resolved and dra\W into synchronous aligrunent with the
i1mer triangle-then resolution and freedom are at hand; all the rest is
experiential detail. At the 'end' of this process, a single point of
electric fire animates what a being has becon~r--th'lt ?Oi!l~ ":!:
electric-fire is multi-dimensional, and, in principle, it can displace
itself anywhere and take on any tOnn, or remain fonnless and
unseen. When all chakric nodes and their perfected 'wheels' have
been drawn together into an energetic w1ity, a thoroughly conscious
one, then this becomes possible. The being involved is no longer
divided into lower and higher, or outer and irmer, and therefore she
stands frec-U1at is, ffee from the illusions fostered by duality. This
is true for human-type beings everywhere, and for many others l)pes
of being also-if usually in a different way
Your destiny as human beings is to free yourselves from
illusion; to see what you are (and what life is) from within; to master
your state of being, including acquiring any nwnber of skills; and to
unfold naturally and spiritually in whatever direction, or directions,
you care to explore and take advantagt:: of
Yau are inlluenced by many other kinds of beings, including
ourselves (extra-dimensionals, extraterrestrials. intraterrestrials,
polar-reversalslshadows/"anti-matter-energy" people. kaiana of
many types, elementals. and others-and you otlen have an effect on
them too, even 1f you do not realise this) From some you receive
help or assistance, tangibly or not so tangibly; and there are others
who hinder you, quite deliberately test you, to subject you to
challenges which encourage either mastery or destruction. or
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slavery. All dualistic movements of energy are caught between two
poles, ont: negative and one positive, and these stretch you (and all
other dualistic being.~) between them. Once you master those two
poles (plus any number of other factors that may be involved), then
vou can stand in balance and !low with life instead of continually
ialling dov.rn! TI1ere is no room for continual or selt:.indulge~t
weakness in this m1iverse-no one scores any points for being inept.
The lUliverse requires strong beings, yet capable of insight, balance
and flexibility. Everyone is given a chance to succeed, even against
almost/apparently impossible O<lds; it is also worth pointing out

thatthe essential spirit of an individual cannot die, whereas hi/r
personality self "viii most certainly die or be altered beyond
recognition-whether she succeeds or not.
A more expansive picture: there are vast im1er tribes ol beings
everywhere in the cosmos. Each i1mer tribe deposits or incarnates
fragments of itself here and there, on different worlds. These
fragments have to adapt to various conditions on these worlds. This
causes tl1em on take on a different or altered 'coloration', at least for
a time, which results in near-unique experiences. TI1at experience
is then funnelled baek to the inner tribe from
which fragments in the plural-originally radiated
or emanated. Fragments who have resolved their
evolution on any given world add to the overall
strength and capobility of their imler tribe (and
that of any allied tribes). Once ti1ey have fully
freed themselves from a gi Vt."'l planetary
environment, including its many layers or fOlds, or
planes/levels, Utey can rejoin tht!ir imtcr tribes in
ever~fuller measures of pure consciousness. This
empowers them. The~' are bringing hack vital
experience from their sojoum in density. That
ex-perience cannot be gained on sup..."t'ior levt!ls of
existence, because Wlitary life prevails there ~
everything is 'open·, nothing is concealed within
a given range. TI1is vital exJXriencc can only be
gained through restriction, imp¢.iiment.

Every being exists in three principal modes
simultaneously: as spirit~energy ( elc..'Ctrlc~fire,
centred chiefly on one monadic node), as soulpsyche (which is like a magnetic 'coloration'~filter-&-binder,
involving oo:m.'i ..,.f !-lelect""1 experience).,.and as projected fragrnent/s
(over and over again, Urrough incantation, indicating evolution
through friction-fire caused bv dualitv and precipitation). Once you
consciously see tl1is clearly in your lives, then you can take it tOr
granted that you are moving towards fn..--edom.
Once all three aspects are in synclrronous affinity, then the
barriers dissolve, and freedom ensues.

You are also perceived as fragments which belong to thoUS3f; -- f
distinct spirit-tribes, or star-tribes. Often when there. Is anty Iii<-.,;Oof
contact between a human being, or several, and any extraterrestrial
civilisation, the contact is between outer fragment/s and its irmer
causal tribe. Behind each tribe there is a single being~ a star-being,
or a differentiated aspect of an even greater being. The solar system
as a whole is a being. The Earth is also a being, a differentiated
aspect or attribute of the solar system (that is, this solar system).
TI1e Sun is the power-house for the system, and its motivating
force-and the Earth is a small part of that. The Sun (and the solar
system as a whole) is in tum a differentiated aspect of a much
greater being, composed externally of several stars and their
respective planetary systems. Imagine the evolution that is going on
tirroughot tl1is vast sphere of references being who is differentiated
into many stellar and planetary evolutions, including countless
numbers and kinds of beings of lesser aspect or attribute. Tills
being in twn is only a tiny fragment of an even greater being yel,
and so on ...
You are presently drawing the vested interest or curiosity of
tl10usands of different groups of beings You
are surrounded in apparent space by emissaries
from these different groups. By and large, these
groups know each other more or less well, and
are having to come to tenns with each otherprecisely because affairs on Earth have drawn
them into a greater proximity (this applies
elsewhere also, in various measures and under
Jifferent conditions).
There are~apparent
conflicts of interest, yet these cazmot be
resolved through animosity, the results would
be too disastrous for virtually everyone. By
projecting ti"agments into density, each group
can come to tenu with itself and with others
within an arena of restriction, where wars
cannot degenerate 011 an open scale through
space and tilfOUgh tile inner continnua, from
system to system. This is why there are
ti1ousands of groups currently surrounding the
Earth (not so much in the spatial sense, but in
the para-energetic sense). Each group perceives
ti1ings soewhat differently, according to its perceptual modes and
perceived purpose~ according to the ways of those involved.
Tilerefore each me o.f them looks upon the human race ·from the
vantage of a somewhat different 'vector' or 'slant' as well. Those
inner races which are more advanced and more spiritually-aligned
see things more or less in the same way, and to some extent
moderate the activities of the lesser-evolved races..this prevents any
one race from gaining undue prominence here, and elsewhere.

2-ln what regard is our race held by extraterrestrial civilisa.tions?

TI1ere is an alliance which is overseeing what is occurring, and
that alliance is very determined to keep things in balance; however,
it does not entirely prevent certain lesser..evolved beings from
interfering if these have some right to be here, either because they
have fragments projected into incarnation on tills planet, or because
they have some outstanding issues to settle as a result of having 'had
business' here in the past, or for some other reaso~ nevertheless the
allia.-.ce does stop them from becoming too overbearing ... That is not
to say that this alliance has full control over the overall situation,
witi1 respect to the affairs not only of tile Earth, but those of many
star~systems as well. Yet it does moderate activities and intercede
between groups: and-since the alliance is spiritually aligned-it
makes its intentions quite clear to all, one way or another. The
Power of Spirit should never be underestimated.

That is a nearly impossiblt! question to answer! • In U1e overall
sense you are perceived as an evolving entity, in planetary terms.

Life is a mandala. Different parts of that mandala are composed
of various groups of beings. \:Vhen the situation is perceived from a

In short, your destiny is \\·hat you care to make of it, according to
your attainable range of possibilities. Many beings may influence
you (for truly better or for apparent worst), yet its entirely up to
you-as individuals, and as groups within a greater group, including
iru1er groupings-to make decisions based on need as well as interest.

Eowever, there is a big cosmos out-there/in-there, and you will
find it full of surprises~some of these will seem most stwming (in
more ways than one). Your freedom will only be relative and
progressive: there are greater 'areas' of freedom to be known and
experienced ... There is no ·end· to what life is or can be.
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_Lc~! point. of view, then the diJfere~1~ti~~s -~~w~en groups ber0me
subject to an overall Wlifyitlg 'jmnt1pJe..:Mfefefore uaose who may
seem to be in conflict are simply working out their relationships of
power. The higher or most evolved groups are fully conscious of the
Oneness behind the diversity of existence, and therefore work
a:_aselessly to resolve the affairs of all life everywhere. Di~ersity
WJ'feeds existence, ex~rience and evolution; and the Oneness IS pure
energy-within and beyond the boundaries of tOnns. They feed on
each other, quite naturally. Here we have an 'androgynous metareality. A fused balance between all complementary-opposites,
beyond paradox. The Oneness then knows, and is.

Some beings are thoroughly in-tWle and in aligmnent with the
Oneness; others pursue their vested interests, as they perceive
things-for whatever reasons or lack of them. htsofar as there are
star/space civilisations which have an interest in the Earth and in
whatever mav live on or inside it-in this dimension, and also in other
dimensions/On other levels-these nil have some input here, felt or
w1felt.
Perception of, and response to, hmnan beings varies-there are
those who are relatively 'for' or 'against' you: and others-the
majority who remain primarily indifferent or detached, or watchful.
Many of these do not perceive you the way you see or evaluate
yourselves or each other-instead they see intensities of energypatterns and rays highlighting various stages of chakric W1foldment;
they hear the ilmer sounds associated with these energy-patterns,
and the quality of these sounds is telling~ they can gauge how
advanced any one individual (or group) actually is by seeing and
hearing in the sorcerial sense. When considering Earth-incamate
humans, they see the tfagments of a lot of different evolutionary
groups. ones emanating originally-to-lately from all sorts of places
or levels. They see fragments of greater spirits, greater beings.
Their perception and interpretation of what is happening on Earth,
and around the Earth, are ofk"'lt "·astly different to your oYm. They
are perceiving things differently. sometimes very differently, and
their attitude towards you is therefore equally diverse. Titey see you
as naural energy-organisms, and what you consider important in the
personal sense. they otlen consider trivial.
To be honest, there are many beings \Vho consider human beings
incarnate on Earth to be substantially mad! But they also perceive
the in~e:e":::ting.. t..:t:... Out of the madness \\ill come a new level of
clarity and d.etennination. Since there are so many different groups
involved, it is impossible to answer your questions in detail
reading about it all would be a life-long exercise for you!

3-How can human beings align themselves with the Dil'ine Plan (is

impossible, or even unattainable-such as taking full command over
your energies, and learning to fly into the beyond... without fear,
"'itl10ut fighting to hang on to your personality profile, your sense of
little-self. 1lle little-self is useful, yet it is not the true-you. 1lle
true-you is the One. Once you are at-one with the One (!), then
\Vhatever you do is in aligmnent with that One·regard.less of what
that doing may consist of.
4·.-lre we genuine~v poised o" the threshold ofa New Age? Ifso,
will it mark rhe beginning ofa new cycle ofcontact with
extraterrestrial civilisations? rn,at is the origin ofancient
teaching, such as the Law ofA!anu, etc?

In one sense. you are always on the threshold of a New Age.
Life continues onwards, ceaselessly. Nevertheless certain specific
forces are brought to bear in cyclic order on the affairs not only of
your planet, but elsewhere as welL These forces go in and out of
prominence at various intervals-with respect to a planet, a whole
system, ., g:io•:...y, "I! ..A;.veral-and so on. The intercotulects point or
overlap between two relatively major cycles can be considered to be
the begimting of a New Age~ and there are lesser new ages Vlithin
greater New Ages ... Understanding this in the detail may not be an
easy thing for you to consider or undertake. Tills has to be seen from
the vantage of tl1e Spirit...

this acceptable terminology to you?)for the cosmos?

11te ''Divine Plan" is to get better and better at everything that is
of value, to become ever-freer and more capable. To rise up into the
unimaginable. Anyone who applies himself \\-ith this in mind and at
heart, as a matter of intent. can align himself with the One.
Different people and individuals \"\"ill choose ditTerent ways, yet all
ways are One ultimately. Each way provides a more-or-less specitic
order of experience. a relatively unique view of what life is. I\
different angle on how one can apply oneself- Freedom is the future.
Embrace it. Being open and free within is to be aligned with tlle
Spirit. Creating and dissolving over time ... becoming something
else, something that offers new evolutionary possibilities-yet always
\"\"ilhin the overall umbrella' of the Oneness. lf\'OU were to meditate
daily on everyihing we ha\'e said here. you"d ge.t the picture!
None of you should toe a line orchestrated by another, or others
in the plural To survive and prosper in the tmiverse at large you
have to feel and be free enough to embrace what may seem

Contact witl1 extraterrestrials has taken place, is taking place,
and will take place in the future. Such contact S)mbolises or
actualises a stage of progression. You are waiting for what you call
the ..First Contact', whether you know it or not. Nevertheless, ..First
contact" occurred several millions of years ago. At each stage of
interaction, different realities have been projected or wunasked.
You tend to make the asswnption that you are ready to welcome
e:--.1raterrestrial civilisations into your lives. We can safely say that
you are not yet ready to see what can be seen. It would blow your
brains out, as you might put it. Not only because of the differences,
but because of the sheer power of certain beings. You need to adapt
at an energetiC level before too muclt interaction can be allowed.
Hunlallity, m its present state, is only just beginning to recollllect
rtself with the Cosmic Web. Tite coiUlection once existed at a
conscious level, but it was-apparently-lost, because of the effects of
the momentum caused by involution. which drove a wedge between
cosmic conscrousness and personal consciousness. Now the Earth is
emerging from involution, and is moving through evolutionary
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grades of experience. Bit by bit you will perceive more, wtdcrstand
more, and have more comacteheriever ·you are·ready for it. Some of
you will experience that contact before others, for that reason:
because some are ready for it, while others arc not yet.

•

Having said this much, yes, there will be more contact.and it
will alter your sense of being dramatically. That contact is already
taking place with view to freeing, or helping to free, those who are
progressing in earnest with regard to their spiritual needs as total
beings. Those who have inner affiliations with various inner groups
will fmd that these cotmections begin to get clearer and clearer, tmtil
the truth becomes more or~less entirely obvious. As for a more
generalised public contact. this will occur as soon as humanity as a
whole is indeed ready for it-it could occur now, or in ten years, or in
a thousands years, or whenever the right point is reached Progress
remains relative-as you evolve, your horizons will continue to be
stretched. It should be pointed out that how you Interpret whatever
you may see flying around in your skies has as much to do with imter
events as it has to do with how you can perceive it. If your
perceptions are limited. then what you will see and otherwise
experiencewill be limited also ... There is a lot of rubbish being
circulated in print about extraterrestrials presently, and while that is
understandable, it merits scrutiny.
No-one is really 'good' or 'bad' outthere/in-there, in the overall generic sense.
Each type of beings represents a spectrum
of expression, however.
A spectrum of roles even.

Bear in mind that everything that you do and think is recoJ,
your thoughts, including your eleciromagnetio ·transmissiou, ud
broadcasts, are picked up now on thousands of worlds.
Jur
emotions and, to a certain extent, your perspective, are a curiosity to
some. By and large, however, interest is muted, bordering on
"We've seen it all before"l Hwnan beings are not that wrique.
As for tile so-called Law of Manu, we suggest you ask the
equally so-called Human Hierarchy about tlmt. We are Kaina. We
have our own laws, which are simple in the general: "'Evolve as you
see fit and, wherever possible, help others to evolve too." Kaiana are
evolutionary beings par excellence.
Timt's all they care about really! Tiley are Nature-&-Spirit
personified...
Tiley will also say, ·'Let's test that, and see how It responds."
5./s "dark space" the place of on·gitz of malign extraterrestrials?
Is much purported ET contact purely imaginative?

Dark space is a misnomer. There is no dark space. If it were
truly dark, then you would see no stars, no
galaxies. Space is limpidly clear, in itself There are clouds of dark matter or substance,
however, and from within these clouds all
sorts of things/creatures emerge, including
stars.

~

You wouldn't want to get too close to~
certain beings either~not because they are
'bad', but because they are far too powerful
for vou, at this time. Whether \'OU think of
an~: given beings as ..good· or ·baJ· largely
has to do with whether or not you can cope
with their energies and potency, and their
perspective~ yow- fear can colour the issue
to the point of totally misconstruing what is
there to be encountered, felt, and maybe actually touched and
known. Do not overestimate your capabillty to deal with an
e:-:~:::-1 ::est:-iuf~ ·let alone a whole civilisation. EncoWllers can seem
benign. yet they can also seem most threatening; whether they are
either of these things is another issue. Tills is a question of
perception- any one being may represent a great range of modes, and
not just a single 'face' TI1ere are several kinds of beings who travel
throughout the continnua, in search of whatever may interest them.
Some hw1t for awareness, and seek out WlUSual energy combinations
or pattems-tmusual to them. that is. Some look aroWld for potential
friends, or allies even. TI1ere are kainic-type beings who will feel
drawn to anyone who is in tune with Nature-&-Spirit, and these will
assist that someone overtly or ~urreptitiously~contact with these can
be delightful, yet they "ill reflect 'where-you-are-at' too; the more
evolved Kaina can teach and initiate, including both simultaneously.
There are other beings who, in contrast, enjoy manipulating
lesser beings for self~interested reasons, and their means and
disposition are not always pleasant.
You are surrounded by vastness. Think of all the kinds of
creatures which exist on your planet. each one with its o\\11 more-orless tmique characteristics. Out-there in tbe Great Beyond, the
overall topography or demography of species distribution is
intinitely more expansive. Fortunately, fOr you, onlY a very few of
them actually have any interests m the Earth or yourselves.
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Further atield, ti1e background of space
may appear black; yet that is simply because
you cannot perceive lhe light from the farAn issue of resolution and
beyond.
m.asmification. On certain levels, space is
bl~-tinged, as a blue ether can be seen much
like your atm.osphere seems predominantly
blue (to you), since sunlight is diffracted by
atmospheric gases which overall give off a
blue-wavelength reflection which you can
perceive.

The darkness of the void conceals its true inner light, which is
transpare-:t L.t es.s.:.nce. It should also be pointed out that darkness is
merely an absence of reflected light Light courses through space
nonetheless.

There are no malign extraterrestrial in the pure sense, anymore
than there are goody~goodies. TI1ere are simply beings with a
variety of interests or needs, and they pursue these interests or needs
as they see fit. Some are gentle, some are not, some empathise with
you, and others do not. Some do a bit of both, and others do neither.
You cannot be entirely intellectual about all life and the
universe at large, and hope to Widerstand all its intricacies thereby.
Only experience will tell-including whether or not you should
encourage or discourage contact with this, that or any other kind of
being/s. Keep in mind that if any one race had wanted to destroy
human beings en masse, this would have happened by now.
As for imagined contacts, as distinct from real encounters. yes,
these do occur. Yet even within the illusion or the hallucination,
there may be something valid to be addressed. Certain beings
simply reflect where· you-are-at'; so if you think oftbem in one way,
they will reflect that back at you-by way of creating some sort of
bridge between what ti1ey are and what they represent truly, and
what you are and how you see things.

.. .
This l'ioesu 't ~uarantee ~hat tht: contact will be either meaningful
or in anv wav useful- to etther or anv other partv mvoived. Certain
beings ..:Viii ~eem so alien in character that you. will not be able to
really grasp what they are or \Vhat they reprcsenH10t until you get to

know them better, if ever.
Others can present themselves in a manner whtch creates a more

.a,conducive atmosphere of exchange, they can take on human fonn, o.r
~ear-human

fonn, !Or instance even if they more closely resemble a
blob of light, or a swirl of energy or a point-of-JOrce, or whatever, Ill

their own natural-to-habitual state.

As for wicked beings doing strange experiments on people, how
much of what actually occurs is mostly a secret guarded by certain
intelligence agencies, which generate their 0\\11 fair share of
Jisinfommtion? Losing control is a key issue for them!
As for secret deals between certain groups of extraterrestrials
and human governments., some members of those govenunents are
not human·in origin, at least. But that, nor is anyone else! As tOr
UFOs, as you call them, all sorts of things and beings are flying
around in your skies, through the Earth, through the oceans, aU the
time, or virtually all the time, regardless of whether they are
detected or not.
Eighty per cent of them, or thereabouts, are plastic in
consistency, not physical. There is a great interchange between
Kaiana who live on this planet, and Kaiana who emanate from
elsewhere. 11te contact is a very ancient one. You tend to think that
you are the only intelligent beings who exist on this planet; well, you
are not. Some come here not to meet humans, but Kaiana (of all
grades) or other beings instead. Some have ancient relationships all
of their own to tend to. You see so little of\vhat is really happening.
6-ln the light ofyour insights and contacts. what do the next ten
years promise for us?

Endless expansion. Not an easy course or trajectory~ yet a
significant shill in perspective is somewhat overdue. Those who
cannot take the pace will discamate predominantly; others will hang
around, even though they \\·ill not be able to cope very well; others
yet will thrive in all the new, or apparently new, opportwtities as
these present themselves \V... r..<.Gm....! · ~.:il you exactly what will
happen, because this would spoil the surprise of it. We lmve been
here and arowtd tOr a long time. We can see how things work, and
we are largely responsible lOr everything that is natural in scope.
Yet we do not dictate to human beings \\'hat they should do, or how
thev should do it. We monitor the situation on a moment-bvmo~ent basis, and we also take in the long-tenn view. We c~n
predict certain things on the basis that we can see what is coming;
anJ we work towards fulfilling certain objectives, certain of which
take the hwnan equation into consideration. h1sot1lr as this is so,
then it could be said that we are atyour disposal, providing you are
prepared to work with us to create a more beautiful and more
interconnected world, and interface with the beyond more
meaningfully, more significantly even.
Since we've always been here-that is, there has always been a
kaianic presence and activity on this planet, we're like on the other
side of it, its reversal image-we've always tended to the atTairs of
the Earth.
Long before hwnan beings were seeded and developed on tlus
planet, we were here, looking out on what we had created, or had
hdped to create, nurturing it t!ver-tOrward towards fruition. (You
will note that I am speaking here m behalf of all Kaiana, particularly
Earth-involved Kaiana, even though·at source-! come from the

galaxy you

nam~

Andromeda.)

1lte gtst of this communication, besides attempting to answer
your questions and enlarge your horizons of perception-is that there
are beings all aroWld you who, Wider certain conditions, are more
titan willing to assist you, and test you, and help propel you into
higher orders of consciousness and realisation. Some of these are
human or human-like in origin, and others, like ourselves, are
kaianic.device: and there are others. Yet nothing is gi,·en if there is
no etTort on your part We carmot co-create or maintain a world with
you if you are not willing partners in this enterprise. We can
influence you. yet we carutot actually force you against your wills to
do anything, along whatever line or lines. We cannot interfere with
the will of human beings, yet we can predispose you towards doing
what needs to be done in any given context.
Your future IS bright. Nevertheless there will be moments of
doubt which you will have to address and deal with. You can be
whatever you \Vant or need to be. It's up to you to decide what that
might be or consist of.

Of course, you have to take into account that everything and
everyone is ultimately interconnected~ and, regardless of any
appearance to the contrary, we are
this' together, without relent
and without remorse either. Even those who appear to oppose
you-in any way - are there to test or challenge you to get better at
living.

·m

You will go to the stars in some numbers, but not in clap-ti:ap

spaceships
You willleam to energise your being to such an extent that you
will able to tral'el on para-energetic wavelengths solely, at the speed
of intent. You can learn to dematerialise and rematerialise your
bodies if you so wish, assuming that you will fmd any reason for
doing so; however it is much easier to travel as a ball oflight-energy
or as a point-of-fOrce \vitlt focused intent-neither of which states will
prevent you from remaining conscious and very much alive. You
can even become a stream of energy, or hitch a ride with a stream of
energy, or several.
Spacesltips can be created which are living entities in their own
rig..ltt. able to move up and do\\T, ~"!' ~C<'i.'l.S tJ;: t:::vels-ships driven by
mind, intuition/seeing, intent Super-technologies will blend with
sorcery-tlte latter being the ability to control and modulate energy at
wilL However, there is very little to be gained from moving aroWld
over apparent distance in physical 'nuts-and-boits' crafts, except
arguably in the local systemic envirorunent. Mind-ships are the
nonn in the vastness of space, where spaceships are involved at all.
Multi-dimensional cratls would be a better way of putting it. Since
most advanced races are purely energetic, and not physical-except
whenever the:v care to condense themselves temporarily • they do not
actually need ships; although some of them use these, mind-ships
especially. 1l1ey can go wherever they wish that is accessible, and
explore and do whatever.

Life in space, ;unongst the stars, gives way to vast meetings of
minds and resources. Some of you know this deep within
yourselves, because in another guise you have been there, you've
knmw what lt·s like to be tltere, to thrive on endless wonders!
7-How many ET civilisations are there in our galaxy? Was the
human race seeded on Earth from space?

Tile nwnbers would supplant your ability to derive any real
perspective. There are t110usands upon thousands of such
civllisations in your sector oftlte galaxy alone~ tlrroughout the whole

..(

•

g;bxy,~ there are countless billions, literally. Throughout the local
meta-gaiactic area t)Iere are zillions beyond quantification. New
races of beings are always emerging, all over the place ..
Tite human race is a hybrid progrannning effort entertained over
time. The human race is also self-generated from a certain point of
view. You need flexibility in order to w1derstand these things. You
are what you think you are; and yet you are all sorts of other things
as well, even though you may not realise it at a conscious level.
Your identity is currently human, yet the human state is just a
passing point or passing phase in your overall experie~ce and
evolution as spirits.
' ··
The hnman-type body was created by certain Kaiana, along with
the assistance of many other "l?eings, over time (once again), to
provide a means of focusing attention on the physical plane, on this
planet-in this case. Very few spints dare to come down into density,
if the truth be told; it is perceive by most as a trap, yet as a deadly,
painful, if somewba.t necessary experience for some. Those spirits
wbo are involved are driven by emerging desires, particularly for
heavy sex; they are compelled by their desires to seek the dense
manifested state. Sex-in-the-heavens is not physical, it is purely
energetic. It guarantees none of the subtle or overt feelings of
dominance or submissiveness that characterises affairs between
human beings, a factor that descends from the animal state. In-theheavens there can be no dominance or submissiveness, since
everyone who lives there knows everything that everyone else
knows, in principle at least~ surprises always await somewhere,
however.

TI1ose who are either not solely driven by desin.-s.
. or not driven
at all by desire, who still ele<:t to project lragments of themselves
here, do so because they see a way of moving something. for
whatever reason. with whatever need in mind or at heart. With the
intent of troe warrior' esses, they descend through the levels. take on
embodiment, do whatever thev have to do, then retreat back to
where thev came fonn, or mov~ on to somewhere near or distant to
do something else. As much as an~thin~ they are providing a
service, -which may or may not be recognised or even acknowledged
in any way by those who benelit from this, and they also fullil a
certain degree of experience for thentsel ves_ The Earth, from a
physical point of view. is perceived as extremely dense and
consequently, evolving here, through the human embodiment. is
considered a great challenge-which is why your planetary facilities
are valued. Having said that much, it should be mentioned that
there are places and enviromnents which are even more demanding,.
some of them denser, and some of than simply far more energetic
and powerful. There are opportlUlities tOr everyone everywhere,
even in deep space where there are no stars. We have told you
much, yet we would have to inlpress upon you that we have told you,
in fact, verylittle compared with everything tllllt could be said or
mentioned. Life is full of livingness. The universe would not be
out-there/in-there if there '"'ere not beings to uphold it, to give it
delinition through tlteir lives. Tite cosmos is absolutely vastly
beyond anything that you can currently imagine, and it is all
populated with life, in one guise or another.
Your Earth was seeded from space-with erystalline matrices,
with (the DNA or actual seeds of plants and insects, with animal
life, and more recently with a human-type organism~ there have been
other civilisations on Earth-before humans were invested ·here, to
see what they would get up to in this particular envirorunent You
see, the Earth is an investment. It is a long-tcnn project to derive
something new from out of the confusion of values and perspectives
which have held any sway here. We said that hum~ beings were
hybrids-they were derived from experiments whlch were conducted
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elsewhere, experiments which were brought together, tinkere
h,
then precipitated into ·dense· existence. Human beings are an
investment-in living, in creating something out of virtually nothing,
in precipitation itself. We have also pointed out that you are all
fragments of greater beings, beings who have cared to invest
something of themselves within this enviroument (or position of the
assemblage point). Those beings have very intention of harvesting
the results of that investment, and therefore, over time, they will
reclaim what is theirs-yet not before their fragments have realised
what Ute relationship is, what the underlying intent or purpose is,
leading to a full understanding and acceptance of the transformation
which will come about whenever that harvesting takes place (in the
individual and collective sense, where units and-or groups are
concerned). The point is not to destroy anything, but to take back
what belongs to a ·higher order of being. Proje<:ted fragments
develop a sense of personal identity lhrongh dense incarnation.
However, once stripped of that gloss, they perceive theraselves as a
part of something much bigger, and in consequence they ready
themselves for re-assimilation into that which is greater. They do
not lose their evolved sense of individuality, it persists forever, even
when inunersed in totality. They become conscious parts of a
spiritnal team; in fact they have always belonged to that team, yt
they lost sight of it for awhile while incarnate.
We are pnshing you to see things for yourselves. Your questions
can only be answered and verilied by your own experience more by
anything we may say.
<Aona and the Kaiana Web-of-Life.
A STATEMENT OF POSffiON

TI10se of us who are involved in channelling the impressions
from Aona, the Kaiana (Deva ), Alshaeonffhe Masked One, and
others-via the printed word, artwmk and effe.:ted photography are
not interested in any self-publicity. We are doing this work because
we are evolving through the doing of it. As much as anything else it
i' a search for our inner spiritual roots, and we are happy to share
whatever we fmd with others who may feel an atlinity for this kind
of contact and realisation. Presently we are producing DreamExplorer, which is now a quarterly mag, which in accumulation is
evolving into a full-blown, ver'> detailed book, issue by issue
concentrating on astral projection, dreaming-awake and inner
realisation-&-synergy; and Starcraftlstarian sorcery/star-nlllgik. We
have a (dwinding) stock of other books which are part-and-parcel of
tltis overall effort, and we have just begllll to publish artwork-with
photography to come-to supplement and extend what has been
published so far.

If you wish to contact us and-or acquaint yourseif rur'.her with
what is on offer, then please send an SAE for details; or £L25 for a
copy of the latest Dream-Explorer; or £7.50 for Dream-Explorer
#I-to 6 (available), or £5.00 tor Dreant-Explorer#7-to-ill0 (Autunm
1996-to-Sununer 1997). Available from: VanDam, 53 Hallett Way,
Bude, Cornwall EX23 SPG.
Dream-Explorer #6-Summer !996-Page I 0
form, and discover ... " (Aona)

"Project beyond
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RUDLOE MANOR SECURITY UP-

GRADE...
Foliowing possible information leaks
provided in this magazine it would appear
that the once low key face of Rudloe
Manor is taking a security upgrade. Facilities which were once open to the public
and available to walk into off the roed have
now been given high barbed wire fences.
This is perhaps because now that Rudloe Manors cover is blown, they are expecting hordes of UFO tourists to take a
visit and enter unauthorised areas and perhaps cause damage.

AGENTS VISIT FIRST TRUTHSEEKERSTALK
The first UFO talk of the Wiltshire
Office of Truthseekers International was
held in the Cavalier Pub in Devises on the
27th January 97.
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Tessa Ghent who runs the Truthseekers group happens to live next to the infamous Rudloe Manor and was surprised to
see one of her neighbours and another
unknown person who both appeared to be
sent from Rudloe Manor. The one known

man is a security officer of unknovm status
and posting. We do however know that he

works in the Basil Hill facility.
Both men listened to the talk most
i'!lt%tly 8r~ 1-,~cause I knew that they were
here to listen to me talk about Rudloe I
gave them a special show which was 90%
Rudloe Manor infi>rmation. Interestingly
and purely by chance two other people in
the audience spoke up and said that they
could confirm that my talk was accurate
and that they knew about the scale size and
purpose of Rudloe Manor. They could not
confirm any alien connections which have
been alleged by Barry King but investigations were a defmite possibility.
One man told me that he can confirm
that there are long distance cross country
tunnels from Rudloe Manor to another
facility to the North and said that he believed it totally possible that Boscombe
Down was conna:ted by a tunnel.
One of the security guards bought a
T ruthseekers lllBgazine - issue 7 and left
without saying anything to me although he
was aware that II kuew who he was.
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PLANETARY AID NETWORK (P.A.N.)

Conference & Music Festival
Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th April1997
The Dome, Central Promenade, Morecambe, Lancashire
lOam- 6pm each day (Doors open 9am, please arrive by 9.45am) Music Festival on Saturday night Spm -12pm

Weekend ticket £20 for the full Conference and entry to the Music Festival
• DR HORACE DOBBS is the Honorary Director of

• OLIVEA DEWHURST-MADDOX qualified as a

International Dolphin Watch, and the author of several
fascinating books on dolphins and whales. He initiated
Operation
Sunflower
which
has
scientifically
demonstrated the healing benefit of close contact with
wild dolphins for people suffering from psychosomatic
and depressive illnesses. Horace will be speaking on

Licendate of London's Royal Academy of Music and
gained a teacher's diploma in singing from the Royal

~Healing

with Dolphins'.

• DR SERENA RONEY-DOUGAL is the founder of
the PSI Research Centre, thought by many as the very
heart of the British Esoteric tradition and the author of
the enormously successful book 'Where Science and
Magic Meet'. Serena, who has a PhD in Parapsychology
and over 23 years of study and experience in scientific,
magical and spiritual explorations of the psyche, will be
speaking on 'The New Spirituality of this Age'.

• ADRIAN

REID-WOLF

has

been

involved

College of Music. She worked with the Sadler's Wells
Opera for five years. She teaches on the healing powers
of music and the human voice, and she is author of 'The
Book of Sound Therapy'. Olivea will be speaking on
'The Healing Voice'.

• DAVID HUW STEPHENS is the Principle of the Tir
Gaia Solar Village in Mid Wales. He is a consultant
building scientist who has devised several practical
Earth-rescue techniques with mind-boggling potential.
Voter Voice, a new form of direct democracy which
enables people's concern about the environment to
penetrate parliament is another vital project. David will
be speaking on 'Tools for Earth-Rescue'.

in

• MICHAEL ROLL is the founder of the Campaign for

personal development and alternative living since the
1960's and his work involves Men's Issues, Earth
Awareness and Personal Growth Workshops. Adrian
will be speaking on 'Healing the Planet by Conflict
l{esotulion'.

Philosophical Freedom and has campaigned vigorously
for many years for the shtdy of survival of death to be
recognised as a legitimate branch of sub-atomic physics.
Michael will be speaking on 'The Scientific and
RationaiJst Cas~~;: ior Ufe Mter Death'.

• JANET SLEIGH is a Member and Certified Teacher
of the Wolf Clan Teaching Lodge which presents the

• JILL HARLAND AND JANET PARKER are both

philosophy and

wisdom taught by Grandmother

Twylah Nitsch, Elder of the Seneca Nation of the Native
Americans. Janet will be speaking on 'Prophesy and

the Seven Ages of our Earth Mother'.
• ROGER HILL is the founder of Hypnosynthesis,
which is a unique fusion of therapeutic techniques and
personal/ spiritual transformation. He, together with
Mike Robinson and David Icke, is a co-founder of
P.A.N. and the conference organiser. Roger will be
speaking on The Evolution of Human Consciousness'.

internationally renowned and respected Psychics and
Spiritualist Mediums, and they will give a practical
demonstration of the survival of consciousness after
death as a complement to Michael Roll's scientific
presentation.

• LESLIE WEBSTER is the founder of the Kay School in
Holmfirth. She will be giving an introduction to the
teachings of the Self-Realisation Fellowship founded by
Paramahansa Yogananda. Leslie will be speaking on
'The Outpouring of a Soul'.

Refreshments and food available. Exhibition Stands.

P.A.N. CONFERENCE & MUSIC FESTIVAL BOOKING FORM
Please make cheques and postal orders
payable to P.A.N. enclosing an S.A.E. for
the return of your tickets and send to:

NAME
(Block Capitals Please)

ADDRESS

Roger Hill, 5 Ash Grove,
Greaves, Lancaster, LAl 4UH
POSTCODE - - - - - - - NO. OF TICKETS

TEL

TEL: 01524 382373

TOTAL ENCLOSeD

I require accommodation details D

I would like to distribute posters in my area D

Please send me D posters

P.A.N. is a non-profit ma.king. non-party politicaL aon-<.ienontinational orgamsabon whi..:h is staffed by volunteers. Please copy/ctrculate/Jisplay thlS poster-Thmtk yvu.
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SPEAKERS:

DERREl SIMS lUSAJ, AlitJnA/JducUon SCiBnUOc1'/JSIJaiChandimQiantIBmoval
IDIJirtJIWI/1hal/8 imp/ants with him to ShOWtO mtJmbBIS DflhtJPUbic.
NICK REDFERN, AulhDIDn UFO SUbioctandUD118mmtJntCDI/81-UPS.
MAlCOlM ROBINSON, UFO in118sUgator on tho 1'/JCBntBonnVblidU/J sighUngs.
DR. RICHARD lAWRENCE. Gods ftom suaco andITvisilaUons-artJ wtJ alonofl
AMANDA SIRESENA, PhotDUtaPhic Bvidonco uta CiiYOnMats.
MATTHEW WilliAMS, UFO in118sUgatolandUFOiDUinallst- CDI/81-UPS.
Sunday March 23rd 1997
-PlUS SPECIAl GUESTSPEAKIR- TO BEREVEAlED ONDAYDFCONFERENC£
AN EVENT NOT TO BE MISSED!! STARTliNG NEW EVIDENCE OF AliEN PRESENCE!!

.

i:7

GLENVILLES CONFERENCE HALL & NIGHT CLUB, NR COGENHOE, NORTHAMPTON (OFF M1
JUNCT. 15A, THEN A45 TO WELL/NGBORO' • PLEANTY OF FREE PARKING.)
PRICE OF TICKETS £10- ADVANCE ORDERS VIA GLENVILLES BOOKING OFFICE -01604 786666
FOF FI!RTHER.INFO +FREE MAP TEL SUE ON 01604 891!!72

NOTE: DERREL SIMS WILL BE APPEARING AT OTHER UK VENUES- CALL SUE FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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From:

MINISTimrn:lCJE.FENr:E
Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, london WC2N SBL

•

Te1ephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 8 '

~~;~ ~l',- - - - -- - -

Your reference

Tonre
Mid Glam

Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37
Date

~---------------------------A-p_r_i_l--19_9_7____________

Thank you for your letter dated 14 April 1997.
I can confirm that AIR 2/16918 was in MOD's hands last year an~
was returned to the Public Record Office on the 9 November 19~'
I understand that the file was originally released, in 1994, in a
sanitised form. It is established practice, when sanitising files,
to ensure that pages thus affected are clearly identified, for
example a photocopy of a page with sensitive information excluded
would be marked "retained in department under Section 3(4)" or
something very similar.
Following a change of policy in 1995 it was decided, in light of
the Open Government initiative, our early concerns were no longer
valid and previously excluded information could now be released.
With the file already in the public domain the extracts were
transferred to the PRO on 22 November 1995. Any subsequent action
to re-establish extracted papers, either by re-inserting or
attaching to the original file, rests with the PRO.
On the general question of extraction from files departments can
remove papers for reasons of sensitivity prior to the opening of
files. But once the file is open papers can not be removed,
whatever the reason.
So far as your final question is concerned I regret that I can
provide no further information as to what happened to the file
after its arrival in the MOD.
I hope that you find the above information helpful.

s,
~.

V1/"3 ·
_ju 5 =l

r

•

•

~RO)
~nfti[Dome)
M.O.D
Metropole Building

Northumberland Avenue
London
WC2N5BL
14.4.97

1. Can you coofinn that the file AIR 2/169111 which W3li in your deparlmaat$ hands
tempomrily, but as you stated • not held by you, in fact returned to the PRO in
November 1996.
2. That although certain documcuts were removed fi'om the file by some permn, that all
papers arc now back in the file (we an: quite sure this is the case anyhow because we
Mvc seen the file, although have not COUDted the pages. Most oftbe important
material we ace interested in is still thtce.)
3. Tba1 you are unable to tell me • in your depattmeol, or another depar1ment was the
pcmn to request the file. We wish to know exactly the movement ofthe file fran the
PRO to yowseives or anotht:r MOD department We do not need to know names of
oftie~n involved in the requisitions • only departmental names.

Section 3 is the most important point. Obviously ifyou ace subsequently allowed to tell
us what was the intmst in the file • and \\by it was requested this would be of inWcst to
us, but is not C&Scntial.
ODOe I h&ve receivod your reply I will keep you i.aformcd of our researdi work 3lld will
write to you to tell you what we h&vo foUA<i.

Thank you once again for being so op<D aod helpful- I do not rec.ivo such a. warm
response from some MOD departmellts.

Yours sincerely
14

~
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From:

MIN ........-u-no~~~ .......

\

Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB

•

Telephone (Direct dial)

(Swilchboord)
(Fax)

Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3

Mid Glamorgan
South Wales

Date

18 December 1996

1111111~
1 [ ------------------------------Dear
1.
Thank you for your letters to this office of 22 an~d~2~7~~~~
November- one addressed tom: and two to my colleague ~
2.
Perhaps it would help if I were to go into some detail about
the HQ Provost and Security Service' _s role in the 'UFO' reporting
process as certain members of the 'UFO' lobby continue to
exaggerate and misrepresent this matter. I . should first explain
that RAF Rudloe Manor has been the home of the HQ Provost and
Security Services {UK) since 1977; the Flying Complaints Flight
(FCF), which is part of HQ P&SS (UK) was, until 1992, the central
coordination/collection point for any 'UFO' reports made to RAF
stations (from whatever source, ie. members of the public or
generated by service personnel on duty). No action was taken on
the reports by staff in the FCF, except to forward them to this
office {Sec{AS)2a). Since 1992 they have not been involved in the
central collection of 'UFO' reports, which are now forwarded
directly to Sec{AS)2a by individual stations. The FCF is not and
has never been involved in investigations into 'UFO' sightings.
The extent of the FCF's involvement in the 'UFO' reporting process
these days, in common with all other RAF stations, is to note down
the details of any reports made in its local area and forward them
to Sec{AS).
3.
You asked me to describe the current function of the Air
Defence experts in the MOD . ~s set out in the 1996 Statement on
the Defence Estimates, Military Task 1.10 states that "The
integrity of British airspace in peacetime is maintained through a
continuous Recognised Air Picture and air policing of the United
Kingdom Air Defence Region", which is the role of the Air
Defenders. The Department's air defence staff officers are based
in MOD HQ locations, Commands, Groups and RAF stations. Advice on
the air defence aspects of "UFO" sightings is sought from a
variety of sources.
1

-

\<:.~<:C>~

.J .

4.
In your letter to
pu enquired about documentation
originating from the mlli"'6'o'~~.'-'' !!: :&in confirm that all surviving
paperwork from over 30 years ago in relation to "UFOs" previously
held by the MOD has now been transferred to the Public Records
~~th respect to the other queries made in your letter to
~ ~I am afraid I am unable to help.

s.
Finally, with respect to the "UFO" sighting report you made
of 26 November to RAF St Athan, I can confirm that we are
satisfied that no unauthorised incursion by of the UK Air Defence
Region by foreign military aircraft occurred. As previously
explained that is the Department's only interest in respect of
"UFO" sighting reports.
Yours sincerely,

2

.'

.

•

Unknown Organization

To:
Company:
Fax number:
Business phone:

From:

Truthseekers Review

Fax number:
Business phone:
Home phone:
Date& Time:
Pages:

22/11196 15:55:36

Re:

~ room2680

2

Letter RE : Provost & Security Services
& Air Defence Experts

----·'

..

•
MOD
Room8245
Whitehall
22.11.96

please can you let me if you know of any UFO investigations which are undertaken by
the Provost & Security Service, either in the past or today.
Also I would be grateful if you can describe to me the current function of the Air Defence
Experts as used by your department and who these people are. I have it on good authority
that Air Defence Experts is the in-house term used for people such as Radar Experts and
Aircraft Recognition staff etc... Can you please tell me where these staff work from.
Yours assistance is greatly appreciated
Yours sincerely

.

Unknown Organization

To:
Company:
Fax number:
Business phone:

From:

Truthseekers Review

Fax number:
Business phone:
Home phone:
Date& Time:
Pages:
Re:

22/11/96 16:00:44
2
OOM8245

i·Uf

RE: MOD Letter to Project Bluebook

From

~
MOD
Room8245
Whitehall

22.11.96
YOUR REF: AS/64/3

D~on40I
than you for your letter dated 19th Nov 96 which I received this morning. I note your
point that it is a long time since 1965 to be able to track down who would have written
the MOD letter to Project Bluebook. However can I ask, is it impossible because all
records have been destroyed or are filed away at somewhere like the PRO? Ifthey are at
the PRO it might be worth me going around and seeing if I can find them.
Does the MOD have a personnel section which may be able to help- or a historical
branch, as these departments can sometimes hold very basic details on personnel, as do
military museums? Any ideas you may have on how to trace this person would be
helpful.
Another track for me to follow might be to trace who has worked in the MOD in the role
of AS2a prior to Nick Pope, back to DI55. Would it be possible for you to check if you
have records who would have served in DI55.
A Mr Langton was mentioned in the MOD letter. This may serve as a starting point.
I am currently going to be contacting the Centre For UFO Studies (CUFOS) in the US to
see ifthey have any further details at their end Any suggestions you may have would be
helpful.

Yours sincerely

•
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MOD Whitehall
London.
27.11.96

Dear ~
I would like to report a sighting which was made by 2 witnesses and myself on the 26th
Nov 1996 at 5.50pm. The location was the A4059 Penderyn, Pontbren road leading
from Hirwaun to the Brecon Beacons. We were driving southwards on the descending
part ofthe 4059 coming into Penderyn when we spotted a very bright set oflights. It was
dark at the time.
The lights were bright red and flashing in a very high speed manner - faster than any
aeroplane strobe lights and much brighter/larger (7-10hz approx.). The craft (whatever it
was), was hovering about 200ft in the air and was clearly visible as being stationary. We
lost sight of it behind the quarry hill as we descended. There were two main high speed
strobes, with three or four lights to the left of the main strobes and two or so lights to the
right ofthe main strobes. The whole affair was oblong in shape and only a very feint
outline was visible.
All three witnesses- ~gh Wycombe, ~ Bricketts
Wood and myselfw~Yth~ object. It was~ting. We all
said immediately that what we were seeing was no helicopter as we estimated the size to
be about I OOft across.
I am familiar with aircraft strobe lights after completion of the greater part of my private
pilots licence. I realise that red lights could only mean military or police helicopter. I
checked with Cardiff Air Traffic and they said that the police helicopter was in the
Merthyr area that night (I have not had the times confirmed yet), not that I think this
matters in relation to the lights and craft we saw as I feel fully qualified after seeing the
police helicopter many times including at close quarters, that this was not the police
helicopter. I know of no military helicopter this big!
If you receive any reports from Wales on this night can you please let me know. For your
information- you may forward this report to any member of the public who wishes to see
it- there are no restrictions on your giving out my letter, name and address details or
telephone number.
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From:- -, Secretariat(Air Staff)2a1a, Room
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Main Building, Whitehall, London. SW1A 2HB

Your reference
Our reference

'
Mid Glarnorgan,
South Wales.

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

ANovember

1996

---~-----------1.

Thank you for your letter dated 11 November 1996.

2.
I am sorry but it is simply not possible after more than
thirty
years to answer your questions in relation to the
correspondence enclosed with your letter. Similarly, I am unable
to provide information about the civil servant who might have
drafted the letter dated 24 June 1965.
3.
The policy of the Ministry of Defence is to examine any
reports of "unidentified flying objects" it receives solely to
establish whether what was seen might
have
some
defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the UK
Air Defence Region might have been compromised by a foreign
hostile military aircraft.
4.
Unless there is evidence of a potential military threat, and
to date no "unidentified flying object" sighting has revealed such
evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each
sighting reported to us.
We
believe
that
down-to-earth
explanations are available for most of the reports, such as
aircraft seen from unusual angles or natural phenomena. It is my
understanding that this policy has not changed in any way from
that of the 1960s.
5.

I am sorry that I cannot be more helpful.
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MOD
Whitehall
London
11.11.96

Dear~
further to our telephone conversation of a few weeks ago. I apologise for not having sent
copies of these letters to you sooner. I would like your opinion on the letters in regard to
their content and tone. I am particularly interested in the comment which was made by
the MOD official (who has not signed the letter), that it is "Our policy to play down the
subject ofUFOs.... ".
My question is this, do the MOD civil servants follow standard civil service guidelines
which state that civil servants will follow the instructions set out to them by government.
If so then how could it have been in 1965 that they have decided to create their own
policy in this matter?
Next can it be explained why in the 1960's the MOD seemed to be using such locally
created policy to portray a different opinion to government in order to change "pressure"
which may have been exerted upon MOD by government Bear in mind that it is not the
role, nor has it ever been the role, for the MOD to meddle in the affairs of politics. In
fact it is forbidden.
The officer from the MOD is conspicuous in his signature absence on the letter. Can you
please determine who the officer was who wrote this letter, or can you please check to see
who he could have been back in 1965?
I would like to hear from you the current local or global policy within the MOD
regarding the subject ofUFOs re:
1. Do you play the subject down today.
2. Would the MOD consider fair, any actions by it's staff which prevent political
pressure being raised against the MOD to answer questions on the subject ofUFOs.

•

Yours sincerely
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From: Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a1
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB

RAP' Marham

Your reference

Attn:

Our reference

Community Relations Officer

== by fax ==

DjSec(AS)/64/1
Date

29 May 1997

PRESS ENQUIRY: MAIL ON SUNDAY - ALLEGED "UFO" INCIDENT INVOLVING
AIRCRAFT FROM RAF MARHAM

1.
The Mail on Sunday have approached the MOD Press Office
requesting a statement on an alleged "UFO" incident involving
aircraft from RAF Marham.
2.
The journalist implied that on Mon 12 May 97 at 1945 hrs a
radio enthusiast had heard evidence that a "something had been
picked up on Eastern Radar(?)" in the "Pennine Air Corridor" which
was subsequently closed for a couple of hours while Canberra
aircraft from the "Tasmin formation" from RAF Marham investigated
the contact.
3.
I should be grateful if you would confirm whether aircraft
from Marham were undertaking any general training activity in the
area in question, and if so whether the crews could shed any light
on what has prompted this enquiry.
4.
I should be grateful
weekend.
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ADGEl
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Sec(AS)2
Copyto:

to

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 13 May 97.

Thank you for your minute and your observations.

2.
UFO/UAP. I note that you will continue to use the term "UFO" and
appreciate your logic. We prefer to use the term UAP internally to DI(ST) since I
believe that it more accurately describes the topic.
3.
DIS Interests. Your existing policy statement is already classified
RESTRICTED -POLICY and I believe that this is adequate to cover my suggested
1ninor amendment. In dealing with the public I would expect you to continue to use
the expression "anything of defence significance".
4.
Archive. By archive I meant your UFO report files since I assumed that you
retain files to assist in answering questions from the public. My proposal was meant
to indicate that once the database was established we would not retain any paper
reports. I do not envisage that this practice would impose any additional work on
your department.
5.

Database/Customers. DSc(Air) TG 3 and 4 strongly support our proposed
initiative. If DAO still have no interest in any data-basing of material then I will
support the minor costs involved from within my own budget. I am still prepared
to include any minor DAO requirements if ey_do not have a significant effect on

'I)_I - b.S.

costs.
6.
I hope that my comments have assisted in your understanding of my
intentions. I have no wish to "send the public a misleading message" and I will (as
always in the DIS) take appropriate steps to ensure that the public do not become
aware of this minor project.

DI( ST)
WH413B
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UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA- POLICY
Ref A:
1.

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 13 May 97.

Thank you for your minute and your observations.

2.
UFO/UAP. I note that you will continue to use the term "UFO" and
appreciate your logic. We prefer to use the term UAP internally to DI(ST) since I
believe that it more accurately describes the topic.
3.
DIS h1terests. Your existing policy statement is already classified
RESTRICTED - POLICY and I believe that this is adequate to cover my suggested
minor amendment. fu dealing with the public I would expect you to continue to use
the expression "anything of defence significance".
4.
Archive. By archive I meant your UFO report files since I assumed that you
retain files to assist in answering questions from the public. My proposal was meant
to indicate that once the database was established we would not retain any paper
reports. I do not envisage that this practice would impose any additional work on

yourdepartm~nt.
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initiative. If DAO still have no interest in any data-basing of material then I will
support the minor costs involved from within my own budget. I am still prepared
to include any minor DAO requirements if they do not have a significant effect on
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1]
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•
ufodata
TOP ENCLOSURE
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS - FILES PRESERVED IN THE PUBLIC RECORD
OFFICE TOGETHER WITH SCHEDULED RELEASE DATES - AS AT 27 MAY 1997

Already open

12

To be released:
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

10
14
13
11
2
14 (1 awaiting
assignment to
AIR 2)

Total

76

AIR 2

16918

1961-63

UFO's: sightings; reports
by members of the public

AF/X59/64
Pt 5

[Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now due for release]
17318

ditto

1963

AF/X59/64
Pt 6

[Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now due for release]
17526

1964

UFO files

AF/X59/64
Pt 7

[Open - Note file originally released in a sanitised
form. Extracts now due for release]
17527

1965

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 8

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 9

ditto

AF/X59/64
Pt 10

ditto

AF/X59/64

[To be released 1996]
17982

1965-66
[To be released 1997]

17983

1966
[To be released 1997]

17984

1966-67

•

Pt 11
[To be released 1998]
18115

1967

Unidentified flying objects: AF/CX38/67
reports
Pt 1

[To be released 1998]
18116

1967

ditto

AF/CX38/67
Pt 2

ditto

AF/CX38/67
Pt 3

[To be released 1998]
18117

1967-68
[To be released 1999]

18183

1968-69

Unidentified flying objects

AF/7463/72
Pt 2

[To be released 2000]
18564

1957-71

UFO Reports: West Freugh 1957

[To be released 2002]
18565

1970-71

UFO Reports

[To be released 2002]
TBA

April 1972 UFO'S

10/45/120

[Awaiting allocation of piece no.
To be released 2003]
AIR 16

1199

1952 Sept

Flying saucers: occurrence
reports: service personnel
at Topcliffe station, Thirsk
and local public sector

IIH1/188/1/17

[Open]
AIR 20

7390

1950-54

Unidentified aircraft
(flying objects): reports

II/127 /3/48

Parliamentary question on
UFO's

MR 008614/193

ditto

MR 008614/213

[Open]
9320

1957
[Open]

9321

1957

•

[Open]
9322

ditto

1957

MR 008614/220

[Open]
9994

1953-57

Reports on aerial
phenomena

IIH/273/10/4

Unidentified flying objects

MR 073414

[Open]
11612

1967-68

[To be released 1999]
11694

1968 Jan

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)512

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)513

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)523

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)507

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)508

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)509

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)509

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)510

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)510

ditto

AF /S4f (Air) 511

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)514

[To be released 1999]
11695

1968 Feb
[To be released 1999]

11696

1968 Dec
[To be released 1999]

11887

1967 Aug
[To be released 1998]

11888

1967 Sept
[To be released 1998]

11889

1967 Oct
[To be released 1998]

11890

1967 Oct
[To be released 1998]

11891

1967 Nov
[To be released 1998]

11892

1967 Nov
[To be released 1998]

11893

1967 Dec
(To be released 1998]

11894

1968 Mar
[To be released 1999]

•

11895

1968 Apr

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)515

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)516

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)517

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)518

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)519

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)520

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)521

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)522

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)524

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)525

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)526

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)527

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)528

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)529

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)530

[To be released 1999]
11896

1968 May
[To be released 1999]

11897

1968 Jun
[To be released 1999]

11898

1968 Jul
[To be released 1999]

11899

1968 Aug
[To be released 1999]

11900

1968 Sept
[To be released 1999]

11901

1968 Oct
[To be released 1999]

11902

1968 Nov
[To be released 1999]

12055

1969 Jan
[To be released 2000]

12056

1969 Feb
[To be released 2000]

12057

1969 Mar
[To be released 2000]

12058

1969 Apr
[To be released 2000]

12059

1969 May
[To be released 2000]

12060

1969 Jun
[To be released 2000]

12061

1969 Jul
[To be released 2000]

•

12069

1969 Aug

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)531

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)532

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)533

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)534

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)535

ditto

AF/S4f(Air)536

[To be released 2000]
12063

1969 Sept
[To be released 2000]

12064

1969 Oct
[To be released 2000]

12065

1969 Nov
[To be released 2000]

12066

1969 Dec
[To be released 2000]

12067

1970 Jan
[To be released 2001]

12297

1970 Feb

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)537
ID/48/94

[To be released 2001]
12298

1970 Mar

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)538
ID/48/95

ditto

AF/S4f(l:\IR)539
ID/48/96

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)540
ID/48/97

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)541
ID/48/98

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)542
ID/48/99

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)543
ID/48/100

[To be released 2001]
12299

1970 Apr
[To be released 2001]

12300

1970 May
[To be released 2001]

12301

1970 June
[To be released 2001]

12302

1970 July
[To be released 2001]

12303

1970 Aug
[To be released 2001]

•

12304

1970 Sept

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)544
ID/48/101

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)545
ID/48/102

ditto

AF/S4f(AIR)546
ID/48/103

(To be released 2001]
12305

1970 Oct
(To be released 2001]

12306

1970 Nov
[To be released 2001]

UFO reports

ID/47/274 Pt 4

12399

1971-72

12400

1972 Jan

ditto

ID/48/117

12401

1972 Feb

ditto

ID/48/118

12401

1972 March

ditto

ID/48/119

12403

1972 April

ditto

ID/48/120

12404

1972 May

ditto

ID/48/121

12405

1972 June

ditto

ID/48/122

12406

1972 July

ditto

ID/48/123

12407

1972 Aug

ditto

ID/48/124

12408

1972 Sept

ditto

ID/48/125

12409

1972 Oct

ditto

ID/48/126

12410

1972 Nov

ditto

ID/48/127

12411

1971 Dec

ditto

ID/48/128

[Pieces 12399-12411 due for release 2003]

•

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DI(SEC)6/2

--7 Sec<ASl2
Copy to:
ADA01
DD Sy(Pol)3
DI 54
DPO(RAF)
CS(RM)1
AHB2(RAF)
1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX
Reference : D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 19 May 97
1.
Thank you for staffing yet another "UFO Spotting" request. Despite sharing
your instinctive wish to do all we can now to quell a prospective tide of enquiries
which mal follow the p~ed TV programme, I think there is little we can prevent.
Gp Capt •
t!JlSl
ber of the DIS and there are plenty of precedents for
fonner nlembers-ofuuror anisation declaring themselves as such on TV and radio.
y given to the production team would nonnally
Although the details
constitute classified in :ormatJon;-this-Jould be for his own personal protection and
ultimately he can wave that consideration.

e

2.
I would suggest that he is formally reminded of his obligations under the
Official Secrets Act. Beyond that I would hesitate from providing him with any other
fonnal guidance in case it contributed to any confusion about the capacity in which he
was speaking. If he appears on the programme it should be in his own personal
capacity and not on behalf of MOD. However DI ST would be willing to give him
informal guidance if he wishes to clarifY which aspects of his work in 1967/8 still
remain sensitive.
3.
I believe the PQ response in 1966 was correct and also reflected the situation
when I worked in DI ST in the late 1970s.

•

\

D/DI ST/11/10
Sec(AS}2
Copy to:
AOAD1
DD Sy(Pol)3
Hd Sec(AS)
DI Sec
DPO(RAF)
CS(RM)1
AHB2(RAF)
AD DI 55
1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX
References:
A.

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 19 May 97.

1.
At Reference A you wrote on the 67 hoax and posed several
questions. My first reaction was that a book/tv programme on a
30 year old non-event may not prove very popular. Is there a
hidden agenda, or is my intelligence paranoia level higher than
normal!
2:
Grpthcaptveici£ ri-:ll~~~wwtnh to mtetand I rang him yesterday. toh
e
o er rna ers. In genera 1 I agree w1t
d 1scuss
the comments in Reference B. In response to your specific
questions:

e~

H~~

~~~--~~~·

My understanding is that
DIS shortly after an
that his primary task was
and analysis. However, as a
sideline/secondary duty he had UFOs. Much the same
arrangement as currently exists in DI 55. There was no
formal assessment and investigation in the normally
accepted meaning of the words. If a report was received
that had air defence implications then it was read and
discussed. What is interesting is that he told me that
prior to his arrival there was apparently some full time
work but the individual involved was killed in an aircraft
crash shortly after he left the DIS. We have no record of
this time because we no lon~fr have the files from that
i n4 iUne to debrief him
era. I will be meeting with 1
on his memories.
1 ~
b.

Participation of

~ogramme.
1

Since

~

•

'I

l ~tJm)l

has already communicated with the company any attempt to
prevent participation would result in further "evidence"
for those who ascribe to the conspiracy theory of life or
who watch "Dark Skies". In any event, describing his
examination of a hoax saucer is not classified! What he
must avoid is:

i.

Being
led
into
responsibilities/activities.

discussion

of

DIS

Discussions on normal use of any equipment he
used at Bromley. (In their original letter Caplan
Wilkie mentioned the Ministry wanted to use portable
X-ray equipment.)
11.

iii. Discussions of UFO work prior to his time in the
DIS. Since we have no records of that period it could
be embarassing and add weight to the conspiracy
theory.
iv.

Discussions of his primary tasks in the DIS.

v.

Discussions of any current contacts with the DIS.

vi.

Not speculate on current policy.

c.
to the above, I am happy for
Grp
in a speaking role. If we
can
ex-DIS senior officers we are
in a bad way! There is no reason why he can not state MOD
has agreed to his appearance, but he is speaking in a
private capacity as an individual.
dth.

~h ££i!£t1QJ
s--w

~did

nhot discuhss
ere 1s no reason w y you s ou ~~s
him. In any event I will cover it in June.
e.
CSIRM\ Material. I agree that
trawled material prior to release.

3.

we

should

vet

the

I believe it right that you lead on this issue.

Wg Cdr (retd)
DI 54a~

foo 401

WH 413 . .

2

LOOSE MINUTE

D/DSy9Pol)/262/9
21 May 1997
Sec(ASl2*

Copy to:
DI ST*
DI Sec*
DPO(RAF)*
CS(RM)1 *
AHB2(RAF)*

(* via CHOTS)

19 67 FLXING SAUCER HOAX
References:
A.
B.

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 19 May 1997
D/AHB(RAF)B/10 dated 20 May 1997

1.
References A and B were passed to me by DDSy(Pol)3 for
comment from the release of information policy aspect.
2.
I concur with Hd of Mj~is response at Reference B.
Provided Gp capt (Ret'd)
~f- ully briefed on the areas he
can safel y talk about, I ee-:-nG-p~sh'lem. Ideally it would be
' f_Caplan Wilkie Films could provide Gp Capt (Ret'd)
~I an advanced outline of the type of questions they wish
-mJ You could then assess whether or not there would be
any potential pitfalls that Gp Capt (Ret'd)
~hHtjd avoid.
However, this would not guarantee that "las 1t91ii'n~ -q_ stions
would not be inserted by the company.
3.
Finally, you may also like to discuss this matter with Sec
DPBAC. He has a good rapport with most publishers, TV companies
etc and may be able to offer further useful advice regarding the
handling of this matter.

Wed 21 May, 1997 15:45
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Auth by:
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J

•
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/AHB(RAF)S/10
20 May 97
Sec(ASl2
Copy to:
DIST
DI Sec
DD Sy(Pol)3
DPO(RAF)
CS(RM)1
[all vi a CHOTS]
1967 FLYING SAUCER HQAX
Ref: D/Sec(AS)/64/1 LM dated 19 May 97
1.
Thank you for sight of your minute at Reference discussing
MoD's reaction to the approaches from Caplan Wilkie TV. My own
view is that we are in danger of overeacting and making the
Department look very foolish.
2.
It seems to me most unwise to refuse permission for a retired
RAF officer to appear on a programme whi ch is dealing with an
admitted UFO hoax, and one which took place thirty years ago .
This at a time when the Department has cleared one of its own
officials, who vacated the relevant Sec(AS) desk very recently, to
write and promote two books on the subject of UFOs. I believe we
will deservedly become a laughing stock and further fuel the
paranoia and suspicions already rampant "out there" about coverups, X- files, etc. etc.
3,
I believe concern about Gp Capt
Ae ' drawn on wider
DIS matters and today's UFO policy is-mrs~ ae~ He can be
briefed to say that he only dealt with UFOs in 1967-68, has no
idea what current policy is, and wi ll not talk about other areas
of his work. surely he is old enough and wise enough to handle
that, and will I am sure make a far more posi•• ~~~ tribution on
MoD's behalf thahn his cuhrredntlytbeing made bfyh fj j
.4@
dltherefore
see no reason w y e s ou 1 no appear. I
e~~-a - ~~s~ · not to
appear we will be accused of a "cover-up" when the incident is an
admitted hoax, and will thereby miss a golden opportunity to
correct some of the nonsense which is c_ircu-~ moment 40
much of it regrettably being perpetuated by

v.

4.
On the more specific points at Ref I think CS(RM)1's proposal
to trawl the files is a sensible one . I have also tried to
establish whether DI 61e were responsible for UFO investi gations
c.1967. Unfortunately, the oldest MoD Directory we hold is
amended up to 1971. However, I can confirm that in 1963 Air

•
Intelligence Tech Sb dealt with non-Soviet electronics and UFOs,
and that in 1971 DI 61e dealt with non-sino Soviet aircraft and
electronic systems. UFOs were therefore definitely the province
of the Tech Int air world in the early 1960s, and the posts of AI
Tech Sb and DI 61e do, at different times, seem to have covered
similar areas of responsibility.
5. The only Wg Cdr
jw4~an trace is a retired engineer,
who was commissioned=ffi - 1960- an - left the service in 1979. As he
is presumably receiving a pension Innsworth whould be able to
provide a current address. He has not approached PCB(Air) to
write or speak.
6.

I hope this helps.
[Signed and sent by CHOTSJ

IUN~~ IFIEDI

•

Tue 20 May, 1997 18:44
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To: SEC(AS)2
CC: Hd of CS(RM)1,DPO(RAF),DIST,DSy(Pol)3-DD3,PS/DISEC
Ref: 277
From: Hd of AHB(RAF)
Auth by:
Subject: 1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX
Text: Please see attached loose minute.

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ 1
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11
1

•
Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/\
19th May 1997
DIST
DI Sec
ADAOl
DD SyCPoll3
Copy to:
DPO(RAF)
CS(RM)l
AHB2(RAF)
Head of Sec(AS)
1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX

~~en G~P~~~~cb!!Jk!ifc~~a~~nia~~n~a!t f~r~k a~~u~a~ ir;in~e s~~~er

hoax and that he wanted to take part to 'set the record straight'.
He said that he had been the MOD investigator at the time (1967),
was still obliged to abide by the Official Secrets Act and was
separately requesting official permission to participate. He was
ringing me, he said, to ask if I would be interested in a copy of
his letter -Enclosure 1.
2. In the few days it has taken for the letter to arrive, the
film company (Caplan Wilkie Film and Television) have separately
approached CS(RM) seeking access to material not yet released to
the Public Record Office - Enclosure 2. On the face of it I think
we can expect some sort of TV programme at the ti_ e 3_Qfh
anniversary of the event (4th September); Gp Capt
· ~ ed
that he would be more than willing to be intervie - .
---3.
I suggest it would be helpful if the various strands of this
issue were considered as a whole rather than in isolation,
particularly given the need to consider the Department's position
in respect of 'UFO' matters. Unless anyone else is keen to lead,
I think it falls to Sec(AS) to do so and I should therefore be
grateful for advice from addressees on the following points:

and analysing
Was DSTI/DI(AI)6le actively investigating "UFO" reports
at that time as claimed? The answer to a PQ of 22nd

•
June 1966 (Enclosure 3) says that other than air defence
implications, no further study was carried out at that
time, so what if
during the next twelve
months other than
in post?
b. tldLJJSfhL ~u~hsted Capl~nt_WilktiethFilms had madhe ohvertures
to *m-cwtr-'th~ e was wrJ. J.ng o
em to say t at e was
seeking advice on whether he might participate. He did not
say that he was intending to send his CV or say what his
"UFO" role had been.

.•••

~
Are there any specific reasons why Gp Capt
~h4~ d
be advised that he may not participate in the- pr ogramnub?

~~suJ £Ji!£ jy-~ that he is uniquely placed to deal with this
If we are content that he is allowed to participate,
should this be limited to written answers only (and
cleared by MOD in advance)? Can we go further and allow
him to speak? I believe this could be fraught with
difficulties, not least that he could find himself drawn
into wider areas of questioning, possibly including
wider DI activities, and that by appearing with MOD
approval, it would imply he is an MOD spokesperson.

~~s LMJlbQ~!ltn~o;~ain~o~~~~~~:ue ~hl:gml~~f I!!!!!JII

the effect that
"UFOs", or it
mentioned in the Caplan

concerned with
more (he is also
, CS(RM).

Who was Wg Cdr
for clearance ~e-s.~v~~~ae~a:nvtn.lna

approaches

e. The material requested from CS(RM) is still held under
the Public Record Act and it is Government policy not to
allow privilege access. It would set a precedent if we did
so. Under the Citizen's Charter Code of Practice we should
aim to be as helpful as possible.
CS(RM) suggest that they should trawl the closed .files
providing Caplan Wilkie with written answers to their
questions (draft reply at Enclosure 4). I believe this
is a sensible way forward in that we could make sure,
before any information is released, that there are no
hostages to fortune in what is proposed. Are addressees
content with this line?

•
4. Finally, there may be other points that I have not drawn
attention to that also need to be addressed and I should
appreciate advice on any that come to mind.
5. We need to respond both to Gp Capt ,lit~~~~ an Wilkie
and I should therefore be grateful for ~
nil returns)
please by Wednesday 28th May.

Sec(AS)2

MB8247
CHOTS: E
I .
FAX

:

_

o
n 40

•

From:

Gp Capt

Tel:

~

.. .>.-

~

Reference: WAT/UF0.3
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THE 1967 FARNBOROUGH FLYING SAUCER HOAX

1.
In theApril 1997 issue of the Royal Aeronautical Society
news
letter,
Society
People
& Business,
the
senior
producer/director of Cap 1 an Wi 1 ki e Film and Te 1 evi si on seeks
assistance with his research into an "UFO" hoax perpetrated by
Farnborough students in September 1967. A copy of his letter is
at enclosure 1.

2.
At the time of the hoax, the appointment responsible for
investigating all UFO sightings in UK Airspace and which were
reported to MOD was the incumbent of the post DI {AI) 61e within
the Directorate of Scientific and Technical Intelligence. I
served in that post between 1967 and 1968, and was the last
technical intelligence officer to be solely responsible for UFO
analysis before the task was transferred to the Defence
Secretariat.

3.
The hoax was cleverly executed and seems destined to feature
in a future te 1evi si on film and so deserves and needs to be
accurately recorded. I can help to achieve such an objective given that I was the MOD investigating officer who attended
Bromley Police Station to examine Saucer 2.

,

~·I~

. . ~L..:

•

4.
So today, I contacted ~aplan Wilkie Film and
Television- who had already ~~~ is research activities
something of my involvement in the hoax - to offer an input on
the veracity of any releasable details of the hoax. This is to
be on the basis that my contribution would most likely be largely
based on answers to written questions and subject, where
required, to MOD approval. I later followed up this offer with
a letter to that effect . A copy of this is at enclosure 2.

Enclosures:

1.

2.

RAe Soc Society People

~~~Qn~e4ru r

Action
Chief of Public Relations
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
London
SW1A 2HB
Information
£Jt&e& Jriat (Air Staff) 2
Room 8245
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
London
SW1A 2HB

to

&

Business Apri 1 1997

~~d

13 May 97

-----------------------------

~
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•
Phil Condit (centre), chairman and chief executive of Boeing, pictured with president,
Professor John Green, and past president, Sir Donald Spiers, receiving his Honorary
Fellowship..

We announce with regret the death of the
following members

Allan Barker, MRAeS, 75
Geoffrey Edward Beck, MRAeS, 80
Bryan Arthur Chapple, Technician
RAeS,65
Cyril Lana Dodd, MRAeS, 73
Francis William Free, FRAeS, 76
Dr William Frank Hilton, FRAeS, 84
Anthony Patrick Hughes, MRAeS, 61
Glyndwr Lloyd, AMRAeS, 76
Eric Beechcrolt Moss, FRAeS, 94
Andrew Derek Munro, AMRAeS, 71
Eric Herbert Spouge, AMRAeS, 79
James Thomson, AMRAeS, 76
James Weddup, MRAeS, 81
Patrick John Wirsbltzki, Student
RAeS, 21
Harry Zeller!, FRAeS, 83

Requesting information .•.
Saucer 2. Location: Sundridge Park
I am writing in the hope that members of
Golf Course, Bromley, Kent.
the Royal Aeronautical Society may be
Discovery reported to PC Gordon
able to assist with a project I am
Hampton and 'saucer' transported to
researching. The project concerns an
Bromley Police Station. Superintendent
elaborate hoax perpetrated by apprenS.R. Sheppard contacts Scotland Yard
tices
from
the
Royal
Aircraft
bomb disposal squad and reports find to
Establishment and students from
the Air Ministry. Ministry want to check
Farnborough Technical College in I 967.
object with portable X-ray equipment.
On Monday 4 September of that year,
Bomb disposal squad open saucer
six small 'Flying Saucers' were discovbefore Air Ministry 'boffins' [press
ered in locations across Southern
description] arrive. Press reports suggest
England from Sheppey to the Bristol
the MoD sent a 'Senior Engineer' from
Channel.
Whitehall to Bromley. Reports also quote
National and local press accounts suggest the hoax was uncovered when · un-named MoD and RAF spokesmen.
Who were the Air Ministry 'boffins'? Who
Scotland Yard bomb disposal officers
was the 'Senior Enginee~? Who was the
opened one of the objects at Bromley
RAF spokesman? Who could they have
Police Station, Kent. Up until that point
the unusual objects were the cause of
been?
legitimate concern and investigations by
Saucer 3. Location: Winkfield Plains,
a number of Government agencies and
Winkfield, near Ascot, Berks.
Armed Forces including the MoD,
Discovery first reported to Mr Roger
Ministry of Technology, Air Ministry, Roy;~l
Kenyon, engineer at the Winkfield
Air Force and Army Southern Command.
Satellite Tracking Station.
In order to produce an accurate chroniUnder whose jurisdiction did the station
cle of the events I would be extremely
belong? Does it still exist? Does anyone
grateful for any assistance in tracing indiknow the whereabouts of Roger Kenyon?
viduals who were involved in any capacity. To that end I have listed the available
Saucer 4. Location: Easton, Welford,
between Hungerford & Newbury,
details from the media with some specific
questions:
Berks.
Discovered by a postwoman on her
Saucer 1. Location: Wasteground,
Hillsdale
Avenue,
Rushingden,
PC
James
rounds.
Hungerford
Queenborough, Sheppey, Kent.
Hennessey told press the saucer was
Discovery reported to PC John Tomsett.
transported to Newbury Police Station.
Police 'cordon off' area. Helicopter disPress reports state the object was phopatched from RAF Mansion with bomb
tographed by American Air Force Police
disposallfire brigade expert [press variafrom 'a nearby RAF station'. The nearest
that appears to fit the criterion is RAF
tions] on board to collect saucer.
Who was on board that helicopter?
Greenham Common.
Press reports state the contents of the
Object checked with a 'survey meter'
before being flown to Mansion.
Saucer were later examined by 'Home
What happened to saucer after it arrived
Office scientists at Aldermarston'.
atManston?
Who transported the saucer to

Aldermarston?

Who

conducted

the

examination?

Saucer 5. Location: Elm Tree Farm,
Queensbridge, Chippenham, Wilts.
Discovered by farmer Roger Jennings.
Reported to Chippenham Police who
stopped traffic on road adjacent to field.
The Saucer was examined by Flying
Officer David Pepper from RAF Colerne.
Captain Fred Cantrell of Army
Southern Command at Salisbury was
dispatched to the site.
Cantrell transported the Saucer to a
Corporation rubbish tip on the outskirts of
Chippenham where it was opened with
two controlled explosions.
The remnants of the saucer were
placed in the custody of Chief Inspector
Frank Dunnett [press spelling] at
Chippenham Police Station.
Saucer 6. Location: Dial Hill,
Clevedon,
near
Bristol,
North
Somerset.
Discovered by schoolboy on paper
rounds. Reported to Clevedon Police
Sergeant John Durston. Examined by
Mr Greville Beale, Chief Designer of the
Guided Weapons Division at the British
Aircraft Corporation.
Does anyone know the whereabouts of
MrBeale?
Saucer was subsequently opened by two
local engineers.
Any information, however seemingly
trivial, will be greatly appreciated. I can
be contacted on 0171-287 8080, or at
home on 01621 891520. I thank the
RAeS for publishing the letter and hope it
jogs someone's memory.

John Keeling
Senior Producer Director
Caplan Wilkie Film and Television
39-43 Brewer Slreet
Landon W1R 3FD
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Enclosure 2

Tel :

~~lf.
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THE 1967 FARNBOROUGH · FLYING SAUCER HOAX

I telephoned today in response to your plea, through the
Roy a 1 Aeronaut i ca 1 Society, for he 1 p with researching the subject
hoax. I told you that I should be able to contribute to your
research as investigations of UFO sightings were one of my MOD
duties at that time , and I was one of those who visited Bromley
Police Station. I also advised you however that the extent of my
support might be somewhat circumscribed by any concomitant
requirements of the Official Secrets Act that MOD decide to
impose. Meanwhile I am now taking the first steps to warn MOD of
my involvement.
As promised I have enclosed a copy of my RAf Service
Appointments which ~substantiate the information
already provided by ~· an erstwhile colleague.

~cer
Director
Caplan Wilkie Film and Television
39-43 Brewer Street
London W1R 3FD

Enclosure:
UFO!. doc

c.

~

-

:-

...

.
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rvice Appointments

•

CARKHR RKOORD OF RAF SI!RVICB APPOINTHP.NTS

UNIT/DATR

API'OI NTHI!NT/RANII

HOD Central Staff

UIK UK MOO ParuetpatJon

or nee
Chief Scienti f'lc

Advf ser 's Starr

• US Strategic Defense

JntttaUve •
Aug 87-Jul 93

Deputy Director

llltl'lllS
UK Df rector and Project Manager of
bl lateral UK(US haUtstJc •!sslle
defence fea si bility !!ltudies;

Hi l f tary member of UK DMD Systems

Des.ian Tea• . AJ r Sys tetDs Starr
surro&ate respon:!JibJ I fty for mfsslle
defence oJ•eraUonaJ concepts and
requlreraents

Gp Capt
MOD Oefeace Start
A! r Staff

OperatJonaJ Require.ents
OR 6J(Air)

Jan 85-Auc 87

Head or nranch
wg Cdr

HQ ltAF Geraany

Jan 8Z-Jan 85

Hechanical

Bngl~ertnc.

Air Engineering 2
Wg Cdr
IJepoty/Aeting C~nd
tUectrical Bn&ineer
Wg Cdr

RAP MARII.AM

oc Rngineerlng Wins

Jan 80-Jan 82

Wg Cdr

I Gp

~fining the perfonMnce
requIrements and operational
concepts for co~~~aunlcaUons,
ident I ffcation and data link systellts
for aircraft operations . Integration

of J.teported Air and Surface Picture
data into the JUKADGB data base

AssessJ ng at rworthiness and
reliability or Gernaany-based
~hantoa, Chinook llnd Puma aircraft.
Delegated F.nglneering AutOOdty for
Pembroke aJ rcrart. Member of RAP
Gernaany Tactical Bva]uati on Team
Hanage'f'lent of specta.l sisnal,
commun.tcat ion and photographic
facilities
ProvtsJ.on and •anagement or human
and engJneer-ing resources to support
a major mi 1 t tary Uk aJ r-base
operating Canberra, Victor AAR, and
later Tornado aircraft

Strike ec-and
IIQJGp

Au& 77-Jan 80
StrJke

Gp BlectrJcal P.ngtneer
Wg Cdr

~

IIQ MOD

Project ManaJer

ProcuretH:nt S.ecutlve
Sqn Ldr

Assessing airworthiness end
reliability of aircraft aod support
facilttJes and evaJuating the
etrectJveness or maintenance
procedures and operations at No 1 Gp
air bases and units . Member of HQ
STC Tactical Bvllluatlon Team
Developing. fJght testJng and
procur lng Rt>l equipaent for Jaguar'
and Tornado

Jul 75-Aug 77
RAF DRAWDY

Tacti ca I Weapons Unit

OC BnglneiP!ring Support
Sqn Ldr

ProvfsJon and 11anaae•ent or
eJectrlcaJ, ~chanJcaJ end Br'llllr&ent
aircraft servicing facilities for
Hunter Meteor Jet Provost;
•nlntenance or airfield navigati on
and JandJng aids:oreratlon and
maintenance or station
comnun I cat Ions and ttechanical
transport
0

Sep 74-JuJ 75

11 Group
Strike Co-nd

0

•

RAP DRAWDY/
RNAS COI.DCRBST

Senior Rnglneer Officer
Sqn Ldr

Jun 73-Aug 74

Support

tJ Group
Strike eo-&nd
IIQ Allied Forces

22 Sqn S&Q: Whirlwind

Operational evaluation and
effectiveness and technical

Operations Branch

Electronic Warfart" 11111d

Dec 70-Jun 73

or

hellcopter detachment

Northern Burope

Air Starr

Plann:lngyprepar!ng for and
Installing the unit eng.ineering
faci l l ties to support the
r"edeplo)'lltent or the Chivenor OCU as
the Tactical weapons Unl t to Brawdy.

Radar Intelligence

efricJency assessments of

NATO

assigned units in Northern Region.
AFNORTH represent at lve on NATO EW

Head

or Branch
Sqn Ldr

Operational Requirements Team.
Northern Region Tactical Evaluation
Team. Surveillance radar information

evaluation.
MOD AMSO Starr

Blec Bnclneer Staff

Sqn Ldr

Air Force Department
Jun 68-Dec 70

MOO Intelligence Start

Technical Intelligence
CAlr)

Scientific I Technical
1 ntel Ugence Staff
Jul 67-Jun 68

RAI' SCAMPTON
Jan 65-Jul 61

DSTI/Df (AI) 6le
Fit Lt

Aircraft Bn&ineering
Flight LJne Operations

Bomber Co~nd

Fit Lt

RAP SCAHP'J'ON

OC Alr Radio a BOll
Servlclns Pllsht

Engineering Authority for in·service
avfonlcs.mls5ile control systems and
reconnaissance equlpm~nt and
aircraft pods.TechnJcal Project
Leader for RAF and RN Phantom
aircraft
Technical analysis and research
studies; electronJc and electronic
warfare capabilities and
requirements. Investigation and
analysls of aJl slgtttlngs reported
to HOD of UFOs in UK Airspace.
Squadron Engineering Officer: 21,
83, 617 Sgns
Vulcan U Hk 2 {Blue Steel)
MRF Nuclear Strike Force
Preparation and management of
1st/2nd servicing facilities: Vulcan
B Mk 2 (Blue Steel)

Apr 64-Dec 64
Pit Lt

Bomber ea.-and
RAF SALT PANS

Colnlunlcatlonll
COIIIII&ndinll Officer

Apr 62-Apr 64

'fotal slte management of HF/VHF
receiving and special
:gfgnals/telecomamnications station
and associated aerial farms

FJy ing Officer

Middle l!ast c.-&nd
RAP DBNSON

OC: Air/Ground Radlo and
eo-unfcatJons Servicing

Jan 60 .. 1\pr 62
PJ lot/ Flying Officer
Transport eo-and

SVAPS.doc

April 94

2

Provision and management or 1st/2nd
avionic servicing facilities:
Canberra: Hunter; Meteor: Argosy
a!rerart. Maintenance ot airfield
communications and radar aids

·

.

15 MAY '':f7 15:34 FROM CS CRMJ

TO

••

Depa11mental Record otlloer
CS (RM) Dome D
Mctropale Building

Northumber1and Avenue

London WC2N 5Bl

~LAN

141\Aay 1997

WaLKa£:
fiLM & TELEVISION

Dear Sir/Madam,
1am 'Mitlng in the hope that you may be prepared to assist With a proje<:ll am currently
· researching (Piea5e see attached wrre:spondence between myself Md the Air Historioal
Sr;oncll for a summary of the project).

You Will see rrom the afOre-mentiOned wrrespondence
examine a number of dOClUments held by the PRO:

AIR 2 18115-18117
AIR20 11888

AIR273039

'~"~

-) '"''~

'<;r"' -111\\"t

-

'"''"'

~G:.-u\1~~~-

,Qqq;

AIA.27~•

Regrettably, all bUt one• are still Closed and not scheduled for release tor more than a year. 1
11m therefore re5peclfully requesting pennisslon to axamine these dooumenta before their
uclleduled release date. I WOUld naturally agree to do so under appropriate supeNision and

subject to any reasonable· tenns and conditions stipulated by the approprlate authorities.
· Ali it is the 30th annlvenw~ry ·of the !lying saucer hoax in September, I am sura you can see that
the proJect'is most topical this year.

Any assistance you can offer will be most gratefully appreciated and I look fviWIIrd to heating

tmmyou.
Best regarus.

Yours falthfuUy,

15 Mf:'.'

MEffiOPOLE

~~S7

BUlLDl/~G

39-43

Bf~ef

Street

London W1 R 3FD

Telephone0171 ·~
4Q

Facsimile0171-~0 -.; n "+U 1
VAT No 524 3827 49

(;,,..t,.,."""''IWIFilo.tMOdi.No"""'"'"~'"'~

. "'"""""lU'HU:.S.lool.-fll'd

...... ~,... ~. ••• ,~ . ............. L.,.,_ '-<.............

, ,. .....

TO

15 MAY '97 15:35 FRCI'I CS CRMl

•

MINig:r:RY'irn="DEi=ENICE
U; Qreat Scotland Yard, London SW1A 2HW
Tolophone (DINCI<ial)
~

(FIX)

o... .-."""

D/AHB(RAF)/7/17
Dolo
4 .February 1997

(
Thank you for your lette:t" of 30 January 1997 with rego.:t"d to the

~rpetrated by RAE apprentices and
Techn~cal College on 4 September 1967.

hoax

students of Parnborouqh

I ~ afraid that the records held by the Air Historical Branch do
not shed any fu:t"ther light on the events surrounding this
(obviously very successful) practical joke. DocumGnts rolating to
the RAF response to this hoax may now be lodqed at the Public
Record Office (PRO): I would recommend that you consult in the
:fi:t"lit instance classes AI~ (Air M1n.1.stry: Registered iiles) and
AIR20 (Air

~!!.::i.:::t.:.~·:

Unrc;:gi::t~zc::!

::'!.1.:..:;.

~::!~;.-t:..:.~.::.~;:::z·,

~:..c..:ic.

are very la:t-ge classes! A brief review of tho class lists suggest
that the following may be of interest:

(

AIR2 18115-17

Unidenti!ied flying objects: reports, 1967 (181156) and 1967-e (18117)

AIR20 11888

Unidentified flyinq objects, September 1967.

No ~efereoce is made to 'Flying Saucers• 1 and 5 in the RAF Form
540 Operlltioos Record. Booke (ste.Uon diaries) of RAF Mans:ton ana
RAF Colerne. The helicopt~r despatohed. from Hanston in connection
with Saucer 1 is likely to have been a We&tland Whirlwind of D
Flight, No 22 Squadron - then based at Manston on Search and
Rescue (SAR) duties; tne Operations Record Book entry compiled by
this unit for September 1967 is held by the PUblic Record Office

under the references AIR27

303~

and 3040.

·.-.___....

15 11=1Y '97 15: 36 FRCI'1 CS CRMJ

•

TO

p .1!6/07

As you will note, Squadron Leader
~ &llirently a member of
the Royal Aeronautical Society; ~~~~~ able to help you
in your attempts to contact him. Enquiries relating .to the USAF

personnel

th~t

photographed Saucer 4 might bc•t be directed to the

US sources. The USAF Historical Research Agency may be able to
assist you, or ~dvise you as to an~~~
en~j!at gan; the address of
the agency is g1ven below. As
. . . .. . ••was an ~loyee
of the British Aircraft Corporei.'t:.i:'O
ime he examined Saucer
6 , the successor to

to guide you; moreover,
the Royal Aeronautical

t .i sh Aerospace - may he able
likely to be a member of

I hope that the above provides some pointers for further research,

and

~

sorry that I am unable to provide a more precise response

to your enquiry.

(

Royal Aeronautical Society
4 Hamilton Place
London

WlV OBQ

USAF Historical Research Agency

600 Chennault circle

Maxwell AFB
AL 36112-6424

United States of America

(

15 11'1Y '9'7 15:36 FRCJ'I CS CRM)

TO

•
.Air HiStorical Branch
.MOO Whitehall Ubrary
!3 • s Great Seotland Yard

~PLAN

W•LKa£:'
f-ILM & TELEVISION

London SW1A 2HW

30 January 1997

Dear Sirs,
An extremely helpful lady on the MOD Public Information switchboard suggested that your
may be able to assist with a project I •m researching.

dep<~rtment

The project, a proposed book andtor TV documentary, concerns 8n elaborate hoax
perpetrated by apprentices from the Royai Aircraft Establishment (Farnbomugh) and
students from Farnborough Technical Collage in 1967.
On 4th Septemb!!r of that year. six small 'Flying Saucers' were discover~~d in locations
across southern England from Sheppey to the Bristol Channel .

National and loe;~l press accounts suggest the hoax was uncovered when Scotland Yard
bomb disposal officers opsned cne of the objects at Bromley Police Station. Kent. Up umil
that point the unusual objects were the cause of legttimate eoncern and investigations by a
number of Government agencies aoo Armec.1 Forces Including:

Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Technology
Air Ministry
Royal Air Force
RAF COierne
RAF Manston
RAF Greenham Common
Army SOuthern Com man<! bomb disposal experts
Winkfield Satell~e Tracking station, BerkS.
Home omce :scientists at Aldermarston
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Famborough.

In order to product an aoourate chronicle of the even\$ I would be extremely grateful ror any
assiStance you can offer in tracing repons. documentation and personnel involved. To help
facilitate that I have lislec! the available details from the media with some specific Questions:
.t•)-4 .i KI'\'Wt••· Strc."t·t
lfmdcm V\111-l II 0
lC.•it•l.)hUI'\C.' 01 71-:.H\7 tiU,«u
F,,c:similc• ot i 1-:Z:~i ? 1 Jh

VAT Nu :i.!"' ,IX:!7

'**

TirrFL PAGE.B?

..J~i

**

P.B2/0?

TO

15 I'JlY '97 15:35 FR0'1 CS CRMl

•
Location:

Wasteground, Hillside Avenue. Ru$hlngden, Queenborough, Sheppey, Kent.

Delllils of flight, flight craw and any other penonne/7

(
Location:

sundrtage Par1< Golf Course, Bromley, Kent

Discovery reported to PC
Saucer transported to Bto
n
Scmland Yard bomb disposal squad and repons find to tne
clleek object with portabkl X-ray equipment. Bomb diepossl ~·~~,:::;:::::::,~;-==<;-=;;-·
Ministry 'boffins' (press description] arrive.

Air

Detail:> of bomb disposal team ana Air Ministry team?
Press reports suggest the MOO sent a 'Senior Engineer' from Whitehall to Bromley. Reports
also quote un-named MOD and RAF spokesmen.

(

An !TN news reporter interviewed an un-named 'Fonmsic lab' man.

Location:

Winkfield Plai~. Winkffeld, near A$COI, Berks.

Discovery first reported to

Station.

~~~~~~'ngineer at the \'\linkf.eld SateUite Tt'lcklng

~

2

15 MAY ''n 15:35 FRa1 CS CRMl

••

Loc:;otlon:

TO

Easton. Welford, between Hungerford & Newbury, Beri\S.

Press reports state the objed was photograpned by American Alr l"orc:e Poll..e from 'a
nearby RAF station·. Tile nearast that appealS to fit the cr\terion is RAF Qreenham Common.
Ctm you conflml that was the case? If no~ where did the USAF personnel originate from and
how can I tJttempt to trace them?

(

.

Press reports Slate the contents of the Saucer ware l;ter eX>~mlned by 'Home office scientists
at Aldermamon'.
Who rranspotted the saucer to Aldermarston? wno oonductiiCI the exllmlllliltlon?

Location:

~ensbridgo, Chlppenhem, Wilts.

~=:~d~:~~~~~k%Q&£iJ::r;~c:p~lg~a~!t!&f&~c
. j -..H::;vliUII~

RAI"CQ!eme.

On whose lnftnJctions? How can 1attempt to traca

IIJII• • JLm

Captalnt~~~~l!!f4~~~y Southern Commend at Salisbury was dispatched to the site.
(

On IW!ose insfTvc;t/on$? How can I attempt to trace

40

The remnants of the saucer were placed in the aiStody of Chief lnspector~~~~~~O~
[Press 5pellng] at Chippenham Pollee Station.
!"!

SaucerS.
Location:

Dial HIU, Clewdon, near Elrislol. Avon.

On whose insttuctiOns? How can 1attempt to
SUbsequently opened by two local engineers.

3

15 MRY '97 15:35 FROM CS CRMl

TO

••
Any assiStance and/or further avenu~ of inve~gation you can offer wiU be gr<~2Uy

appreciated.

1look forward to neanng rrom you.

Best regards.
Yours faithfully,

(

Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the SecretarT of Stare for Defence wbat estimate
he -has made as to the value. courses and
origins of repons of sighrings of unidenrj..
lied .flying objects as well as of the objects
themselves.

l\Ir. Merlyn Rees: Repons are
examined at their face value in the lieht
of their possible air defence implications.
and we do not carrv our stud,· bevond
this point. No defence imolications have
been found.
•

I

J

f

•

Mon 19 May, 1997 13:12
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REPLY TO
Delivered:

19/05/97 at 12:46
SEC(AS)2A (2)
292

From: Hd of CS(RM)l
Subject: :~~i~~~D S~g~~~~~

~~~~y

12:48

Iii}
ir
:s 2d

TO
CAPLAN WILKIE RE HOAX
Text:
11Jntoposed holding reply (attached) follows the standard
I Yi'll~ "tJ.''i-ja''-Rccess to closed files, but I will examine the files
and advise is anything relevant to his area of research.

Priority: Normal
Reply Request ( ]

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [*]

Attachments
Codes [

1]

l

•
Telephone (Direct dial}

(Switchboard)
(Fox)

Your reference
Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37

Date

May 1997

.~1
.

(__

F

-~-

Thank you for your letter dated 14 May 1997 concerning a number of
closed files you believe are relevant to your research into a
series of incidents involving hoax "flying saucers" allegedly
perpetrated by apprentices from the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough and students from Farnborough Technical College in
September 1967.
I regret to advise you there is no public access to Ministry of
Defence records in advance of their release date.
Although I am unable to agree to access to these closed files the
Code of Practice may allow me to provide you with information
relevant to your area of research assuming that such information
has survived the passage of time.
It will take a few weeks to requisition the files you have
identified from the Public Record Office but I hope to be in a
position to write to you again towards the end of June.
One final point, you may wish to note from the summary of your
research to date it would appear incidents 3, 4 and 6 have no MOD
(including RAF/ Army) involvement.

Officer

•

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS) /64/1
19th May 1997
DIST
DI Sec
ADA01
DD SyCPoll3
copy to:
DPO(RAF)
CS(RM)l
AHB2(RAF)
Head of Sec(AS)
1967 FLYING SAUCER HOAX
1. Gp Capt ~ ) rang me last week to say that he had
been approa~~~pany making a film about a flying saucer
hoax and that he wanted to take part to 'set the record straight'.
He said that he had been the MOD investigator at the time (1967},
was still obliged to abide by the Official Secrets Act and was
separately requesting official permission to participate. He was
ringing me, he said, to ask if I would be interested in a copy of
his letter - Enclosure l.
2. In the few days it has taken for the letter to arrive, the
film company (Caplan Wilkie Film and Television) have separately
approached CS(RM) seeking access to material not yet released to
the Public Record Office - Enclosure 2. On the face of it I think
we can expect some sort of TV programme at the ti-e-3~th
anniversary of the event (4th September); Gp Capt
~ro4lJ ed
that he would be more than willing to be interviewe - .
1

3. I suggest it would be helpful if the various strands of this
issue were considered as a whole rather than in isolation,
particularly given the need to consider the Department's position
in respect of 'UFO' matters. Unless anyone else is keen to lead,
I think it falls to Sec(AS} to do so and I should therefore be
grateful for advice from addressees on the following points:
a.

~says that he was investigating and analysing

"UFO~n~eports in 1967/68.

Was DSTI/DI(AI)61e actively investigating "UFO" reports
at that time as claimed? The answer to a PQ of 22nd

•

June 1966 (Enclosure 3) says that other than air defence
implications, no further study was carried out at that
time, so what if anything changed during the next twelve
months other than
in post?

jS£SJ!£nrZfCI'tng

b.
Caplan Wilkie Films had made overtures
to
was writing to them to say that he was
seeking advice on whether he might participate. He did not
say that he was intending to send his cv or say what his
"UFO" role had been.
Are there any specific reasons why Gp Capt ~d
be advised that he may not participate in ~~~ ?
l~sjJ

221! 2flei!$j

that he is uniquely placed to deal with this

If we are content that he is allowed to participate,
should this be limited to written answers only (and
cleared by MOD in advance)? Can we go further and allow
him to speak? I believe this could be fraught with
difficulties, not least that he could find himself drawn
into wider areas of questioning, possibly including
wider DI activities, and that by appearing with MOD
approval, it would imply he is an MOD spokesperson.
'colleague' (Wg Cdr)
This might ~ -. 8 il:blie - e
concerned with
more {he is also
CS {RM).
Who was Wg Cdr ~ has he made any approaches
for clearance ~ anything?
e. The material requested from CS{RM) is still held under
the Public Record Act and it is Government policy not to
allow privilege access. It would set a precedent if we did
so. Under the Citizen's Charter Code of Practice we should
aim to be as helpful as possible.
CS(RM) suggest that they should trawl the closed,files
providing Caplan Wilkie with written answers to their
questions (draft reply at Enclosure 4). I believe this
is a sensible way forward in that we could make sure,
before any information is released, that there are no
hostages to fortune in what is proposed. Are addressees
content with this line?

•

4. Finally, there may be other points that I have not drawn
attention to that also need to be addressed and I should
appreciate advice on any that come to mind.
Wilkie
returns)

..

•
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From:
~m 08/2
MINISTRY OF-DEFENCE
Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N SBL

Your reference

Mr John Keeling
Caplan Wilkie
39-43 Brewer Street
London WlR 3FD

Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37
May 1997
Date

-,
Thank you for your letter dated 14 May 1997 concerning a number of
closed files you believe are relevant to your research into a
series of incidents involving hoax "flying saucers" allegedly
perpetrated by apprentices from the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough and students from Farnborough Technical College in
September 1967.
I regret to advise you there is no public access to Ministry of
Defence records in advance of their release date.
Although I am unable to agree to access to these closed files the
Code of Practice may allow me to provide you with information
relevant to your area of research assuming that such information
has survived the passage of time.
It will take a few weeks to requisition the files you have
identified from the Public Record Office but I hope to be in a
position to write to you again towards the end of June.
One final point, you may wish to note from the summary of your
research to date it would appear incidents 3, 4 and 6 have no MOD
(including RAF/Army) involvement.

15 MAY '97 15:34 FROM CS CRMJ

•

TO

Departmental Record Officer
CS (RM) Dome D
MctropDie Building
NOI!humberland Avenue
London WC2N 5BL

c=APLAN

14 May 1997

WaLK~C:
rJLM &

Dear Sir/Madam,

TELEVI$)~Q
;·.j

1am writing in the hope that you may be prepared to aSSist With a prcje<:t ! am currently
· researohlng (Please see attached oorresponclence between myeelf and the Air Hiatorioal
Branch for ll summary of the project).
You Will see from the afOie-mentlrmed oorrespondence lh'""'~~~~~~~~~~~ ugg~ed I
examine a number of documents held by the PRO:
-·,
.

AIR 2 18115 ·18117
AIR 20 11888

t'is\'"" .. )

,. . \1, 1,1\l

AIR273039

,,~~.~

- \ '""

~~-u~..~'IA'<'-

,qqq;

AIR27 3040*

Regrettably, all but one• are still closed and not soheduleCI 101' release lor more than a year. 1
am therefore re5pectfully requesting permiaion to examine those doouments before their
eoheduled rele- data. I would naturally agree to do so under appropriate supervision and

subject to any reasonable tenns and conditiOns stipulated by the appropriate authorities.
Afi,

it is the 30th anniver-Nry of the flying :saucer hoax In September, 1am sure you can o;ee that

the project is mO!Il topical this year.

been oonta<*d by Wing Co111mander~
tha MOD staff most intimately involv~
___--r_'-'1

Any assistance you can offer will be most gratefully appreciated and I look forward to hearing
from you.

Youos faithfully,

METROPOLE
..

• •

•

llo<

39-43 Brewer Street
Lond(')n W1 R 3FO

Telephone 0171-267 6000

Facsimile 0171-287 712b
VAT No 524 3827 49
C.mlo~nw;IJr.ivl"llm.&nt.llo>ft""•"n"l.omlr< ....

•
N!•".f'Wo~ ....

II(•~

No') 2UJ::i('l2,'i lobtlo11'ld
t.. .....tvn N ... ,lo(y,o

1!' Q.,.u,,.,lp L .. ,,...

•

15 I'm'

'<n

TO

15:35 FRI11 CS (RM)

•

From:

, HB2(AAF), Room 2.14

MINISTRY-or-DEFENCE
3-6; Great Scotland Yard, London SW1A 2HW
TolophoM (DiNot clal)
(8wll<>hboord)

(F..)

o.r ..._
O(IJIB(RAJ!)(7(l7
Oolo

4 February 1997

(
Thank you fo~ your lettGr of 30 January 1997 with regard to the
hoax perpetrated by RAE apprentices and students of Farnborouqh

Technical College on 4 september 1967.

I Gm afraid that the records held by the Air Historical Branch do
not shed any further light on the events surrounding this
(obviously very successful) practical joko. DocumGnts ~elating to
the RAF response to this hoox may now be lodged at the Public
Record Office (PRO): I would recommend that you consult in the
~ir~t instance classes AIR2 (Air Ministry: Registered Files) and
AIR40

(Ai~ ~~!.:-. .:..::~~.~·:

Un::-t!:gi::t~::cd

!'!.lc.:; . .

~::!;;;;:,~~=.!::;:::.:,· ,

:.!".,;.~c

are very large classes! A brief reViQW of thG class lists su99est
that the following may be of interest:

AIR2

181~5-17

Unidentified flying objects: reports, 1967 (181156) and 1967-e

(

AIR20 11886

{~6117)

unidentified flying objects, September 1967.

No reference is mac1e to 'Flying saucers' 1 and S in the RAF Fom
540 Operations Record Book$ (station dic.ri8l:i) of RAJ! Hanston ancl
RAF Colerne. The helicopter degpatched from Hanston in connection
with Saucer 1 is likely to have been a Westland Whirlwind of D
Flight, No 22 Squadron - then based at Manston on Search and
Rescue (SAR) <1utias; the Operations Record Book entry collq)iled by
this unit for September 19G7 is hel<1 by the PUblic Record otfice
under the references AIR27 3039 and 3040.
On cross-referencing The Royal Air
copies of the Roya.l A1r Force
believe that the 'Flight ux:J~.L~;e~;

·. '

•

. •. 15 !'flY '9? 15:36 FROM CS CRMl

As you will note, Squadron Leader lllllll~rently a member of
the Royal Aeronautical society; th~Y::ma~be able to help you
in your attempts to contact him. Enquiries relatiUCJ .to the USAF
personnel that photographed Saucer 4 might best be directed to the
US sources. The USAF Historical Research
may be able to
assist you, or advise you as
; the address of
the agency is given below.
an employee
of the British Aircraft
examined saucer
6, the successor to
Aerospace - may be able
to guide you; moreover,
likely to be a member of
the Royal Aeronautical

I hope that the above provides some pointers for further research,

and am sorry th4t I am unable to provide a more precise response

to your enquiry.

(

Royal Aeronautical society
4 Hamilton Place
London
WlV OBQ

USAF Historical Research Agency
600 Chennault circle
Maxwell AFB

AL 36112-6424

United States of America

(

15 l'l'lY ''n 15:36 FRCt1 CS CRMl

TO

•
~PLAN
.Air Historical Branch
'MOD Whitehall Ubrary
;3. 5 Great Scotland Yard
London SW1A 2HW

WlLKlC'
FILM & TELEVISION

30 January 1997

OearSirs,
An extremely halpfullady on the MOO Public lnfonnatlon switc:t\boatd suggested \hat your
department may be able to assist w~h a project I ~m researching.

The project, a propoeed book Mdlor TV documentary, eor.ocrno an el•borate hoax
perpetr.ate<l by apprentices from the Royal Airctaft Establishment (Fambomugh) and
students from Farnborough Technical College in 1967.
On 4th September of that year. six small 'Flying Saucers' were discovered In locations

across Southern England from Sheppey to \he Bristol Channel.
National ~nd local press accounts $uggest the hoax was uncovered when Scotland Yard
bomb disposal officers opened one of the objects at Bromley Pollee station. Kent. Up umil
that point tne unusual objects were the cause of legttimale concern and investigations by a
number of Government agencies and Armed Forces including:

MiniStry or Defence
Ministty of Technology
Air Ministry
Royal Air Force
RAFColerne
RAF Manston
RAF Greenham Common

Army Southern Command bomb disposal experts
Winkfield Satell~e Tracking Station, Berks.
Home omce SCientiSts at Aldermai'Sion
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Famborough.

In order to produce an accurate ehronidc of the events I would be extremely grateful ror any
assistance you can offer in tracing rePOrts. documentation and per.;onnel involved. To help

facilitate that I have listed the available details from the media wHh some specifiC Questions:
.i 4J-4 .i Hn..\Wl•r Str<.'\ '1
I t)lldm., VVllol U I>
1~ · 1c.•phunc.•

01 71-:1H7 Hut\U

f,ll''imlh• OI71-:ZB7 7 1lh
VA1' Nu 5..!-.1 ,UI:!i' 4'1

'**

TirrFL

~E.07

**

15 l'f\Y '97 15:35 FRCI'I CS

TO

(Rt1)

P.02/07

•
Wasteground, Hillside Avenue, Rushlngden, Queenborouoh. Slleppey, Kent.

Location:

Discovery reported to

PC ~ 'l:ortlon off' area.

Helicopter dispatched fro~~Mibomb dlsposallftre brigade expert [press
variaticns) on board to oollect seucer.
ODjeC! cttecked with a ·survey mete( before being flown to Manston.
Deleils of fliQht, flight cn;w and any otfler persMilef?

(
SU11011dge Park GOlf course, Bromley, Kent.

LOCBilOn:

OISeOvety reported to

saucer transported to
Scotland Yard bomb disposal squad and repotts
to tne
to
ctleek object with portable X-ray equipment. Bomb dieposal squad open aucer before Air

Ministry 'boltins'{press des<:tiQiion] an'ive.
Details of bOmb

dlsposalf~

anc Air MinistJy team?

Pte$5 reporls suggest the MOO sent a 'Senior Engine..,. from Whitehall to Bromley. Reports
also quote un-named MOD and RAF spokesmen.
~o ~

(

thoy? Who ooukJ thfly haVft been?

An ITN news Aiiporter interviewed an un-named 'Forensic lab' man.

Location:

Winkfield Plains, Wonkfleld, near Ascot, l3«ks.

Discovery first reported to
Station.

engineer at the Winkfield SateiiHe Tracking

2

15 ~y ' 97 15:35 FRCI'I CS CRMJ

•
LoClltion:

Easton. Wetfo~. betweell Hungectord & Newbury,

Berb.

!Discovereo by a postwomen on her rounde. Hungerford PC
~uoef' Wll<\ transported to Newbury Police Station.

·ld press the

Press reports state tile object was photographed by American Air P'orce Poll<>e from 'a
nearby RAF station·. Tile nea~ that appea~ to frt the criterion is RAF Greenham Common.
Can you oonfirm that was /he case? If not, where did /he USAF persor.ne/ originate from and
how can I 8ttempt to trace them?

(

Press reports state the contents of the Saucer wer" later examined by 'Home otflce scientists
at Aidermarstan'.

Location:
DlliCOvtred byfa~edto Cllippel'lham P~~c
on rol!d adjaeent.iiifi~mined by FligntOffloe ~
RAF COferne.

On whose inWVctiollS? How can I aft!lmpt trJ ~
captain

(

Southern comm.oo at Salisllury was di$patehed tQ the site.

On whose Instructions? /*Jw can I attempt to trace !~~~~4~0
~
Cantrell transported tile saucer to a Corporation rubbish tip on the o\llskirts of Chippenham
wile"' it was ope~ with two oontrolled explosions.

Tile remnants of the saucer were placed in tha wstocly of Chief
(press $peilingj at Chippenham Pollee Station.

Location:

Subu'luenll~

Dial Hill, Clewdan, near Brtstol, Avon.

opened by two local engine«s.

3

•

..

15 11W '97 15:35 FROM CS CRMJ

•
Any assiStance anti/or furtller avenue$ of Investigation you can offer wiU be g<Vatly

appreciated.

1look fOIWar<l to nearing rrom you.
Best regar<ls.
Youts faithfully,

(

P.04/07

f ..

•
.,.

Wed 14 May, 1997 16:05
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PRESS LINES IN ASHFIELD

ALLEGED "CRASH OF ALIEN CRAFT" -

12 NOV 87 - KIRKBY

No military aircraft crashes recorded for 12 Nov 87 in the
United Kingdom.
CAA can advise on whether there were any reported crashes
involving civil aircraft.
MOD knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence of
"UFO/flying saucers" or craft of extraterrestrial origin.

•

From:

h.._

~

~

..

,.,._

N.-

~

~

~r@ ~
Reference: WAT/UF0.3

6

rei

;ssas: 14ol

(

~t May 1997
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f.- '- ~~ ct-Af') f.> ~__..:,

THE 1967 FARNBOROUGH FLYING SAUCER HOAX

1.
In the April 1997 issue of the Royal Aeronautical Society
news
letter,
Society
People
& Business,
the
senior
producer/director of Caplan Wilkie Film and Television seeks
assistance with his research into an "UFO" hoax perpetrated by
Farnborough students in September 1967. A copy of his letter is
at enclosure 1.

2.
At the time of the hoax, the appointment responsible for
investigating all UFO sightings in UK Airspace and which were
reported to MOO was the incumbent of the post DI (AI) 61e within
the Directorate of Scientific and Technical Intelligence. I
served in that post between 1967 and 1968, and was the last
technical intelligence officer to be solely responsible for UFO
analysis before the task was transferred to the Defence
Secretariat.

3.
The hoax was cleverly executed and seems destined to feature
in a future television film and so deserves and needs to be
accurately recorded. I can help to achieve such an objective given that I was the MOD investigating officer who attended
Bromley Police Station to examine Saucer 2 .

.rv;:,:k;< ,. : ~T·N·f~f:-~
TG MAY r'Ul

FILE

'

~

,_............___.......,_.,.,

•,

•

4.
So today, I contacted
ClfQCaplan Wilkie Film and
Television- who had already
-r~his research activities
something of my involvement in the hoax - to offer an input on
the veracity of any releasable details of the hoax. This is to
be on the basis that my contribution would most likely be largely
based on answers to written questions and subject, where
required, to MOD approval. I later followed up this offer with
a letter to that effect. A copy of this is at enclosure 2.

Enclosures:

RAe Soc Society People & Business April 1997

1.

13 May 97

2.

Action
Chief of Public Relations
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
London
SW1A 2HB
Information

~riat
Room 8245

{Air Staff) 2

Ministry of Defence
Main Building
London
SW1A 2HB

__

____._.__.....,__

,...

________.....__ ··~

..... -

l.;:;::.tt-.doSufe.
We announce with regret the death of the
following members

Phil Condit (centre}, chairman and chief executive of Boeing, pictured with president,
Professor John Green, and past president, Sir Donald Spiers, receiving his Honorary
Fellowship.

Allan Barker, MRAeS, 75
Geoffrey Edward Beck, MRAeS, 80
Bryan Arthur Chapple, Technician
RAeS,65
Cyril Lano Dodd, MRAeS, 73
Francis William Free, FRAeS, 76
Dr William Frank Hilton, FRAeS, 84
Anthony Patrick Hughes, MRAeS, 61
Glyndwr Lloyd, AMRAeS, 76
Eric Beechcroft Moss, FRAeS, 94
Andrew Derek Munro, AMRAeS, 71
Eric Herbert Spouge, AMRAeS, 79
James Thomson, AMRAeS, 76
James Weddup, MRAeS, 81
Patrick John Wlrsbitzki, Student
RAeS,21
Harry Zeller!, FRAeS, 83

Requesting information •..
I am writing in the hope that members of
the Royal Aeronautical Society may be
able to assist with a project I am
researching. The project concerns an
elaborate hoax perpetrated by apprentices
from
the
Royal
Aircraft
Establishment and students from
Farnborough Technical College in 1967.
On Monday 4 September of that year,
six small 'Flying Saucers' were discovered in locations across Southern
England from Sheppey to the Bristol
Channel.
National and local press accounts suggest the hoax was uncovered when ·
Scotland Yard bomb disposal officers
opened one of the objects at Bromley
Police Station, Kent. Up until that point
the unusual objects were the cause of
legitimate concern and investigations by
a number of Government agencies and
Armed Forces including the MoD,
Ministry of Technology, Air Ministry, Royjll
Air Force and Army Southern Command.
In order to produce an accurate chronicle of the events I would be extremely
grateful for any assistance in tracing individuals who were involved in any capacity. To that end I have listed the available
details from the media with some specific
questions:
Saucer 1. Location: Wasteground,
Hillsdale
Avenue,
Rushingden,
Queenborough, Sheppey, Kent.
Discovery reported to PC John Tomsett.
Police 'cordon off' area. Helicopter dispatched from RAF Mansion with bomb
disposal/fire brigade expert [press variations] on board to collect saucer.
Who was on board that helicopter?
Object checked with a 'survey mete(
before being flown to Mansion.
What happened to saucer after it arrived
at Mansion?

Saucer 2. Location: Sundridge Park
Golf Course, Bromley. Kent.
Discovery reported to PC Gordon
Hampton and 'saucer' transported to
Bromley Police Station. Superintendent
S.R. Sheppard contacts Scotland Yard
bomb disposal squad and reports find to
the Air Ministry. Ministry want to check
object with portable X-ray equipment.
Bomb disposal squad open saucer
before Air Ministry 'boffins' [press
description] arrive. Press reports suggest
the MoD sent a 'Senior Engineer' from
Whitehall to Bromley. Reports also quote
un-named MoD and RAF spokesmen.
Who were the Air Ministry 'boffins'? Who
was the 'Senior Enginee(? Who was the
RAF spokesman? Who could they have
been?
Saucer 3. Location: Winkfield Plains,
Winkfield, near Ascot, Berks.
Discovery first reported to Mr Roger
Kenyon, engineer at the Winkfield
Satellite Tracking Station.
Under whose jurisdiction did the station
belong? Does it still exist? Does anyone
know the whereabouts of Roger Kenyon?
Saucer 4. Location: Easton. Welford,
between Hungerford & Newbury,
Berks.
Discovered by a postwoman on her
PC
James
rounds.
Hungerford
Hennessey told press the saucer was
transported to Newbury Police Station.
Press reports state the object was photographed by American Air Force Police
from 'a nearby RAF station'. The nearest
that appears to fit the criterion is RAF
Greenham Common.
Press reports state the contents of the
Saucer were later examined by 'Home
Office scientists at Aldermarston'.
Who transported the saucer to

Aldermarston?

Who

conducted

the

examination?

Saucer 5. Location: Elm Tree Farm,
Queensbridge, Chippenham, Wills.
Discovered by farmer Roger Jennings.
Reported to Chippenham Police who
slopped traffic on road adjacent to field.
The Saucer was examined by Flying
Officer David Pepper from RAF Colerne.
Captain Fred Cantrell of Army
Southern Command al Salisbury was
dispatched to the site.
Cantrell transported the Saucer to a
Corporation rubbish tip on the outskirts of
Chippenharn where it was opened with
two controlled explosions.
The remnants of the saucer were
placed in the custody of Chief Inspector
Frank Dunnett [press spelling] at
Chippenham Police Station.
Saucer 6. Location: Dial Hill.
Clevedon,
near
Bristol,
North
Somerset.
Discovered by schoolboy on paper
rounds. Reported to Clevedon Police
Sergeant John Durston. Examined by
Mr Greville Beale, Chief Designer of the
Guided Weapons Division at the British
Aircraft Corporation.
Does anyone know the whereabouts of
MrBeale?
Saucer was subsequently opened by two
local engineers.
Any information, however seemingly
trivial, will be greatly appreciated. I can
be contacted on 0171-287 8080, or at
home on 01621 891520. I thank the
RAeS for publishing the letter and hope it
jogs someone's memory.

John Keeling
Senior Producer Director

Caplan Wilkie Film and Television
39-43 Brewer Street

London W1R3FD

Society People & Business Aprll1997 3
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Enclosure 2

Tel: ~

I~\t.

May 1997

THE 1967 FARNBOROUGH FLYING SAUCER HOAX

I telephoned today in response to your plea, through the
Royal Aeronautical Society, for help with researching the subject
hoax. I told you that ! should be able to contribute to your
research as investigations of UFO sightings were one of my MOD
duties at that time, and I was one of those who visited Bromley
Police Station. I also advised you however that the extent of my
support might be somewhat circumscribed by any concomitant
requirements of the Official Secrets Act that MOD decide to
impose. Meanwhile I am now taking the first steps to warn MOO of
my involvement.
As promised I
Appointments which
already provided by

have enclosed a copy of my RAF Service
substantiate the information
an erstwhile colleague.

John Keeling
Senior Producer Director
Caplan Wilkie Film and Television
39-43 Brewer Street
London W1R 3FD

Enclosure:
UF01.doc

rvice Appointments
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CARKBR RECORD OF RAF SHRVICB APPOINTHHNTS

UNIT/DATR

ArJ>tmmtHNT/lW<l<

HOD Central Staff

11IK UK HOD Participation

Chier Sclentiflc
Adviser's Staff

DtrrlllS

orttce
" US Strategic Defense
In.ltl ative

.

Aug 87-Jul 93
Deputy Oirector

UK Direc to r and ProJect Manager of
b.llateral UK/US baJJJstlc •lssiie
defence feaslbH lty studies;
Hi lltary 11ember of UK BMD Systems

Design Teall . AJ r S)'ste•s Staff
surrogate responsibility for missile
defence operational concepts and
requlre•ents

Go Capt
MOO Defeace Statt

Air Staff
..Jan 85- Au& 87

HQ RAP Ge,..any

Jan 8:2-Jan 85

Operational

Requ .lre~ta

OR 61(Air)

Head or n.-anch
Wg Cdr

Mechanlcal Hni,Jneertnc.
Air Engineering

a

Wg Cdr

Deflnfng the perrur•ance
requireMents and operational
concepts for com~~unlcaUons .
identification and data link systems
for airc raft operations. IntegratJon
or Reported A.I r and Surface Picture
data Into the JUkADGB data base
Assessing al rwbrthlness and
rel!abi 11 ty of Gerl'llany-based
lthanto.., Chinook and Pu•a atrcraft.
Delegated tingineer:lng Authority for
Pe•broke aJ rcrart . He•ber of RAP
Gerraany Ta~tical «valuation Teara

Deputy I Ac U113 C....llDd

Rlectrical Rngloeer
W& Cdr

RAP HARRAH

Jan 80-Jen 82

oc Rnclneerin& Win&

we

_C dr

I Gp

Management of spec la.l signal,
COGIIIlunJcatton and pho tographic
r~cllities

Prov ls!on and 11l8.naaement of human
and engineering resources to support
a •ajor •I f I tary UK af r-base
ope rat lng Canberra, Victor AAR, and
l ater Tornado aircraft

Strike eo-and

JtQ I Cp

Aug 77-Jan 80

Gp Rlectrlcal Bnelneer
Wg Cdr

Strike ec-and

HQ MOD
Procure.en.t Bx~cuttve

Project Manac:er
Sqn Ldr

Assessing airworthiness and
reliability of aircraft and support
raci 11 tJes and evaluating the
effectiveness of maintenance
procedures and operations at No 1 Gp
air bases and unl ts. M91ber or JIQ
STC Tactical Evaluation Te8JI
Developing, fight testing and
procuring ECM equip~~ent for Jaguar'
and Tornado

Jul 76-AUI 77

JIAF BIIAWDY
Tactical Weapons Unit
Sep 74 -Jul 75
11 Group

Strike CoMand

OC Hn&lneerJnc Support
Sqn L.dr

ProvJslon and management or
electrical, MechanJcol and aratunent
aircraft servicing facHitJes for
Hunter, Meteor, Jet Provost:
maintenance of' airfJe.ld nav Jgat!on
and landJ ng aids; or-e rat ion and
•al ntenance or statJun
c0111mun teat lons and 11echan .t caJ
transport

•

RAF DRAWDY/

-

GOUlCRilST
Jun 73-Aug 74

Senior Hnctneer ortlcer
Sqn l.dr

redeployment of the Chivenor OCU as

the Tactical Weapons UnJ t to Drawdy.
Support of 22 Sqn S&R Whirlwind

helicopter detachment

Strite Co.......ul

Operations Branch

Operational evaluation and
effectiveness and technical

Bleetronic Warfare and
Air Staff

for and
the unit engineering
faci l l ties to support the

in~talllng

11 Group

IIQ Allied Forces
Northern Bllrope

Plann:lng~preparing

Radar Intelligence

efriclency assessments of NATO

assigned units Jn Northern Region.
AF'NORTH repre;!entat he on NATO EW

Dec 70-Jun 73

Head of Branch
Sqn Ldr

Operational RequireJDents Team.
Northern Region Tactical Bvaluation
Team, Surveillance radar information

evaluation.
MOD AMSO Staff

Air Force Department

IUec Hn&Ineer Staff
Sqn Ldr

Jun 69-Dee 70

MOO Intelltgence Staff

Technical Intel! fgenee
(Air)

Scientific • Technical
lntel Hgence Staff

DSTI/DI (AI) 61e

~ul

67-Jun 68

RAP 5CAMI'TON

Jan 65-Jul 67

Flt Lt

Aircraft Unt:lneertna
Flight Line Operatlon11

Bomber eo-and

Plt Lt

RAP SCAMPTON

tx! AIr Rad Lo I HCM
se.-vtctns Flight

Apr 64-Dec 64

Hng.tneerlng Authority for in·servtce
av!onics.mlsslle control systems and
reconnaissance equ!p11ent and
atrcratt pods. Technical Project
J..eader for RAF and RN Phantom
aircraft
Technical analysis and research
studies; electronlt: and electronic
warfare capabilities and
requirements. Investigation and
analysts of all slgltUngs reported
to MOD of UFOs in UK Airspace.
Squadron Engineering orucer: 27.
8J, 617 Sgns
vulcan a Mk 2 (Blue Steel)
MBF Nuclear StrIke Force
Preparation and management of
lstj2nd servicing facilities~ Vulcan
8 Mk 2 (Blue Steel)

Pit Lt
Bomber Collldland
RAP SALT PANS

eo-unicatloml
Commandlna; Officer

Apr 62-Apr 64

Total site management of ltfl/VHfl
receiving and special
signal!i!/telecommunications station
and associated aer !al farms

Flying Off'icer

Middle Hast

~

RAP BHNSON

OC Air/Ground Radlu and
C~unicaU.ons Servicing

Jan 60 .. Apr 62
Pllot/ Plying Officer
Transport Coatand

SVAPS.doc

April 94

2

Provision and management of 1st/2nd
avionic servicing facilities:
Canberra: llunter; Meteor; Argosy
alr-crart. Maintenance of al rf"ield
communications and radar aids
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Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS) 64/1
13th May 1997
DIST .

Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DAO
DI Sec
DPR(RAF) ·
Head of · Sec(AS}
AOADl
AD/piSS
'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS' - POLICY

Re.f erence:

D/DIST/11/10 dated 25th April 1997

1. Thank you for your minute at Reference setting out the DIS
interest in 'UFO' reports.
2.
I was grat-eful for your detailed comments. I think it might
be helpful ·if I list my observations on them in the same order
(paragraph numbers in brackets in bold refer to your minute):
- a. You say that you would prefer the term 'UAP 1 rather than
'UFO' (para 2). Presentationally this. would give us some
problems. To the vast majority of the public - and it is the
public we deal with - 'UFO' with al P ,its 'extraterrestrial'
connotations is the only one they recognise. Most are not
interested in the difference and, to avoid any more confusion
in their minds, we shall continue with 'UFOi.
b. You suggest (para 3) amending the policy statement on
MOD's interest to include yo-ur own specific areas of
.,
interests. However, the current wording 'anything of defence
significanc;e' has been couched in fairly general terms so
that it can be used in response to PQs, letters from the -~
public, the media etc. We need to be quite sure that there
are no hostages to fortune in saying anything more detailed.
Are you content to have your interests promulgated more .
widely given the inevitable questioning that will follow?
c.

· th~t
I

I can assure you that we too are always careful to say
we have .an open mind on this issue (para 4).

•

d. For the future we shall copy to you (and DAO) only those
sighting reports falling into ., the three categories set out in
my minute to AOADl of 2nd April (D/Sec(AS)/64/1} (paras).

C~NTIAL
U- Vl.~C0S~~

e. You say (para 6) that you need an adequate reference
system for information culled from reports and intend a
database, albeit that you have not yet determined how it
might be achieved, and that incorporating retrospective
reports depends on the costs involved. But you also say that
you have to decide whether it shou~d be 'DIS policy to retain
other reports or rely on our archive'. I am rather confused
about what this means. Are the 'other' reports those copied
to you previously which do not fall into the three categories
(para d above), or those which will not be copied to you in
future? Either way, I am concerned that you favour relying
on our archive because you do not say what this might entail
and I am afraid there are no Sec(AS) resources to support
your work. If there is a DIS requirement for access to
archive material I think it makes sense for DIS to retain the
information.

-...

f. Returning to the subject of a database (para 7), you
suggest DAO's requirements also need considering and propose
a single framework, sharing responsibility for data entry.
However, AOAD1 has said they have no requirement for a
database (D/DA0/1/13 dated 25th March, para 11) and, as I
made clear in my reply to him, Sec(AS) has no need of one
either. It would be helpful to know who else might be a
customer-given Sec(AS)'s role as the MOD focal point for this
subject, and what 'shared resources' might be used to
implement the plan. Sec(AS) has neither staff nor money for
this purpose and, I think, DAO is similarly constrained.
3. I am sorry for the length of this note but we do all need to
be quite clear what, as a Department, we are doing and why. We
need to be very careful about expanding '·,•uFO' business and,
thereby, sending the public a misleading message about the extent
of MOD's interest. Of course, should Government policy on this
issue change, we will review the extent of our involvement
accordingly.

Sec(AS)2
MB8247

CHOTS:
FAX

UFOsfpolicy6

·'
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SUBJECT
LINES TO TAKE RE: "THE UNINVITED"

CODES

Sent: 13/05/97 at 11:11
To: DPO(RAF),DPO(RAF)S02
CC:
Ref: 1147
Subject: LINES TO TAKE RE: "THE UNINVITED" BY NICK POPE
Text: As you may be aware, Nick Pope's second book "The Uninvited" on
the subject of Alien Abduction is to be published by Simon and
Schuster on 2 June. You may have noticed that the Daily Mail
has abridged extracts from the book in today's and tomorrow's
issues. Attached are the lines to take should this attract
further press interest.
Priority: Urgent
Reply Request [ ]

View Acknowledge [*]
Delivery Acknowledge (*]

Attachments
Codes [

1]

l

•
PBESS LINES -

"THE UNINVITED" - NICHOLAS POPE

GENERAL LINES
The Ministry of Defence has no interest, expertise or role with
respect to "UFO/flying saucer" matters, or the question of the
existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms about which
it is open-minded. To date, however, the MOD remains unaware of
any evidence which proves that these phenomena exist.
"ALIEN" ABDUCTION
Investigations into claims of any form of abduction are a matter
for the civil police. The police, however, can only take the
matter forward and investigate if there is evidence to support the
allegation.
MR NICHOLAS POPE
Mr Pope was a desk officer in the Secretariat(Air Staff)2a section
from 1991-1994 and at that time he was an executive officer.
Sec(AS)2a is the focal point for handling queries directed at the
MOD in connection with "UFO" sightings. At the time Mr Pope
worked in the section there were no staff working on this subject
full-time and this remains the case. The work represents a small
part of the overall duties of the section.
"THE UNINVITED"
The comments contained in the book "The Uninvited" are the
personal views of Mr Pope and do not represent nor reflect the
views of the Ministry of Defence. All Ministry of Defence
personnel wishing to publish a book which draws on their official
experience, uses information obtained in the course of their
duties, or which expresses views on official matters, are required
to seek departmental approval to do so. Clearance to publish does
not imply MOD approval of, or agreement with, the contents.

••
DjSec(AS)/64/1

~

9 May 97
F I L E

N 0 T E

DPO(RAF) received a call from West Country TV who wanted to
interview the Secretary of State about the subject of "UFOs" for
their political programme "Power Games Monthly" going out on 19
May.

They are also playing on the "Labour Party's" interest in this
subject as "evidenced" by the raft of PQs tabled by the late
Martin Redmond.
The attached statement was forwarded to the Press Office for
onward transmission to the programme makers.

Fri

•

9 May, 1997 17:12
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STATEMENT FOR "POWER GAMES MONTHLY"
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09/05/97 DPOIRAFlS02

CODES

Sent: 09/05/97 at 17:11
To: DPO(RAF)S02
CC:
Ref: 1144
Subject: STATEMENT FOR "POWER GAMES MONTHLY"
Text:

!!!!?J~~~~lbout

the attached, please give me a call.

n 40
Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

View Acknowledge [*]
Delivery Acknowledge (*]
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1]
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•
STATEMENT FOR HBST COUNTRY TV's

"POWER GAME MONTHLY" -

19 MAY 97

The Ministry of Defence has no interest, expertise or role
respect to "UFO/flying saucer" matters, or the question of
existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms about
it remains open-minded. To date, however, the MOD remains
of any evidence which proves that these phenomena exist.

with
the
which
unaware

The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of "UFO" sightings it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely whether there is evidence that the UK
Air Defence Region might have been compromised by a foreign
hostile military aircraft.
The reports are examined with the assistance of the Department's
air defence experts as required. Unless there is evidence of a
potential military threat, and to date no "UFO" sighting has
revealed such evidence, the MOD does not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each sighting reported.
It believes that downto-earth explanations could be found for them. However, it would
be an inappropriate use of defence resources to carry out such
investigations. From the descriptions received, aircraft or
natural phenomena account for most of the observations.

~

.

.

.

MOD in connection with "UFO" sightings. At the time
~
worked in the section there were no staff working on ~I~~sn~
full-time and this remains the case. The work represents a small
part of the overall duties of the section.

repre
All Ministry
personnel wishing to publish a book which draws on their official
experience, uses information obtained in the course of their
duties, or which expresses views on official matters, are required
to seek departmental approval to do so. Clearance to publish does
not imply MOD approval of, or agreement with, the contents.
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Sec(AS)2
Copy to:
AOAD1
PSO/ACAS
DAO
Hd Sec(AS)
DI Sec
DPR(RAF)
AD/DI55
UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA (UAP) -POLICY
References
_
A. D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dat~d 29 Jan 97
B. D/DIST/11/10 dated 3 Feb 97
C. D/DA0/1/13 dated 25 Mar 97
I?.; D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 2 Apr 97
E. DlSec(AS)/64/1 dated 22 Apr 97
1.
My apologies firstly for not responding sooner to your.fcinutes at Ref Unfortunately it
took much longer than expected, at the time of my holding reply, to recover from a number of staff
changes and to give the subject sufficient attention against other priorities. I am pleased that we
should have this debate since at present there is a significant mismatch between our assumed
responsibilities and our ability to resource them.
Policy

2.
Referring to the policy stated in your initial minute (Ref A, Annex paras 1 & 2) an
immediate difficulty arises over the use of the term 'UFO'. This term is discredited in some circles
and I think that consistent use ofUAP would be much more satisfactory. This would then avoid
an immediate association with 'extraterrestrial' phenomena and the difficulty which arises in trying
to distinguish whether 'events are 'extraterrestrial' or not, a judgement which we are strictly
incapable of making. While analysis may enable MoD to identifY some phenomena, those that
remain are ~y definition 'unidentified' rather than 'extraterrestrial' .
I

,

·· ' 3.
You queried at Ref A, para 3a the extent ofDIST interest in UFO reports. We agree that
MoD's interest has to be related to defence significance but this is not solely to determine whether

llNCutSSlt=:-LW

CO~IAL

the UK ADRis breached, as implied by the parenthetical text in your Annex, para 2. DIST's role
in support of customer requirements is to assess all source intelligence on foreign weapon systems
and science & technology with military relevance. We have the responsibility to decide which
sources are most appropriate and how they should be weighted for assessments. We regard UAP
as a source, akin in some respects to human reporting not least in that the phenomena are reported
by people and may not be fully appreciated or understood at tpe time. This intelligence interest
needs to be explicitly covered in the policy statement and we propose that your Annex, para 2
should read:
'MoD's interest in 'UAP' is limited to examining reported sightings to establish if such activity
might have a defence significance, viz:
a. whether the UKADR has been breached;
b. what intelligence is revealed on military capabilities of other countries;
c. whether scientific and technical information of military significance is revealed.'

Arrangements
4. Referring to your Annex, para 4, in the light of the above we do not consider that MoD can
have no interest in extraterrestrial matters and needs to keep an open mind on whether
'unidentified' phenomena may have significance. Additionally the lack of evidence to date in the
DIS on the extraterrestrial hypothesis has to reflect the fact that we have not carried out any
-~alysis. Effectively the UAP source is unproven for DIST purposes, a situation of concern even
if we never expect it to be as reliable or valuable as other sources. Two principles therefore arise:

Reports
5.
Firstly DIST needs to continue to receive reports in order to make the judgements at para
3b and 3c above. It seems probable that only credible sources are likely to provide enough
information for a substantive analysis and we are therefore prepared to constrain ourselves to
receive reports in the categories at RefD, para 2.

Analysis
6.
Secondly DIST needs to have an adequate system in order to reference the information.
· In line with developing practices for other source intelligence we need a reliable system for the
retention and analysi~ of data. Hitherto the paper records have been much too unwieldy for
effective action leading to the failing noted above. The proposed filtering of reports will reduce
the volume considerably and we need to take the opportunity to initiate a database now. How we
do this rem.ains to be decided. Our resources are heavily over-bid but it seems essential that we
·:··establish the database in order to reduce subsequent analysis effort to the minimum. The extent
to which we incorporate retrospective reports into the database depends on the resource costs ..·
At best we would aim to apply the proposed filters in order to reduce the task to manageable
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proportions. Concurrently we have to decide whether it should be DIS policy to refain the other
reports or rely on your own archive. I favour the latter. Once the database is established and
populated we would commission a limited analysis .to determine whether reports possess any
intelligence, S&T value or discernible patterns (locations, features, performance) and establish the
residue of significant unidentified events.
7.
This requirement for a database needs to be considered alongside DAO's interests and we
should aim to develop a single framework and decide how to share the responsibility for data entry.

Action
8.

We therefore propose to:
. a. plan in conjunction with DAO and customers how to achieve the database;
b. implement the plan, sharing resources if appropriate;
c. conduct, in DIST, a limited analaysis of events;
d. review the situation once the database is accessible and no later than 12 months hence.
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Copy to:
AOAD1
PSO/ACAS
DAO
Hd Sec(AS)
DI Sec
DPR(RAF)
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UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA (UAP) -POLICY
References
A. D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dat~d29 Jan 97
B. D/DIST/11/10 dated 3 Feb 97
C. D/DA0/1/13 dated 25 Mar 97
I?.:. D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 2 Apr 97
E. D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 22 Apr 97
1.
My apologies firstly for not responding sooner to your -~utes at Ref Unfortunately it
took much longer than expected, at the time of my holding reply, to recover from a number of staff
changes and to give the subject sufficient attention against other priorities. I am pleased that we
should have this debate since at present. there is a significant mismatch between our assumed
responsibilities and our ability to resource them.
Policy

2.
Referring to the policy stated in your initial minute (Ref A, Annex paras 1 & 2) an~
immediate difficulty arises over the use of the term 'UFO'. This term is discredited in sothe circles
and I think that consistent use ofUAP would be much more satisfactory. This would then avoid
an immediate association "\Vith 'extraterrestrial' phenomena and the difficulty which arises in trying
to distinguish whether events are 'extraterrestrial' or not, a judgement which we are strictly
incapable of making. While analysis may enable MoD to identify some phenomena, those that
remain are ~y definition 'unidentified' rather than 'extraterrestrial'.
· -3.
You queried at Ref A, para 3a the extent ofDIST interest in UFO reports. We agree that
MoD's interest has to be related to defence significance but this is not solely to determine whether
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CO~ENTIAL
the UK ADR is breached, as implied by the parenthetical text in your Annex, para 2. DIST' s role
in support of customer requirements is to assess all source intelligence on foreign weapon systems
. and science & technology with military relevance. We have the responsibility to decide which
sources are most appropriate and how they should be weighted for assessments. We regard UAP
as a source, akin in some respects to human reporting not least in that the phenomena are reported
by people and may not be fully appreciated or understood at the time. This intelligence interest
needs to be explicitly covered in the policy statement and we propose that your Annex, para 2
should read:
'MoD's interest in 'UAP' is limited to examining reported sightings to establish if such activity
might have a defence significance, viz:
a. whether the UKADR has been breached;
'b. what intelligence is revealed on military capabilities of other countries;
c. whether scientific and technical information of military significance is revealed.'

Arrangements
4. Referring to your Annex, para 4, in the light of the above we do not consider that MoD can
have no interest in e~raterrestrial matters and needs to keep an open mind on whether
'unidentified' phenomena may have significance. Additionally the lack of evidence to date in the
DIS on the extraterrestrial hypothesis has to reflect the fact that we have not carried out any
~ysis. Effectively the UAP source is unproven for DIST purposes, a situation of concern even
ifwe never expect it to be as reliable or valuable as other sources. Two principles therefore arise:

Reports
5.
Firstly DIST needs to continue to receive reports in order to make the judgements at para
3b and 3c above. It seems probable that only credible sources are likely to provide enough
information for a substantive analysis and we are therefore prepared to constrain ourselves to
receive reports in the categories at RefD, para 2.

Analysis

·-

6.
Secondly DIST needs to have an adequate system in order to reference the information.
In line with developing practices for other source intelligence we need a reliable system for the
retention and analysis of data. Hitherto the paper records have been much too unwieldy, for
effective action leading to the failing noted above. The proposed filtering of reports will reduce
the volume considerably and we need to take the opportunity to initiate a database now. How we
do this rem~ns to be decided. Our resources are heavily over-bid but it seems essential that we
·.establish the database in order to reduce subsequent analysis effort to the minimum. The extent
-to which we incorporate retrospective reports into the database depends on the resource costs.
At best we would aim to apply the proposed filters· in order to reduce the task to manageable
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proportions. Concurrently we have to decide whether it should be DIS policy to retain the other
reports or rely on your own archive. I favour the latter. Once the database is established and
populated we would commission a limited analysis to determine whether reports possess any
intelligence, S&T value or discernible patterns (locations, features, performance) and establish the
residue of significant unidentified events.
7.
This requirement for a database needs to be considered Rlongside DAO's interests and we
should aim to develop a single framework and decide how to share the responsibility for data entry.

Action
8.

We therefore propose to:
a. plan in conjunction with DAO and customers how to achieve the database;
b. implement the plan, sharing resources if appropriate;
c. conduct, in DIST, a limited analaysis of events;
d. review the situation once the database is accessible and no later than 12 months hence.
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Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
22nd April 1997
DI ST
Copy to:
AOADl
PSO/ACAS
DAO
Head of Sec(AS)
DI Sec
AD/DI55
DPR(RAF)
'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS' - POLICY
Reference:
A.
B.
c.
D.

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 29th Jc-.nuary 1997
D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 14th March 1997
D/DA0/1/13 dated 25th March 1997
D/Sec(AS)64/l dated 2nd April 1997

1. It is now some time since I wrote (Reference A) seeking views
on t he way forward for the increasing amount of correspondence and
sighting reports the Depa rtment now receives on the subject of
'UFOs' and related issues.
2. In the absence of any advice f ' om DI of a need to see such
material, I can only assume that. this subject does not warrant
significant interest. I therefo r e propose that for the future
only information relating to 'credible' sightings will be further
disseminated. The criteria for what constitutes a 'credible'
sighting was given in my response to AOADl (Reference D - copied
to you) following receipt of his advice on the extent of DAO
interest.
3. I should be grateful to know that this course of action is
acceptable to you.
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Sent: 15/04/97 at 10:48
To: Hd of CS(RM)l
CC:
Ref: 112
Subject:

RE: l'!~~~~~~~~~~

Text: -

DRAFT REPLY

I

raft looks fine.
seems to me like a youngster with a v colourful
.
~
. It will be interesting to see how he translates
what you have told him into an article for his mag.
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Our reference

CS(RM)/4/6/37
Date

April 1997

Thank you for your letter dated 14 April 1997.
I can confirm that AIR 2/16918 was in MOD's hands last year and
was returned to the Public Record Office on the 9 November 1996.
I understand that the file was originally released, in 1994, in a
sanitised form. It is established practice, when sanitising files,
to ensure that pages thus affected are clearly identified, for
example a photocopy of a page with sensitive information excluded
would be marked "retained in department under Section 3(4)" or
something very similar.
Following a change of policy in 1995 it was decided, in light of
the Open Government initiative, our early concerns were no longer
valid and previously excluded information could now be released.
With the file already in the public domain the extracts were
transferred to the PRO on 22 November 1995. Any subsequent action
to re-establish extracted papers, either by re-inserting or
attaching to the original file, rests with the PRO.
On the general question of extraction from files departments can
remove papers for reasons of sensitivity prior to the opening of
files. But once the file is open papers can not be removed,
whatever the reason.
So far as your final question is concerned I regret that I can
provide no further information as to what happened to the file
after its arrival in the MOD.
I hope that you find the above information helpful.

•

•

14 APR ' 97 12:26 FROM CS CRMl

TO

@
Room-B-.tttit=)
M.O.D
Meopole Building
Northumberland Avenue
I..ondon
WC2NSBL

14.4.97

l . Can you caafirm that the file AIR :.Z/16918 wbich was in your~ lwlcla
temporarily, but as you stated • not held by you, in rut returned to the PRO in

Now:mbet 1996.
2. That although certain doc:ummrts were removed &om the file by ICll1l8 penon. that all
papcn an: DOW back in 1be file (wo are quite sure this is the case anyhow becausts we
have seen tbe file. although bavo not COUIIted the page$. Most of1be imparWit

material wo are interested in is still then.)
3. That you are unable to tell me M1o in your department, w ancrther depar1meat was the
pc:mm to request the file. We wish to know exaetly1he movemem of the :file ti'cm the
PRO to yourselves or anotlw MOD department We do not need to know Dames of
officers involved in the requisitiQIII - oaly deparlmental names.

Section 3 is the most important point Obviously ifyou are subsequently allowed to toll
ua wbat W8ll the interest in the ftle • and why It was requested this would be of inteRI&t to
111, but

is not~.

Onoe I have recoivod your reply I will keep you Udixmcd of our 1-=an;h wvrlt IIIII will
write to you to t.U you what we b&vefouad.

Thank you once again far beiDg so open and helpful- I do not~wlluoh & wum
response 1iom some MOD departments.

YoutS sincerely
14 FFR ''n 11l41

llE.I!I1
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14 APR

'<n

12:26 FROM CS CRM)

TO

PAClE.II2

-

TOTAL PAGE.II2 -
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
11 Apr 97
DPOCRAFl

2.
As is usual in responding to letters from writers or
journalists I would prefer the reply to come from your office and
I attach a proposed draft and the enclosures he has requested.
3.

If you have any queries please give me a call.

•
DRAFT REPLY TO
1.
I refer to your fax of 8 April 1997, addressed to Secretariat
(Air Staff)2a, which requests information you wish to use in a
forthcoming article in the magazine "FOCUS", on the subject of
"UFOs".
2.
As requested please find details of the number of "UFO"
reports made to the MOD by _year since 1959, and a map which gives
an indication of the geographical distribution of the sightings
reported in 1996. I should like to stress that both relate to the
number of reports received by the MOD of aerial activity which was
not immediately identifiable to the witness. They should not be
taken to reflect the number of "UFO" sightings in the popular
sense of the word, ie. flying saucers or craft of extraterrestrial
origin.
3.
I should add that the MOD examines any reports of
"unidentified flying objects" it receives solely to establish
whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence
Region might have been compromised by a foreign hostile military
aircraft. Unless there is evidence of a potential military
threat, and to date no "unidentified flying object" sighting has
revealed such evidence, the MOD does not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each sighting reported.
The MOD believes that
down-to - earth explanations,. such as aircraft lights or natural
phenomena, could be found for them if resources were diverted for
this purpose, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide
this kind of aerial identification service. It would be an
inappropriate use of defence resources for the MOD to do so.

DPO(RAF)
Encs .

•
NUMBERS OF "UNEXPLAINED" AERIAL SIGHTINGS REPORTED
TO THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

1959 - 22
1960 - 31

1982 - 250

1981 - 600

1961 -71

1983 - 390

1962 - 46

1984 - 214

1963 - 51

1985 - 177

1964 - 74

1986 - 120

1965 - 56

1987 - 150

1966 - 95

1988 - 397

1967 - 362

1989 - 258

1968 - 280

1990 - 209

1969 - 228

1991 - 117

1970 - 181

1992 - 147

1971 - 379

1993 - 258

1972 - 201
1973 - 233
1974 - 177

1994 - 250
1995 - 373
1996 - 609

1975 - 208
1976 - 200
1977 - 435
1978 - 750
1979 - 550
1980 - 350
Figures from before 1959 are not available.
NB.
The above figures relate to the number of reports, received
by the Ministry of Defence, of aerial activity which was not
immediately identifiable to the witness. They should not be taken
to reflect sightings of "'UFO/flying saucers"'.

------~
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N 1996

Phone /li'ax:

E-Mail:

Fax Cover Sheet
Se(.'fetarilll (AS)2a 1
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Date:
rages Including this cover: 1
Subjed: Latest UFO report statistics 110d map(s)

Comments:
I 11111 writing an article on the subject uf UFOs in the UK lOr FOCUS magazine (not the
inwmal Mol> p11blication) and would like to include the official numbor of:rightings
reported to you lllr whalever years may be available..
1 also understand that there is a map available on which sightill!ls for at least one year,
perhaps more, arc indicated. I ~hould be most grateful to lind out how I should go about
obtainiJ11! the map(s).

Any assistance would be much appreciated.
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Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
2nd April 1997
MAYU.

*

* by CHOTS

Copy to:
PSO/ACAS *
DAO *
DI ST
Head of Sec(AS)
DI Sec
AD/DISS
DPR(RAF) *

*

'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS' - POLICY
Reference A:

D/DA0/1/13 dated 25th March 1997

1. Thank you for your reply (Reference A) to my minute seeking
advice on the way forward for the handling of 'UFO' reports.
2. In view of your stated interest in 'UFO' sightings (para 2 of
Reference A), Sec(AS)2 will in future only refer to you for advice
or investigation reports that fall into the following categories:
a. documented sightings - reports that are supported by
evidence such as photographs, video recordings or radar
traces, where these cannot be readily explained and are
provided by sources who appear to be reliable;
b. corroborated sightings - a series of reports apparently
describing the same phenomenon and provided by separate and
independent sources, where these cannot be readily explained;
c. timely sightings - reports of a phenomenon that is
currently being observed and might, therefore, be capable of
detection by AD or other assets such as military aircraft or
radar observers.
We will not follow-up undocumented, uncorroborated reports of past
events unless, in the opinion of the Sec(AS) desk officer or duty
officer, there are features of particular interest or
dependability.
3. You asked about us reporting and investigating practices. We
have inquired about this in the past through the Washington
Embassy. The us DOD has a statement on their Internet web site
recording their 'Project Blue Book' research and concluding that
they no longer have any interest in UFO reports and related
matters; those who wish to report 'sightings' are invited to
contact local law enforcement agencies.
4.

You question whether we need to fund investigation of

·.

•

'

.

inexplicable incidents. Ministers' policy is clear: we are not
funded to investigate all unexplained phenomena and our interest
is confined to any occurrence that may have an air defence
significance. The Prime Minister sees no case for funding
· research into extra terrestrial 'UFO' phenomena.
5. Finally, you suggest that we need an electronic database and
management system against which sightings might be recorded and
handled. This is not something we ourselves see any need for.
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/DA0/1/13

2../ Mar

97

SEC(AS)2
Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DAO
DI ST
Head of Sec{AS)
DI Sec
AD/DI55
DPR(RAF)
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO) POLICY
References:
A.
B.

·:mTcE1

:.SJ 2
i997

;

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 14 Mar 97.
D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 29 Jan 97.

1.
Thank you for your letter at Reference A reminding of the
need to make progress on future handling of UFO reports against a
background of increasing public interest and therefore workload.
You ask what might be required insofar as air defence interests
are concerned.
2.
Following your earlier letter at Reference B, you will recall
our discussion of the topic. My views are unchanged. We have no
direct air defence interest in UFO reports unless there is
intelligence, reliable sighting or evidence that UK national
airspace, or the UKADR, may be, or has been, penetrated by
aircraft of potentially hostile powers without authorisation.
Orbiting satellites are accounted separately and appropriate
COMSEC implemented.
3.
A majority of UFO reports are tenuous in nature, are reported
at second hand or with a time lag, and frequently overland or at
night in areas where we have little radar cover. Those described
as at great height, if they exist, may lie above radar cover, as
only Fylingdales has tracking capabilities in the endo-atmosphere
and in space. Some reports describe objects in terms of
manoeuvre, speed and shape which lie beyond our engineering
knowledge and that which could be reasonably expected from hostile
powers.
4.
There is considerable difficulty, therefore, in assessing and
prioritising these reports sufficiently quickly to provide, where
warranted, an active response. Moreover, when interceptions may
be needed, we are constrained by reduced readiness following
drawdowns at the end of the Cold War and the considerable time lag
in responding from northern bases in the event of incidents in the
south, especially if access is needed to intensively used civil
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airspace. Inevitably, interceptions are infrequently attempted
against knowledge that, in the present benign environment, most
sightings are unlikely to be associated with threatening activity.
5.
I would emphasise that such sightings have been few and far
between, with only Russia among potentially hostile powers being
capable of penetrating UK airspace at very high altitudes; while
no hostile power could reasonably be responsible for low level
sightings, because of the range or political risk involved, except
in the context of large civil register aircraft diverting from
flight plans (where we have had incidents).
6.
Staffing UFO matters, however, is a time consuming concern.
As you are painfully aware, reported sightings are frequently
explored in the public domain, often by organised societies,
seeking extra-terrestrial explanations. Whilst using best
judgement at the time, we are sometimes left accounting for the
inexplicable or investing large numbers of man hours to establish
rational explanations (as recently in the "Skegness sighting" when
the Service's professional competence was called into question in
an MP's letter to the SofS). These frustrations are compounded by
supporting PQs of the sort "··· on how many occasions have ... "
which require paper searches of long put down records. Neither do
explanations that "the cost of the search cannot be justified"
satisfy the public, for it only re-inforces their conviction that
if the truth cannot be found out there, it is certainly available
in the MOD. The MOD may eventually be caught out by cross
referring to previous answers and other information, cherished on
PCs and exchanged on "the web". The consequences are further
questions and ever greater care and time taken to ensure that we
do not contradict ourselves.
7.
The problem is unlikely to subside especially as the US
brings into service over the next decade high flying capabilities
such as Global star, Dark Star, the X-33 and, should it come to
fruition, the manned spaceplane. Other nations will follow,
especially with UAVs, which may permit risk taking in unauthorised
penetrations of airspace. Activities of these sorts would clearly
require monitoring and control by the MOD.
a.
The extra-terrestrial business is also likely to boom,
exacerbating the staffing problem. Continuing discoveries of
planets, and emerging knowledge of circumstances needed for at
least non-intelligent life, lead to speculation that planets and
life may commonly occur. With that change of perception, arguing
that our rock alone is a teeming and verdant speck in a vast and
sterile nothingness may soon be as unrewarding as the Church once
found in continuing to enforce the idea that the world was flat;
more so, with the knowledge that many suns are older than our own,
and perhaps provide conditions for advanced evolution. Even
though some experts argue very low probabilities for intelligent
life, and allowing for barely imagined transit distances,
requiring unknown uses of physics, we cannot rule out entirely the
idea of extra-terrestrial observation/visitation, either covert or
overt. Our current policy to retain an open mind on these matters
is therefore probably correct.
9.
It is a fine judgement whether UFO sightings are MOD matters,
or Government responsibilities best located with other agencies
given the unproven nature of a vast majority of reports. I
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believe they should continue to be managed in the MOD because of
inevitable inter-weaving of terrestrial sightings, some of
military origin, with extra-terrestrial pre-occupations. Moreover,
any future concerns, terrestrial or extra-terrestrial, are likely
to require national or international co-ordination responsive only
within security alliances.
10.
Whether we should set aside for further examination outside
the MOD unexplained phenomena, I leave others to decide, knowing
that political, scientific and cost judgements are associated with
their investigation. I am not wholly convinced, however, that
covert investigations would be the best way forwards. When
inevitably discovered, they lead to mistaken ideas that "contact
has been made" or that "government is worried, knowing something
we don't." Should we decide regularly to investigate UFO reports,
then we might look at how the us has handled some aspects with,
for example, the targeted search of deep space for artificial
signals which attracts little public speculation. The downside,
of course, is "Roswell" with plastic kits as visible proof of
alien capture and reverse engineering. What are us reporting and
investigation practices?
11. The UK air defence interest is primarily to automate
reporting, handling and administration of incidents so that
operators, infrequently switching their busy routines to consider
unlikely phenomena, react in a focused and consistent way.
Reaction and reporting needs for UFOs are similar to those
practices necessary for handling flight safety incidents, and
potentially we could mimic them. However, a computer based system
is needed to support accurate handling and recording of incidents,
and to allow easy extraction of historical data for parliamentary
response or retrospective study. Such a system is not, per se, an
air defence requirement.
12. We therefore differ in view over responsibilities,
organisation and funding. These matters are not for the air
defence forces alone to consider, or to utilise the output from.
Public reporting of phenomena is essentially government business
to which we contribute infrequently when there are matters of
direct air defence interest and, on other occasions, to exclude
known air movements. As always, when tasked to respond, we do so
to the best of our abilities. However, PQs that ask what
similarities we have found between recent incidents and those of
years ago, or to count them, leave us embroiled in dusty
paperchases or in making retrospective assessments of incidents
when we are not fully expert.
13. My response has turned out longer than I had intended, but
hopefully lays the issues fully on the table as we see them.
The policy is fine, how we manage public enquiries probably needs
some re-consideration, also whether we need to fund investigation
of a minority of incidents which may be inexplicable; above all,
we need an electronic database and management system against which
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sightings may be uniformally handled and recorded. If
else, we owe successors an easily extracted historic
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ANQLIA TV REQUEST FOR WRITTEN STATEMENT ON MOD's "UFO" POLICY

1.

2.

Any queries please call me.

[original signed]
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Mystery Show'
Anglia TV

==

by fax

==

1.
You recently requested a statement on MOD policy concerning
reports of "unidentified flying objects". You also sought a
statement about the sightings in the area of The Wash of 5 October
last year.
I have the following to offer:

MOD Interest in "UFO" Sightings
MOD has no interest, expertise or role with respect to "UFO/
flying saucer" matters or in the existence or otherwise of
extraterrestrial lifeforms about which it remains openminded. To date MOD is not aware of any evidence which
proves these phenomena exist.
MOD examines any reports of "UFO" sightings it receives
solely to establish if what was seen might have some defence
significance ie. whether there is any evidence that the UK
Air Defence Region might have been breached.
Reports are examined with the assistance of the Department's
air defence experts as required. Unless there is evidence of
a potential military threat, and to date no "UFO" sighting
has revealed such evidence, no attempt is made to identify
the precise nature of each sighting reported. From the types
of descriptions received, aircraft or natural phenomena
probably account for most of the observations.
Siqhtings in the Area of The Wash - 5 October 1996
At the time of the incident on 5 October it was determined
there was no evidence that the integrity of the UK Air
Defence Region had been compromised. This was MOD's only
concern.
Much of the press reporting of the incident at the time was
incorrect, ill-informed and speculative. All available
sources of information were examined and MOD was completely
satisfied that the sightings were not of air defence
significance; our air defence system found no evidence of
unidentified flying craft throughout the period in question.
The only radar plot observed, which was identified on the
National Air Traffic Services Claxby radar in the position of
Boston, was judged by experienced operators at two separate
locations to be a permanent echo, caused by a natural
phenomenon (something.that does occur in certain weather
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conditions), not susp~c~ous in nature nor of any significance
to air or maritime safety, and of no air defence or air
concern.
There was little reliable or accurate bearings or elevation
information in connection with any of the sightings of lights
observed in the area of The Wash. From that provided,
including a video, which was not forwarded to the MOD by the
Lincolnshire Police HQ until 5 November, the Greenwich
Observatory view was that the lights were of celestial origin
and likely to be Venus which had been exceptionally bright
during the week in question.

I hope this is helpful.

DPO(RAF)
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Fri 21 Mar, 1997 15:13
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Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/J
17th March 1997
DPO(RAF)l

'UFOs' - REQUEST FROM ANGLIA TV

1. We spoke this morning and I said that we have been approached
by Anglia TV to participate in a programme 'The Magic and Mystery
Show' to talk about 'UFOs' and, in particular, an incident on 5th
October last year in the area of the Wash.
2.

rang late on Friday afternoon about the
a message on our answerphone. He said that he
to do a 'balanced' item and was therefore seeking input
from MOD.
3. We have not returned
grateful if you would do LS(J---jl-Qilthat the Department would
is happy to provide the attached statement about the extent of
their interest in 'UFO' matters and an explanation of events on
5th October.
4.

Please let me know if he has any further questions.

•
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE INTEREST IN "UFO" SIGHTINGS

MOD has no interest, expertise or role with respect to "UFO/flying
saucer" matters or in the existence or otherwise of
extraterrestrial lifeforms about which it remains open-minded. To
date MOD is not aware of any evidence which proves these phenomena
exist.
MOD examines any reports of "UFO" sightings it receives solely to
establish if what was seen might have some defence significance ie
whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence Region might
have been breached.
Reports are examined with the assistance of the Department's air
defence experts as required. Unless there is evidence of a
potential military threat, and to date no "UFO" sighting has
revealed such evidence, no attempt is made to identify the precise
nature of each sighting report. From the types of descriptions
received, aircraft or natural phenomena probably account for most
of the observations.

•
SIGHTINGS IN THE AREA OF THE WASH - 5 OCTOBER 1996

At the time of the incident on 5 October it was determined there
was no evidence that the integrity of the UK Air Defence Region
had been compromised. This was MOD's only concern.
Much of the press reports about the incident at the time were
incorrect, ill-informed and speculative. All available sources of
information were examined and MOD was completely satisfied that
the sightings were not of air defence significance; our air
defence system found no evidence of unidentified flying craft
throughout the period in question. The only radar plot observed,
which was identified on the National Air Traffic services Claxby
radar in the position of Boston, was judged by experienced
operators at two separate locations to be a permanent echo, caused
by a natural phenomenon (something that does occur in certain
weather conditions), not suspicious in nature nor of any
significance to air or maritime safety, and of no air defence or
air concern.
There was very little reliable or accurate bearing or elevation
information in connection with any of the sightings of lights
observed in the area of The Wash. From that provided, including a
video, which was not forwarded to MOD by the Lincolnshire Police
HQ until 5 November, the Greenwich Observatory view was that the
lights were of celestial origin and likely to be Venus which had
been exceptionally bright during the week in question.

Loose Minute

14th March 1994
AO/ADl
~

Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DAO
Head of Sec(AS)
DI Sec
AD/DI55
DPR(RAF)
'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS' - POLICY

Reference:

D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 29th January 1997

1. You will recall that I wrote at Reference seeking advice and
comment on the way forward for handling 'UFO' reports and I wonder
if you have yet had time to consider what might be required so far
as your respective interests are concerned. I discussed a number
~in_t~~ a meeting some three weeks ago with Wing Commander
~~ )l~e not heard further.
.

2. I appreciate that other issues might well have taken priority
in recent times but I would like to make some progress on this in
the near future.

lt .
Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Group Captain ~~~~~~~~~~~
Air Attache
~
British Embassy
Calle de Fernando el Santo 16
28010 MADRID

Spain

Your reference
Our reference

\.~...'

D/Sec(As..._...,

-=f- March
Date

1997

Dear Group Captain
1.
You will recall the fax you received from
about
"UFOs". Attached is our reply which you kindl -:agreed-to_j
translate and pass on.
2.
For your background information last year Mr Pope wrote a
book entitled "Open Skies, Closed Minds" in which he criticises
the MOD's policy with respect to the "UFO" phenomenon; he has to
some extent become a thorn in the side of the Department. He is
often quoted in the Press when a "UFO" sighting makes the
newspapers. Our line is that Mr Pope views are his personal
opinions and do not represent, nor do they reflect the views of
the MOD. I thought you might just wish to be aware of this.
Yours sincerely,

OVI'" N2p~

+~

lP~OA~

t:>'tf'3, f*
e.v1 (._ . '1 .
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1.

otn
2.

be advised that my telephone number has changed to

on 401
My address and fax number remain as follows:
Ministry of Defence
Secretariat(Air Staff)2a1
Room 8245
Main Building
Whitehall
SW1A 2HB
Fax: 0171 ·218
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
19 Feb 97
To all Sec!AS\1 Staff
Copy to:
PS/Head of Sec(AS)
"UFO" PUBLIC ENQUIRY AHSWERPHONE FACILITY
1.
Head of Sec(AS) has given approval for public enqu~r~es by
telephone on "UFO"-related issues to be handled using an
answerphone facility, to free-up my line for business more
directly related to the Sec(AS) remit. The answerphone will be in
operation from 0800 - 1700 hrs Mon-Fri. Outside these times, in
accordance with current practice, calls will be directed by the
Switchboard staff to the RAF Duty Officer in the DCMC.
2.
I .have been a~ted-a-new telephone number for non-"UFO"
business (0171 218 ~ionP~ se note that this number may be
passed to officia1&=who- w-i-s·h-td speak to me about "UFO"-related
business, or of course about any other matter for which I am
responsible. However, members of the public who wish to talk to
someone about "UFOs" should be advised to call 0171 218 2140 Qllll·
If they have previously been put through to the answerphone and
complain that they wish to speak to a member of staff not an
answerphone, please firmly advise them that all such enquiries are
handled from that telephone line ~' which is continuously
monitored by staff in Sec(AS)2. All Press enf ui r i es should
directed towards the RAF Press Desks <j£

fiijGJ

3.

The above arrangements apply from 0800 hrs Thu 20 Feb.
[original signed)

LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
19 Feb 97
To a l l SeciAS\2 Staff
"UFO" PUBLIC ENQUIRY ANSWERPHONE FACILITY
1.
As you know, Head of Sec(AS) has given approval for public
enquiries by telephone on "UFO" - related issues to be handled using
an answerphone facility. Attached at Annex A is the outgoing
message which members of the public who call this line will hear.
The answerphone will be switched on Mon-Fri 0800 - 1700 hrs.
Outside these times, in accordance with current practice, calls
will be directed by the switchboard staff to the RAF Duty Officer
in the DCMC.
2.
I have been a~~
a _e_~
~w telephone number for non-"UFO"
business (0171 218
jonT. . number may be passed to officials
who wish to speak G-me- allou-t 'UFO"-related business or of course
about any other matter for _which I am responsible. However,
members of the public who wish to talk to someone about "UFOs"
should be advised to call 0171 218 2140 only. If they have
previously been put through to the answerphone and complain that
they wish to speak to a member of staff not an answerphone, you
should firmly advise them that all such enquiries are handled from
that telephone line ~ which is continuously monitored by staff
in Sec(AS)2 throughout the day. All Press eQ ~i ries should
directed towards the RAF Press Desks (
40
3.

The answerphone will go "on-line" wef 0800 hrs tomorrow.

[original signed]

-=MB8245

H!Jn 401

•••••
ANNEX A TO
D/SECIASl /64/1
DATED 19 FEB 97
"UFO" ANSWERPHONE OUTGOING ·MESSAGE

"You have reached the Ministry of Defence Air Staff Secretariat.
You may use this voicemail facility to make reports of unusual
aerial observations which you wish to draw to the attention of the
MOD.
However, the Department's interest is confined only to
establishing whether there is evidence of unauthorized military
activity in UK airspace.
On this basis if you wish to register a report please leave your
name, address and telephone number after the tone giving brief
details of what you have seen. Please remember to include the
date, time and precise location. You will be contacted further
only in the event that we consider any follow-up is required.
If your enquiry concerns the MOD's policy on the so-called "UFO"
phenomenon, you will need to write to us at the:
Ministry of Defence
Secretariat (Air Staff)2
Room 8245
Main Building
Whitehall
SWlA 2HB.
Press Enquiries should·be directed through the MOD Press Office."

•

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE Room 8245
Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
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Our reference

See Distribution
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19 February 1997

SECRETARIAT lAIR STAFF) 2A1 - CHARGE OF TELEPHONE HUMBER
1.

Please be advised that my telephone number has changed to

2.

My address and fax number remain as follows:

,._Q1"'-"7'-"1'----"'-2""1S._,~

Ministry of Defence
Secretariat(Air Staff)2al
Room 8245;
Main Building
Whitehall
SWlA 2HB
Fax: 0111 218

-

ion 401

3.
As some of you will be aware, Sec(AS)2a is the nominated MOD
focal point for handling "UFO" enquiries from members of the
public. Please note that my new telephone number should not be
passed on to members of the public/Press who wish to make
enquiries about "UFO"-related issues. A dedicated answerphone on
my old number (0171 218 2140) is to be set up with effect from
0800 hrs tomorrow for future
of this business.
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Wed Feb 19 14:26:30 1997
FROM:
TO:

SUBJECT:
1.
TELEPHONE

Signals File

SEC(AS)2A1
BONN FOR AA
ROME FOR AA
PARIS FOR AAA
WASHINGTON FOR RAF STAFF
BRUSSELS FOR SGT
CYPRUS FOR S02 Jj~l'( "un

sa2aMB43/signalsU/ChangeNo

401

CHANGE OF TELEPHONE NO FOR SEC(AS)2A1
EFFECT MY

2.
MY ADDRESS REMAINS ROOM 8245 MOD MAIN BUILDING AND MY FAX
NUMBER REMAINS 0171 218

Page 2

weJit9

Feb, 1997 13:42

mailbox

PATE
TO
19/02/97 PARLIAMENTARY CLER

log

Page 1

SUBJECT
CHANGE OF TELEPHONE NUMBER -

Sent: 19/02/97 at 13:42
To: PARLIAMENTARY CLERK
CC:
Ref: 1044
Subject: CHANGE OF TELEPHONE NUMBER - SEC(AS)2A1
Text: I should be grateful if you could circulate the attached to your
team.
Telephone enquiries
course be made on
Thank You. ~~~~~~~lliil~~~----_j
Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ 1

View Acknowledge [*1
Delivery Acknowledge [*1

Attachments
Codes [

11
1

•

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE Room 8245
Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)

0171 218

:~: tchboord) ~:~: ~:: ~~~~~~~

1

Your reference

Our reference

See Distribution

D/Sec(AS)/64/1

Date

19 February 1997

SECRETARIAT lAIR STAFF) 2A1 - CHANGE OF TELEPHONE NUMBER

1.

Please be advised that my telephone number has changed to

0171 218

2.

jGCdion 40j

My address and fax number remain as follows:
Ministry Of Defence
Secretariat(Air Staff)2a1
Room 8245
Main Building
Whitehall
SW1A 2HB
Fax: 0111 218

j§ £Jtion 40j

3.
As some of you will be aware, Sec(AS)2a is the nominated MOD
focal point for handling "UFO" enquiries from members of the
public. Please note that my new telephone number should not be
passed on to members of the public/Press who wish to make
enquiries about "UFO"-related issues. A dedicated answerphone on
my old number (0171 218 2140) is to be set up with effect from
0800 hrs. tomorrow for future handling of this business.

[original signed]
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
19 Feb 97
MOD Main Building Switchboard Staff
MOD Public Enquiries Office
Copy to :
DPR(RAF)
DPO(RAF)
AIS(Mil) , LATCC West Drayton
DCMC Air Force Desk
DEDICATED TELEPHONE LINE FOR ENQUIRIES FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
ABOUT "UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS'
1.
You will wish to be aware that with effect from 0800 hrs Thu 20 Feb, the
MOD will have a dedicated telephone line for handling enquiries and reports from
members of the public about "unidentified flying objects".
2.
Queries will usually be handled through an answerphone system, which will
briefly set out the MOD 's limited interest in this subject, and invitP. members of the
public to leave reports if appropriate. The answerphone will be switched on from
0800-1700 hrs and will be continuously monitored. Any "UFO • calls received
outside these hours must continue to be handled by the DCMC ir: the usual manner,
in the event there may be genuine air defence implications of a rr.-ore terrestrial
nature.
3.
The dedicated "UFO" number will be: 0171 218 2140. All members of the
public wishing to be put through to the 'UFO' desk should be connected~ to
this number. Press enquiries should be directed towards the RAF Press Desks .
Although I will continue to oversee queries of this nature, the separate telephone
line I have acquired for handling the major part of my work (the non-'UFO'-related
duties) must not be qjyen to members of the public or Press enquiring aboyt
"UFOs". Members of the public not content with an answer phone and insisting on
speaking to a member of staff should be firmly advised that "UFO" business is only
handled from the number given above.
~who wish to speak to a desk officer in Sec(AS) about ' UFO '
4.
business can of course be advised of my alternate number below .
queries in respect of these new arrangements please contact me
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Wed 12 Feb, 1997 13:46
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mailbox .standard
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SUBJECT
CODES
DATE
FROM
Answerphone Message
12/02/97 ADGE1
Intended:
Delivered: 12/02/97 at 13:40
Sent: 12/02/97 at 13:36
To: SEC(AS)2A (2)
CC:
Ref: 309
Auth by:
From: ADGE1
Subject: Answerphone Message
Text: Please find suggested changes at attachment

Priority: Normal
Reply Request [ ]

SEE PAGE
View Acknowledge [ ]

Attachments
Codes [

1]

l

•
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DA0/1/13
12 Feb 97
SeciASl2a1
MOD "UFO" REPORTING AHSWERPHQNE

Reference:

DjSec(AS)1 dated 12 Feb 97.

1.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed
answerphone message at Reference.
2.
Firstly, I believe that the message should avoid the term
UFO which, in itself, is too suggestive. I would recommend the
use of 'unusual aerial phenomena' or similar neutral term.
3.
Secondly, perhaps 'evidence of hostile foreign military
activity' is too anachronistic and narrow; I would favour the
following more:
'The MOD's interest in such reports is limited to whether
there is evidence that the integrity of UK airspace has been
compromised by an unauthorised airborne vehicle'.
4.

I hope these suggestions are helpful.

•

Wed 12 Feb, 1997 12:17

DATE

mailbox

log

Page 1

SUBJECT
MOD "UFO" REPORTING ANSWERING

TO

12/02/97 ADGEl

CODES

Sent: 12/02/97 at 12:16
To: ADGEl
CC:
Ref: 1028
Subject: MOD "UFO" REPORTING ANSWERING MACHINE
Text: PLEASE SEE ATTACHED

Priority: Urgent
Reply Request [ ]

View Acknowledge [*]
Delivery Acknowledge [*]

Attachments
Codes [

1]

l

•
LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
12 Feb 97

MOD "UFO" REPORTING ANSWERPHONE

1.
Head of Sec(AS) has recently given approval for this office
to acquire an answerphone aligned to a dedicated telephone line to
aid with handling predominantly non-defence related "UFO"
business. Once this is up and running I shall start using a
completely separate telephone line for handling the business more
relevant to the work of Sec(AS)2.
2.
The phone line with the answering machine will be the only
one which the public will be able to lodge any "UFO" reports, and
will be monitored regularly throughout the day, should any further
action be required. Details of our policy in respect of the "UFO"
phenomenon will continue to be provided through written
correspondence.
3.
Attached we have drafted a simple outgoing message which
briefly explains the Department's limited interest in these
reports and encourages the caller only to leave details if they
feel that what they saw may be of defence relevance. Hopefully
this will discourage casual callers wanting to report something
they saw in 1972 and other time consuming telephone calls about
the meaning of life which go round the houses and take up a
considerable amount of our time.
4.
I should be grateful if you would let me know if you have
any comments or suggestions regarding the proposed outgoing
message.

[original signed]

82140MB
SEC(AS)2A (2)

DRAFT "UFO" ANSWERPHONE OUTGOING MESSAGE

You have reached the Ministry of Defence focal point for reports
of "unidentified flying objects".
The MOD's interest in such_reports is limited to whether there is
evidence of hostile foreign military activity in UK airspace.
If you have seen something which you believe may be of defence
interest please leave your name, address and telephone number
after the tone giving brief details, remembering to include the
date, time and precise location.

You will be contacted only in

the event that follow up information is required.
If you have any other enquiries about the MOD policy on the "UFO"
phenomenon you may write to the following address:
Ministry of Defence
Secretariat (Air Staff)2
Room 8245
Main Building
Whitehall
SWlA 2HB.
Press Enquiries should be directed through the MOD Press Office.

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)-1
29th January 1997
AO/AD1
.!2L...ll.

Copy to:
PSO/ACAS
DAO

Head of Sec(AS)
DI Sec

AD/DI55
DPR(RAF)

'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS' - POLICY

1. I have been giving some thought to the way the Department
currently handles 'UFO' reports and letters from members of the
public, many of the latter actively seeking information about the
existence of extraterrestrial life forms, or seeking a detailed
investigation/explanation for what has been reported (allegations
of abduction by aliens, out of body experiences, animal
mutilations, crop circles etc).
2. The increasing media attention given to this subject in recent
months has almost doubled the work of the desk officers involved
to the detriment of other tasks more directly relevant to the work
of the Branch. In the circumstances it seems timely to reappraise
the situation with a view to clarifying the Department's role and
requirements. Existing Government policy and my understanding of
the current arrangements is set out at Annex.
3. I believe there should be a demonstrated need to continue
current policy if we are to do so and would be grateful to know:

a. the extent of DAO and DI ST current interest in 'UFO'
reports;
b. whether Sec(AS) should continue to forward any sighting
reports to DAO or DI ST from members of the public for
further examination/clarification and, if so, the criteria on
which such decisions might be based.
c. whether the focus of interest aa should be internally
generated (ie air defence) or rely on reports only from
credible witnesses with full involvement .from DAO and DI ST
in the investigation process.
4. Depending on the nature of any changes proposed it may be
necessary to seek Ministerial agreement
forward to receiving your formal comments.

MBB
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Annex
'UFO REPORTS ':MOD INTEREST AND CURRENT ARRANGEMENTS

1. The Government's policy on 'UFOs' is that the air defence
implications of unidentified flying objects are a matter for the
MOD; air traffic implications are a matter for the Civil Aviation
Auth~rity.

2. MOD's interest in 'UFOs' is limited to exam1n1ng reported
sightings to establish if such activity might have a defence
significance (ie whether the UK Air Defence Region has been
breached).
sec(ASl2 Responsibilities
3. Sec(AS)2a acts as the focal point for MOD Policy on 'UFO'
issues and ·maintains a simple record for all reported sightings,
staffs sighting reports and public correspondence relating to
alleged sightings to other MOD Branches as necessary, responds to
Parliamentary and Ministerial inquiries, and deals with written
and telephone enquiries from members of the public. DPO staff
deal with media enquiries based on advice from Sec(AS)2.
current Arrangements
4. It is generally the case that 'UFO' reports are copied to AO/
GEl for advice on air defence related issues, and to DI55 for the
technology aspects of what has been observed. DAO has no interest
in extraterrestrial matters and 'UFO' sightings are considered
only in relation to a possible military threat to the UK's air
defences. DI55 is responsible for studying aerodynamic missiles
and is the DIS repository for UFO reports forwarded by Sec(AS):
they have no evidence to date to support the extraterrestrial
hypothesis.
5. It is c.o nsidered that events g1v1ng rise to a defence interest
are only likely to be reported by credible witnesses, ie military
pilot reported incidents or detections by defence radar or early
warning systems. In these circumstances DAO staffs would lead on
the response in light of the circumstances at the time. Other
credible witnesses might be professional civil pilots, officials
at Air Traffic Control Centres (ATCCs) and the emergency services
(police/fire). During the last two years only a handful of
reports have been made by credible witnesses and none have
provided evidence of defence significance.
6. There are no resources within the Department to provide an
aeronautical identification service for every 'UFO' report. More
importantly, given MOD's stated interest, there is no requirement
to do so.
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Sec(AS)2

L
Copy to:
DIP&R
DISec
AO/AD1
.J

UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA STUDY

Ref: D/Sec(AS)/64/1 dated 27 Jan 97

Thank you for reference on the discussions on the possibility of a s~.dentified
aerial phenomena (UAP). This is a holding reply, not least because Wg Cdr~s central
to this matter, is-on terminal leave from the RAF and not available to advise for some weeks. (U)
1.

-

H~wever I wish~no~ that r~fer~nce to pl~ed DISS ~ctivity ~o~veys too firm

2. .

an nnpress10n. Wg Cdr~een mvesttgatmg what nught be achieved Within our current
resources prior to seeking any commitment. He had sought your views because in the past your
~
branc;ll._had su__pported an_(~uccessful) application for additional resource to create an electronic
database. The interest of your branch has also been evident from many occasions over the last
20 years when DI55 has responded to your short notice demands;to undertake extensive manual
searches of the current and very large paper-based UAP archive. (S)

-

3.
In addition to your requirements we also consider there are several other parties who have
an interest in the data as an intelligence source. However our ability to adequately exploit the
data is severely constrained by lack of resources and the limitations .of the paper based archive.
WJ;!.ile I rejected the specific application for additional resources mentioned above I remain
concerned that we are npt in a position to conduct intelligence assessment, which leads me to
question whether there is any point in maintaining the archive. Once we have investigated further .~
I would welcome a discussion over what the customer requirements are and whether we are
resourced to meet them.
/
I
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D/Sec(AS)/ 64/1
27th January 1997
DI ST
Copy to:
DI P&R
DI Sec
AO/AD1
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DAS
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UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA STUDY
1. Sec(AS)2 is the Departmental focal point for the receipt of
sighting reports and correspondence from the public about 'UFOs' a growth industry in view of the current media obsession with this
issue. Government policy on the subject is that MOD examines such
reports solely to establish whether what has been reported might
have some defence significance - namely, whether the UK Air
Defence region has been breached. It is also Government policy
that unless there is any evidence of a threat to the UK ADR,
reports are not examined further to try and establish what might
have been seen.
2. I recently had brought to my attention a study DI sse is
embarking upon in connection with 'UFO' reports and wrote to
seeking further information. A copy of my letter and the response
is attached.
3.

I have some concerns about what is planned:
- the objectives for the research effort given the
Department's limited interest in 'UFO' reports, and who the
customer might be (paraS). Sec{AS)2 has no ~equirement for
a database of information on reported sightings to support
Parliamentary business (para S) or any other work; nor for a
redesigned sighting report form (para B); nor for a
CONFIDENTIAL register of witness details (para 7) which does,
perhaps, run contrary to the Citizen's Charter and the Data
Protection Act;
·
how we are to maintain the line that the Government's
policy is not to examine Reports further and that we have
nothing to hide;
if the study is only interested in reports made in
relation to sightings in the UK ADR Region (para 6), why the
key desk officers in DAir Ops are completely unaware of this

LcNL

.sl2o1 o

initiative and why they should not be kept informed (para
10). In my view, and I have discussed this with Head of
Sec(AS), the work proposed is of relevance to DAir Ops and I
cannot therefore accord with the request to keep them
unsighted.
4.
I should be grateful for your views. In
feel I must copy this minute and attachments
their role in dealing with DIS Parliamentary
P&R in the event there is anything she might
the debate.
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#

addition to AO/ADl, I
to DI Sec in view of
business and to DI
wish to contribute to

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Telephone 01603 (Norwich) 737361 Ext
GPTN95961

Please address any reply to The Officer Commanding

Secretariat (Air Staft) 2a
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA2HB

Your reference
Our reference

COLT/1466/4/0rg
Date

23

January 1997

UNIDENTIFlED FLYING OBJECT REPORT
1.

Forwarded for your information is a UFO report.

2.
The originator has been made aware that a reply from MOD is unlikely unless there is a
defence interest and further information sought.
3.
There have been a number ofUFO sightings reported in the local Press recently which
quoted the interest shown by the British UFO organisation. Can you confirm that you still require
UFO reports to be sent to Sec (AS) 2a rather than refer the UFO spotter to the civilian interest?
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Loose Minute
DI5511 08/15
22nd January 1997
Sec (AS)2

UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA
References:

A,
B.
C.

D/Sec(AS) 64/1 dated 14 January 1997
D/DISS/108/15 dated 11 December 1996
D/DISS/108/15 dated 16 November 1993
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1. In reply to your letter at Reference A, there are several differences in the current
tasking which I have received from Wg.
' internal DI55 formal note) at
Reference J3; compareq with the work programme envisaged in the proposal at
Reference C.
2. Whereas the 1993 proposal would have involved a fully funded British Aerospace
and hence a formal contract amendment, the current tasking is that I should
-... contract,
carry out some work (see para 4 below) within the constraints of an existing contract.
This would be one of many tasks I undertake for the Department and which can be
done under a current 3 year contract while the funds are pt;~sent to do so. No extra
money has been added to the contract for this purpose.
3. Historically, it is perhaps useful for you to know that, during 1995, subsequent to
the unsuccessful 1993 initiative, the Department again attempted both in June and
October to get approval for funding. The timing eventually clashed with_the onset of
Defence Study 18 and the requests were shelved. In the 1995 case the work would
have been accommo,dated within an existing budget and undertaken
as is the case now.
4. Now to the current situation. My remit is to build a new database from scratchnevertheless, the whole task is summarised injust 4 subheadings of a sentence each. - Thereafter to make ·a 'categorisation' or any possible explanation ofthe UAP events.
As you can imagine, things are not quite as simple as this may sound.

I_

and often urgent DI55 tasks, I have now started to set up the data base, having realised
that a minimal database will not be adequate. For example, there is no point in having
a database which just comprises a list/log of events in textual form, unless useful
information can be easily extracted. Hence, my database structure, when complete,
must allow investigative and statistical reports to be made. The tool chosen is a
relational database which, if all goes according to plan, will be capable of providing
material which should be ofuse in your answers to PQs and other correspondence.
6. Once the database format is finalised, new Event Reports will be entered as they
come in, while there will be a continual lower-rate effort to get all the old reports for
the last -20 years entered. This is consided essential, so as to provide a good basis
for any investigative work we might need in the future. As there are literally thousands
of inputs to make, I am sure you realise that this part of the work will take many
months to complete. I intend only to include UK reports made within the UK Air
Defence Region (i.e. within the UKADGE area of responsibility).
7. There is, of course, the sensitivity of the matter in view of Press and Public
interest. As you know, the actual sighting reports are all unclassified. I intend that
the data tables are structured so that those containing witness names should be
CONFIDENTIAL. This might enable the other material to be separated more easily
for public disclosure, if so desired at some future date. If, as is the current trend, an
'electronic office' culture develops, the paper reports may diminish anyway. Therefore
a move towards a properly structured electronically recorded system seems
appropriate at this stage.
8. This leads to another important point,
-.. forrnat- which was 'invented' in the 1950'
ou
aware
of effort goes into form design when a computerised data base is to be used. The
current form, which leaves a lot to the initiative of the witrihs and reporting officer,
could replaced with a much simpler format. I envisage that much can be done with
little narrative but mainly with ticked boxes and cryptic yes/no answers - I realise that
it might be difficult to bring a new form into use without some media reporter or
ufologist mis- interpretation! One can imagine .... 'MOD UFO Investigation
Intensifies" ! You may wish to comment on this possibility?
9. Much of my present task will involve extracting the several (for database purposes)
diverse bits of information that are often contained within a sentence which forms one
answer on the present form. To do this effectively I shall have to examine every sheet,
individually and extract the information and mark it up on paper copies of the new
form for each table Hsed in the database. My Secretary will then enter the data. It is
the correlation of these individual elements of information within the total report with
· sources of external information I can construct in other tables (e.g. Space debris re~e.ntry data, meteorologfcal phenomena, location of power lines etc.), which will make
the tool useful for evaluation and categorisation.
~I
~e

wish to keep a low profile.
could imagine the embarrassment to the Company if my activities were
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media kno:v~e.dge - ~ld undoubtedly soon link these. with ~y other
known activities o~ and probably connect my long..:.standmg
involvement with DI55- which we also wish to avoid. I note you have copied
Reference A to ADGEI, which include~not wish my name to be
further linked with them because ofmy__.....links with that same
organisation. I have a 50-60% weekly commitment to DI55, but this is not always in
OWOB. The rest ofthe time is spent both nation and worldwide
Secretary
always knows my
whereabouts,
you need to make urgent contact when I am not in London.
Please do not use the term UFO on the phone to this number, as it it operator-handled.
· of course, cleared, and would understand the words PROJECT
CONDIGN and relay any messages.

-..

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)64/1
14th January 1997

Copy to:
ADGE1
UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA STUDY
Reference:
A. D/DISS/108/15 dated 18th October 1993
B. ·o;sec(AS)12/1 dated 16th November 1993
1. Wing comrnander ~g Sec(AS)2a recently to say that he was
retiring and that in his absence you would be looking at the 'UFO'
reports we routinely copy to DISSc. He also mentioned that you
had been contracted to compile a database of reported 'sightings'
and that, once compiled, you would go on to analyse the material.
2-:- I should be grateful if you could confirm that the work on
compiling the database, which I believe is a fairly recent
initiative, is that envisaged in the BAe contract amendment
attached to Reference A (which was support:ed by my predecessor at
Reference B) .
3. The contract:amendment sets out a number of issues to be
addressed in the course of this work but mentions only a database
and a report (it would be helpful to sea copy when produced). I
am not, therefore, clear on the scope of the proposed analytical ~
work and it would be helpful to have some more information on this
aspect.
4. I should add that my concern is to ensure that the line taken
when answering PQs and dealing with Ministerial and public
correspondence about 'UFO' reports-and associated phenomena
accurately reflects the Department's position.
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